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Introduction: About Prairie Dogs

Dear Children:

Once upon a time in America millions of bison roamed
the West—great, wooly brown beasts which were, in many
respects, the very essence of freedom. The bison knew nei-
ther  borders  nor  boundaries,  neither  fences  nor  farms.
They were  free. Great herds of these free beasts covered the
prairies, and to the humans who dwelt on the prairies the
bison became life itself.  In fact, the bison were so woven
into the lives of the plains-dwelling humans that when en-
croaching civilization nearly exterminated the bison, those
prairie-dwelling  humans  nearly  disappeared  with  them.
They both were exterminated by progress,  a  term that  is
sometimes a polite euphemism for first killing everything of
value, and then killing everything in your way.

Today, just as remnants of those former plains-dwellers
can be found primarily on reservations, their kindred souls
the bison exist only in a few isolated preserves and parks.
Yet the majesty of the bison has not faded, its value as a
symbol remains. The bison has settled into our cultural lore
as a symbol of the wild, free plains settlers once encoun-
tered on their journeys westward. It is a revered beast, as it
should be,  for  it  was  the source  of  life  for  the last  large
groups of free humans to walk in this hemisphere. It is a
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Great Beast. It deserves a Great book to be written about it.
But this book is about the Bogg.

Little is made of the small, furry beasts who lived be-
neath the feet  of  the great  bison. Called by man “prairie
dogs” because they lived on the prairie and let out a bark-
like yip, the prairie dog is in fact not related to the dog at
all. It is a rodent—a furrier, cuter cousin to the rat, and as
such the Bogg are not held in high esteem. While pictures
of the Native Americans’ interactions with bison adorn na-
tive art, there are no such things as elk skins with painted
depictions of The Great Prairie Dog Hunt or etchings on a
cave wall of The Great Bogg Spirit.

Modern  Americans  have  spurned  the  prairie  dog  as
well.  There is  no Day Of The Bogg.  There are no Bogg
Burgers,  no  Bogg-World  theme  parks,  and  no  modern
plains-dwellers  pay to  drive  across  fenced-in prairie  rem-
nants just to see a few wild Bogg. Yet right at this moment,
somewhere  in  the  West,  people  who  have  driven  many
miles to be there are standing at the edge of a great fenced-
in  area,  admiring  the  bison  within,  and  their  souls  and
minds are taken back to those free times that preceded our
own. The bison is our history, it is mythic; the prairie dog is
only mythic if a child with a very bad cold tries to say, “That
prairie dog is missing.” It might come out, “Thut pwuhwie
duhg ith mythic.” No, the prairie dog is not a Great Beast.

Yet in these modern times it is the great bison that has
been banished from The Man’s presence and promises no
comeback, while the stubborn prairie dog defiantly contin-
ues  to  build  his  Boggtowns  in  the  path  of  The  Man’s
progress. The bison retains no self-determination whatso-
ever, while the tiny Bogg shake their little fists at the mod-
ern world. And the modern world strikes back.
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Today the  chief  enemy of  the  Bogg is  land develop-
ment.  When people want to  move in the Bogg must  go.
Poisoned, drowned, or shot, the Bogg bodies are then bull-
dozed into the land that once was their home, settling into
the soil they so loved, much like the Natives and the bison
before them.

Development  is  rampant  out  in  Colorado  where  this
story takes place. The cities of the Front Range are growing
as fast as the builders can erect new dwellings, and an inter-
esting practice takes place with many of these new develop-
ments—the builders often name the development after the
wildlife they either drove off the land or exterminated from
it.  So  here  on  the  Front  Range  we  have  condominium
projects named after foxes that are no longer there, neigh-
borhoods named after bears that would be shot if they en-
tered them, apartment complexes named after rattlesnakes
which were killed off decades before, and even a few places
named after predators we wouldn’t want to stumble across
in  the  dark,  such  as  coyotes  and wolves  and lions.  I  sat
proofreading this very paragraph in the parking lot of Wolff
Run Park. Not a wolf ran past me. Two effs in Wolff Run,
but the suggestion was clear. This park was named to in-
voke  the  feeling  of  a  wild  freedom  that  had  long  since
passed from the place, along with everything wild that lived
there.

Yet even in this silly naming business prairie dogs have
been slighted, for there has yet to be a new project named
after the Bogg.

Many modern people are not proud of the way wildlife
and land and free people were forcefully disappeared from
the West. Some nice folks have even taken up the prairie
dogs’ cause and have tried to stop the mass killings develop-
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ment demands. One method they have employed is relocat-
ing the Bogg before the bulldozers roll in. But catching the
Bogg is hard work, even when you want to help them. They
just dive down their holes, out of reach, leaving these kind
people  looking  for  creative  ways  to  get  the  Bogg  out.  I
watched one day in Bear Creek Greenbelt (there were no
bear there) as a group of committed (or soon-to-be-com-
mitted)  people  attempted  to  catch  the  Bogg  to  relocate
them. They had a hose in a  hole,  flooding the hole with
soapy water and driving the Bogg in the hole to the surface.
When the Bogg emerged these caring people pounced on
them  with  red  towels  and  then  dropped  the  soapy little
beasts into a pet carrier. I doubt those Bogg appropriately
appreciated their salvation, as they had a propensity for in-
flicting severe bites on their saviors.

To avoid these bites some other nice people have em-
ployed a giant, padded vacuum that sucks the Bogg right
out of their holes. I have never witnessed this, but I imagine
it is a very funny sound to hear—prairie dogs flying out of
their holes and smacking against the back wall  of a tiny,
padded room.

Now about those holes: From the surface it may seem
as if the prairie dogs have built an underground tunnel sys-
tem with multiple entrances, but generally this is not the
case. Each hole is a five to fifteen-foot dead end with a bur-
row at  the bottom. With the dirt  removed from the hole
prairie  dogs  build  a  small  mound  around  the  hole’s  en-
trance, a conical barrier to keep water out. Only a flood can
supply enough water to overcome the mounds. And where
there is one mound there will be many, as the Bogg, like
people, tend to live in cities, though they call theirs “Bog-
gtowns.”
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Farmers  and ranchers  have long hated the Bogg and
their Boggtowns. Not only do Boggholes represent a leg-
breaking hazard to their cattle, but the Bogg also compete
with their cattle for forage. The Bogg are very efficient feed-
ers, eating the grasses and clearing the land, making room
for fast-growing weed seeds to settle in the dirt and germi-
nate.  The Bogg then  eat  these  weeds.  Most  farmers  and
ranchers  subscribe  to  a  shoot-on-sight  policy concerning
the Bogg.

Besides  being  exterminated by man,  prairie  dogs  are
prey for almost any decent-sized carnivore or omnivore that
needs a meal—the Bogg are not particular about who eats
them. Among their most common enemies are the black-
footed  ferret  (where  not  extinct),  which  the  Bogg  call
Blackfoot; the hawk, which the Bogg call the Knife; and the
eagle,  which  the  Bogg  call  Vandoff.  In  Colorado  rat-
tlesnakes  are  great  takers  of  Bogg—the Bogg  refer  to  all
snakes  as  the Serpent.  Foxes  too  prey on the Bogg.  The
Bogg call these enemies Black Legs.

Blackfoot and the Knife are brutal killers, cutting and
slashing at will. The Serpent is all-powerful; it has the abil-
ity to paralyze the Bogg with its stare, then feed with ease.
But Vandoff—Vandoff is the worst. Vandoff is the very em-
bodiment of evil, he is the dark messenger of The Man, he
is judgment upon the Bogg. He is death. He is of the Dark
Woods. Vandoff is powerful and wise, above the Bogg. And
he is eternal, like The Man.

Bogg life is not complex. They enjoy long stories and
short songs, sunny days and cool nights. The Bogg abhor
extremes in temperature and in temperament, but will allow
extreme silliness to exist in their beliefs. They are no great
lovers of water or woods—the Bogg are creatures of wide-
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open spaces.
Bogg  government  differs  from  Boggtown  to  Bogg-

town. The Bogg in this story’s Boggtown are led by a king,
though  there  is  no  formally  acknowledged  method  for
choosing their king. In addition to the king, a council of
eight Bogg is chosen by the king to help him rule. Again,
there is no formally acknowledged method for choosing the
council members, though this may not matter much. Bogg,
you see, are much like people in that their external circum-
stances  are  determined far  more  by their  internal  beliefs
than by their forms of government, though they usually be-
lieve otherwise.  In fact  Bogg government, much like hu-
man government, may be just a reflection of the cumulative
Bogg beliefs about the Bogg. Beasts living up to high ideas
have great governments; beasts living out poor ideas have
poor governments.

The Boggtown of this story uses a Stump from which
the king, and only the king, may speak. Sadly, and this the
Bogg have in common with many types of beasts, too many
Bogg desire and trust solely in the power of the Stump—the
compassion-less power of Law. They do not yet trust in the
power of Greatness. But in the absence of Greatness, what
else is there but Law?

You may notice  that  this  Boggtown is  dominated by
male Bogg. This is because Bogg, much like people, are still
quite  patriarchal.  They still  are  infected  with  an  uncon-
scious prejudice in their  thinking.  Most Bogg just  expect
males to lead. Happily, people are beginning to evolve out
of this, and hopefully, Bogg will too. But be gentle, be for-
giving. Try see the bigger picture. Evolution happens over
generations, and we are only able to play our part in our
own. For those who are aware of this patriarchal flaw in the
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Bogg, I think you will like Belinda Bogg. She is the Bogg
equivalent of our Janet Guthrie, our Shirley Chisholm, our
Ruth Bader Ginsburg. I could go on and on listing Great
Humans who are not male, but you get the point—Bogg,
like people, can live as far lower Beings than what they are
capable of being. But they can also be Great.

Bogg life is a harsh life, and harsh lives create strong in-
ner beliefs, right or wrong. So in this story you will detect
much silliness in the Bogg’s worldview, especially in those
two ideas that have been the driving force behind the cre-
ation of almost every Boggtown. The two ideas are these:
First,  that  someday the  Bogg  will  live  in  a  perfect  Bog-
gtown,  a Bogg  Kingdom;  and  second,  that  The  Man  is
somehow responsible for getting the Bogg there. How these
two ideas entwine and interact can lead to some downright
foolish philosophies among the Bogg, such as some of the
beliefs held by The Mannites and the Potneites in this story.

But don’t be cruel in your judgment of the Bogg’s silly
notions unless you too know the pressures of being hunted
daily by Blackfoot,  Vandoff,  and  the  Knife.  If  you  have
never  suffered  like  that,  if  you  have  never  heard  your
friends’ and family’s screams as they were carried away, if
you  have  never  seen  the  land  stained  with  the  blood  of
those  you  love,  then  you  probably don’t  appreciate  how
easy it is for a suffering beast to cling to even the slightest,
silliest hope.

Finally, the Bogg endure frightened, even brutalized ex-
istences,  so  this  story necessarily contains  some violence.
But violence is part of the world, like fire, and pain is too,
like flood. And life is hard, so from eternity messages are
sent, living words woven into living stories, stories that give
us  hope  and  direction,  stories  that  might  even  have  the
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power to deliver us. But what does such a story demand?
Ahhh—that is what this book is all about. For the cost of

such a story is high, as The Man’s Prophecy says—Life for
Life.  And any beast  who pays the price to deliver such a
message—be  he  Bison  or  Bogg—is  truly,  unarguably,  and
eternally, a Great Beast.
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Glossary

Bogg—what prairie dogs call themselves. It is used both
as the singular and plural, like the word “deer.”

Banxsome—Broken,  injured,  or  physically  disabled.
Bogg pups, when wrestling, will often “play banxsome”—a
Bogg will pretend to be injured to lure in his opponent, and
then suddenly spring up to “attack”

Vandoff—the  eagle,  the  dark,  powerful  messenger  of
The Man. While other predators are also deadly, only Vand-
off’s attacks signify more than mere hunger. Vandoff is be-
lieved by the Bogg to be The Man’s judgment against the
Bogg.

The Knife—the hawk, a cruel killer of the Bogg.

Blackfoot—the black-footed ferret—Blackfoot comes in
the night, his whispered voice tormenting the Bogg. “Black-
foot” is used whether there is one ferret or many ferrets.

Black Legs—the fox; dwells in the Dark Woods.

Big Tooth—the beaver; dwells in the river

Serpent—the rattlesnake, able to paralyze the Bogg with
its  stare,  then feed.  The Serpent will  sometimes make its
home in the devoured Bogg’s burrow.
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MAP
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Part One: The Bogg Kings

Beginigin's Boggtown

I will sing you a song
Of a Boggtown gone wrong-
Of Mannite wild dreams
And of Potneite schemes,
Of Kings misbehavin’
And a Bogg sent to save ‘em,
I will sing you a song of the Bogg.

I will sing you a song
In which heroes belong-
Of terror and will
‘Neath The Man on the hill-
Of floods and of fire,
Of fear and desire,
Of talon and claw
And of Truth above Law;
Yes Truth above Law
I will sing you a song of the Bogg.

I will sing you a song
Of a Boggtown gone wrong-
I will sing you a song of the Bogg.

-Council Head Jonathan Bogg-
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The First Bogg King
Beginigin The Brave

A morning mist which should have kept the Bogg hid-
den in their  holes  blanketed the hillside,  and though the
mist  protected  the  Boggtown with  cover  from  attack  by
predators that need to see to hunt, the Bogg knew that even
in the thickest mist Blackfoot could still  smell his way to
prey. Blackfoot does not need his eyes to kill Bogg, he needs
only be hungry.

In a burrow near the center of the Boggtown a young
male Bogg pup, Hermenacles Bogg, bothered his mother
about his tummy.

“But I’m hungry,” Hermenacles whined. “And the mist
is already lifting. I went up and looked and I can almost see
through it.”

“It is still  too dangerous,” Hermenacles’ mother, Sab-
rina Bogg, warned.

“You wouldn't say that if I were the King I should have
been,” Hermenacles said.

“Your father said you were a King,” Sabrina said. “Not I,
pup. But what can you expect from a Bogg married to the
Stump? That’s why you have no father now, Hermenacles.”

“Well, there is no Law against going out in the mist,
mother.”  Hermenacles  started  up  the  hole  and  Sabrina
shouted after him.
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“Hermenacles! No! It’s too dangerous!” But Hermena-
cles did not come back down into the burrow.

Hermenacles  popped his  head up  from the  hole  and
climbed atop the mound. He stood up high but could see
nothing,  for  the  mist  was  thicker  than  he  had  told  his
mother. Still, he was sure that even in the mist he could find
his way to fresh roots and shoots. He hopped down from
the mound and began moving toward his breakfast.

Hermenacles  scurried  a  short  distance  bouncing  off
Bogg mounds as he went. When he was just about to where
he thought  he would find his  breakfast  Hermenacles  ran
head-on into something hard. Was it the Stump? Had the
mist  disoriented  him?  Had  he  really  gone  that  far  off
course?  Hermenacles  rubbed  his  head,  then  reached  out
through the mist to touch the hard thing. He felt it. It was
certainly hard like the Stump, but it was not the Stump. It
was too skinny.

A sound came from up above him and Hermenacles
froze. A growl? No, it was too high-pitched to be a growl.
The mist began to clear.

Hermenacles  dared not move; he somehow hoped or
believed that holding still would allow him to keep the in-
visibility the mist was taking with it as it left. He closed his
eyes tight, fighting the urge to run off blindly, and only af-
ter a few moments did he begin to open them. The mist had
cleared enough for him to see what he had hit.

There was not one skinny thing before him, but two.
Hermenacles let his eyes go up the two skinny things, and
he saw that they were joined at the top by dirty black feath-
ers. If his heart was beating fast before, now it raced. He
looked up farther and saw the curved, sharp beak and the
vacant eyes behind it.
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Vandoff let out a shrill cry, a cry of death, and grabbed
Hermenacles in one claw. Hermenacles tried to scream but
the claw was squeezing his neck so that little air could es-
cape. He kicked and wiggled, but it was no use—The Man
had judged him, he thought. He should not have gone out
into the mist. Hermenacles quit fighting.

Vandoff relaxed one of the talons squeezing Hermena-
cles’s neck and put the very point of the talon at the front of
Hermenacles’s throat.

“Fooooliiisssh puuup,” Vandoff hissed. And then it was
over.

Some time after the hot sun had completely burned the
mist off the hillside a shrill barking went out, summoning
the Boggtown to the Stump. In a rocky burrow on the up-
hill side of the Boggtown a newly matured Bogg named Be-
ginigin Bogg stirred from his thoughts. Beginigin had lain
there in thought all morning, as he often did, thinking not
about his poor burrow but about what his life would be like
if he were a Bogg King. Had any other Bogg known Begini-
gin’s thoughts they would have laughed at him. But this was
not the first time Beginigin Bogg had dreamed of being a
Bogg King. No, not at all.

Beginigin  had  thought  these  lofty thoughts  since  he
was young, for as a pup he had once had a dream in which
he was a Bogg King. Though the story from that dream had
long ago faded, the feeling he felt when he woke from that
dream had not. It was a feeling of possibility, a tiny proof of
his potential,  he believed,  a  proof that hinted at  what he
truly was no matter what other Bogg thought about him.
And that feeling, however small and weak, had stayed with
Beginigin right up to that very day.

Beginigin, quiet and somewhat lazy Bogg that he was,
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had never acted on that dream, and if he were honest with
himself he'd admit he never would act on it. Not only had
Beginigin never acted on his dream, he had never even told
anyone  about  it,  not  even  his  wife,  Rebekah.  Beginigin
knew how foolish it  would sound, for  not only was he a
lowly Bogg from a lowly family, he was also troubled in his
speech. Beginigin was a stutterer. No, he would never share
his lofty dreams, for they were just that—dreams. But some-
times life has different plans.

In the rocky burrow Rebekah came over  to him, her
belly swollen with pups.

“Bruton Bogg is barking, Beginigin. Something bad has
happened.    Something bad always happens in this  Bog-
gtown.”

“W-Well,” Beginigin yawned, “we b-better get to the S-
S-Stump and find out, uh, w-w-what.”

At the Stump nervous Bogg awaited the King’s arrival
as  Council  Head Bruton  Bogg repeatedly barked out  his
summons. When it seemed all the Bogg were there, Bruton
changed  his  pitch  and  cadence,  and  soon  the  King  ap-
peared.

Bogg  King  Melodious  Bogg,  a  very  portly  Bogg,
stepped from behind the Stump and started to climb atop it.
He could not pull himself up the first stepping stone so sev-
eral of his Council ran up and gave him a boost. With great
effort they shoved their King up, and once atop the Stump
he dusted himself off, cleared his throat, and began.

“Bogg,”  he  said,  “we have  had a  tragedy.  A pup has
been taken by Vandoff in the mist.” A loud gasp lifted above
the Bogg, followed by the  thud of a female Bogg fainting.

“Someone help her,” King Melodious said, and several
Bogg rushed to her  aid.  He started to speak again but  a
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Bogg in the Boggcrowd interrupted him.
“King Melodious—that is the third Bogg taken in the

mist lately—give us a Law to protect us!”
King  Melodious  shuffled  uncomfortably,  then  looked

right at the Bogg.
“I understand that is the third Bogg, and it seems as if

Vandoff has begun using the mist to hunt us. He has be-
come like the Serpent, he sits still till we come close, then
strikes.”

“Then give us a Law King Melodious!” the same Bogg
shouted.

“Yes!”  another  Bogg  called  out.  “Or  move  us  to  the
other side of the hill—they say there is no mist there!”

King Melodious looked across the Bogg, then picked a
point right above their heads and aimed his pronouncement
right at that point.

“We will not move, Bogg; I have said that before. Nor
will we use Law—we are a  free Boggtown. I have told you
many times what happened in the Boggtown I once lived
in. Law? Law is the only thing worse than Vandoff’s talons.

“B-But  King…” A Bogg called out.  It  was Beginigin.
“Perhaps it was, uh, only the B-Bogg in your old Boggtown
—not the Law. M-Maybe the Bogg misused…” King Melo-
dious stopped him by raising a paw.

“No, Bogg,” he said.  “Not here.  Not Law. Not in my
Boggtown. Never.”

Back in their burrow Rebekah Bogg looked at her hus-
band who had lain back down to nap.

“Beginigin, don’t you dare go to sleep,” she said.
“D-D-Dear?”
“Beginigin, we need to talk.”
“Ok-k-kay d-dear.” Beginigin sat up to listen.
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Beginigin, we can’t stay here any longer.”
“In th-this, uh, b-burrow?”
In  this  hole,  in  this  burrow,  in  this  Boggtown;  in

this whole life,  Beginigin.  We  have  to  move.  Somewhere,
anywhere, I don’t care.”

“W-W-Well, I adm-mit it’s n-not exactly the B-B-Bogg
Kingdom, b-b-but it isn’t th-th-that b-bad.”

Rebekah’s  eyes  went  wide  with  disbelief  and  she
reached down and picked up a rock from their burrow floor.

“Look,” she said. “Rocks, Beginigin. It’s shameful. And
no Law, too. You’re right—wherever we go may not be the
Bogg Kingdom, but we could at least get a little closer to it.
We need better  soil  to dig in,  Beginigin.  When the pups
come we have to be able to dig a deeper, larger burrow. We
can’t here.”

“Y-Yes, d-d-dear. But wh-wh-wha-what can I do?”
“Beginigin, you need to go to Council right now and

tell them we will need a better spot to dig. At least get  us  a
better  spot  if  you  can’t  get us a  better  Boggtown.”

“B-But  d-dear,  you  know  the  B-B-Boggtown  has  f-
ffilled the f-f-field. There are n-n-no new spots, and I’m n-
no, uh, relation to K-King or C-C-Council. This is our l-l-
lot, dear. Our rocky l-l-l-lot.”

If a Bogg could burn like the fire later did when it came
to  the  Boggtown,  Rebekah  would  have  burst  into  flame
right there. “Beginigin!” She exploded. “You get your furry
rear end down to Council and demand a better site. You are
going to be the father of Bogg pups!” So Beginigin waddled
up the hole, looked for danger, then scurried over to the
Council Head’s hole near the center of the Boggtown. Be-
ginigin peered down the hole.

“B-B-Bruton  B-Bogg!  B-Bruton  B-B-Bogg!”  he
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hollered, and presently Bruton Bogg’s head popped up, a
head older and larger than Beginigin’s.

“Beginigin  Bogg…”  the  Council  Head addressed him
with annoyance. “Why are you shouting down my hole?”

Beginigin  was  quiet  a  moment  as  he  gathered  his
courage. Finally he spoke. “S-Sir,” he stammered, “Rebekah
is, uh, w-w-w-with p-pups, and we n-need a better site f-for
our hole. W-we can go n-neither deep nor w-wide enough
f-for a safe, d-decent, uh, b-b-burrow.”

“Did your wife send you, Beginigin?”
“No… Well, uh, yes.”
“You go back and tell your wife that there is no better

site, and if there were a better site it would go to a Bogg
more worthy than her husband. Now go!” With that Bruton
Bogg, Council Head, disappeared back down his hole.

“G-G-Guess I t-tried…” Beginigin mumbled as he scur-
ried home. “Goin’ to the K-King won’t do… H-Hope Re-
bekah u-u-understands.” She didn’t.

“What?”  Rebekah  screamed  at  the  news.  “No  better
site? This is bitter root, Beginigin. Bitter root. But that’s just
like those fat Bogg who run this Boggtown. Beginigin, I’m
telling you right  now—you are about  to  be  the  father  of
pups, and you had better do something about getting us all
a decent burrow to live in.”

“Yes d-dear.”
“Well?”
“W-W-Well what, d-dear?”
“Well, what are you going to do?”
“I’m thinking ab-b-bout it, d-dear.”
“Well, think hard, Beginigin. Think hard.”
Beginigin did think hard, so hard that he fell asleep in

the corner of their rocky burrow. Rebekah, who truly loved
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her lazy husband even though he was hard to live with at
times,  snuggled  down  next  to  Beginigin,  put  her  arm
around him, and slept too.

While the two slept the Moon came out to let the sun
rest,  and  while  the  Moon  watched  over  the  Boggtown
Beginigin Bogg had a dream. In the dream he was on top of
a hill and he saw off in the distance The Man standing in a
lush field. The Man was holding something above his head,
in both hands, as if he was showing it to the sky. Then The
Man lowered  what  He  was  holding  and  set  it  upon  the
ground before Him. Beginigin could see that it was a Bogg.
The Man gestured one  way with  one  arm,  and the  tiny
Bogg on the ground before Him followed The Man’s ges-
ture with its eyes. Then The Man gestured with his other
arm in the other direction, and the Bogg’s eyes followed his
gesture that direction. Then The Man picked the Bogg back
up and carried him a  ways,  wandering,  as  if  looking for
something. Finally The Man saw what he was looking for
and turned toward it. A Stump. A King’s Stump. The Man
reached the Stump, again lifted the Bogg as if showing it to
the  sky,  then  slowly  bent  and  placed  the  Bogg  on  the
Stump.

“So this Bogg is a Bogg King, made so by The Man,”
Beginigin thought as he dreamed.

Suddenly Beginigin’s  viewpoint began to race toward
the Bogg on the Stump, closing the distance in only mo-
ments  as  if  he  were  flying  down off the  hill,  diving  like
Vandoff or the Knife. He stopped. Beginigin now stood di-
rectly behind the Bogg on the Stump. The Bogg turned and
what Beginigin saw woke him from his dream. He sat up.

“It was m-m-m-me!” he exclaimed. “Rebekah, it w-was
m-me!” His wife turned to look at him.
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“What did you do now my love?” she asked.
“N-N-No, Rebekah—in the d-d-dream…” And Beginigin

explained the dream to his wife. When he was through Re-
bekah stared at him, consternation on her furry brow.

“You?” she asked. “You?”
Beginigin was a little hurt by her hesitation to believe in

him. “Yes. M-M-Me,” he said. She stared at him a moment
longer, as if making a silent judgment, then a bit of a smile
replaced her consternation.  She reached out and grabbed
Beginigin’s paws.

“Truly Beginigin, it is a message from The Man,” she
said. “You are to be a Bogg King. The Man has a land to
give you. He is calling us to come closer to Him, maybe
even  to  build  the  Bogg  Kingdom.”  She  looked  excited.
“Maybe, Beginigin, just maybe you will be the Bogg to end
Bogg suffering.  But  first  we have  to  figure  out  how and
where.  Did  you  see  any  landmarks  in  the  dream?  Was
it our Boggtown?”

“There w-was n-no Boggtown. Just the M-M-Man and
the B-Bogg—uh, m-me.”

“But you said there was a hill.”
“Y-Y-Yes. I w-was on it.”
Rebekah thought on this a moment, then an idea lit her

face. “That settles it,” she said. “We must go to the top of
the hill, Beginigin.”

Beginigin was alarmed. “Out in the, uh, o-oopen? In
sight of V-Vandoff and the Knife?”

“Yes.”
“But they’ll e-e-eat us f-f-for sure.”
“No, they won’t,” Rebekah said with such surety that

Beginigin almost believed her. “The Man has called you to
the top of the hill, Beginigin. The Man will protect us.”
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Beginigin was not so certain about this. Sure, he had
awakened declaring himself a future King, but that was be-
fore he thought it would include climbing the hill in plain
sight of Vandoff. Plus, as King Melodious often pointed out,
nothing good ever  happened to  Bogg who left  the  Bog-
gtown.

When Beginigin was a small pup three older cousins of
his had left the Boggtown to begin their own Boggtown,
and Beginigin had never heard any report  of  their  success.
He,  as  well  as  the  rest  of  the  Boggtown, assumed them
to be dead. Nor had Beginigin ever heard any reports about
a distant relative of his who had left the Boggtown several
generations before his three cousins had. Every generation
seemed to spawn a disenchanted Bogg or two who made
great pronouncements of going out and building the Bogg
Kingdom,  then  left  to  never  be  heard  from  again.  King
Melodious was right—no Bogg who left the Boggtown had
ever  come  back  fat  and  happy.  Bad  things  happened  to
Bogg who left.

Despite this, the next morning, spurred on by either the
courage a dream can instill or the fear a determined partner
like Rebekah can create, Beginigin Bogg waved goodbye to
the  unnoticing,  unconcerned  Boggtown,  and  began  his
climb with Rebekah at his side. Or in front of him, actually.

Some time later  Beginigin,  with Rebekah at  his  side,
approached the top of the hill he was sure no other Bogg
had climbed in a long time, and as he did so his heart beat
until he could hear it like the thunder in the Rainy season.
As he neared the hill’s crest he kept his eyes to the sky for
any sign of  Vandoff or  the Knife,  and he looked upward
with such terror that when he reached the top of the hill he
did  not  realize  he  was  there  until  Rebekah  told  him  so.
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Slowly,  knees  knocking,  Beginigin dared to take his  gaze
from the sky and see what was on the other side of the hill.
What he saw lifted his soul.

The Man’s Great Dwelling was on the slope opposite
him! True, it was quite a distance away—down the hill he
was on, across a river, and up another hill—but still, they
were in sight of The Man’s Great Dwelling! Beginigin was
flabbergasted that he—lowly little Beginigin—could see The
Man’s  Great  Dwelling,  and  now  he  was  certain  that
it was The Man who had called him up there to see it. The
dream was real! Beginigin was going to do what his parents,
and his grandparents, and his ancestors as far back as they
went,  all  wanted  to  do—he  was  going  to  lead  the  Bogg
closer to The Man’s Great Dwelling! He—stuttering Begini-
gin!

Rebekah grabbed him and shook him from his wonder.
“It’s us, Beginigin! It’s us! We will be the first Bogg to

go Dwell with The Man in His Great Dwelling! We will be
the first Bogg in the Bogg Kingdom!”

Beginigin pulled his head backward, stunned by what
Rebekah had just said. All his life he had heard the Bogg
speak of the Bogg Kingdom—some hard-to-define, perfect
Boggtown in which the Bogg would someday live. In fact it
was  this  idea  of  the  Bogg  Kingdom  that  comforted  the
Bogg in times of trouble; it was the simple idea of the Bogg
Kingdom that gave the Bogg hope that things would not al-
ways  be  so  bloody,  so  bad.  In  the  Bogg  Kingdom  they
would no longer be hunted, nor would there be floods, nor
fire, nor drought. There would be peace for the Bogg in the
Bogg  Kingdom,  and  no  Bogg  would  lord  over  another
Bogg.

All of Beginigin’s life he had heard these ideas associ-
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ated with the  Bogg Kingdom,  but  right  here,  right  now,
from his wife, was the first time he had ever heard the Bogg
Kingdom described as the Bogg going to live with The Man
in The Man’s  Great  Dwelling.  Still,  he thought,  most  of
Boggdom did believe that  the Bogg’s  purpose was to get
ever  closer  to  The  Man,  so  why  wouldn’t  His  Great
Dwelling  be  the  final  destination  of  the  Bogg?  Why
couldn’t His Great Dwelling be the sight of the Bogg King-
dom?  Neither  Beginigin  Bogg  nor  Rebekah  Bogg  could
have known that  Rebekah’s  shouted idea about the Bogg
Kingdom  would  become  the  basis  of  a  philosophy that
would influence their future Boggtown from that moment
forward.

Rebekah was holding on to her husband and shouting
out this new idea over and over. “It’s us, Beginigin! We will
be the first Bogg to go dwell in The Man’s Great Dwelling,
in the Bogg Kingdom!” Beginigin had some questions about
whether  Rebekah  was  correct,  but  he  didn't  dare  voice
them. Not there. Not then. He was quietly thinking about
this as Rebekah slowly calmed down and began to breathe
again, and as she did so Beginigin Bogg stood up tall and
surveyed the land between himself  and The Man’s Great
Dwelling.

From where they stood the hill sloped gently down, and
down, and down. Lush grasses and small flowering plants
coated the hillside, a Bogg paradise for sure. The occasional
tree,  bush,  or  round  stone  dotted  the  hill  as  Beginigin
scanned it  downward.  Near  the  hill’s  bottom were  many
stones, and at the bottom of the hill ran a river, wide and
shallow. On the opposite slope, close to the river, were a
good number  of  trees,  the  green ones  that  look  like  tall
bushes in all seasons. Up the hill a ways from the trees was
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an area of open grass, then the entrance to a cave. Begini-
gin had heard that rivers sometimes made caves.

Above the cave was another area of open grass, then a
row of hedges growing in a straight line. Past the hedges
were square stones arranged in rows, and past the square
stones  was  another  row of  hedges  growing in  a  straight
line. Then more neat, trimmed grass, and then… and then…
The Man’s  Great  Dwelling!  Beginigin’s  excitement  again
peaked as he stared at The Great Dwelling. Only with effort
did he resume scanning the land.

Off to the cold side of The Man’s Great Dwelling were
the Dark Woods. Even from this far away the sight of the
Dark Woods sent a shiver up Beginigin’s spine, for Bogg
are creatures of the open spaces. The thought of dwelling in
the  Dark  Woods  wherever  they appear  is  frightening  to
even the boldest Bogg. Very frightening indeed.

Now  Beginigin  looked  back  to  The  Man’s  Great
Dwelling and saw something else,  something even better
than  The  Man’s  Dwelling—he  saw  The  Man!  The  Man
Himself was outside working on His Dwelling! Even from
so Great a distance The Man looked glorious, swinging His
hard Stick against the Dwelling again and again. Making it
bigger, even more glorious, perhaps? Making room for the
Bogg? Was Rebekah right?

As his fear passed Beginigin noticed the report of the
Stick banging against the Dwelling coming clear across the
valley. He had heard stories of The Man’s Sticks—one that
builds His Dwelling, one for digging, one that spits death,
and one for knocking down trees like a Big Tooth does, and
he knew the reason the Bogg used sticks in so many of their
own proceedings was their neverending desire to emulate
The Man. But Beginigin also knew that no Bogg in his old
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Boggtown had ever actually seen The Man or His Sticks.
With some effort Beginigin took his eyes off The Man

and looked across  The  Man’s  lands.  Large  animals  were
over there, the big black and white ones he had heard the
Man kept. So The Man already had some beasts—could The
Man be calling the Bogg all the way over there too? As if to
answer his question Rebekah spoke.

“Truly, Beginigin,” she said, “The Man is enlarging His
Dwelling to make room for us.”

The two began their descent toward the river and Be-
ginigin was now secure enough to take his eyes off the sky
as  he  traveled.  He looked  across  the  river  to  The  Man’s
land. How beautiful it was! He still could hardly believe that
the dream was true. And more—would he be the Bogg King
who led the Bogg to the Bogg Kingdom? Beginigin’s ex-
citement grew and his pace quickened, and now it was he in
the lead, not Rebekah.

They passed several large stones—round, natural stones,
not square stones like those by the hedges near The Man’s
Great Dwelling. They passed a bush here and there, careful
not to get too close in case Blackfoot hid in them. They
passed the occasional tree, not the scrubby green ones that
grew on the other side of the river, but the yellow leafy ones
that glistened like the sun.

And then they saw the shadow. It was gliding across the
ground, encircling them. Beginigin had forgotten his fear
and had abandoned his watch, and Rebekah had been too
sure of The Man’s protection to care. Beginigin looked up
and saw what he knew he would see—Vandoff. Vandoff be-
gan his death dive, his flesh-ripping beak aimed directly at
them.

“R-R-R-Run!” Beginigin yelled.
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“Where?” Rebekah shrieked, scared for the first time on
their journey.

“Toward  the  M-M-Man!”  And  they  began  running
down the hill side by side, about a bush apart.

The two Bogg did not possess the speed to make it all
the way down the hill, across the river, and up the other side
to  the protection of  The Man.  In  fact,  they had not  the
speed to make it to the nearest bush. They ran on in faith
rather  than in knowledge,  and in the time it  takes  for  a
stone to roll to the bottom of a Bogghole they could hear
the air rushing past Vandoff’s wings as he closed the dis-
tance. As Beginigin ran he looked back, and he could see
that Vandoff was now so close that his talons were extend-
ing  forward,  ready to  strike  and  grab—Rebekah!  Vandoff
was  going  to  get  Rebekah!  At  this  realization  Beginigin
Bogg immediately did two things.

The first thing was this: As soon as Beginigin Bogg rec-
ognized that Vandoff was about to grab his wife he uttered a
silent  scream,  a  stutter-less  prayer  to  The  Man.  It  was
something like, “Heeeeeelllpp!” And then Beginigin Bogg
did the second thing,  the brave thing that  would set  the
precedent for his heroic reign. Without thought for himself
Beginigin  Bogg  dashed  sideways  and  got  in  the  way of
Vandoff’s  attack,  so  that  when  Vandoff  struck  he  would
carry Beginigin  off  instead  of  Rebekah  and  the  unborn
pups.

This bold move by Beginigin so surprised Vandoff that
he pulled up out  of  his  dive and rose.  Vandoff had been
feeding on the Bogg for so long, and with so little effort,
that this completely unexpected tactic by a Bogg distracted
him. A thought, a word, ran through Vandoff’s mind as he
paused at the top of his flight—“brave.” It was a word he had
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never  before  associated  with  the  Bogg.  And  now  as  he
floated above the brave beast another idea tickled his mind,
though he tried to ignore it. The idea was that a beast that
brave could be dangerous, perhaps even deadly. A beast that
brave  could  be  a  Great  Beast  indeed.  Vandoff  could  not
completely ignore the whispered idea, so he shoved it aside
with a louder one. “Death!” his mind screamed as he again
began to dive.

“K-K-Keep running!” Beginigin shouted to his wife, but
she had never stopped. The horrible sound was back again,
the sound of  air  rushing over  the wings that  carried the
talons  and  beak  that  tore  Bogg  apart  even  as  their  last
breaths  were  wasted in  useless  screams.  Again  Beginigin
looked back and saw the talons extended, this time pointed
straight  at  him because  he had kept  himself  between his
wife and Vandoff. As Beginigin neared his death he deter-
mined  that  he  would look  into  the  eyes  of  his  killer—he
would not die with his  back turned. So he kept his  head
twisted back toward Vandoff and ran on, not seeing where
he was going. Vandoff’s empty eyes met Beginigin’s,  and
Beginigin’s stared back into the eyes that had frozen in fear
countless Bogg before him and had devoured a pup taken in
the mist only yesterday. Now Vandoff was no more than a
tree away and he let out a murderous cry that sent shivers
rippling over Beginigin even as he ran. Now Vandoff was a
bush away, now the length of a Bogg. Now Beginigin could
feel the tips of Vandoff’s razor talons as they reached his
fur. And then darkness. Darkness and pain.

“Beginigin!  Beginigin!”  Beginigin  opened his  eyes.  It
was Rebekah’s voice. Was she here with him in the darkness
that is Vandoff’s belly? But how could she?… How could
they?
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“We’re  in  a  Bogghole,  Beginigin,”  she  said.  “We
reached it just as Vandoff was about to get us. I saw it and
dove in but you were looking back and crashed in. You fell
hard, Beginigin.”

“Y-y-yes,” he said quietly, and now Rebekah drew him
close. There was something in her face that Beginigin had
never seen before, and when she spoke he heard it in her
voice, too.

“Oh, Beginigin…” she said, and tears came to her eyes.
“I can’t believe you threw yourself in front of Vandoff for
me.” Beginigin Bogg said nothing, but just lay there enjoy-
ing how she held him. After some time Rebekah spoke.

“I’ve been up out of the hole, Beginigin. Vandoff has
gone off for easier meals.  We should be safe for a while.
We’re  in  a  deserted  Boggtown.  There  are  Boggholes  all
around us but I don’t think there are any Bogg in them any-
more. The grass has come up and hidden them; that’s why
we couldn’t see them from the top of the hill.”

Beginigin looked at her to acknowledge her good work,
then got up and moved each of his limbs. “N-Nothing’s b-b-
broken,” he said, then looked around the hole. He realized
he was not all the way down in the burrow, but at a landing
in the hole. “Have you b-been down, uh, to the b-b-bur-
row?” he asked Rebekah.

“Not  yet,”  she  answered  softly.  There was something
new in her voice.

“Well, l-let’s g-g-go,” he said, and turned to go deeper
into the hole. It was about two bushes to the bottom, and
because the hole curved and the sun had passed over it was
quite dark down there. Beginigin allowed a moment for his
eyes to adjust, then grabbed Rebekah’s paw and moved for-
ward toward a pile of something he could barely see against
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the  far  wall.  When  they  reached  the  pile,  Rebekah
screamed.

“B-B-Bones,”  Beginigin  said.  “Bogg  b-bones.”  He
squeezed Rebekah’s paw to reassure her, then let it go and
examined the bones.

“T-Two  adults,”  he  said.  Then  he  looked  over  at  a
smaller  pile  next  to  those  bones.  “Several  p-pups,”  he
added.

“Oh…” Rebekah breathed. Beginigin walked over and
held her.

“P-P-Probably the  whole  B-Boggtown,”  he  told  her,
and they went to check.

In burrow after  burrow they found the  same thing—
Bogg bones. The Boggtown had long ago met with some
horrible disaster and there had been no living Bogg here for
many seasons. In a burrow near the end of their search Be-
ginigin and Rebekah Bogg stopped to try make sense of
their terrible discovery.

“Beginigin, what happened here?”
“I d-don’t know for sure, but I have an idea. The M-M-

Man.”
“What?” Rebekah gasped. “The Man?”
“Y-Y-Yes. I’ve h-h-heard of The Man b-bringing j-judg-

ment on an entire, uh, B-B-Boggtown. Besides, is anything,
uh, is a-a-aaanything else p-powerf-ful enough to d-do, uh,
this?” Rebekah thought on this a minute, until this idea led
her  to  another  conclusion concerning The Man and her
husband.

“Truly,” she said, “you are right, Beginigin Bogg. The
Man did do this.” Beginigin stared at her and she went on.
“These Bogg were not worthy of land so close to The Man’s
Great Dwelling, Beginigin. So The Man destroyed them to
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make room for another Boggtown. A new Boggtown. One
that would be worthy. Then He gave you the dream to bring
us here, Beginigin. Truly The Man led you here, and over
this land you will be a Bogg King.” Rebekah glowed at her
pronouncement. “And I, I will be a Bogg Queen! Beginigin,
we  may  not  make  it  all  the  way  to  The  Man’s  Great
Dwelling, but perhaps our pups will.”

Beginigin Bogg sat back and thought on this a while.
Yes, they had needed to move from their small burrow. And
yes, he had had a dream. A most unusual dream. But even if
the  dream was sent  from  The  Man,  was  this  where  they
were supposed to end up? Beginigin didn’t know for sure.
Rebekah seemed certain, but certainty is the vanity of those
who have never been sent a dream.

Another  thing that  worried Beginigin was  how close
they were to The Man. Rebekah may have been comfortable
with the  idea  of  marching  right  up to  The Man’s  Great
Dwelling,  and  sure,  generations  of  Bogg  had  said  they
wanted  to  move  closer  to  The  Man,  but  now Beginigin
thought it might not be such a good idea. The Man might
one  day  become  dissatisfied  with  you,  and  then  what?
Would  it  be your bones  drying  out  in  hidden  Boggholes
running deep beneath this paradise? Beginigin mulled these
ideas over for a moment longer, then considered the alter-
natives to staying in the deserted Boggtown. He had only
two.

First,  he could return to his  old Boggtown where he
was  a  nothing,  where  he  had  not  even  a  burrow  large
enough for his coming pups. Beginigin eliminated this as
an option.

Second, he could go down toward the river, draw even
closer  to  The  Man,  maybe  even  cross  the  river  and  ap-
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proach  The  Man’s  Great  Dwelling.  The  Man  had  been
friendly to him in the dream, hadn’t he? But dreams were
dreams,  he  thought,  and  this  was  real  life.  No.  Vandoff
would be ripping them apart even before they got near the
river. So Beginigin had eliminated his second option as well.
Beginigin stood up.

“We’ll s-stay, uh, here,” he said, and Rebekah let out a
breath of joy.

“You’ll see, Beginigin,” she said. “The Man has had His
Hand in this all the while. He will protect us. I am married
to a Bogg King!” But Beginigin was not so excited.

“W-W-Well, I d-don’t know how much the M-Man is
responsible  for  all  this,  b-but we,  uh,  we h-h-have no p-
place better to g-uh-go.” From the distance Beginigin could
hear the sound of The Man’s hard Stick banging against
His Dwelling. Was He making His Dwelling even larger?
And for whom? The sound of the Stick reminded Beginigin
of something.

“Help me find a  Stick,  Rebekah,”  he  said.  “Since  we
have no Council,  you will  have to touch me with it  and
make me Bogg King.” This she did.

Several days passed as Beginigin and Rebekah under-
took the gruesome task of removing all the bones from the
burrows  and  burying  them  in  one  big,  deep  Bogghole.
Soon Rebekah gave birth to the pups, and about that time
new Bogg began coming over the hill to add to their grow-
ing Boggtown. Some of the new Bogg were old and wise,
and Beginigin chose eight of them for his Council.

The seasons passed as pups grew and had pups of their
own,  and where  once  had been  only the  quiet  sound of
grass  blowing over  lifeless  Boggholes,  now new life  ani-
mated the hillside. New Bogg continued to come over the
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hill,  each  pledging  his  or  her  allegiance  to  this  humble
Bogg King who had created such a wonderful Boggtown
for Bogg to live in.

But with the Bogg came Vandoff and the Knife to the
hillside.  Vandoff  took  the  occasional  Bogg,  but  Rebekah
Bogg  considered  this  The  Man’s  judgment  against  that
Bogg. The Knife came too, more often than Vandoff, but
the Knife stayed away whenever Vandoff was near. There
were  sightings  of  Blackfoot  but  no  proof  that  Blackfoot
ever took a Bogg during the reign of King Beginigin. This
was good because Queen Rebekah said that if a Bogg was
taken by Blackfoot it was a sign that The Man had passed
the worst sort of judgment against that Bogg.

“Even if it’s a pup that’s taken?” she was once asked.
“Even if it’s a pup,” she answered without hesitation.
Beginigin Bogg was a just King and a good King. Being

King  brought  out  gifts  no  Bogg  in  Beginigin’s  previous
Boggtown, including Beginigin, would have suspected he
possessed.  Most  of  these  gifts  had to  do  with  his  strong
character. He was not the sort to award office to win favor,
nor was he the sort to give rulings just to please the Bog-
gtown. Beginigin was led by a deep yearning to do what
was right, at least as best as he understood what right was.
The Bogg loved King Beginigin. The problem was Rebekah
Bogg. Queen Rebekah.

Rebekah, having been delivered by The Man from her
poverty in the old Boggtown and from Vandoff during their
journey over the hill, was extremely grateful to The Man.
She expressed her thankfulness by attributing to The Man
everything that happened—good and bad. If the sun came
out she said, “The Man in His Wisdom has sent us sun.” If
it rained, she said, “The Man in His Wisdom has sent us
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Rain.” If a pup was born, she said it was The Man Who had
sent it. And if that same pup died, she said it was The Man
Who had taken it. On and on she went until she could say
nothing without reference to The Man. And because of her
high position she affected the whole Boggtown’s behavior,
until  the whole Bogg population ran around speaking as
she did.

“May The Man grant you a wonderful day.”
“The Man must like us wet to be sending all this rain.”
“I will go eat by the bush, if The Man sees fit.”
“We are quite fat, thanks to The Man.”
“The Man has caused that cloud to pass over and shade

me.”
It got so bad that if The Man was across the river work-

ing  on  his  Dwelling  and  He  accidentally struck  Himself
with his hard Stick and let out a curse word so loud and an-
gry that it carried over the river to the Bogg ears across the
way, for the next several  days the whole Boggtown, pups
and all, would run around happily reciting that curse word
to one another.

As  troublesome as  Rebekah’s  ways  were  to  the  Bog-
gtown, they were not Beginigin’s biggest worry. No, Begini-
gin had much larger storm clouds gathering on the hori-
zon.  For as the seasons passed and the  Boggtown flour-
ished, and as the day-to-day problems became less-and-less
his  to  solve,  but  rather  the  responsibility of  the  younger
Bogg and his Council,  Beginigin began to wonder about
the dream—that strange dream which had led him there. If
the dream had been sent from The Man, as Rebekah be-
lieved and had taught the Boggtown to believe, and if The
Man had wiped out  an entire  Boggtown just  to  create a
space for Beginigin’s own Boggtown, then why? What was
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significantly different about this Boggtown? It was a nice
Boggtown, but certainly not the Bogg Kingdom. And if The
Man had gone to such lengths just to draw Beginigin near,
was  he near enough?  These  were  the  ideas  that  troubled
Beginigin. Daily he tormented himself over whether he had
done enough to draw near to The Man. It  appeared The
Man  had  done  much  to  draw  him  near.  As  Beginigin
thought about this he worried that he had settled down into
a nice, safe, easy place and become fat, like King Melodious
and the Council of his old Boggtown.

One  Day Beginigin  told  Rebekah  of  his  wonderings,
and she laughed.

“You  are  a  Great  King,”  she said,  “of  a  Great Bog-
gtown. And I am your Queen.  You have taken the Bogg
closer  to  The Man than they have ever  been.”  That was
enough for her, but not for Beginigin Bogg. So he called to
him his Council Head, Delphinius Bogg, a Bogg who had
proven  himself  wise  among  any Bogg.  And there  in  the
King’s soft, deep burrow Beginigin told Delphinius of his
thoughts  and of  Rebekah's  response when he had shared
them with her. When King Beginigin was done Delphinius
sighed, then smiled at his King.

“You are a  Great  King, Beginigin,  and a  Great  Bogg.
For you are not happy with your life even with all this suc-
cess. You also desire meaning.”

“Th-th-that’s  exactly it!”  Beginigin  replied,  surprised
that his Council Head understood him so well.  “I d-don’t
know if the M-M-Man is pleased with me. The Boggtown is
s-s-safe, b-but I need t-t-to know m-more.” Now Beginigin
smiled. “B-But I, uh, I have a p-p-p-plan.” Beginigin told
Delphinius Bogg of his plan.

“I-I w-w-want you to find s-s-s-several trust, uh, trustw-
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w-worthy Bogg…”
Delphinius interrupted him. “Begging the King’s par-

don, but a trustworthy Bogg? The King knows the Bogg are
no great keepers of secrets.”

“I-I unders-s-stand.” Beginigin said. “J-J-Just d-do the
b-best you c-c-can. I w-want these B-B-Bogg to dig m-m-
me  a  Bogghole.  B-B-But  I  d-don’t,  uh,  want  it  t-t-to  r-
run d-down,  I  w-w-w-want  it  to  run ac-c-c-cross.  I  w-w-
want it t-to b-be a b-b-burrow d-deep, uh, r-r-running b-b-
beneath the grass.”

“And where shall this Bogghole, this tunnel, lead?” Del-
phinius asked.

“To the r-r-river. I w-w-want to get, uh, c-c-closer to
the M-Man. D-D-Do you have any, uh, B-Bogg who can
m-m-make m-my t-t-tunnel?

“Yes, Great King. A young Bogg—Potneus Bogg. He is
quite intelligent and can design and build. I will set him to
the task.”

So young Potneus Bogg was appointed to dig the tun-
nel, and he chose as his assistants two other young Bogg—
big, burly beasts, Haystack Bogg and Tancreite Bogg.

The tunnel was soon constructed running from an off-
limits  Bogghole  near  Beginigin’s  own  Bogghole  and
emerging near some large rocks several trees from the river.
And thus began what many of the Bogg called “Beginigin’s
Watch.”

Day after day King Beginigin sat near his tunnel and
watched The Man. Some of his view was obscured by the
hedges that grow in a straight line, but he saw enough of
The Man and His doings to be drawn back each day to see
what he might learn from this Great dream-giver who had
led him here. And it was this watching of The Man, this
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“Beginigin’s Watch,” that led to the noble act that would
forever identify King Beginigin in Boggstory as King Be-
ginigin The Brave.

By the time of  the event King Beginigin was  an old
King, a Bogg not so concerned with the trivialities of Bog-
gdom as with greater moral questions. In fact, it was this
moral search that led to the event, for if King Beginigin had
not wanted to get closer to The Man then the tunnel would
not have been dug and he would not have been there to
help young Rachael Bogg that day.

The day of the event was a hot day and Beginigin sat on
the shady side of a stone watching The Man work across
the river. Though King Beginigin had wished his tunnel to
remain a secret, the Bogg, as Delphinius Bogg had said, are
no great keepers of secrets. So every Bogg in the Boggtown
knew that each day their King traveled through his tunnel
down close to the river where he sat all day studying The
Man.

Perhaps the fact that her King was out there embold-
ened young Rachael Bogg to wander so far from the safety
of her Bogghole, slowly working her way closer and closer
to the river as she browsed on the succulent plants growing
on the hillside. Or perhaps there was another reason. She
was recently married to Blinxter Bogg, a Bogg who would
later become a hero in much the same way Beginigin was
about to, and though Rachael Bogg had not yet told Blinx-
ter, she was with pups. Perhaps that is why she had wan-
dered so far—she may have needed space to consider all the
big changes coming her way. She had no idea how big those
changes would be.

On that hot day as Beginigin sat watching The Man, he
caught  coming from the  hillside a  glimpse of  something
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wicked. Beginigin turned toward what he had glimpsed. It
was the same terrible sight he had seen the day he and Re-
bekah  first  came  over  the  hill—Vandoff’s  shadow  sliding
across the land. He instinctively turned and barked a warn-
ing back toward the Boggtown, and when he did he saw
young Rachael out in the open. Rachael had spotted Vand-
off and stood frozen with fear, staring up toward her death,
which was now diving down on her from the sky.

“R-R-Run!” Beginigin yelled at Rachael as he once had
at Rebekah, but young Rachael remained frozen with fear.

Beginigin never  thought  about what  he did next.  He
never weighed the chances, he never measured his own life
against young Rachael Bogg’s. He was a King, after all, far
more  valuable  to  the  Boggtown  than  any pup,  but  this
never crossed his mind. Beginigin simply acted.

He darted from his spot and despite his age covered the
distance to Rachael as fast as Vandoff did. Just as Vandoff’s
talons  prepared  to  grab  her  King  Beginigin  sprang.  The
weight of his flying body crashed against Vandoff as Vand-
off reached for Rachael, and by this one brave act Vandoff’s
course  was  immediately  and  forever  altered.  Beginigin
crashed to the ground on one side of Rachael as Vandoff
rolled in the grass on the other. As they both stopped rolling
their gazes met for a moment, and Beginigin could see the
emptiness  in  those  eyes,  he  could  see  clear  down to  the
darkness of Vandoff’s belly.

Before Vandoff could rise  Beginigin had snatched up
Rachael and run her to his tunnel. They were gone from his
sight by the time Vandoff deduced what had happened—that
same Bogg who had defied him so long ago had done so
again. And won again.

In the safety of the tunnel Rachael wept in her King’s
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arms. Beginigin had saved her from the unending darkness
that is Vandoff’s belly, and she could do nothing to repay
him.

“Th-Th-There, th-there,” the aged King said as he pat-
ted her back. “Y-Y-YYou’ll be alright, m-my dear uh, p-pup.
Now t-t-take the t-tunnel  b-b-back up t-to the B-B-Bog-
gtown and t-tell no one, uh, of w-w-what h-h-happened h-
here. Y-Your f-f-f-family would suffer i-i-if they know, uh,
how  c-c-close  V-V-Vandoff  c-came  to  one  of  their,  uh,
own.” At that moment Rachael swore before The Man that
she would dedicate herself to goodness, and that the first-
born of the pups in her belly would be raised to be a Great
Bogg like Beginigin Bogg.

Though King Beginigin had wished it kept secret the
story of this event spread immediately throughout the Bog-
gtown, and though it affected many Bogg it changed Be-
ginigin not one bit.  He still  sat observing The Man each
and every day, watching to see what he might learn about
this Great Being who had called to him in a dream.

And King Beginigin saw a lot. He saw The Man pound
his Pounding Stick against the sides and top of His Great
Dwelling. He saw The Man clear His land of stones. He saw
The Man use a Digging Stick to make holes and put bushes
in those holes. He saw The Man use dead tree parts to make
a place for the large animals that step in Boggholes. He saw
The Man come,  he saw The Man go.  He saw The Man
clean, and he saw The Man dirty. He saw The Man clothed,
and he saw The Man naked. And one day The Man saw
him.

It was on a hot day, a day even hotter than the day he
had saved Rachael Bogg, and King Beginigin had crawled
out  of  his  tunnel  and  sat  in  the  shade  of  a  large  stone,
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watching The Man work on His Dwelling and His Land
across  the river.  About  the time when the sun is  directly
above  The  Man  dropped  his  Digging  Stick  and  looked
down toward the river. Suddenly The Man was marching
toward the river, shedding clothes as he went. That season
there was more water than usual in the river and apparently
The Man liked this.  As soon as  Beginigin saw The Man
coming down toward him he thought to run and dive in his
tunnel, but it was already too late. He was certain that any
movement  would  draw  The  Man’s  attention,  and  that
might not be a good thing. So Beginigin froze.

The Man reached the river and plunged headfirst into
the water, completely disappearing beneath it,  then came
up several bushes away from where he had disappeared. He
was singing now as He swam about, and this was so inter-
esting  to  Beginigin  that  without  noticing  he  was  slowly
inching out into the open. Beginigin would take a few cau-
tious steps, then sit up straight and stare  so longingly and
hopefully at  the Great  Being before him. Then he would
come back down on all  fours, take a few more steps for-
ward, sit up straight again, and stare some more.

Suddenly  The  Man’s  eyes  fell  upon  Beginigin,  now
only several trees away, and The Man’s singing ceased. The
two stood still a moment, the naked Man staring at Begini-
gin while Beginigin stared back, each seeming completely
flabbergasted that the other was watching him. Then The
Man  spoke.  Beginigin  could  not  understand  Him  as  no
Bogg is so Great as to speak The Man’s language, but Be-
ginigin could tell  that  The Man did not sound angry. In
fact, just the opposite seemed true. The Man was making
soft, friendly sounds, and by those sounds Beginigin could
tell  that The Man wanted him to stay there and not run
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away. In fact, Beginigin thought, The Man was urging him
closer. So Beginigin moved a few more slow, cautious steps
nearer  The  Man,  then  sat  up,  poked  his  head  up  high,
cocked his head, and stared.

The Man quit speaking to Beginigin and swam gently
to His own side of the river. He got out and ran back up to
his Dwelling, gathering His clothes and putting them on as
He went. Moments later He was slowly walking back down
to the river, speaking softly to Beginigin as he came closer.
Soon He stood at the edge of the river, using His voice to
sooth Beginigin, who remained frozen across the river from
Him.

The Man pulled out  from behind Him a long,  black
Stick. Beginigin cocked his head in confusion at this. The
Man’s soothing voice had stopped, and now a new sound
emerged from The Man—deeper and mean. The Man lifted
His Stick to His eye and pointed His Stick at Beginigin, and
the Stick roared.

The hillside exploded next to Beginigin,  and he now
knew what this  was—it  was The Man’s  Death Stick.  And
worse—The Man had tried to use it on him! Beginigin was
down in his tunnel before the Stick could spit again, and
once in the tunnel he stopped, breathing so hard he felt his
chest would explode. It took several moments for his pant-
ing to subside, and when it did Beginigin was overcome by
a grief too heavy for any Bogg to carry alone, and one word
filled his whole being: Unworthy. He was unworthy to ap-
proach The Man. Beginigin lay in the tunnel and wept.

Rebekah found him there as the sun set that evening,
and she stroked the fur on the back of his dirty neck as she
urged him to come home.

“W-W-Why?” he said.
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“Because  your  Kingdom  needs  you, King Beginigin,”
she said with a voice so strong with love that it could almost
lift the grief. Almost.

“The M-M-Man does not w-want m-m-me,” Beginigin
said.

“But we do, Beginigin. We do.” Then she held him like
she had that first day in the deserted Bogghole after he had
saved her from Vandoff. Her voice overflowed with kind-
ness. “You are a Great King. Beginigin,” she said. “And The
Man will take you soon enough. You are old now. You’ll go
dwell on His side of the river too soon for me. So come en-
joy whatever  seasons  are  left,  with me,  in your Kingdom.
The Man’s Kingdom can wait.” Then she though for a mo-
ment. “We may not have made it to the Bogg Kingdom, but
we made it within sight of The Man’s Great Dwelling.” She
paused, looked around the tunnel,  then back to her  hus-
band.

“Beginigin—we are  King  and  Queen,”  she  said,  tears
now filling her eyes. “Who would have thought it?” Begini-
gin could have told her how his entire lazy youth had been
spent thinking of  it,  though never  quite believing it,  and
that the dream that had come to him so long ago had not
come as a fresh new revelation but had instead only rekin-
dled a fire already smoldering within him. But he didn’t. Af-
ter a few more consolations Rebekah led her defeated King
home.

One of Beginigin’s last acts as King was an act he per-
formed shortly after The Man rejected him. King Beginigin
gathered the Bogg and, based on his experiences as King,
made a Law to protect them. On that day he hopped up on
a stone, as the Boggtown did not yet have a Stump, and ad-
dressed the assembled Bogg.
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“I have been down to the river,” he said, “and I have
studied The Man. The Man is a Great Being, far above the
Bogg.  He has  the power to give life,  as witnessed by the
plants and animals  that  flourish on His side of  the river.
And He has the power to take life, and I have seen him do
so. So today, to protect the Bogg of this Boggtown, I am
making a  Law,  something we never  had in my old Bog-
gtown. My Law is this: No Bogg may approach The Man,
because we are unworthy.”

It seemed a sensible Law to the Bogg, despite their de-
sire to keep traveling toward The Man, and not until later
did they realize and discuss that this was the only time they
had ever heard Bogg King Beginigin Bogg speak without
stuttering. That was also the last time any Bogg heard King
Beginigin speak publicly.

Rebekah had been right the day of Beginigin’s rejection
when she told Beginigin that  he would go dwell  on The
Man’s side of the river too soon, for from that day it was
less than one Moon before The Man called Beginigin to the
other  side of  the river.  But King Beginigin did not swim
across, he went by other means. This is how he went:

Beginigin had not been down to his “secret” spot since
his  rejection,  but  on  that  morning  he  told  Rebekah  he
wanted to go see The Man one last time. Rebekah pleaded
with him not to go, but sometimes there is just no arguing
with royalty. Beginigin did not return on time so a Council
member, Octavian Bogg, was sent to check on him. Octa-
vian found King Beginigin at the bottom of his secret tun-
nel, his legs stretched upward to the sky, his mottled fur and
blood mixing with the dust. It seemed Beginigin had been
watching The Man when his chest had exploded, and he
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had fallen backwards into the Bogghole.
Many Bogg said The Man must have pointed his Stick

at Beginigin and killed him, but this made no sense to other
Bogg. For why would The Man judge such a good and just
King  so  harshly?  Those  other  Bogg  insisted  Beginigin’s
heart had simply exploded, so full was it with love for The
Man.  They  insisted  The  Man  needed  Beginigin  on  the
other side of the river, but they were met with the argument
that The Man needs nothing—The Man is self-sufficient. So
why? This confusion over The Man’s role in King Begini-
gin’s death, as well as His role in the lives and destinies of
the Bogg, left room for the two competing philosophies of
The Mannites and Potneites to emerge, evolve, and divide
the  Boggtown.  When no  Bogg knows the  truth  about  a
thing, then anything can be true. And when anything can
be true, chaos and cruelty will ultimately reign, at least un-
til  a  Great  Being  like  Banxsome Bogg comes  along  and
proves a Greater thing true.

King Potneus would later seal up Beginigin’s tunnel to
The Man.

These are the Recitations for Boggstory concerning the
reign of King Beginigin. They are recited by the entire Bog-
gtown at  each Boggstory.  Of course these recitations did
not exist until King Potneus created Boggstory, but they are
included here with the story of Great King Beginigin.

The First Bogg King was King Beginigin The 
Brave.
Beginigin and Rebekah came over the hill.
They were led by a dream The Man sent Beginigin.
There they found an empty Boggtown.
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The Boggtown was prepared for them by The 
Man.
Rebekah was attacked by Vandoff, but Beginigin 
threw himself in the way.
Beginigin and Rebekah began a Boggtown there.
When King Beginigin was old he had a tunnel dug 
so he could watch The Man.
King Beginigin saved Rachael Bogg from Vandoff.
The Man called King Beginigin home.
King Beginigin was a Great King.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King 
Beginigin:

The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we are 
unworthy.
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The Second Bogg King
Potneus The Organizer

The  days  surrounding  King  Beginigin’s  death  were
much like any other days in the life of a Boggtown—Bogg
ate, Bogg dug, Bogg slept,  Bogg played. And Bogg were
eaten. Vandoff took the occasional Bogg, the Knife slashed
in for its supper when Vandoff was not around, and Black-
foot was blamed for any mysterious disappearances, though
Blackfoot’s  presence  was  never  proven.  This  was  normal
Bogg life in Beginigin's or any Boggtown. Then came the
news: King Beginigin was dead.

The Bogg were grief-stricken. Council Head Delphinius
Bogg presided over the funeral, a great affair at which all
Bogg were in attendance and through which many Bogg
wept. After the funeral Delphinius climbed atop the Stone
from which Beginigin had made his Law and called Pot-
neus Bogg up to join him. Once Potneus was beside him
Delphinius addressed the Bogg.

“Bogg, we have a new King to install, a Bogg chosen by
King Beginigin himself. That Bogg is Potneus Bogg, who
so ably oversaw the construction of King Beginigin’s tun-
nel.” Here Delphinius paused, and if  Potneus had been a
more favorable choice there would have been cheers. None
came. Delphinius went on.

“Could I  have the Council  come forward?” he asked,
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and they did so. Delphinius hopped down from the Stone,
grabbed a Stick that lay at the base of the Stone, and stuck
it out. The seven other Council Members each put a paw on
the Stick, reached it upward, and touched the bowing Pot-
neus on the head. Then Delphinius turned to the Bogg.

“I give you our new Bogg King, King Potneus.” Again
there was no applause, but this did not phase Potneus at all.
He smiled a smile so big it was almost devious, as though
his smile could convince the Bogg of something his words
never could.

Delphinius  spoke  to  the  smiling  King.  “Perhaps  you
would like to  tell  us  of  any plans you have for  the Bog-
gtown,” he suggested.

Potneus’s  smile seemed to grow even broader, if  that
were possible, and he made a gesture that would long be re-
membered as the first of his many-gestured Kingship. He
started with his paws together in front of him, then sepa-
rated them and brought them around in giant arches, mak-
ing something resembling a circle. His paws finished back
where they began.  The gesture may have been meant  to
symbolize or suggest something, but the only thought any
Bogg got from it was that Potneus might be a bit of a kook.

“I think we should wait on that,” Potneus said after he
finished his grand gesture. “Today let us mourn Great King
Beginigin’s  passing,  tomorrow  let  us  begin  anew.”  Now
Potneus’s  paws separated and both pushed downward.  It
would have been a good defensive maneuver if  Blackfoot
was going for your knees, but as a gesture atop the Stone it
was odd. Quite odd.

The  next  afternoon  King  Potneus  called  Rebekah  to
him.  Haystack  Bogg  and  Tancreite  Bogg,  the  same  two
burly Bogg who had aided in the tunnel’s construction, led
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Rebekah to the entrance of King Potneus’s hole. When she
descended and stood in the shadows before Potneus, who
stood in the narrow ray of sunlight that penetrated into his
burrow, she noticed that compared to Beginigin there was
something  missing  from Potneus’s  countenance.  Perhaps
generosity. Potneus made a grand welcoming gesture, then
began.

“Beginigin was a Great King,” he said.
“A Great Being,” Rebekah answered.
Potneus nodded. “But not perfect,” he said.
“King Potneus?”  Rebekah was  rocked by this  sudden

maneuver. Potneus moved forward, then stopped, his face
half in shadow, half in light.

“Beginigin  was  a  dreamer,  Rebekah.  That  was  his
strength, and that was his weakness.” Rebekah looked a bit
insulted but was trying not to show it.

“I don’t understand,” she said.
“Look  at  the  Boggtown,  Queen  Rebekah.”  Rebekah

tried to speak, but Potneus gestured for her to stop, raising
a paw and keeping it raised.

He explained. “The Bogg would know nothing of our
history were it  not for what you’ve done. While Beginigin
sat watching The Man it was you who made sure the Bogg
knew about our beginnings.  Without you they would not
know of Beginigin’s dream, nor of The Man, nor of their
neighbors. Beginigin got us here, but once we were here he
sat down by the river and  waited  for  another  dream.  He
gave  up  on  the Boggtown and spent his time trying to get
closer to The Man. But a Boggtown is not about The Man,
it is about  the Bogg. It is Bogg, Vandoff, Blackfoot, and the
Knife. A Boggtown is the day to day reality of the Bogg, not
some imagined journey toward The Man’s Dwelling.”
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Rebekah was shocked. This was her own idea that King
Potneus was ridiculing.

King Potneus went on. “Rebekah, I am hardly the only
Bogg in this Boggtown who feels this way. In fact, we have
a  name for  those  Bogg who believe  as  you  do—that  the
Bogg Kingdom will happen when the Bogg go dwell in The
Man’s Great Dwelling. We call you Mannites. Mannites will
sit and dream about getting closer to The Man while the
Boggtown falls apart. That’s  what  King  Beginigin  did—
he  ignored  the  Boggtown’s reality for the sake of his own
dream. Do you understand what I  am saying,  Rebekah?”
There was something almost threatening in his voice. King
Potneus dropped the paw that he had held up to keep her
silent and Rebekah watched it fall.

“I-I  don’t  know what to  say,”  she answered. “I  never
agreed with his going down to the river, but I would never
say anything that would tarnish Beginigin’s memory.”

Potneus took a step back so that his face now rested in
full  sun again.  He smiled and spread out  his  arms.  “Oh,
Queen Rebekah,” he said. “You are good to Beginigin, even
after he is gone. But I want to protect his memory as much
as you do.” Now that slick smile was back. “Rebekah, I’m
not asking you to completely agree  with  me,  and  I’m  not
asking  you  to tell  the  Boggtown all about King Begini-
gin’s weaknesses. I’m telling you that we have the opportu-
nity to do what  he could never see to do.”

“King Potneus?” Rebekah asked. Now she did not seem
so upset, she seemed more curious.

“Rebekah, I am a reader of Bogg, and I know you. You
love your ideas about The Man, but they are nothing  to
you  compared  to  how  much  you  love  this  Boggtown.”
It  sounded  like  a  compliment  and  as  Rebekah  thought
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about it she realized that Potneus was right. He went on.
“This Boggtown can be so much more. Today we are

only a  Boggtown, Rebekah.  Only a  Boggtown. I  want to
make of us a Great Society.”

“How? What can you do that Beginigin couldn’t?”
Potneus waited a moment until he was satisfied he was

in  full  command  of  the  conversation.  “A   Boggtown is
just a number of Bogg living in the same area. But a Great
Society has traditions, it has Laws, and it has institutions to
pass them on from generation to generation. We have noth-
ing of the sort now, but  I will build them.  If our Boggtown
is to be a living, successful Society generations from now, it
must become organized. And this fact,  though I am sure
you will not agree with it, is the most important fact. Re-
bekah, my Great Society IS the Bogg Kingdom. Great Bogg
government  will  produce  the  Bogg  Kingdom.  It  is
the only way to the Kingdom.”  By the look on Rebekah’s
face Potneus knew she did not agree, and so he addressed it.

“I knew you would not agree with me on that fact, and
so I do not appeal to you based on that, but on this: Re-
bekah,  consider  Beginigin’s  memory.  Consider  this:  That
the Bogg, generations from now, will  speak glowingly of
our  Boggtown,  of Beginigin’s  and  Rebekah’s Boggtown—
that will be the greatest honor Beginigin could ever receive.
Can we agree on that, and if so do I have your support?”

Rebekah though a moment, then her old eyes twinkled
at the idea. A smile crossed her face. “Yes, King   Potneus,”
she said.   “I  agree.   Beginigin’s   Boggtown is his mem-
ory.”

“I knew you would understand.”
The next day, before the sun rose high over the Bog-

gtown making the sentries’ job of watching the sky blind-
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ingly ineffective, the Boggtown gathered around the Stone.
A murmur ran through the Boggcrowd as Delphinius Bogg,
Beginigin’s  wise  Council  Head,  climbed  atop  the  Stone.
Then the Boggcrowd grew silent.

“My fellow Bogg…” Delphinius announced. “We have
lost a Great King, but we must go on. Today we must give
our attention, and our hearts, to a new King. I am going to
ask King Potneus to come up here and share his ideas with
you. He has already given me a hint about his vision for our
Boggtown, and I must say that the Council supports him,
as does Queen Rebekah, in his ideas and hope to be able to
help him implement them. But I will let King Potneus him-
self  tell  you about his ideas.” Delphinius now turned and
looked directly at Potneus.

“King Potneus, will you please climb the Stone now?”
Potneus did, and when he was atop the Stone he stared at
the Bogg a moment, broke into that Vandoff-with-a-Bogg-
in-his-talons smile of his, and then made one of his enor-
mous  gestures,  starting  his  paws  low  and  sweeping  out
great circles of air toward the Bogg. It looked almost as if
he  were  trying  to  keep  his  balance.  His  gestures  finally
wound down.

“Glorious Bogg…” he began in a voice deeper than his
normal  tone.  “I  am  honored  to  be  your  King.  We  have
come a Great distance under the leadership of King Begini-
gin, and for this we all give thanks to The Man. The Man
gave Beginigin Bogg a dream to leave his old Boggtown,
and The Man created a place for Beginigin  Bogg  to  rule.
We  have  prospered  as  a Boggtown, Bogg, for one reason
and one reason  only—because  The Man has  favored us.”
Now Potneus paused as his smile disappeared and his brow
bunched up in seriousness. “But now I fear for the pups,”
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he said. “I fear for the pups.” At this quiet gasps went out
from some of the female Bogg in the Boggcrowd.

“I fear for the pups because we have begun to value  to-
day at the expense of tomorrow. We eat and sleep and play
as if we were nothing more than a simple Boggtown, as if
The Man had  never  given  Beginigin  Bogg a  dream and
then prepared this place for Beginigin’s Great Boggtown to
grow. My fellow Bogg, our Boggtown was not created on a
whim, it was not mere chance that led Beginigin Bogg here.
We are part of a great plan The Man Himself has set in mo-
tion,  but  lately we act  as  if  this  were  not  true.”  Potneus
paused again and the Boggcrowd grew as silent as scolded
pups.

“We have enjoyed The Man’s favor,  but we have not
created any means to make sure that future Bogg genera-
tions  know of  The Man’s  hand in  our  Bogg-town’s  cre-
ation. We must create new institutions to contain and dis-
perse the knowledge of The Man, and by doing this, and
other things I plan to accomplish as your King, we shall be-
come something better than just another Boggtown,” and
here the excitement and volume rose in Potneus’s voice, “…
we shall rise up to equal the great beginnings of our father
Beginigin Bogg and become a Great Society,  the greatest
Bogg-town Bogg have yet seen. But this Great Society will
not be just a Great Boggtown; no, I tell you that what we
are going to build is the Bogg Kingdom itself!” This caused
a current of excitement to surge through the Boggcrowd,
and many Bogg, especially young Bogg, leaned forward in
anticipation. This was a new idea, this notion that the Bogg
themselves could create the Bogg Kingdom.

Potneus went on. “From the time of the first Bogg we
have  known  that  someday the  Bogg  would  dwell  in  the
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Bogg Kingdom, and today that process begins. We will see
the Bogg Kingdom, my fellow Bogg, not because we are
better than all the Bogg before us who failed at just this, but
because we now understand  how the Bogg Kingdom will be
arrived at. If we are ever to dwell in the Bogg Kingdom it
will not be because we move ever closer to The Man. No!”
This “no” was accompanied by a two pawed gesture that re-
sembled a terrified Bogg repelling an angry hornet.

Potneus continued. “It will be because we were smarter,
because I understood how to build a Great Society, unlike
all other Bogg Kings before me. I tell you, Bogg, with the
proper use of the Stump, or in our case the Stone, Bogg
government  can  create  the  Bogg Kingdom!  We need  no
longer move toward The Man; we will build a Boggtown so
fine that He might even move toward us!” At this many ex-
cited and wondering sounds escaped the Bogg. They had
not been this excited since—well, never.

“But first a necessary change,” Potneus continued, now
more quietly. “First a change.” At this eight young Bogg ap-
proached the Stone and turned and stood before the Bog-
gtown.  They were  led  by Haystack  Bogg  and  Tancreite
Bogg. Potneus gestured toward the eight.

“I am replacing Beginigin’s Council with a Council of
my own.”

Confused  and  offended  gasps  burst  out  among  the
Bogg in the Boggcrowd. Potneus heard one Bogg asking,
“Can he do that?” Potneus broke out his biggest smile, that
brilliantly disarming weapon of his, and he seemed so safe,
so benign, that the Bogg quickly lost their apprehension.

“With new vision must come new blood,” he explained.
“Beginigin Bogg’s Council served the Bogg well, and they
are to be commended. But as the warming winds bring new
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grasses for the Bogg to eat, so today we must accept neces-
sary,  but  good,  change.  Warm winds  are  blowing,  Bogg.
Warm winds are blowing.” Now Potneus paused, and then
broke  into  a  one-pawed gesture  which  began at  his  hip,
pointing at the ground, and ended above his head pointing
to the sky. Some of the Bogg followed the trajectory of his
paw and ended up temporarily blinded by the sun.

Oooh…” they grunted. “Bright!”
Potneus resumed. He was now to the point he had been

building to. “My fellow Bogg: Beginigin Bogg got us here,
but this is not far enough. I will take us the rest of the way. I
am going to create a structure that will allow us to go on.
Just as the Bogg have bones beneath their fur, so too the
Boggtown must have a structure beneath it. And the first
part of our structure will be Boggstory.”

Quizzical  expressions  and  mumbled  questions  passed
through the assemblage, and then King Potneus explained.

Boggstory would be a required meeting for all  Bogg,
taking place at the Stone every third day. It would consist of
the telling and retelling of the history of the Boggtown and
The Man’s presence in that history. But Boggstory would
be more  than simple,  recited  memories.  There  would  be
stories,  songs,  and  artists  of  all  kinds,  each  telling  Bog-
gstory in his or her own medium. There would be song and
dance, joy and shouts. The Bogg would come in low but
leave high, certain of the special-ness of this particular Bog-
gtown which The Man himself had ordained. They would
truly become Potneus’s Great Society, the Bogg Kingdom.
And the first step was getting each Bogg to play a role in
Boggstory. The Bogg were enthralled with this prospect.

After  explaining Boggstory,  King  Potneus  added one
more major change. “Also, as King Beginigin made a Law
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to protect the Bogg, from now on every Bogg King will be
allowed to make one Law. It is by adhering to these Laws
that the Bogg will  build the Bogg Kingdom.” Out in the
Boggcrowd there were mumbled “oooh’s” and “oh’s” of un-
derstanding and acceptance.

King  Potneus  had  done  it.  He  had  pulled  the  Bogg
away from the Mannitism toward which Rebekah was lead-
ing them, he had saved the Bogg in his Boggtown from that
never-ending journey toward The Man.  Instead,  Potneus
had turned them toward his  own beliefs  about  the Bogg
Kingdom,  beliefs  that  would fast  become known as  Pot-
neism. Even before King Potneus moved to descend from
the Stone many of the Bogg were already devoted Potneites.
At least one Bogg was not.

As King Potneus began to step off the Stone a small
voice cried out a question that would haunt King Potneus
his entire reign and the Boggtown right up until the time of
Banxsome.

“What about Vandoff?” the tiny pup asked.
Potneus  stopped.  He looked  out  into  the  Boggcrowd

and followed their eyes to the offending party. He saw the
pup, and when he saw the pup’s mother—Rachael Bogg, he
knew who the pup was. It was Othello, the oldest pup of
Rachael and that dead hero Blinxter Bogg. King Potneus
knew the story of Beginigin saving Rachael, and he knew
how Rachael had sworn over this particular pup. He also
knew the rest of the Boggtown knew these things as well.
He had to be very wise in dealing with this pup.

“What?” Potneus pretended he had not heard. “Who?”
He also pretended he didn’t know who had said it. Such is
Bogg wisdom.

“Vandoff,” Othello Bogg again called out to the Stone.
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Rachael Bogg stood embarrassed beside him, looking as if
she’d like to disappear.

“Vandoff…”  Othello  said  again,  unperturbed  by  the
stares  and driven by the logic of  the idea burning in his
head. “What about Vandoff? While we’re out dancing and
singing at Boggstory, won’t that be a perfect time for Vand-
off to come carry us away?”

There was silence as all turned to Potneus, who looked
as though he was considering this for the first time. Then a
smile came to his face, his arms whipped about four times
in a frenzied gesture, and he gave his wise answer.

“Nonsense,” Potneus said. “The Man gave me a vision,
just as he gave the dream to Beginigin. He will protect us as
we fulfill it.” A cheer went up from the Bogg, and they be-
gan to dance and sing before the Stone, ignoring all their
cares and concerns.

“The Man The Man The Man The Man…” they sang.
“He will protect us, He will protect us… The Man The Man
The Man The  Man,  He  will  protect  us,  He will  protect
us…”

In the midst of their revelry Vandoff plunged down and
carried away a screaming pup. There was no warning bark
as the sentries had abandoned their posts to join in the cele-
bration.

This tragic turn did not change Potneus’s plans one bit.
Boggstory was created and for some seasons the Boggtown
existed  with  two  opposing  ideas  believed  true  at  once.
First, Potneus  was  right.  He  was  right  about  needing  a
structure, and he did build one.  Bogg-story was a success,
and so many Bogg were employed in its  procedures  that
most  members  of  the  Boggtown  felt  a  greater  sense  of
meaning in their lives. And second, Othello was right too,
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for Vandoff often came during Boggstory and carried off a
Bogg,  whose  dying  screams could  be  heard as  Vandoff’s
talons  sunk  deep.  And when  Vandoff  did  not  come,  the
Knife often came instead.

This horrible reality was explained by Potneus as Re-
bekah had explained such happenings during Beginigin’s
reign—It was The Man’s judgment, that’s all.  According to
King Potneus, The Man sent Vandoff to remove evildoers, a
term Potneus was beginning to use for any Bogg who ei-
ther opposed him or, by being taken away by Vandoff dur-
ing Boggstory, made him look bad. Evildoers.

But what about the Bogg who obviously were not evil,
such as the pups Vandoff took?

This was easy for King Potneus to answer. Of course
they were not evildoers—not yet. Vandoff, in an obvious ex-
ample of The Man’s Great wisdom, was being sent to re-
move  evildoers  even  before they could  perform their  evil.
This explanation left the Bogg scratching their heads, but
King Potneus said it with that unassailable smile, that smile
like the Serpent smiles when he is in your burrow.

What was undertaken with noble intentions now cre-
ated a vile condition—a Boggtown so happy thinking they
were building the Bogg Kingdom that most of the Bogg in
it were willing to ignore Vandoff slicing out their pups and
neighbors  while  they celebrated.  The Bogg,  for  the most
part,  ignored the blood as the seasons passed, but as the
Bogg Kingdom failed to materialize, some Bogg could not
help but listen to the blood.

One cool day when the creeping vine was in bloom a
secret  meeting was  held in Rebekah Bogg’s  burrow. The
aged former Council Head, Delphinius Bogg, had clandes-
tinely called the meeting, and now he stood in his former
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King’s large burrow trying to figure out what to do about
his present King. A small group of Bogg faced Delphinius;
Rebekah and Othello stood by his side. Othello was mature
now and had a family of his own.

The issue of Vandoff was discussed, and what could be
done about  Potneus’s  refusal  to  protect  the  Bogg during
Boggstory.  By now Vandoff  came  only during  Boggstory,
for he knew when Bogg-story would take place.

“Potneus is too powerful to confront,” withering Del-
phinius asserted.

“And he cannot be approached as any Bogg could with
Beginigin,” Rebekah added.

“He says he's building the Bogg Kingdom,” one of the
other Bogg, Banquill Bogg, said, “but all he seems to be do-
ing is feeding Vandoff.”

“Yes,” Blaxton Bogg agreed. “He calls  any Bogg who
want to stop this nonsense and get back to moving toward
The Man Mannites—and you should  hear  how he says  it.
With complete contempt. I guess it’s a good description of
us, but he doesn’t mean it in a good way.”

“True,” Delphinius said. “And I have heard him say it.
Many times. But look, even those of us who disagree with
King Potneus no longer watch for Vandoff. I think there is
only one thing we can do. We must look out for one an-
other. Vandoff will come, but let us make sure it is not one
of  us  or  one  of  our  families  that  he  takes.”  The  others
agreed and so it was. They would themselves sentries, they
would take up the posts Potneus had let be abandoned. And
in this manner they saved themselves for a time, though not
the Boggtown.

So this is how Bogg life continued for some time in the
Boggtown: Every third day the Boggtown gathered for Bog-
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gstory, at which Bogg would relate and celebrate and Vand-
off would feed,  and a  small  but growing group of  rebels
outwardly participated but inwardly watched. These rebels
knew  something  was  wrong,  desperately wrong,  though
none had as yet named it. But Delphinius was getting close,
and at one of their secret meetings he voiced his idea. 

“The fact  is  that  Beginigin became a  Great  King by
putting  himself  between  Vandoff  and  Bogg,”  Delphinius
said,  “and  now  Potneus  ignores  Vandoff  as  long  as  his
beloved structure, his organization, as he called it, can en-
dure.” Yes, they nodded. That was what was wrong.

Potneus’s structure did more than endure, it prospered.
As the seasons passed Bogg life became increasingly orga-
nized. Feeding times were set, living spaces were regulated,
new jobs were created and given, and new responsibilities
were  undertaken.  Potneus  and his  Council  designed new
birth, marriage, and death rituals. A Heap was created at
the  edge  of  the  Boggtown  where  all  Bogg  refuse  was
thrown. Every Bogg was learning a prescribed reaction to
every situation,  so  Bogg  life  was  becoming  increasingly
predictable but decreasingly free. 

At each Boggstory the founding of the Boggtown was
recited and the one Bogg Law was re-stated so all  would
know it.  That Law worked to Potneus’s  advantage,  for it
kept The Mannites from being able to openly ask to move
toward The Man. Potneus had the Boggtown functioning
just the way he wanted it to, and he had no open opposi-
tion. Haystack Bogg and Tancreite Bogg, the two brutes of
Potneus’s Council, punished any Bogg who dared speak out
against the King, so none dared openly oppose King Pot-
neus. It seemed all of Bogg life had become organized, but
it had not. Othello’s question still hung in the air like the
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warming season’s clouds, waiting to explode. “What about
Vandoff?” Vandoff, unlike the Bogg, was not restrained by
King Potneus’s organization.

Vandoff’s brutal appearances at Boggstory diminished
the success King Potneus could boast over, and as Vandoff
ate the Bogg he also ate away at the Bogg’s faith in Pot-
neus’s Great Society. King Potneus’s attempts to rationalize
Vandoff’s attacks strained even gullible Bogg’s willingness
to believe in their King, for at some point even Bogg must
admit what is true. But before this could happen King Pot-
neus, with Vandoff’s unintended help, came up with an an-
swer to Othello’s question. Potneus would organize Vand-
off, too.

It  happened  during  one  Boggstory shortly  after  the
death  of  Rebekah,  who  had  outlived  all  of  Beginigin’s
Council except Delphinius. As The Man’s Song ended King
Potneus climbed atop the Stone and made a giant gesture.
It looked as though he was parting tall grass, ripping it out,
and tossing it behind him. The Bogg, by now accustomed
to  Potneus’s  wild  gestures,  somehow  understood  this  to
mean  “Quiet  now please…”  When  they were  quiet  their
King began.

“The  Man  has  certainly  placed  His  Hand  on  this
Boggstory…”  he  said,  but  before  he  could  tell  how,  the
shadow came.  The shadow never  moved off Potneus,  for
Vandoff was diving straight out of the sun at the gesturing
King.  Potneus  screamed,  and  forgetting  how  he  defined
Vandoff’s attacks on other Bogg as The Man’s judgment
and therefore something to be accepted, he jumped off the
Stone with the intention of running to the nearest Bogg-
hole. If The Man had judged that Potneus was to die, Pot-
neus had judged that The Man was somehow mistaken.
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When Potneus jumped off the Stone he landed on one
of two smaller stones that he used to hop up on the larger
stone. As he did so he thought of the crevice created by the
three stones up against one another, and he dove down into
that crevice. He was just in time, for just as his furry tail dis-
appeared  Vandoff’s  talons  scraped  the  top  of  the  stones.
Vandoff lifted back up as the Bogg scattered back to their
holes, then he landed back at the mouth of the crevice.

“Coooome out to seeee meee, goooood Kiiiing,” Vand-
off said. “Yoooou yooourseeelf haave saaaid that IIII aaam
the Maaan’s juuuudgment. Toodaaay III juuudge yooou!”

“N-N-No!”  Potneus  screamed.  He  was  stuttering  like
Beginigin. “G-G-Go away V-Vandoff!”

“Gooo  awaaay?  Yoou  neeever  seeent  meee  awaaay
beeeefore  when  III  caaame  fooor  yooour  frieeends  and
yooour puuuups. Not thaaat yooou cooould evveerr seeend
meee awaaay.  Vaaandoff wiiill  beee  heeere  when yoooou
come oooout, Potneeeeus.” It surprised Potneus that Vand-
off knew his name. He was even proud of it.

There was nothing for Potneus to do but wait, and as
he waited he thought. As he thought his exceptional orga-
nizational skills took over and an idea came to him.

“Vandoff…”  he  said  with  a  haltingness  like  that  of  a
hunted Bogg peeking its head from its hole to see if it is safe
to come back out. “Vandoff?”

“Yeeeesss?”
“I want to make you a deal.”
“Vaaandoooff does nooot neeed tooo deeeal wiiith the

Bogg. He feeeeeds on the Booogg without caaare.” Vandoff
paused. “Buuut—Vaaaandoff will liiiiiisten.”

“Vandoff,” Potneus started, his weapon of a smile com-
ing  to  his  face  down  in  that  crevice,  “you  certainly do
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work hard catching Bogg.”
“Not toooooo hard siiiiiince yoooou beeecame Kiiiiing.”
Potneus cringed a  little.  “Well,  I  can make it  so  you

hardly work at all. Please listen to my offer.”
“Vaaaaandoff wiill liiiiiisten.”
“Vandoff, the Bogg say you are The Man’s judgment

against the Bogg…”
“Fooooools!”  Vandoff  abruptly  charged,  but  Potneus

went on.
“Not I, Vandoff. The Bogg say it.”
“I haaave heard yooou teeell the Bogg thaaat my viiisii-

its were the Maaaaan’s wiiiill, Potneuuus.”
“Only because  the  Bogg need to  think  that,  Vandoff.

But listen, Vandoff. Listen, please. Listen to me. I can make
it easier for you to feed.”

“Goooo oooon…”
“You know the Heap where we put our waste?”
“Yeeeees.”
“Well, I will put the evildoers out there for you. There

are no holes, no bushes, no stones to hide them. There you
can feed with ease.”

Vandoff  thought  on  this  awhile.  “Yooou
meeean you wiiill huuunt the Boooogg for meeee?”

“No.  Well,  I  guess  you  could say that.  But  it  will  be
more than that. I will act as your agent for judgment, Vand-
off. The Man sends you to collect evildoers; I will merely
unburden you of sorting them out. I will have them already
out on the Heap for you.”

“Vaandooff haas never sooorted. Buut III liiike iit. How
wiiill I knoow wheeen theeeese Booogg you caaall eeevil-
doooers are ooout ooon the Heeeeap?”

“I will bark for you, Vandoff. Seven yips. Over and over
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again until you come. But also, I ask a favor of you, Vand-
off.”

“Vaaaandoooff giiives nooo favooors.”
“But this favor is something that will be good for you

too. Please listen, Vandoff. If you were to perch in a tree in
sight of our Great Society, then the Knife would not come.”

“Yoooou  woooould  uuuuse  Vaaandoff  too  saaaave
yooourselves from the Kniiiife?” It was hard to tell if Vand-
off  was  surprised  or  disgusted.  “A  Booogg  Kiiiiing  asks
Vandoff to saaaaave his Boggtooowwn?”

Potneus felt he was losing Vandoff, so he appealed to
Vandoff’s substantial ego.

“You are Great, Vandoff, and we are a Great Society. If
we are to be eaten, let us be eaten by the Greatest of beasts,
not by a filthy Knife.”

“IIII wiiill not doooo iit,” Vandoff said.
Potneus  grinned  that  Serpent’s  grin.  “Vandoff,  the

Bogg will say you are afraid of the Knife…”
“Vaaaandoff feeeears nooothing!”
“Well then, Vandoff. You can eat one Bogg today—me—

or all the Bogg you can eat without any work. You decide.”
Now Potneus cautiously poked his head from the crevice.
“And Vandoff… I will add a song to our Boggstory, a song
of your Greatness. Vandoff? Deal?”

“Deeeeal,” Vandoff said. “But iiif yooou do not keeeeep
your woooord, Potneussss, I wiiiill coooome agaaain—fooor
yooouuu! AAAAAs you saaaaid, IIII am the Maaaan’s juuu-
udgment.” Vandoff beat his black wings twice, then flew off.

Amazement spread across the Boggtown as the Bogg
poked their heads up from their holes to see what had be-
come of  their  King.  The Mannites  were amazed because
Potneus, who had indirectly answered Othello’s question by
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explaining Vandoff’s coming as The Man’s will, had now
deliberately avoided The Man’s will. And those followers of
Potneus  who were  becoming known as  “Potneites”  were
amazed  as  well  for  Vandoff  had  come  and  Potneus  had
made him leave—without taking one Bogg!

Vandoff did not come during the three days leading up
to the next Boggstory, so the Bogg were in a particularly
good mood as they opened Boggstory with a roused singing
of The Man’s Song, which the Bogg loved to sing and Pot-
neus loved to hear, though it was next to meaningless to
him. The Bogg sang high and loud:

To The Man, who makes the Bogg Kings,
To The Man, who gives us Law;
To The Man, who made the river
And made talon, tooth, and claw;

To The Man who with his mighty hand
Makes dwellings strong and true;
Please deliver us in the present
Till you call us home to you.

And then the Boggtown sang these last three words out
together, in a long, drawn out fashion:

“Let it beeeeeeeeee…”

King Potneus mounted the Stone immediately after the
singing of The Man’s Song. He gestured for silence, a ges-
ture that lasted long enough for him to have said a good
portion of what he wanted to say if he had said it, and then
began his oration.
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“A Great thing has happened in this Boggtown. Many
of you know a little about it; I will fill you in on just what
The Man has done. The Man sent Vandoff to me, but not
in judgment, as he has sent Vandoff to so many Bogg. No,
He sent Vandoff so that I might, by my Great skills, over-
come him. I  have built  a  structure,  a  strong structure,  a
structure so strong it will support the inevitable growth of
our Great Boggtown. But even more than that, I have built
a structure so strong that it has trapped Vandoff, and will
support him too.” Astonished gasps escaped some Bogg.

“So now The Man has set me as the judge of the Bogg
because  Vandoff  was  not  as  knowledgeable  about  Bogg
Law as a Bogg King is. Before, Vandoff selected the evildo-
ers  and  lawbreakers.  Now  I will.  From this  day forth,  all
lawbreakers  will  be  sent  to  the Heap where Vandoff will
deal with them accordingly. Vandoff serves me now. I judge
the  Bogg.  Vandoff  enforces my judgments.”  There  was
stunned  silence,  and  then  through  the  unmoving  Bog-
gcrowd an old Bogg, and incredibly old Bogg, approached
the Stone. Potneus could see it was Delphinius. Delphinius
stopped before the Stone and looked up at his King.

“You will send Bogg to Vandoff?” Delphinius asked.
“Only lawbreakers,” Potneus responded.
“But we have only one Law, as we have had only one

Bogg King in this Boggtown, and that Law is that we may
not approach The Man, for we are unworthy. Who has bro-
ken this Law?”

It was a good question, and it forced the clever Potneus
to think on it a moment. When his idea came his face lit up
in that Serpent smile and he gestured energetically, albeit
meaninglessly, down toward the river.  Many Bogg turned
around expecting to see something, and when nothing was
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there they turned confused faces back toward the Stone.
“You  are  right,  Delphinius,”  Potneus  said.  “No  Bogg

has broken that Law. But as Bogg King I too am entitled to
make one Law, and it  is this:  The Man sends Vandoff to
punish the Bogg, so we must give Vandoff his due.”

“What?”  Delphinius  shouted  in  anger,  his  old  voice
quaking. “You make a Law to send Bogg to Vandoff?”

“Not just any Bogg. Lawbreakers. And evildoers.”
“And  what  exactly  is  an evildoer?”  Delphinius  de-

manded.
Potneus’s smile broadened and he managed an appro-

priate gesture—he pointed at Delphinius.
“You,” he said to Delphinius. The Bogg gasped and sev-

eral thuds were heard as Bogg females fainted and fell to the
ground. King Potneus was undeterred. He spoke loudly, not
only to Delphinius but to all Bogg there.

“An evildoer  is  any Bogg who would oppose a  Bogg
King, for the King is the servant of The Man. All of you se-
cret  meeters—all  of  you Mannites—are  evildoers!”  It  was
out, they were named. Potneus motioned to Haystack.

“Take him to the Heap!” he ordered, still  pointing at
Delphinius.

“What?”  Delphinius  shouted,  but  it  was  too  late.
Haystack and Tancreite were already dragging him off to-
ward the  Heap.  The  horrified  Boggcrowd heard  Potneus
bark  seven  times  and  repeat  it,  and  suddenly  Vandoff’s
shadow  appeared.  Haystack  and  Tancreite  shoved  Del-
phinius on top of the Heap, then turned and ran. There was
the  thud of  Vandoff  hitting  Delphinius  and  Vandoff  had
Delphinius  in  his  talons  before  Haystack  and  Tancreite
were a bush away. The horrified Bogg heard Delphinius’s
screams fading away as Vandoff’s sharp beak ripped at Del-
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phinius  as  he  flew,  and  many Bogg  screamed  out  their
shock.

“Now,”  Potneus said to  the stricken Boggcrowd after
the  screaming  had  ceased.  “That was  giving  Vandoff  his
due. It may seem horrible, but in truth it is beauty, for now
the Bogg need not worry about Vandoff. Vandoff will come
only for those who defy Bogg Law. And in-between Vandoff
will  watch over us  and keep the Knife away. So you see,
thanks to me you have nothing to fear. Also, I am adding a
new song to Bogg-story. It is to be sung immediately after
The Man’s Song. It is called ‘Vandoff’s Song.’” King Pot-
neus sang it for the Bogg:

The Greatest of Beasts, next to The Man,
Is Vandoff, who soars in the sun,
For in judgment, Great Vandoff is The Man’s 
hand,
Taking Bogg for what they have done,
Taking Bogg for what they have done.

King  Potneus  finished  the  song,  then  dismissed  the
Bogg, cutting Boggstory short by doing so.

The Heap became part of the normal life of the Bog-
gtown and the Potneites, who were not in danger of being
sent there as long as Potneus was King, enjoyed the secu-
rity the Heap gave them. The Potneites no longer worried if
they would be Vandoff’s next meal; King Potneus had pro-
tected them from such a bloody end. But the Mannites suf-
fered. As they watched Mannite after Mannite sentenced to
the Heap they knew that Potneus’s judgments had less to do
with true good and evil than with getting rid of any Bogg
who disagreed with him.
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With Rebekah and Delphinius now gone Othello Bogg
had been thrust into leadership of the dissenting Mannites.
Because it was not safe to be seen or heard in any sort of
defiance to King Potneus, the Mannites met secretly and al-
ways in different holes. Their meetings were full  of Bogg
bemoaning how the Bogg no longer cared about  getting
closer to The Man, and how the Bogg no longer resisted
Vandoff  as  their  Great  King  Beginigin  once  had.  And
though their cries were mournful and meant, the meetings
led to no direct action against King Potneus. This could be
partly blamed on the general philosophy of Mannites, who
have a tendency to complain about the Boggtown but leave
it up to The Man to do something to fix it. But the lack of
action could be better explained by Othello’s teaching. Oth-
ello stressed to his friends that they were not to be senseless
martyrs. Nothing is gained in death, he taught—it is the liv-
ing who change things.  They each must  cling to  life  no
matter what.

It  was  Rachael  Bogg,  Othello’s  mother,  who had in-
stilled this philosophy in Othello. Rachael had seen Great
Bogg in her life, having been saved by Beginigin and hav-
ing watched her heroic husband Blinxter Bogg throw him-
self between his pup and Vandoff. Rachael thought it would
be a good idea to keep the next Great Bogg alive a while, if
another Great Bogg could ever be found. What she tried to
hide from herself was that often the only proof of Greatness
is  being willing to lay down one’s  life.  Life for Life. The
only trade worthy of a Great Being.

But Rachael Bogg had seen enough dead heroes. Dead
heroes cannot hold a scared pup’s paw, she said, nor can
they comfort  a  grieving mother’s  soul,  nor  hold a lonely
widow in  their  arms.  Dead  heroes  were  no  good  to  the
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Bogg, she thought and taught.
So Othello had grown up being taught two lessons by a

mother  afraid to lose another  loved one.  The first  lesson
was to try become a Great Bogg, the second lesson was to
try stay alive once you became one. However incompatible
these two goals may have been for a Bogg, Othello lived by
and passed on these  ideas  to  the growing body of  Man-
nites. Value Greatness,  he  taught,  but  do  not die for  it.  It
was the type of conflicted message Mannites are particu-
larly good at believing.

Othello’s  oldest  son Ancredidine also gave himself  to
this awkward philosophy. They would not be martyrs, Oth-
ello and Ancredidine continuously promised Rachael.  But
The Man had other plans.

One cold day a Bogg named Claudine Bogg came run-
ning to Othello’s hole. Othello was in his hole with his wife,
Clematis Bogg, his son Ancredidine, Ancredidine’s younger
brother  Henry Bogg,  and  their  sisters  Juanita  Bogg  and
Georgina Bogg.

“Othello come!” Claudine shouted down the hole. “It’s
Rachael. She’s sick!”

Othello,  Clematis,  Ancredidine  and  all  the  children
were immediately up and over to Rachael’s mound where
Othello’s  sisters  and  other  family  had  gathered.  Othello
greeted his Bogg kin and then led his family down the hole
to Rachael’s burrow. There they found Rachael lying in a
corner and shivering. She called Othello to her and he put
her paw in his.

“Othello,  she said softly.  “It  is  my time to go to The
Man.” A tear came to Othello’s right eye and he blinked.
Rachael went on.

“Othello, The Man has been good to me.”
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“Yes mother,” Othello said, now stroking her forehead.
From  behind  him  Clematis  looked  on,  weeping.  Othello
heard her and glanced over at her, surprised by how hard
this was for Clematis. Ancredidine stood next his mother,
looking on. Othello looked at Ancredidine and Ancredidine
understood what his father wanted. Ancredidine hugged his
mother. Then Othello turned back to Rachael.

“Othello,” she said, working hard to get the words out,
“there have been four events in my life which have made me
what I am, whether that is good or bad.” She coughed.

“The  first  was  when  Great  King  Beginigin  fought
Vandoff for me. The second was when your father fought
Vandoff  too.  Oh  how  I  miss  them  both!”  She  coughed
again,  twice.  “To  be  near  such  Bogg  is  to  be  near  The
Man’s Great Dwelling, and how I wished both would never
die. But they did.

“The  third  event  was  when you questioned  Potneus
when you were still a pup.” Here Rachael managed as much
of a smile as her dying body could produce. “I knew then
that  you  had  Greatness  within  you.  Your  father  Blinxter
Bogg was alive in you, and as I had wished, you had be-
come like King Beginigin. Be careful what you wish for, be-
cause once I saw how Great you could be I did not want to
lose  another  Great  Bogg  I  love.”  Here  she  paused  in
thought. She started to speak again, but coughed instead.
Othello squeezed her paw and she went on.

“The fourth event happened last night.” A seriousness
beyond her  impending  death  filled  the  burrow.  “I  had  a
dream last night, Othello. I was on the Heap and Vandoff
flew at me. But as he came closer I could see that it was not
Vandoff that  came for me. It  looked like Vandoff, but its
face  was  Potneus’s  face  and  its  wings  were  fire.”  She
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coughed. “You and Ancredidine fought this beast and won.
Othello, I know I have said to restrain yourself, but that was
the advice of a scared mother”—she coughed—“and a lonely
widow. Othello, the time to fight has come. Perhaps The
Man wanted me to die before anything else could happen to
my family, but now is the time.” Rachael sighed, started to
cough but didn’t, then resumed.

“Othello,” and here she paused again, as if making sure
she wanted to say correctly what she had to say, as if she was
going to have only one chance. She was right. “Othello, no
more silence, okay? It’s time to fight.”

Othello squeezed her paw again. The Greatness within
him responded.

“Yes, mother,” he said. “I know. I will do nothing less.”
“You must go now, son,” she said, “or the Council will

come to investigate. The next time you see me I will not be
in my fur, I will be in The Man’s Great Dwelling. Go now,
Othello, but leave Clematis with me a moment.”

Othello hugged Rachael and kissed her on the cheek.
Then he stepped away and Ancredidine, his little brother,
and his two sisters came forward and hugged her. They all
spoke their partings, then turned and climbed from the bur-
row together, leaving only Clematis  behind with Rachael.
When the others were gone from the dark burrow, Clematis
stood facing Rachael, and even in the dark Rachael could
see the tears in Clematis’s eyes. Rachael spoke first.

“Clematis,  I  need  to  tell  you  something  I  didn’t  tell
them. In the dream I had—well—Othello does not survive
the battle.” Rachael readied herself for Clematis’s outburst
of emotion, but it did not come.

“I know, Rachael,”  Clematis  said as  she cried quietly.
“The Man sent me the same dream.” The two embraced
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and wept, and then Rachael held Clematis at arm’s length
and smiled at her. Their moment was ended when Rachael
coughed violently right in Clematis’s face. Clematis did not
wince, just wiped something from her eye. Rachael spoke.

“In the dream did you see Ancredidine with a wife?”
“Yes, I did,” Clematis said. This brought a small smile

to her.
“Poor child… Clematis, it’s harder to be married to a

Great Being than to be a Great Being. I think maybe you
have to be an even Greater Being.” Rachael coughed a gur-
gling cough, a cough so hideous that Clematis lurched for-
ward to help her. Rachael regained her composure and went
on.

“The Great  Bogg die,  but COUGH! we normal  Bogg
have to COUGH! go on. It was like that—Huhhhnnh!” She
took a deep, labored breath and Clematis leaned down, but
Rachael’s paw stopped her. She went on, but her voice was
barely a whisper.

“Great  Bogg are  The Man’s,  not  ours,”  she  said.  “It
took me a lifetime HUUUHHHHN! to learn that.” Rachael
shuddered,  her  whole  body joining  in  the  shudder,  and
Clematis  hugged  her  again.  They spent  a  long  moment
looking into each other’s eyes, a look of deep knowing and
respect. And then Rachael closed her eyes, coughed lightly
once, and died in her daughter-in-law’s arms.

The next  Boggstory began as  usual  with  The Man’s
Song and Vandoff’s Song followed by Potneus climbing the
Stone. No sooner was Potneus atop the Stone than Othello,
with Ancredidine right  behind him,  charged through the
Council and yelled up to the King.

“Potneus, you are a traitor to the Bogg!” Othello said,
pointing up at Potneus.
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“Council!” Potneus shouted, his arms and torso burst-
ing into windy gestures. “Seize them! Haystack! Tancreite!
Seize  them!”  Haystack  and  Tancreite  sprang  forward  to
grab the two rebels and neither rebel put up a fight. Potneus
ceased his flailing and grinned to the Bogg, then put up one
paw to begin a new gesture. He held his one paw up high.
Very high.

“Hold them before me while I sentence them!” Potneus
ordered.

“Sentence us? You should be sentenced King!” Othello
said the word ‘king’ with so much condescension that de-
spite the seriousness of the moment a few Bogg in the Bog-
gcrowd snickered.

“Do not  laugh at  me!”  Potneus  screamed as  he  now
waved both arms about him as though he was fighting off
biting flies. Then he scanned the Boggcrowd for the offend-
ing parties. “Do you all want to go to the Heap?” he asked,
pointing toward it. The Boggcrowd went silent.

“Listen to your King,” Othello turned to the Boggcrowd
and said. “Beginigin put himself between Vandoff and you.
Potneus would send you all to Vandoff if it would save an
inch of his Boggtown. He does not build the Bogg King-
dom—he builds Vandoff’s!”

“Blasphemy!” Potneus spat. There was madness in his
eyes. “I sentence you both to the Heap for crimes against
the Stone! Immediately!”

Now Ancredidine spoke up. “I would go to Vandoff a
thousand times before I would spend one more day serving
a fool like you!”

“Fool? You stupid pup!” Potneus said this as he began
mighty  waves  of  his  arms.  “I made  this  Kingdom
Great.  I turned  a  simple  Boggtown  into  a  Great  Soci-
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ety. I built the systems that keep us alive and growing. The
true fool was Beginigin…” The moment he said this Pot-
neus wished he would not have, and some in the assembled
Boggcrowd let  out  gasps of  horror.  But since it  was out,
King Potneus went on.

“Yes!” He said. “The true fool was Beginigin! He sat by
the  river  and  watched  The  Man.  What  good  did  it
do?  I built  this  Boggtown!  I turned  us  from  a  bunch  of
wandering Bogg into a Great Society. It is I who give you
the Bogg Kingdom!” Potneus was breathing so hard that
his chest was heaving in anger. He dropped his paws to his
side, then yanked them back up and pointed in the air.

“You call Beginigin ‘Great,’ but you can’t see Greatness
standing right in front of  you.  I made Bogg life safe and
predictable!”

Othello  burst  forward,  yanking  Haystack  about  a
Bogg’s  length  before  Haystack  subdued  him.  “You  feed
Vandoff  our  pups  and  our  neighbors  to  do  so!”  Othello
screamed up to the Stone. “No Boggtown with Vandoff as
its protector can be the Bogg Kingdom!”

Potneus now looked only at Othello and Ancredidine,
to his mind the rest of the Bogg did not matter. “Vandoff,
Vandoff, Vandoff,” he said in a mocking voice. “That’s your
only thought—Vandoff! Look at them, Othello…” Potneus
gestured to the Boggcrowd. “They value nothing more than
their security. They gladly let me choose who goes to Vand-
off, as long as there are rules that they can follow to avoid
him. They like it this way, Othello, don’t you see? We are a
Great Society, and Vandoff is just a part of it… That is the
way it  is supposed to be. That  is the Bogg Kingdom, you
fool, and it is the best the Bogg can do. Under Beginigin
Vandoff  struck  at  will  and  without  deliberation.  But  I
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have tamed Vandoff!  I  am  Greater  than  Begini-
gin and Vandoff! And what do you say to this, Othello? If it
were not for me, no Bogg here would even know of your
hero Beginigin, because it was I who created  Boggstory!”

Othello opened his mouth to speak, but it was Ancredi-
dine who answered.

“King Potneus, you have passed on the story of Begini-
gin, but you have lost his  spirit.”

“To the Heap with them!” Potneus ordered.
Haystack Bogg tried to drag away Othello, but Othello

was  too  strong.  Haystack was  not  used to  Bogg fighting
him when he took them to the Heap, as  most  Bogg ac-
cepted the Stone’s moral authority over them.

“Tancreite!” King Potneus said. “Help Haystack! I’ll get
Ancredidine!” And this was how they struggled to the Heap
—Haystack  and  Tancreite  dragging  the  fighting  Othello,
while Potneus led Ancredidine, who offered no resistance.
Potneus barked as he went, seven barks, over and over, and
by the time the five Bogg reached the Heap, Vandoff had
appeared in the sky above.

The  Bogg  gasped  at  the  terrible  sight,  and
some thuds from fainting Bogg were heard as Vandoff be-
gan his dive. In no time he reached the Heap, but when he
did Vandoff did not obey the arranged deal. He did not cull
out the condemned as he normally did. Vandoff recognized
King Potneus as he held Ancredidine, and Vandoff was very
familiar with Haystack and Tancreite, for they had brought
his supper out to the Heap many times. So Vandoff knew
who he was attacking when he plowed into all five Bogg.
Horrified  screams  rose  from  the  surprised  Boggcrowd,
though they did not run, and Vandoff and the five Bogg dis-
appeared in a cloud of dirt and debris that exploded up off
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the Heap from the violence taking place there. Shouts and
tearing flesh could be heard from within the filthy cloud,
and  then  there  were  fewer  shouts,  less  tearing,  and  the
cloud began to dissipate.  Out  of  the disintegrating cloud
stepped  Vandoff,  and  he  walked  toward  the  Boggcrowd,
which remained frozen in terror.

“IIII wiiiill eat yooooour Kiiing and hiiisss Coooouncil
tooonight,” he said, his high voice sneering his contempt
for the Bogg.  “And IIIII  wiiillll  renew my deeeeeeal  with
your  neeeext  Kiiing,  but  do  not  be  fooooooled,  Bogg.
NOOO BOGG TAMES VAAAANDOOOFF!  NOO BOGG
EEEEVVEEEEEEERR!” Vandoff turned and walked back to
the bloody Heap, which now revealed five bodies, and he
grabbed  three—Haystack  in  one  claw,  Tancreite  in  the
other, and King Potneus in his beak. Then off he flew.

After  a  long  moment  of  rigid  silence  a  male  Bogg’s
voice could be heard.

“The Council needs to clean up this mess,” the voice
said.

“There is  no  King,  therefore  no Council,”  responded
another male voice. It sounded quite like the voice of one of
Potneus’s Council.

“True.”
“Look! The Heap!” a female voice interrupted. “Some-

thing’s moving!” Some of the older males, though none of
the six remaining members of Potneus’s Council, ran to the
Heap.

“It’s Ancredidine!” came a shout from the Heap. “He’s
alive!”

Ancredidine Bogg would become the third Bogg King.
After Potneus’s death an argument arose in the Bog-

gtown over how to define Potneus’s reign—should he be re-
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membered as a Great King or a Lesser King? The Mannites
said King Potneus should be designated a Lesser King; the
Potneites said he should be noted as Great. The Mannites,
due simply to being more numerous at that time, won the
argument, and King Potneus is designated in Boggstory as
a Lesser King. Whether or not Potneus was a Great King is
certainly debatable, but it should be noted that what is re-
cited in Boggstory is determined by the powerful,  not by
the righteous, and as such it will not always agree with the
truth. And give Potneus this—he honestly believed the path
to a Great Society was Great Laws, and he did as much as
he understood to make it happen. How could he know that
a Great Society is Great because it is made up of Great Citi-
zens?  Banxsome  would  come  later  and  say some  things
about that, things that Potneus never got to hear.

The designation of Potneus as a Lesser King led to fur-
ther division in the Boggtown. The Potneites were outraged
at this slight of their hero, and to express their disgust many
of them moved out of their holes and dug new holes out on
the far,  downhill  edge of  the Boggtown. “Why be an in-
vested part of a Boggtown that refused to follow the obvi-
ous  path  to  the  Bogg  Kingdom?”  they reasoned.  “If  the
Mannites  cannot  recognize  true  Greatness,  then  we  will
leave them to their folly. Let the Mannites try move closer
and closer to The Man, let them wait on The Man’s deliver-
ance,  but  we  Potneites  know the  true  path  to  the  Bogg
Kingdom. It  begins  and ends  with the Stump,  or  in our
case,  the Stone.”  That is  what the Potneites said to each
other, but how they planned to get there by moving to the
extreme edge of the Boggtown—that no Bogg knows.

These Recitations for Boggstory were installed after the
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reign of  King Potneus, to be recited by all  Bogg at  each
Boggstory:

The second Bogg King was King Potneus The 
Organizer.
Potneus built the tunnel for King Beginigin.
King Beginigin chose Potneus to be King.
King Potneus created Boggstory.
King Potneus organized the Bogg.
King Potneus made peace with Vandoff.
Vandoff killed King Potneus.
King Potneus was a Lesser King.

Also installed during King Potneus’s reign were “The
Man’s  Song”  and  “Vandoff’s  Song,”  which  are  generally
sung at the beginning of each Boggstory.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King 
Potneus:

The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so we 
must give Vandoff his due.

Bogg Law at this point consisted of two Laws:
1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we 
are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
we must give Vandoff his due.
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The Third Bogg King
Ancredidine The Swimmer

One of the Bogg that ran to the Heap that day, an old
Bogg  with  Mannite  leanings  named  Wellsley Bogg  took
charge, as none of Potneus’s remaining Council dared to.
Vandoff  had  already  sworn  to  devour  Potneus’s  entire
Council, and a pronouncement like that can kill a Bogg’s
desire to lead. When no other Bogg dared climb atop the
Heap—Vandoff’s place—Wellsley Bogg did. There he looked
down at Othello’s torn, dead body, then over to Ancredi-
dine. Ancredidine’s eyes met his, and just for a moment An-
credidine reached out an arm toward him, but it fell limp on
the Heap.

Wellsley now saw how badly Ancredidine was wounded.
A talon had pierced him so deeply that bubbly pink blood
came  out  of  the  wound  when  he  breathed,  and  he  was
slashed wide open in several other places. Wellsley was sure
that it had to be The Man Who was keeping Ancredidine
alive.

Wellsley grabbed a pawful of the dirt and dust atop the
Heap and put it in Ancredidine’s worst wound, then turned
and yelled to the Bogg.

“We need a burrow and some Bogg to nurse him—we
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have our new King here if he lives!” It seemed sensible to
the Mannite  Bogg that  Ancredidine should be King, and
the Potneite leadership was still too traumatized to protest.

Wellsley  appointed  three  strong  Bogg  to  come  and
carry Ancredidine, and a Bogg in the Boggcrowd called out
that he knew of a burrow that would suffice. Then Wellsley
hopped down off the Heap to choose the nurses. He imme-
diately found that it would not be hard to find young fe-
males  to  care  for  Ancredidine,  for  Ancredidine  was  not
married, and the young females of the Boggtown knew that
if he lived, one of his nurses might end up Queen.

Wellsley chose four young Bogg to care for Ancredi-
dine. The first three, Melissa Bogg, Mandy Bogg, and Molly
Bogg, were easy to pick—they jumped up and down yelling
“Me!Me!Me!”  more strenuously than any of  the other  fe-
males. But for the fourth nurse Wellsley went back into the
Boggcrowd a ways and selected a quiet,  shy young thing
named Mary. Mary was Wellsley’s niece, though he swore
this had nothing to do with his selecting her.

The three strong Bogg moved Ancredidine to the bur-
row,  Wellsley gave  the  nurses  their  instructions,  and the
Bogg all  shuffled off to  their  own burrows,  momentarily
King-less and concerned. The Bogg need someone to rule
over  them,  and  though  they often  complain  about  their
overseer, they cannot imagine themselves without one.

The  next  day Wellsley Bogg  presided  over  Othello’s
burial.  Though Othello’s burial should have been a quick
and easy affair, it presented some problems because many
Potneites saw Othello not as a hero but as a traitor. These
Potneite Bogg simply could not understand Othello’s mo-
tives  in challenging King Potneus.  But to The Mannites,
who had felt the cruelty of the Heap far more than the Pot-
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neites during Potneus’s reign, Othello was a Great Bogg.
And so the Bogg began what would become a long pattern
of a peculiar tendency the Bogg have: Just when unity and
leadership are needed most, they break up into ideological
camps, into tribes, and come out fighting.

The Bogg had laid Othello’s body on a small stone and
Wellsley  Bogg  stood  behind  the  body,  facing  the  Bog-
gcrowd on the opposite side. He began his oration on the
trials of a Bogg, the brutality of life, and the necessity of
faith in  The Man—all  the  things  one normally says  in  a
Bogg  eulogy.  The  fracas  erupted  when Wellsley misused
this oratorical opportunity and began delivering an exposi-
tion on how making Vandoff predictable was not worth the
injustice of the Heap. Most Potneites there quietly endured
this offense, but one could not. Heraldimine Bogg, grandfa-
ther of  Grenadine Bogg, stepped forth to offer a counter
point. Within ten words, six of which were “fool” or worse,
the two were fighting right there over the stone that held
Othello’s body. Many Bogg jumped up to join in the melee,
and soon the body of that poor Bogg Othello was on the
ground being trampled beneath the two arguing factions.
The Mannites won this fight as well, also because of their
greater numbers.

The  Bogg  eventually  dusted  off  Othello  and  buried
him, and after the burial the Mannites urged Wellsley Bogg
to  sentence  the  six  remaining  Council  Members  to  the
Heap, not for  being part  of  Potneus’s  administration but
because Vandoff had declared he would dine on Potneus
and his Council. It was a Potneite Law, they said, that de-
manded Vandoff get his due, and in this case Vandoff had
named his due. So one by one over the next six days the six
were led to the Heap. Each time seven barks were repeated
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until Vandoff came. In this way Vandoff’s prophecy that he
would eat the rest of the Council was fulfilled, while Vand-
off’s belly was being overfilled.

Another prophecy was being fulfilled down in the bur-
row where Ancredidine lay healing. This prophecy had to
do with the fact that both Rachael Bogg and Clematis Bogg
had seen Ancredidine with a wife in their shared dream, and
Clematis Bogg, as Bogg mothers like to do, had found the
Bogg she wanted her son to marry.

The  four  nurses  caring  for  Ancredidine  worked  in
shifts,  the day and night divided into four equal sections,
each nurse taking one section. The shy nurse, Mary, had
the deep night shift. Mary was quiet and polite, more hum-
ble than eager. She was every bit as attractive as the other
three and had a beautiful soul as well. The problem was that
Mary was not aggressive enough to compete with the other
three. So Clematis Bogg set upon a plan.

Clematis had seen the three eager nurses falling all over
themselves  trying  to  attract  Ancredidine’s  attention,  and
she had  also  seen  shy Mary go  quietly about  her  duties.
Clematis knew she would have to interfere if Mary was to
have any chance. What she decided to do was to structure
her  days so  that  she was  rarely away from Ancredidine’s
healing burrow while the three boisterous nurses were on
their respective shifts, and whenever any of the three tried
to pay close attention to Ancredidine Clematis found some
reason to start a discussion.

“Isn’t the river low?” she would ask the nurse. Or, “Boy,
my feet ache. Yours?”

Something, anything at all, whatever came to her mind,
she would spit it out.

“You know, Ancredidine is sure to have ugly pups.”
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“I’m okay, but just between you and me, every other
member of Ancredidine’s family is nuts!” There was noth-
ing Clematis Bogg would not say to dissuade the three ea-
ger young nurses.

But when Mary came on duty Clematis was never with-
out a reason to leave the two alone, hoping that Ancredi-
dine would recognize the hidden treasure that was Mary.
Ancredidine did. Soon Ancredidine embarked on a plan of
his own, sleeping while the other nurses attended him so
that he was good and awake when Mary Bogg came. Before
long the two were growing very close.

One  night  as  Mary arrived  to  care  for  Ancredidine,
Clematis took her aside.

“Dearest Mary,” she said. “Ancredidine loves you, you
know. He soooo enjoys your company.”

Mary looked embarrassed. “But the other nurses—I’m
sure he is good company with them too.”

“Not so, not so,” Clematis said. She did not tell Mary
how she had interfered with the other nurses’ plans by al-
ways being there in the burrow. Mary remained silent, so
Clematis spoke.

“Mary, I think he will want to marry you.”
“Oh…” This was uncomfortable territory for Mary.
“Mary, I’m talking to you because I’m certain he will

ask you to marry him. And even as much as I want you to
say “yes,”  I  want you to know something before you de-
cide.”

Mary nodded.
“Mary,  Rachael  Bogg  told  me  something  before  she

died—that it's harder to be married to a Great Being than to
be a Great  Being. Ancredidine will  be Bogg King, Mary,
and the Bogg will praise him, and you will disappear. But at
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night, in your burrow, he’ll be troubled. He’ll worry if he’s
right or wrong. He’ll  worry about what the next day will
bring the Bogg. Bogg will die and he’ll feel at fault. Vandoff
will come and the Bogg will cry out and he'll suffer deeply
because of his powerlessness. The Bogg want a Savior, but a
King  is  only a  Bogg.  Oh how he'll  suffer.  And  at  those
times you will be his strength, Mary. Generations from now
Bogg will sing of his Greatness, and when they sing, they’ll
be  singing  of  you.  Of  course,  they won’t  know it.  Your
name will hardly be remembered.” Clematis smiled and the
two giggled at how silly it all was.

“And one  more  thing,  Mary…”  The  seriousness  now
overtaking Clematis’s countenance let Mary know that the
conversation was about to go deeper. Mary’s inviting face
gave Clematis permission to continue.

“He’ll  probably die  long  before  he  should,”  Clematis
told her. “Great Bogg die young.”

“Like Othello?”
“Yes. And all Great Bogg.”
Mary shifted in discomfort, and though she wanted to

change the subject she thought that the best she could do
would be to lead the conversation away from this talk of
death.

“What about Othello?” she asked. “Was he ever trou-
bled like that? I mean, did you ever have to be his strength
like you said?”

“Othello  was  different  than  any other  Bogg.  Rachael
and I dreamed a dream for him, and he had the courage to
act on it. But don’t you dare think that Othello never sat in
our burrow brooding, mad at Bogg and The Man, scared,
but not willing to admit it. No, our marriage was not always
sweet roots, but we were there for each other when we had
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to be.” She smiled in remembrance, thought a moment, and
went on.

“You know, the more I think about it the more I think
this Greatness they speak of,  this Greatness the Bogg say
only certain Bogg have—well, I think that Greatness might
be just normalness.  It’s  just Bogg being Bogg. Maybe the
rest of the time when we’re being less than Great we’re be-
ing less than Bogg.”

“I think  you’re Great,” Mary said as she reached out and
hugged Clematis. It was a bold move for such a shy Bogg.

“And I think you’re normal, pup. Perfectly normal.”
Ancredidine Bogg healed as expected, and his wedding

to Mary was a happy event, especially after all the Bogg had
been through. Ancredidine had insisted the wedding hap-
pen before he would allow the Bogg to make him King. Af-
ter the wedding Ancredidine climbed atop the Stone, taking
Mary up there with him, and Wellsley asked him if Ancredi-
dine  had  a  Council  in  mind.  Ancredidine  selected  seven
Bogg for his Council and chose Wellsley to be his Council
Head. So Wellsley Bogg lifted the Stick, each of the seven
other Council members put a paw on it, and they touched
the bowing Ancredidine on the forehead, making him King.

At the next Boggstory King Ancredidine climbed atop
the Stone to address the Bogg. He had been doing some
deep digging, and now he had a bold plan.

“My fellow Bogg…” he said , borrowing a phrase so of-
ten used by King Potneus, but leaving out Potneus’s ges-
tures, “my first act as King shall be to abolish the Heap—No
Bogg shall  ever again be sentenced to the Heap!” He fin-
ished  this  pronouncement  with  excited  anticipation,  and
stood waiting for the Boggcrowd’s cheers.

The Boggcrowd was silent. Up on the Stone King An-
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credidine’s confusion played with his expression. He seemed
too struck to speak. Finally a Bogg in the Boggcrowd called
out to him.

“Is that your Law, Good King?” he asked.
“”No,”  Ancredidine replied,  shaking himself.  “I,  uh,  I

have not been King long enough to know what a good Law
would be.” Mary smiled at his wisdom.

“But King Ancredidine,” another Bogg shouted to the
Stone.  “Wouldn’t  this  ruling  be  a  violation  of  Potneus’s
Law- Vandoff must be given his due?”

King Ancredidine smiled.  “I’ve already thought about
that,” he said, his confusion now a distant memory. “Pot-
neus  said  to  give  Vandoff  his  due.  He  did  not  say  ex-
actly what that  due  is.  I  am saying that  the  way we give
Vandoff his due is  by saying he is  an instrument of  The
Man. We sing about him every Boggstory. We do not need
to feed Vandoff to give him his due.”

Now, with this path of logic laid down, some of The
Mannites began to travel it. “Yes! Yes!” they soon shouted
up to the Stone. “No more Heap!” Ancredidine smiled at
their  acceptance  of  his  idea,  and  as  he  did  so  a  sound
reached the Stone. It was the sound of one Bogg clapping.
Then another Bogg joined the first, and soon loud, joyful
applause surrounded and almost lifted the beaming young
King up off the Stone. At that moment, in the eyes of most
Bogg, Ancredidine was a Great King.

“No more Heap!” a Bogg shouted above the applause.
“Ancredidine  has  abolished  the  Heap!”  another  ex-

claimed.
“Ancredidine  is  a  Great  King!”  That  made  Ancredi-

dine’s smile even larger.
“He  will  be  Ancredidine  The  Heap  Killer!”  another
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Bogg shouted, incorrectly predicting what Boggstory would
call Ancredidine.

But the joy did not last long.
The  next  evening  Vandoff  struck  the  Boggtown and

carried  off  a  pup,  and  within  moments  the  Bogg  were
grumbling about their King and his stupid plan. The next
day the Knife came, and then Vandoff struck again the day
after that. It was obvious to the Bogg that without the Heap
there no longer was any predictability to Vandoff, and with-
out  Vandoff  watching  the  Knife  was  free  to  come.  This
made the Bogg very insecure, and insecure Bogg make for
a troubled Bogg King.

Before the moon was new again a troubled King Ancre-
didine called Council Head Wellsley Bogg to him.

“What can be done, Wellsley?” he asked the older, wiser
Bogg.

“About Vandoff?”
“Yes. We can't have Vandoff just carrying off the Bogg

again.”
The old Bogg sighed. “Nothing can be done, King An-

credidine. Nothing. As long as most Bogg see Vandoff as
the  long,  punishing  hand  of  The  Man,  nothing  can  be
done. And that opinion—the idea that Vandoff is The Man's
judgment—has been put into Bogg Law by King Potneus.”

Hearing this  upset  King Ancredidine.  “But my father
died to end the insult of the Heap! How can I justify it by
letting it continue?”

Wellsley’s  old  eyes  lit  up.  “That’s  just  it,  Good
King. You do not have to allow it  to continue. The Bogg
themselves shall.”

“What do you mean, Wellsley?”
“Put it to the Bogg, King. Let them choose. If the Heap
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is reinstated, let it be on their heads. Let the Council decide
who is sentenced. Remove yourself from it. You do not have
to go down in Boggstory as a King who used the Heap. If
the Bogg desire it,  I will be its administrator. But I will be
more just than Potneus was.  So if  the Bogg do want the
Heap back, I will do their will. But it will be  their heads that
bear the blood.”

Ancredidine thought on this and agreed. “You are wise,
Wellsley. Thank you.”

At the next Boggstory King Ancredidine climbed atop
the Stone immediately after the Bogg’s pained singing of
Vandoff’s Song, and as he did the Bogg exploded into ques-
tioning murmurs. Finally one Bogg spoke for them all.

“Vandoff has struck again!” the Bogg yelled up to the
Stone. “Kings are always safe, but  our pups are carried off
to Vandoff’s  black belly!”  King Ancredidine did not  even
wince.

“Would you prefer the Heap then?” he asked. “Shall we
again send our own to the Heap to keep Vandoff away?”
The Boggcrowd seemed almost unanimous in its response.

“Yes! Bring back the Heap! Bring back the Heap!”
“Then  let  the  Bogg’s  blood  be  on  your heads.  Peace

with Vandoff is death to the Bogg, but I will go to Vandoff
and ask for a deal if you wish it.” The Bogg did wish it.

And that's how it was that Ancredidine found himself
cowering in the same crevice in which King Potneus had
cowered, asking Vandoff for the same terms Potneus had
received. And this is how the power of the Heap, the power
to take life instead of give it, was given to the Council. That
power would be greatly abused by more than one Bogg.

The Bogg had peace with Vandoff again, but King An-
credidine was not proud of himself. He stood ashamed be-
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fore his father’s memory, and neither his wife Mary nor his
mother Clematis could console him. Wellsley Bogg’s solid
reasoning only bothered him all the more. Ancredidine was
not happy with himself, and as the days passed he became
more and more sure that The Man was not pleased with
him either, and he had proof. For since the re-institution of
the Heap there had been no rain, only hot, dry days, and
the land was drying up.

Days passed without a cloud, entire moons passed with-
out rain, and soon an entire season had passed, a dry season
of  judgment.  Ancredidine  brooded  himself  deeper  and
deeper into his burrow of self-disgust. The drier the land
became, the darker and cloudier grew his soul. It was as if
Ancredidine himself had sucked up all the foul weather, the
stormy weather that, though hard at times, was necessary
for the grass to grow. And the grass was necessary for the
Bogg to live, but the grass was almost gone. What remained
of the plants in the Boggtown was hard and dry and inedi-
ble—knife-like weeds which tried to cut the flesh of Bogg
mouths when eaten, and thorny dry bushes. Some of the
older Bogg began to perish, including Council Head Wells-
ley Bogg.  Their  emaciated  corpses  were  thrown  on  the
Heap for Vandoff, and seven dry barks would summon him
to come and remove the bodies. Indeed, Vandoff grew fat
while the Bogg grew bony thin.

King Ancredidine, believing the dryness to be a judg-
ment against him, would ask the Bogg at each Boggstory if
the Bogg wished him to violate his agreement with Vandoff.
But each Bogg could imagine himself as Vandoff’s next vic-
tim if the Heap was violated, and so each Bogg chose to en-
dure  the  drought  rather  than  risk  Vandoff’s  vengeance.
Plus, with all the Bogg dying from the dryness, it was not
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hard to provide Vandoff’s due.
The judgment wore on and the Bogg grumbled against

King Ancredidine, and King Ancredidine grumbled against
The Man. Why did The Man put him in such a spot? He
had made the only choice available, so why did The Man
punish him so?

“It is a curse, sent from The Man,” King Ancredidine
grumbled to his Council one day. “It is bitter root. Much
bitter root.”

“It  is  not  your  fault,  Good  King,”  said  new  Council
Head Ililium Bogg, the clever young Potneite who had re-
placed Wellsley Bogg. “The Bogg chose Vandoff, not you.
And we still do not know for sure that it is a punishment.
This may not be about the Heap at all.”

“What else could it be, then?” Ancredidine snapped.
“Chance,” Ililium said. “Maybe just chance.”
“But while our side of the river dies, The Man’s side of

the river is still green,” Ancredidine countered. “How could
this not be a judgment?”

Ililium smiled slyly. “The Man’s side is green, King, but
I know why. About a  season ago I ventured up the river
many trees to take a look. I traveled all the way up to the
Bluff at the end of the hill. The Man has built his own little
river there. It takes water from the big river to his land. It
makes  his  land green though the  rest  of  the  land grows
brown.”

Ancredidine  looked  stunned.  “The  Man  has  such  a
thing?”

“Yes, Good King,” Ilillium said, and they all remained
silent as Ancredidine thought about this. Finally he spoke.

“Why does this knowledge trouble my soul such, Ilil-
ium?”
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“Because, Dear King, if The Man does this to get water,
it cannot be true that He causes the weather. If He does not
control the weather, it cannot be The Man who has sent the
dryness, so it cannot be The Man who will  end it.  Good
King, you tend toward Mannite thinking, so you want The
Man’s deliverance.  You do not want mere coincidence to
blame for the dryness. You want there to be a power behind
it. A power to which you can appeal.” All were silent again
as Ancredidine processed these ideas.

“Nonsense,” he finally determined. “The Man will show
us His Mercy.”

All the rest of that day King Ancredidine beat his breast
and moaned to The Man for  deliverance,  and that  night
The Man sent a storm. As the sun went down Great clouds
that looked like enormous, flat-topped bushes appeared in
the sky. They rumbled their way toward the Bogg, crashing
against one another with such ferocity that with each crash
Bogg who sat on their mounds watching went head down
and tail up, then disappeared down into their burrows.

Despite their fear the whole Boggtown was excited, for
they all knew these things to be the signs of coming rain.
They laughed as they had not done in seasons, they danced
between the crashes,  they sang  thanks  to The Man,  and
they told of what gluttons they would make of themselves
when the grass grew back. And then the storm arrived and
the Bogg disappeared into the safety of their burrows.

The storm roared so loudly that for most of its duration
the majority of the Boggtown stayed hidden below ground.
Those that did poke their heads up saw lightning crisscross-
ing the night sky with such violence that some Bogg de-
clared this to be a sign of The Man’s Great anger. The air
grew humid and turbulent; great gusts of wind blew bushes
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and trees first this way then that; and the Bogg were glad
for their mounds which would keep the water out.

But the rain never came. When the Bogg were sure that
the storm was passing they began to poke their heads back
up, and they looked to one another and were defeated in
their deepest hearts. The Man had sent anger, but no rain.
When the storm had so fully moved on that there was abso-
lutely no hope for rain, King Ancredidine emerged from his
hole, mounted the Stone, and screamed in bitter agony at
the Bogg.

“Do you see? Do you see what we have done?” He cried
as Bogg began emerging from their holes to hear him. “Not
only does The Man withhold the rain, but He also torments
us now!” The Bogg looked on in horror. Mary Bogg wept
openly.

“Will you not face Vandoff now?” Ancredidine shouted.
“Surely Vandoff cannot be so deadly as The Man! Vandoff
takes a Bogg here, a Bogg there, but The Man will kill us
all!” King Ancredidine was interrupted when a Bogg, a fe-
male Bogg, saw a glow coming over the hill and pointed at
it.

“Look!  Fiiiiiiiiire!”  she  yelled,  and  pandemonium  en-
sued. Bogg ran here, Bogg ran there, and Ancredidine sim-
ply stood atop the Stone, looking down in defeat. The Man
had truly wrecked him.

Through  the  running,  screaming,  panicking  Bogg,
Queen Mary walked toward her husband. She approached
the Stone right in front of him, though Ancredidine did not
see her.

“Ancredidine,”  she  said  softly.  “Ancredidine…”  He let
his eyes come up to her face.

“I…” he paused and sighed, and looked toward the sky.
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“I am a fool and a failure.” His eyes fell back to the ground.
“Oh,  Ancredidine,”  Mary said in a  voice  overflowing

with love,  drawing his  eyes  back  to  her.  “Don’t  give  up.
Please  don’t  give  up.  The  Bogg  need  you  now—you  are
their King. I need you, and your pups need you.” She patted
her swollen belly.

“But what can I do?”
“I don’t know. But if The Man sends an answer, it will

come to  you, King Ancredidine.”  She  said “King’  with so
much awe and respect that she was surprised how little ef-
fect it had on Ancredidine. He merely looked down at her.

“The Man no longer answers my cries,” he said.
“Oh no? Did you not pray for deliverance?”
“Yes. But He sent no rain.”
There was a pause, a long pause, and then Mary spoke.
“Perhaps  He  sent fire,”  she  said.  Mary  turned  and

walked  back  toward  their  burrow,  ready to  die  with  her
King if necessary. Before she reached her mound she heard
her husband’s voice booming over the confusion.

“Council!” she heard him shout. “The Council will re-
port  to the Stone! ALL BOGG COME TO THE STONE
IMMEDIATELY!” Some of the panicked Bogg stopped to
look at their King up on the Stone, but only a few came to
the Stone. The rest remained in their panicked state. Ancre-
didine had to get them to him, but how? Then it hit him.
There was only one thing the Bogg feared more than The
Man—Vandoff.

“ANYONE  WHO  DOES  NOT  COME  TO  THE
STONE  RIGHT NOW WILL  BE  DRAGGED  TO  THE
HEAP! I WILL DRAG THEM THERE MYSELF, BARK-
ING FOR VANDOFF AS I GO!” Now the Bogg came to the
Stone, Council up front as was the custom, all Bogg look-
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ing up to their King, their eyes begging for hope.
“Who has seen how far the fire has advanced?” Ancre-

didine demanded of the Boggcrowd. A bunch of Bogg of-
fered answers at once, all talking over one another.

“Silence!” Ancredidine yelled. “One at a time! You—” he
pointed to a Bogg—“You! Tell me where the fire is!”

“To  the  top  of  the  hill  King  Ancredidine!”  came the
rapid response.

“We don’t have long…” King Ancredidine thought out
loud. Then he asked the Boggcrowd another question.

“Has any Bogg been down near the river? What is The
Man doing?” This time the Bogg did not speak over one
another; in fact, no Bogg spoke. Just when King Ancredi-
dine was about to accept that no Bogg knew, one Bogg, a
young male Bogg, stepped forward.

“I have been down to the river, Great King,” the Bogg
said. “The Man has his Stick out. He's knocking down all
the trees and bushes near the river and pushing them in the
water. And he's putting water on the land near the river.”
Ancredidine did not respond to this answer, he responded
instead to how the young Bogg had addressed him.

“You call  me Great  King?”  Ancredidine  asked,  confu-
sion in his voice.

“Only a  Great  Being could save us  now,  Great  King.
And you will save us. I know you will.” Ancredidine stared
at the Bogg a moment, almost smiled, then got back to the
subject at hand.

“And you were brave to scout the river, young Bogg.
What is your name?”

“Isaiah, Great King. Isaiah Bogg. Grandpup of Wellsley
Bogg.”

Ancredidine pointed at Isaiah. “Stay close to me. I no
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longer  benefit  from your  grandfather’s  courage  and wis-
dom.  I  will  need  a  Bogg  like  him  now.”  Then  Ancredi-
dine, Great King Ancredidine, addressed the Bogg.

“We are going to cross the river,” he said. Gasps went
out from the Boggcrowd, then one of the Council spoke up.

“But King, we’ll be swept away!”
“No—the river  is  low now.  And The Man is  pushing

trees and bushes into the river. He is making us a bridge.
We’ll go in up the river a ways and land on the bridge. We’ll
make it.”

Now another Council member spoke up. It was Ililium,
the new Council  Head.  “But  King Ancredidine,”  he said,
“the First Bogg Law says not to approach The Man.”

This was a genuine conundrum, Ancredidine thought,
until he recalled his own power as Bogg King. Ancredidine
stood up straight and tall on the Stone.

“Give me the Stick,” he said, and a Bogg did. Ancredi-
dine took the Stick and raised it.

“As Bogg King, I now enact the one Law I am entitled
to make: All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the river. So,
you see,” he looked at Ililium Bogg, “we are not approach-
ing The Man, we are following the Law to get to the other
side of the river.” He called to Isaiah.

“Isaiah—go down to the river again and find the best
place to cross. The rest of you will go gather up the young
and old. Meet back at the Stone as soon as you're all  to-
gether. Isaiah will come back up after he's found a spot and
lead us all down there. Hurry! The flames are approaching!
Now go!”

“Great King—” Isaiah said as the rest of the Bogg ran
off.  “My wife  and pups  are  in  my burrow.  Please  send a
Bogg to get them.” Ancredidine turned to Ililium.
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“Ililium,” the King ordered. “You go see to it that Isa-
iah’s wife and pups get to the Stone and then down to the
river.”

Ililium paused as if considering something.
“Ililium?” the King asked.  “Is  there some reason you

can’t do this?”
“No, King Ancredidine,” Ililium finally answered.
“Good. Now go.”
By the time the Bogg had gathered at the Stone and

Isaiah returned, the fire was devouring its way down the hill
toward the Boggtown and long, hot fingers of black smoke
ran this way and that past the Stone.

“Have you found a spot to cross?” Ancredidine asked
Isaiah through the smoke.

“Yes! You can send the Bogg now!”
“Then you go in front, Isaiah. Get them down the hill

and across!” Ancredidine was shouting to be heard over the
fire’s roar. “Take three strong Bogg to help you get them
across the river. I’ll come at the end with the Council so we
can make sure all the Bogg make it.”

Isaiah pointed to three worthy Bogg and they set out for
the river, leading the entire coughing Bogg-town down the
smoky hill.  At the back of  the column King Ancredidine
barked encouragement to the Bogg as Mary walked right
beside him all the way. Together they grabbed up one pup
after another, assuring them they’d make it. The Man was
in control, Ancredidine was sure of it. The Man would lead
them to safety.

At the river’s edge the Bogg froze, for from there they
could see The Man using his Stick to finish off a tree. The
tree toppled into the river, and The Man tried to shove it
out even farther.
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“Why does he do that?” a Bogg mother asked, her arms
wrapped protectively around her pups in sight of such an
awesome being.

“I think,” answered Isaiah, “that He would rather the
river take his trees than the fire take them. In any case, he is
clearing us a sight to re-dig our Boggtown.”

Isaiah led the Bogg up the river a ways and then sent
his three assistants out into the water. They swam out and
were carried down until they alighted on a tree The Man
had felled. There they waited to help the Bogg climb atop
the tree and get to the shore for safety.

“Three at a time!” Isaiah yelled. “Swim straight out, the
river will take you down to the tree. If you need help, Bogg
there will help you get up on the tree and to the other side.”

And so the crossing proceeded. Boggstory records that
not  one  Bogg  was  lost  in  the  crossing  of  the  river,  and
Mannite Bogg reckon this as proof that The Man was with
them that night. When all but the Council and Mary had
crossed, King Ancredidine reached Isaiah. Isaiah was look-
ing about nervously. King Ancredidine  was  about  to  com-
mend  Isaiah  for saving  the  Boggtown, but Isaiah spoke
first.

“Great King, my family never crossed!” he cried as three
Council Members dove into the river, the first of which was
Ililium. “No one got them!” At this Ancredidine let out a
howl of anger.

“Ililium!” he growled. “Why…”
“There  was  no  time  King…”  Ililium  responded  in  a

quivering voice as he swam.
“Make sure that fool is removed from Council!” Ancre-

didine barked to those who remained on the shore as  he
pointed toward the swimming Ililium. “And when the Bog-
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gtown  is  re-established  and  if  the  Bogg  still  want  their
Heap, he will be the first one on it!” Then King Ancredidine
put his paw on Isaiah’s shoulder. “Isaiah, get them all across
and wait here. I will go get your family for you.”

“But the flames have already reached the Bogg-town!”
one of the Council still on the shore protested.

“And  King—the  smoke  is  deadlier  than  the  flames!”
warned another. But Ancredidine did not answer, he was al-
ready off and running. Isaiah held out little hope that he
would see his family again—or his  King. But Ancredidine
ran with more than Great boldness—he ran with a plan.

There was something that as a Bogg King Ancredidine
knew, something which Isaiah couldn’t  have known, and
that something was the location of the river entrance to Be-
ginigin’s secret tunnel. Though all Bogg learned of the tun-
nel in Boggstory, only King and Council knew where the
tunnel began and ended. As King Ancredidine ran he re-
called  that  the  upper  entrance  to  the  tunnel  was  almost
right next to Isaiah’s hole. Potneus had sealed the tunnel,
but  that  would  be  little  trouble  for  a  strong,  determined
Bogg King who was traveling on in the power of The Man.

Ancredidine found the entrance by the river and began
to dig. In no time he was in, feeling his way through the
darkness, traveling in the steps of Great King Beginigin. He
soon came to the dead end beneath the Boggtown and he
began to dig upward. When he broke through, smoke and
heat poured in.

Ancredidine burst forth from the hole, ran the few steps
to the entrance to Isaiah’s  burrow and looked in.  Flames
burned around him in several spots within the Boggtown
and smoke that seared his eyes covered the land.

“Is anyone in there?” Ancredidine yelled down the hole.
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“Help  us!”  came  a  weak  voice,  and  Ancredidine  was
down the hole, where he found Isaiah’s wife Robin and her
three pups.

“King Ancredidine!” she gasped when she saw who her
rescuer was.

“Pay me no mind,” her King ordered as he picked up
two pups, one in each arm.   “Your husband is a hero, he is
down at the river waiting for you now.   He saved our Bog-
gtown.”

“Daddy!” the pups cheered.
“I sent someone to get you, someone who did not do

his  duty.  So  I  will  get  you  out  of  here.”  Ancredidine  led
them up from their burrow. He had to find the entrance to
the tunnel by memory; the smoke would not let him use his
eyes. He found the tunnel and deposited the two pups down
in the hole, and one immediately cried, “It’s smoky in here!
My eyes are burning!” Ancredidine noticed how the smoke
was going down in the hole with them, and he remembered
a warning he had heard down by the river—“The smoke is
deadlier than the flames.”

Robin Bogg jumped into the hole with the pup she car-
ried,  and coughing,  yelled up to her  King,  “Come,  King
Ancredidine! Jump in!”

But King Ancredidine did not jump in.
“When  you  exit  the  tunnel,”  he  said  through  his

coughs, “go to the river. There you'll find Isaiah. He'll lead
you from there. I'm gonna do something about this smoke.
GO!” he ordered, and it was so Kingly that she dared not ar-
gue.

Robin and her three pups obediently turned and began
their  dark journey down the tunnel as Ancredidine stood
atop the entrance, digging for all he was worth, sealing the
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tunnel  behind Robin and the pups.  No smoke would get
them, he vowed—not while he was King of this Boggtown.
And he was right.

When  Robin  and  the  pups  reached  Isaiah  he  asked,
“Where’s King Ancredidine?”

“He stayed behind to seal the tunnel,” Robin told him.
“The smoke was too strong and pouring in. We would have
died in the tunnel if he hadn’t.” Isaiah stood silent a mo-
ment, then thought out loud.

“A Great King,” he said. “Like Beginigin—a Great Be-
ing.” Then Isaiah led his family across the river.

On the other side Queen Mary waited, and when Isa-
iah, with utmost reverence, told her of her husband’s deed,
she did not wail  as  she had often imagined she might at
such news, but held back her tears. She had known this day
would come. Clematis Bogg had prepared her for it.

Mary now knew that Rachael had been right in what
she had told Clematis. It is harder to be married to a Great
Being than to be one. The Great Beings go away and their
loved ones are left behind to try make real their ideas and
deeds. Alone. Mary sighed and patted her belly, then moved
with Isaiah and his family to join the rest of the Boggtown.
Robin  put  her  arm  around  Mary  as  they  went,  and
promised they would always look after Mary and her pups.

When the Bogg met to discuss how King Ancredidine
would be listed in Boggstory, it was determined that King
Ancredidine would be listed as a Great King, and though he
was considered a Mannite, not one Potneite disagreed. The
crossing of the river is likewise labeled “The Great Cross-
ing.” King Ancredidine is referred to in Boggstory as “An-
credidine The Swimmer,” which is poignant, because An-
credidine was the only Bogg in the Boggtown not to swim
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across the river that night.

These  are  the  Recitations  for  Boggstory concerning  the
reign of  King Ancredidine.  They are  to  be recited by all
Bogg at each Boggstory:

The third Bogg King was King Ancredidine The 
Swimmer.
Ancredidine was there when Vandoff killed 
Potneus.
Ancredidine was wounded in the attack.
Mary Bogg nursed him back to health.
Ancredidine married Mary Bogg.
Two of their pups became Kings.
The Man sent fire during King Ancredidine’s 
reign.
King Ancredidine got the Bogg across the river in 
The Great Crossing.
Not one Bogg died crossing the river.
King Ancredidine died in the fire.
King Ancredidine was a Great King.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King 
Ancredidine:

All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the river.

Bogg Law at this point consisted of three Laws:
1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we 
are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
we must give Vandoff his due.
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3. All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the 
river.
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The Fourth Bogg King
Isaiah The Prophet

The fire stopped at the river, as the Mannite Bogg said
The Man, with His Stick, willed it to. And Isaiah had been
right,  The Man had cleared them a fine place to begin a
new Boggtown, though in truth most of the Boggtown was
eventually built a little farther up the hill toward The Man’s
Dwelling, about midway between the river and the cave.

Because of the heroic role Isaiah had played in the de-
liverance of the Boggtown there was little debate over who
would be the next Bogg King, for even Potneites are not so
ungrateful that they would not make King a Bogg who had
just saved their lives. So the morning after the Great Cross-
ing Ancredidine’s Council, minus Ililium, picked a Stump,
had Isaiah climb it, then touched him with the Stick. Isaiah
was now Bogg King. He kept seven of Ancredidine’s Coun-
cil, all but Ililium, who was the first Bogg to experience the
new Heap. The Heap worked fine—Vandoff had no problem
finding it. Then Isaiah set about choosing a new Council
Head.

He thought he would make one of the current Council
his Council Head and then replace that Council Member,
but some influential  Potneites complained to King Isaiah
that with Ililium gone they were no longer properly repre-
sented on  the  Council.  They offered as  Ililium’s  replace-
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ment  a  strong-willed  Potneite  named  Grenadine  Bogg.
King Isaiah, wishing to keep the peace among the Bogg,
immediately installed Grenadine as Council Head, and to
this day Mannites maintain it was one of the worst deci-
sions  a  Bogg King ever  made.  For  what  the Bogg know
now that Isaiah didn’t know then is that Grenadine Bogg
was  no  random  selection,  and  the  Potneites’  complaints
weren’t  merely  a  reaction  to  Ililium’s  departure.  Grena-
dine’s appointment was the result of a secret Potneite meet-
ing at which the Potneite leaders accepted that they would
have no Potneite King in the immediate future, and so de-
cided the next best way to continue the building of their
Great  Society was to get  a  strong Potneite in as  Council
Head. They reasoned that a clever enough Bogg could work
around the  King,  and  maybe  even  become King  one  day.
And Grenadine would prove himself very clever. Very clever
indeed.

Having King and Council decided and the digging of
new burrows underway should have begun to restore some
sense of  normalcy to the Bogg, but it  did not.  Whatever
comfort the Bogg would have gained was undermined by
the setting of the new Boggtown. Where the old Boggtown
on the other  side of  the river  sat  mostly in open spaces,
trees dotted this side of the river, and stumps dotted the land
closer  to  the  river.  As  any  Bogg  knows,  trees,  stumps,
bushes, and rocks do nothing for the Bogg, but they greatly
assist the Bogg’s enemies by providing good spots for am-
bush. And worse, there was that dark cave just up the hill
from the Boggtown, scowling down at the Bogg like an an-
gry, open mouth, another enemy waiting to devour them.
No Bogg went near the cave; no Bogg dared.

Up above the angry cave was the first row of hedges
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that grow in a straight line, and then those queer, square
stones. Then more hedges, The Man’s lawn, and then The
Man’s  Great  Dwelling.  Where  one  side  of  the  river  had
been a  Bogg ideal,  The Man’s  side  presented many new
dangers.

The  landscape  was  not  all  that  changed,  for  the  ar-
rangement of the Boggtown changed too. Presented with a
fresh chance to choose their burrow sites, the more devout
Potneites, despite getting Grenadine appointed as Council
Head,  dug  their  holes  at  the  low  edge  of  the Bog-
gtown, down close to the river. They did this to show they
were still offended by Potneus’s slighting in Boggstory—his
being named a “Lesser” King. And Bogg will be Bogg, for
devout  Mannites,  not  wanting  to  be  out-offended by the
Potneites,  dug their holes on the opposite end of the  Bog-
gtown, up closer to the cave and to the hedges that grow in
a straight line.

This was a particularly bloody period for the Bogg, for
even as the Bogg dug their new holes the Knife came, and
came again, for Vandoff did not have a perch over their new
Boggtown to keep the Knife away. And on The Man’s side
of the river Blackfoot struck in the open as well as in the
dark. If the Bogg had any illusions that The Man’s side of
the river would be paradise, those illusions were now re-
vealed to be just that—illusions. The Bogg suffered, and in
the midst of the bloodshed many of The Mannites began to
cry out to The Man for deliverance.

The Potneites blamed King Isaiah for the blood. They
said that if Isaiah would only take a Potneite view of things
they could create their Great Society, the Great Society that
King Potneus had said would be the Bogg Kingdom. The
Mannites  disagreed.  They replied  that  Potneite  thinking
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could never lead to the Bogg Kingdom, only to more ques-
tionable compromises like the Heap. The Bogg Kingdom
would come only when The Man determined it would, they
said, and even then it would come only by His sovereign as-
sistance  in  helping  the  Bogg  reach  His  Great  Dwelling.
Bogg had no control over the matter. To The Mannites the
bloodshed was  as  uncontrollable  as  the  Bogg Kingdom’s
coming. And this Great division only grew wider.

So this was Bogg life for some seasons:  Bogg eating,
Bogg  playing,  Bogg  watching,  Bogg  being  eaten.  And
eaten. And eaten. Daily the Potneites grew deeper in their
contempt for King Isaiah, while The Mannites cried out to
The Man louder and louder for deliverance. Meanwhile Isa-
iah suffered as Ancredidine had—he was a Bogg King tor-
mented by his own inability to help the Bogg. The mum-
blings of the Boggtown only deepened his misery.

Bogg believe that, in general, each Bogg King has one
Great problem to deal with, and how that Bogg King deals
with that  particular  problem defines  that  King and gives
that King his name in Boggstory. Most of the Boggtown
now assumed that  Isaiah’s  heroics  at  the time of  the fire
were his defining moments. In fact, many Bogg wondered if
they had erred in naming Ancredidine “The Swimmer,” for
the  name  fit  Isaiah  Bogg better,  and  Isaiah  might  never
have the chance to further define himself. But this was not
to be the case.

One dark night late in the season when the land begins
to grow cold and the days begin to grow short, an excited
Bogg awakened King Isaiah from his troubled slumber.

“King Isaiah! King Isaiah!” the Bogg called frantically.
“The Man is in the cave! The Man is in the cave!” At this
Isaiah bolted up his hole, Queen Robin with him.
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“Do  you  hear  it,  King?”  the  Bogg  asked.  Isaiah  did.
Singing. The Man was in the cave, singing. Not loudly, but
loud enough for the Bogg to hear him.

“I must gather my Council,” Isaiah said, and soon they
were meeting in the moonlight outside of Isaiah’s hole.

“What do you make of this?” Isaiah asked his Council.
“Perhaps The Man is trying to tell us something,” one

offered.
“Perhaps he wants us to leave,” another guessed.
“I would say we should cross back over the river,” one

determined.
“That is forbidden,” Isaiah impatiently reminded him.

“Ancredidine’s Law.”
“What shall we do then, King?”
Isaiah  thought  on  it  a  moment,  his  brow  furrowed.

Then he stood up tall, as a King should, and gave his re-
sponse. “I must go to the cave,” he said. “I will stay out of
sight,  and I  will  try to  hear  what  The Man is  saying.  If
He  is  trying to tell us something, I will try find out what it
is.” But Council Head Grenadine Bogg warned against this.

“We should stay completely away from The Man,” he
said. “The Law is all we need. Leave The Man alone in the
cave. No good can come from this.” Isaiah did not even ac-
knowledge Grenadine’s suggestion.

Moments  later  Isaiah  scurried  away  from  the  Bog-
gtown, slunk to the mouth of the cave, and stashed himself
hidden behind a stone there. He could hear The Man’s soft
singing coming from inside the cave. It occurred to Isaiah
that  no  Bogg,  not  even  Great  King  Beginigin,  had  ever
been this close to The Man.

Though Isaiah could hear The Man singing, he did not
understand the words. The Man sang the same melody over
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and over, over and over; sometimes louder, sometimes qui-
eter; sometimes sweet, sometimes strong. Then The Man
grew quiet, and soon snoring filled the cave and spilled out
into the night. After a while of listening to the snoring, Isa-
iah returned to his hole and called to his Council.

“What have you determined?” Isaiah was asked.
“Nothing. Except The Man does not sing well.”
“What did He say?”
“I  couldn't  understand,”  Isaiah  replied.  “The  Man

speaks a different language than ours—a higher tongue.”
“Will you go listen tomorrow?”
“I will do as a King should. If The Man is in there, I will

go listen.”
All the next day Isaiah watched The Man work his land,

and The Man never let on that he knew a Bogg had heard
him singing the previous night.  As the sun set The Man
went into His Dwelling, and some time after dark He could
be heard in the cave. Isaiah went to listen.

This pattern continued day after day, night after night.
The Man worked all  day,  disappeared into His  Dwelling,
then later was heard singing in the cave. Every night Isaiah
went and listened to the same song, and though he did not
understand the words, the melody got down into his soul.
And every night, after The Man started snoring, Isaiah tip-
toed off and reported to his Council.

One night Isaiah was so excited when he got back to his
Council that he was almost screaming.

“I know what The Man is saying!” he exclaimed. “I un-
derstand Him!”

“You mean you understand His Language?”
“No.  Well,  kind  of.  You  see,  I  still  don’t  understand

His words, but His song—it is  in me, and He is giving me my
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own words to it. Here, I will sing you what He has taught
me so far.” And Isaiah began:

When the time of the prophet has long since 
passed,
When what was found is once again lost;
Before the Serpent is loosed on the Bogg,
But after the river’s been crossed…

“You see,”  Isaiah said,  “The Man  is telling me some-
thing by His song. And something else—I’ve had plenty of
time to sit close to The Man and listen, and I, well, I…” Isa-
iah seemed embarrassed to say it. “Well…” and now he spit
it out, “I believe The Man has been communicating with us
all  along,  but  because  we  can’t speak His  language,  we
don’t hear what He says. But there is a deeper way to listen,
and I’m learning it. There. That’s what I think is happening
here.”

“What?” a Council member asked. All of them seemed
confused. Grenadine used the silent confusion to voice his
displeasure.

“I  think  we  should  be  careful, guessing at  what  The
Man says,” Grenadine said with stress on the word ‘guess-
ing.’ Isaiah gave him a dismissive look.

“I’ll explain later—when I understand it better,” Isaiah
said to the whole Council. “Now go get some sleep.”

The next night Isaiah returned from the cave just as ex-
cited as he'd been the night before.

“I’ve got another verse,” he said, and he sang as much
of the song as he now knew:

When the time of the prophet has long since 
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passed,
When what was found is once again lost,;
Before the Serpent is loosed on the Bogg,
But after the river’s been crossed;

I send a broken deliverer-
From Vandoff and Blackfoot and Knife;
But how high the price for deliverance?
It’s eternally set—Life for Life.

“Wow…” one of the Council said. “It is a prophecy, King
Isaiah. The Man is telling you a prophecy. You must get it
all, Good King.”

But Grenadine Bogg again warned them. “Bogg must
be careful not to speak for The Man. In all my seasons I
have yet to hear The Man say one thing.”

“Perhaps you do not  listen the right way,” Isaiah of-
fered,  then  added,  “I  will  listen  until  I  have  the  entire
prophecy.”

For the next several nights Isaiah went to the cave and
listened to The Man’s Song, and line by line its message
came to him. And as the words came to life in his soul, so
did new ideas about how The Man communicated with the
Bogg. One day when he felt ready to explain all this to the
Bogg,  King  Isaiah  called  the  whole  Boggtown  to  the
Stump. Of course, the better part of the Boggtown already
knew most of what he would speak about, for the Bogg are
no great keepers of secrets.

“Dearest Bogg,” he began. He stood straight and tall,
swollen with pride in what he had to tell them.

“As most of you probably know, I have been spending
much time at the cave, and I have found that deliverance is
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in the cave. Yes, deliverance from the blood—from Vandoff,
Blackfoot, and the Knife.” Isaiah paused here, and the next
line he said with much importance. “I have been communi-
cating with The Man in the cave.” The Boggcrowd shuffled
and made curious noises, and Isaiah returned to a normal
tone.  “I  have learned some things I  wish to share,  and a
prophecy, and then I will make my Law.

“Before  I  share  The  Man’s  Prophecy,  I  have  a  few
things to say. It is easy to mistakenly think that The Man
began  to  communicate  with  the  Bogg  only recently,  be-
cause only now do we have words to put to that communi-
cation. But The Man has been talking to us all along. His
voice was the crowding in Beginigin’s old Boggtown that
drove Beginigin out, His voice was the rocky ground in that
Boggtown, the rocky ground that did not allow deep bur-
rows. His voice was the dream to Beginigin and the dreams
of Rachael and Clematis Bogg. His voice was the dryness,
preparing us to move, and His voice was the fire that drove
us closer to Him. His voice is the wind, the weather, the
sun, and the seasons. His voice is His song and His silence.
What  He has  spoken is  recorded in  the  events  of  Bogg-
story, for like the Bogg, He is a storyteller. But His stories
are written on the lands, they are the seasons and the Kings,
the Boggtowns and the births, the deaths and the times. All
that exists is His voice, busy communicating with the Bogg.
He is a storyteller, oh yes, only far Greater. In fact, we are
The Man’s stories.” Here Isaiah shined with his ability to
grasp and pass on this revelation, but the Bogg only looked
on in silence, either stunned by the significance of the reve-
lation or confused by their lack of understanding. Isaiah de-
cided the latter was true and moved on to more practical
ground.
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“Listen, Bogg. The only way we will ever see the Bogg
Kingdom, the only way we will ever Dwell with The Man
before dying, is if we understand His voice. His voice is ever
calling us onward toward His Dwelling, toward the Bogg
Kingdom.” Isaiah was letting his Mannitism show.

“And now The Man has taught me His song,” Isaiah
said. “It is a prophecy to us. We may not understand it yet,
but in time we might. When we do it will  lead us to the
Bogg Kingdom—I am sure of that. I will sing it to you.” And
Isaiah sang it well.

When the time of the prophet has long since 
passed,
When what was found is once again lost;
Before the Serpent is loosed on the Bogg,
But after the river’s been crossed;

I send a broken deliverer-
From Vandoff and Blackfoot and Knife;
But how high the price for deliverance?
It’s eternally set—Life for Life.

From the Great Bogg he’ll trace his own lineage,
Of the Swimmer he shall be a son;
Wounded by fathers and brothers,
Yet an orphan, the pup of no one.

Run pup! From Laws that ensnare you;
Flee pup! From evil within;
Escape to the fire-lands and grow there,
When the storm comes it’s time to begin.
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He shall reclaim the Stump for My Kingdom,
And on him My crown shall be worn;
His children shall conquer the Serpent-
The Bogg Kingdom that day shall be born.”

Silence  greeted Isaiah;  the Bogg were  stunned.  They
sensed the deep importance of this moment, yet they did
not understand the Prophecy at all. But that is the way of
prophecies, they remain hidden until The Man sends an in-
terpreter. Until then it is foolishness to bother with prophe-
cies, trying to explain them and all, though that’s exactly
what the Bogg do. Up on the Stump Isaiah seemed to have
shrunk a bit now; he was neither as straight nor as swollen.
Finally a Bogg in the Boggcrowd called out.

“But what does it mean, King?”
Isaiah smiled a tiny smile of relief. “I believe it means

that The Man is going to send us a Bogg, a banxsome Bogg,
to be King and rid us of Blackfoot, the Knife, and Vandoff.”

More silence greeted Isaiah, until another Bogg finally
spoke out.

“But I thought that was the job of the King.”
Isaiah  sighed.  How  ridiculously  much  they expected

from him, he thought. It was the Potneites’ fault, infecting
the Bogg with their unreal expectations of what could be
accomplished from atop the Stump. “No,” Isaiah said sadly.
“No  normal  King  could  ever  be  so  Great.  I  guess  the
Prophecy  means  we  need  more  that  just  another  Bogg
King, we also need a deliverer. But who, how, or when—
those things I do not know, Bogg.”

More silence.
Isaiah  broke  the  silence  with  a  quiet,  unsure  voice.

“Now for my Law,” he said, glancing around. “The Bogg
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must listen to The Man’s voice. It is the only way to the
Bogg Kingdom.  That  is  my Law.”  The Bogg still  looked
confused. Finally Council Head Grenadine Bogg spoke up
for many of the Bogg and all of the Potneites.

“Don’t you think you should save your Law for a cri-
sis?” he asked. “Do not make your Law so flippantly, King.
We may need it  to  save  our  Boggtown someday.”  A few
other Bogg shouted their agreement.  King Isaiah was in-
sulted.

“My Law is the Greatest Law yet,” he answered in an
offended tone. “It is our salvation.” Though his words indi-
cated  his  assuredness,  his  voice  betrayed  a  measure  of
pleading. On he went.

“Listen, Bogg. All of Boggstory wonders why The Man
gave Beginigin the dream. We all ask what it is The Man
wants to accomplish through us,  through our Boggtown.
We all  hope it  will  be the Bogg Kingdom. And you Pot-
neites—even King Potneus  was  determined to build what
The Man wanted, but King Potneus had no idea what it
was  that  The  Man  wanted  to  build.”  Some  harrumphs
greeted this remark. Isaiah was undeterred.

“No, listen, Bogg. My Law says that we don’t need to
know what The Man is doing, we only need to do what He
tells us and we'll get there.” Now Isaiah paused and tried to
let this idea sink in. At that moment Robin Bogg stood so
proud of her husband that her face shined like the sun, for
she understood the significance of  Isaiah’s  idea.  Unfortu-
nately the rest of the Bogg did not. They went away as per-
plexed  as  ever.  Nevertheless,  The  Man’s  Prophecy  was
added to Bogg-story, as was the Law, though neither had an
immediate effect on Bogg life.

Isaiah was devastated by his failure to communicate the
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importance of his Law to the Bogg. He had felt the close-
ness of The Man as he acquired these ideas, and because of
this felt closeness he assumed the Bogg would celebrate his
ideas. But Isaiah was raising issues that no Bogg would even
begin to live out until Banxsome’s days. Isaiah truly was a
prophet, which would be his label as a King, and the whole
idea of being a prophet is to be ahead of one’s time. If all
the Bogg understand you, you probably are not a Prophet.

So King Isaiah had gone from savior of the Bogg-town
to  Idiot  King  thanks  to  The  Man,  and  each  day Queen
Robin  watched  him  mope  about,  growing  gloomier  and
gloomier as the days passed. One cold night she spoke to
him about it.

“Isaiah, won’t you get out and be King a while? The
Bogg need you.”

“They do not want me as their King.”
“No, that’s not true, Isaiah, and you know it. Each and

every Boggstory they still tell of your leading them across
the river, and their eyes glow when they do so. They love
you as King, they just do not understand you as Prophet. I
myself have a hard time with it.”

“Hrrummphh.”
“Isaiah, you haven’t even been back to the cave since

you sang your prophecy to the Bogg.”
“Not my prophecy, The Man’s Prophecy! I don’t want to

go back. It does no good to listen to The Man. He makes
fools of the Bogg, even the Bogg who want to please Him.”

Robin Bogg smiled. “We are  fools, Isaiah. Just look at
us. The Man cannot make us any more so. We send one an-
other  to  the  Heap  and  watch  the  pups  disappear  to  the
Knife and Blackfoot, and what do we do about it? Nothing.
All  the  Mannites  and  Potneites  do  is  argue  over  who  is
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right, who should be King, and what the Bogg Kingdom
looks  like,  though  they have  never  seen  it  and  probably
never will. And all the while the Bogg are slaughtered, right
in the midst of these arguing idiots. Isaiah, we don’t need
The Man to help us be fools.” Isaiah said nothing. “Anyway,
Isaiah, there is word going around the Boggtown that last
night a glow was in the cave.”

At this Isaiah sat up in interest. “A glow?”
“Like the fire coming over the hill. The Bogg say The

Man has fire in there,  and the Bogg are  getting anxious
about it.”

Isaiah’s mind began to race. Fire? What could be the
significance of  this?  What could The Man’s  message be?
What does fire in the cave mean? Isaiah was up on his feet.

“I am going to the cave,” he said. “I will see what The
Man is  saying,  but I  will  not share it  with the Bogg this
time.” And off he was.

Isaiah hid by the rocks near the mouth of the cave and
listened to The Man’s Song coming out, but not alone as it
had been before.  Now the song was accompanied by the
soft orange glow of fire, the two mingling and mating as
they meandered from the mouth of cave. “Fire and voice,”
Isaiah thought. “Fire and voice.”

Isaiah could feel the warmth emanating from the cave.
The Man was a Great Being! He controlled even the fire!
Isaiah looked back to the Boggtown to see if anyone else
was enjoying this, but not a single Bogg was above ground.
It occurred to him how much he was like Beginigin, sitting
here close to The Man asking questions other Bogg never
even bothered with.

Isaiah heard a noise behind him and turned to look. It
was The Man! Coming with his Stick! But this was too con-
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fusing, for Isaiah could still hear Him singing in the cave—
how could…

It hit Isaiah harder than the realization the night of the
fire that his family had not yet crossed the river. It hit Isaiah
harder even than the Prophecy had. This was the most dev-
astating  idea  any Bogg had ever  thought,  but  it  was  in-
escapable- There were two Mans!

The Man from the Dwelling stomped past Isaiah and
went  into  the  glowing  cave.  The  singing  stopped,  loud
shouts ensued, shouts that drew some other Bogg up above
ground, and then The Man from the cave came out, his
face hairy like the Bogg’s, and The Man from the Dwelling
was behind him, poking The Man from the cave in the back
with His Stick, pushing and prodding Him onward.

This  vision so  struck the Bogg who saw it  that  they
dove back  into  their  holes,  trying to disappear  from this
idea which was so far beyond their comprehension. All but
King Isaiah. King Isaiah was led by his previous communi-
cation with The Man in the cave to believe that one of The
Mans might communicate with him again and explain all
this  mess.  So  Isaiah  felt  moved to  step  out  into  the  two
Mans’ path, hoping that one or the other would sing him a
new song and help him understand.

The glow from the cave revealed a mix of confusion,
curiosity, and several other things on the tiny Bogg’s face as
he emerged from his hiding spot behind the stones and ap-
proached The Mans.  If  The Mans  would have looked,  if
The Mans would have cared, they would have seen the in-
credible Love and Wonderment on Isaiah’s face as he be-
held them. They would have seen the worship in his man-
ner,  the  pleading  for  understanding  emanating  from  his
whole  being.  But  they didn’t  see  any of  this.  Isaiah  was
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found the next morning as Beginigin had been found, his
chest exploded either from his Great love for The Man, or
from The Man’s Stick. No Bogg is sure.

These are the Recitations for Boggstory concerning the
reign of King Isaiah. They are recited by all Bogg at each
Boggstory:

The fourth Bogg King was King Isaiah The 
Prophet.
Isaiah helped King Ancredidine lead the Bogg 
across the river in The Great Crossing..
The Man with his Stick caused the fire to stop at 
the river.
King Isaiah led the Bogg in building a new 
Boggtown.
King Isaiah heard The Man in the cave.
King Isaiah went to listen to The Man.
The Man taught King Isaiah a Prophecy.
The Man called King Isaiah home.
King Isaiah was a Lesser King.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King Isaiah:

The Bogg must listen to The Man’s voice. It is the 
only way to the Bogg Kingdom.

Bogg Law at this point consisted of four Laws:

1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we 
are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
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we must give Vandoff his due.
3. All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the 
river.
4. The Bogg must listen to The Man's voice. It is 
the only way to the Bogg Kingdom.

Boggstory now also consisted of “The Man’s 
Prophecy,” given during King Isaiah’s reign:

When the time of the Prophet has long since 
passed,
When what was found is once again lost;
Before the Serpent is loosed on the Bogg,
But after the river’s been crossed;

I send a broken deliverer—
From Vandoff and Blackfoot and Knife;
But how high the price for deliverance?
It’s eternally set—Life for Life.

From the Great Bogg he’ll trace his own lineage,
Of the Swimmer he shall be a son;
Wounded by fathers and brothers,
Yet an orphan, the pup of no one.

Run pup! From Laws that ensnare you;
Flee pup! From evil within;
Escape to the fire-lands and grow there,
When the storm comes it’s time to begin.

He shall reclaim the Stump for My Kingdom,
And on him My crown shall be worn;
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His children shall conquer the Serpent-
The Bogg Kingdom that day shall be born.
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The Fifth Bogg King
Matthew The Peacemaker

King Isaiah was dead and it was time for Bogg-story
reckoning. The general consensus was that Isaiah had been
a  Lesser  King,  and he was  so  named.  That  decision was
easy, another was quite difficult. A deadly debate arose dur-
ing the Council’s discussion over what should be added to
Boggstory concerning the reign of Isaiah. The debate was
over whether to include that Isaiah and a few other Bogg
had seen two Mans. Pushing for including the vision of the
two  Mans  was  Nathan  Bogg,  an  older  Council  Member
with Mannite leanings who held strong opinions but had
little authority to introduce them in Council.  He was op-
posed  by Grenadine  Bogg,  the  devout  Potneite  Council
Head who not only opposed including Isaiah’s experience
at the cave, but had also questioned Isaiah’s Law.

“Boggstory needs to tell of what Isaiah saw that night,”
Nathan proposed when he realized Grenadine intended to
leave this information out. “What a prophet sees may be a
message for later generations, and if his vision is not passed
on, the Bogg may never know its meaning. It could be The
Man’s way of communicating.”

“Bah!”  Grenadine said with contempt. “What he saw?
He saw nothing.”

“But several other trustworthy Bogg also saw another
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Man,” Nathan said. The whole Council leaned forward with
interest, their eyes darting from Nathan to Grenadine to see
what his response would be. Grenadine seemed not even to
notice, so focused was he on Nathan.

“Who’s  to  say what frightened Bogg see in the night,
when the glow of fire coming from the cave distorts all they
see?” Grenadine would not budge.

“I saw it too,” Nathan said calmly. But this did not mat-
ter to Grenadine.

“I will protect Isaiah’s memory by not including his dis-
torted visions,” Grenadine said. “I opposed his Law, I am
not even sure of his prophecy. But say, just for this moment,
that his prophecy was from The Man, and it is an answer to
some question the Bogg might someday ask. Wouldn’t I de-
stroy the meaning of The Man’s Prophecy if I then stated
that  there  was another Man?  To which Man  should  the
Bogg turn, then? You see, Nathan, it is expedient that the
Bogg have only one Man, so one Man it shall be.” This was
an excellent  argument,  but  Nathan did not  need time to
think to form his answer. He was speaking even before the
shifting Council eyes landed back on him.

“We don’t  need  to  completely understand  The  Man,
whether there are one or a whole Boggtown of them. We
just have to follow His voice, Grenadine. Whatever he says
to me, do it. That was what Isaiah’s Law was all about, and
that is the only path to the Bogg Kingdom. Who cares how
much we understand about The Man as long as we just do
what He says? That’s what Isaiah meant. Grenadine, if we
rely on our ideas about The Man to guide us,  we will  be
sending ourselves to the Heap. But if  we just listen to His
voice, well, perhaps someday we might conquer even Vand-
off. Then, with no Heap and no Vandoff, we might see the
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Bogg Kingdom.”
Grenadine had tolerated this silly speech thus far, but

he tolerated it no longer.
“Heapworthy!” Grenadine shouted. “The Bogg cannot

live by such notions. Of course we need to be led by our
ideas about The Man. The Bogg need the security of their
ideas. Potneus was right on this when he rebuked the rebel
Othello. You are a fool and a dreamer, Nathan. The Bogg
need one Man  in one Dwelling  on one hill.  They
need  one King to turn one Boggtown into  one Bogg King-
dom. I will not tarnish Isaiah’s reign by including silly no-
tions about two Mans in Boggstory.”

“You’re  not  worried  about  Isaiah’s  image,”  Nathan
charged, pointing at Grenadine. “You’re worried about your
own place in Boggstory.”

“Of course I am,” said Grenadine. “As I should be. I will
not  go  down as  the Council  Head who misled the Bogg
with your, or Isaiah’s, silly ideas. That is why The Man has
made me Council Head, and not you, Nathan.” That was it.
The Council Head had spoken.

“Let  us  move  on  to  a  new subject,”  Grenadine  said.
“About  a  new King.  I  suggest  we  go  get  former  Queen
Mary’s firstborn, Matthew. He is King Ancredidine’s oldest
son, and having the oldest son of a Great King would give
the reassurance the Bogg need in a time like this. Plus, he is
bright and handsome, a very capable Bogg. And we will get
two Kings for one, because Matthew does nothing without
his younger brother Andrew. Discussion?”

“I think Matthew would be a good choice,” one Council
Member stated. “He has no family yet, but Andrew does. So
we would have both the unrestrained leader we need and
the considerate father we want.”
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“Considerate  father?”  another  Council  member  shot
out. “Andrew Bogg has nothing but his own glory in mind.
He would give up his pups if we told him that would make
him King.”

“He’s  not  that  bad,”  Grenadine  countered.  “Besides,
we’re not making Andrew our King, we’re making Matthew
King.”

“Yes,  yes,  a  good  choice,  maybe,”  another  Council
Member  agreed.  “But  Matthew  is  just  a  tad,  uh,  shy,
wouldn’t you say? He’d have to grow into it.”

“Shy isn’t the word,” said Cortland Bogg, the only Bogg
on the Council whom Nathan actually liked. “That pup is
scared of his own shadow!”

“I agree,” said Grenadine. “But I wouldn’t say that dis-
qualifies him. Plus, Andrew will make up for Matthew. He
has enough courage for both of them.”

Finally Nathan spoke up. “I wouldn’t call it courage, I
would call it vain pride,” he said. “Andrew Bogg is far too
eager a Bogg to be King.”

Grenadine  sat  up.  “I  have  already said  that  no  Bogg
here has proposed Andrew Bogg for King.”

“You have proposed him for half-a-King,” Nathan said.
Grenadine scowled. “Nathan—you are trying me now.”

Grenadine looked around and addressed the entire Council.
“I say Matthew Bogg for King. Any more discussion?”

“I think we should wait,” Nathan said.
“Of course you would think that,” Grenadine snapped.
“We should wait because of Isaiah’s Law. We should be

led by the voice of The Man, not by Council decisions.”
“But  The  Man  put me here  to  make  such  decisions,

Nathan.”
“Bogg put you here Grenadine, not The Man.”
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Grenadine jumped toward Nathan. “That is Heapwor-
thy, Nathan! Watch yourself!”

Now Nathan had had it. He too jumped forward. “I will
not!” Nathan declared. “If I am the only Bogg who follows
Isaiah’s Law, then that’s how it will be. But I will not let you
make a  mockery of  his  Law without  even  speaking  up.”
Grenadine shook with anger but let Nathan go on. “If you
let The Man point out a King,” Nathan said as he gestured
out  toward the  Boggtown,  “then  The Man will  use  that
King to draw the Bogg closer to His Dwelling. But if you
yourselves pick a King, then it will not be long before your
King gives the whole Boggtown over to Vandoff.” Now he
pointed  at  Grenadine.  “You  Potneites  have  no  desire  to
reach The Man’s Dwelling, so you don’t care for Isaiah’s
Law. But the Bogg need a King who will do The Man’s will,
and you want a King who will do yours. You want a weak
King, Grenadine. That’s why you want Matthew Bogg.”

At hearing this Grenadine’s  face curved this way and
that and became an even deeper scowl. When he answered
Nathan he was almost bubbling like the rocky part of the
river.

“You Mannites  are fools—you build nothing,  but  just
wait around for The Man to do something. The Man only
does things through the Bogg, Nathan. Besides, the Bogg
have always chosen their Kings. It is our custom.” Nathan
answered quick.

“Customs changed with Isaiah’s Law, Grenadine. Only
you’re too foolish to see this.” Now Grenadine paused and
thought a moment, with no relief from his scowl.

“Heapworthy,” Grenadine finally said, his voice a little
calmer now. “Heapworthy. As Council Head, I will make my
decision now. We will install Matthew Bogg as King today,
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right after the sun has passed over. But right now we will
take Nathan to the Heap! Take him!”

Nathan was dragged from the Council meeting to the
Heap, and as he neared it he could hear Grenadine’s seven
barks  repeated  again  and  again  until  Vandoff’s  shadow
passed over him. Because Nathan did not scream few Bogg
knew what had happened, but those who did know did not
keep quiet. Before Matthew Bogg was installed as King the
news that Grenadine had sent Nathan to the Heap was all
over the Boggtown, for the Bogg, as is well known, are no
great keepers of secrets. In an effort to appease the Man-
nites and not have a nasty scene at the Stump later that day,
Grenadine replaced Nathan with a young Mannite-leaning
Bogg  named  Marcellus  Bogg.  Then  he  called  Matthew
Bogg and Andrew Bogg before the Council.

“Matthew,”  Grenadine  Bogg  said  to  the  taller  of  the
two, “because you are the son of Ancredidine, the Council
would  like  to  make  you  our  next  Bogg  King.”  At  this
Matthew’s mouth dropped open and a troubled look spread
across his face. Another condition clouded Andrew’s face; it
was some mixture of rejection, jealousy, and greed. Neither
Bogg said anything to Grenadine, but Grenadine could see
all too clearly Matthew’s hesitation and Andrew’s avarice.
He knew he could use these qualities to get what he wanted.

“Matthew,” he said, “I understand you might be hesi-
tant to undertake such a calling,  for you, more than any
Bogg, understand how being King can affect a Bogg fam-
ily.”

“Yes…” Matthew said, “but…” Grenadine raised a paw
to stop him.

“Hear me out, Matthew, hear me out. We have a perfect
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situation here because you have no family, at least in the
sense of a wife and children.”

“But  Grenadine,”  Matthew protested,  “it’s  not  family
that concerns me, it’s the fact  that I  have never felt  The
Man in any way desiring to make me King. Isaiah’s Law,
you know.”

Now Andrew jumped in. “Perhaps you have the wrong
son  of  Ancredidine,”  he  said  to  Grenadine.  “Ancredi-
dine did have more than one male pup.”

“No,” Grenadine said. “We have had too much turmoil
already. The Bogg need everything done in order here. The
oldest son of a Great King it must be.”

“I don’t think so,” Matthew said. “If I felt The Man…”
Andrew cut him off this time, fearing his chance to at

least get close to the Stump was slipping away. “Don’t be so
hasty,” he warned his older brother. “Think about it a mo-
ment, Matthew. Think of all the good you could do if only
you had  power.”

Grenadine seconded Andrew. “True, Andrew, too true.
Matthew, I bet if we asked Andrew if he has felt The Man
desired  you  to  be  King,  Andrew  would  say it  was  so.”
Grenadine was clever, but so was Matthew.

“Then  make  Andrew  King,”  Matthew  said.  Andrew
smiled  at  this,  but  Grenadine’s  answer  erased  the  smile
from his face.

“It would be unsightly,” Grenadine said abruptly, his de-
cision obviously unalterable.  “There is no clear reason to
make Andrew Bogg King instead of you, so it would con-
fuse the Bogg. They would wonder about you, Matthew.”

“I  can live  with that,”  Matthew said.  At this  Andrew
again seemed to swell up with hope.

“But I  can’t  live with it,” Grenadine said firmly, and An-
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drew shrunk back down. “The Bogg are easily undone by
any uncertainty, Matthew. Let the first thing go wrong and
they’d accuse me of putting the Stick on the wrong Bogg. I
won’t  have  it.  Besides,  Matthew,  you  will  not  be  alone.
What I…” here Grenadine caught himself and motioned to
the rest of the Council. “I mean, what we have in mind is a
kind of  co-Kingship. You of course would be King in title,
Matthew, but we expect Andrew to be right beside you at all
times.”

“A Great idea!” Andrew shot out.
“Matthew,  I  too  will  be  here  for  you  at  all  times,”

Grenadine assured him. “Being Bogg King is easy when you
have a good Council to handle everything. You will be pri-
marily a figurehead, Matthew. And Andrew will be right by
your side. Just think of yourself as a sort of Head Comforter
to the Bogg. The Council will take care of Bogg business.”

“Until  Vandoff comes,”  Matthew said.  But  Grenadine
could see that Matthew was considering it.

Matthew rubbed his head in thought, looked up, looked
down,  and  finally  squeezed  out  some  small  acceptance
through  his  reluctance.  “Grenadine,  I’m  not  sure,  but
maybe. I still don’t feel like The Man would help me. And
Isaiah’s Law…” Grenadine cut him off with hurried, frus-
trated words.

“Too much is made of this idea that The Man has such
a  direct  hand in  leading  and  choosing  Bogg Kings.  The
Man makes a Council to choose and aid His Kings.  That’s
how He involves Himself in the  Boggtown.”

“But Isaiah’s Law… I’m not sure…”
“Oh, come on,  Matthew,”  Andrew pleaded.  “We’ll  be

Great Kings!” Grenadine ignored Andrew’s attempted assis-
tance and got back to the path of reasoning he was unfold-
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ing for Matthew.
“Matthew,” he said, “Bogg follow Isaiah’s Law by let-

ting the Council guide them. The Council is The Man’s in-
strument.  So  in  this  situation  the  Council is The  Man’s
voice. It is your  fear, Matthew, which clouds your ability to
see  this.  You  are  the  son  of  a  Great  King,  you  will   be a
Great King, as your brother Andrew has prophesied.”

Matthew thought on this a while. Was it just his fear
holding  him  back?  He  knew he  was  a  hesitant  Bogg,  a
thinker,  a  calculator.  Could  he  simply  be  behaving  too
timidly?  He  could  think  of  no  good  argument  against
Grenadine’s strong logic, so…

“I will do it,” Matthew said, and such an excited sound
burst forth from Andrew that Matthew, Grenadine, and the
rest  of  the watching Council  turned and stared at  him a
moment.

Matthew Bogg was touched by the Stick later that day,
with Andrew right at his side up on the Stump. Before the
ceremony Andrew asked if he too could be touched by the
Stick, but Grenadine refused.

Despite the disturbing whispers about Nathan’s death
on the Heap, the Bogg seemed elated that  this  pup of  a
Great King was now their leader, and with his brother right
beside him, no less. But the Bogg’s elation did not last even
the night, for in the darkness Blackfoot came. He came not
as  one,  but  as  many,  and he struck hard,  leaving bloody
clues for the Bogg to discover, sloppy red trails leading to
the mocking mouth of the cave.

And now each day the Bogg were visited by the Knife,
and each night Blackfoot drew blood.   A Bogg in the Bog-
gtown suggested the bloodshed was The Man’s judgment
against the Bogg for picking the wrong Bogg to be King,
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and  other  Bogg  repeated  this  idea.  King  Matthew  was
thinking this too.

“I'm worried I was the wrong choice,” he confided to
Andrew one day. “Perhaps all this blood is my fault.”

“Nonsense!”  Andrew scolded  him.  “We  are  the  right
Bogg  to  lead  this  Boggtown—you’ll  see.”  But  all  King
Matthew saw was  more  blood,  for  the  Knife  still  came,
Blackfoot still struck almost nightly, and this was all in ad-
dition to giving Vandoff his due on the Heap. Because the
Bogg  are  no  great  keepers  of  secrets,  the  story of  how
Nathan  Bogg  had  opposed  making  Matthew Bogg  King
was spreading through the Boggtown, giving more reason
for the Bogg to suspect they might have the wrong King.
And though the Bogg are slow to move to better their own
circumstances, they are quick to turn on a leader who does
not better their circumstances for them.

One windy day at Boggstory when King Matthew got
up to lead the Recitations, a Bogg in the Boggcrowd yelled
out to him.

“What are you going to do about the Knife?” the Bogg
demanded. “The Knife has taken my youngest pup!”

“Yeah!”  came  another  voice.  “And  Blackfoot  carried
away my wife last night! Her blood stains the land all the
way up to the cave!”

Now more Bogg joined in. “King Matthew—Blackfoot
comes to the upper Mannite holes nightly—do something
King Matthew!”

“Yeah! Do something for your father’s Greatness!”
King  Matthew  was  humiliated,  and  after  the  Bogg-

story he spoke with Andrew next to the Stump.
“Andrew, lead my soul to peace,” he said. “The Bogg

blame me for our troubles. I knew this would happen. They
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blame me that the Knife has come, and I could probably
endure it from the Potneites. But the Mannites—the Man-
nites blame me that Blackfoot comes to the Mannite holes
up near the cave. The Mannites, Andrew! They say that Isa-
iah kept them away and I do not. I knew The Man was not
with me. He did not choose me. We should have listened to
Isaiah.”

“Nonsense, King,” Andrew replied. “We are The Man’s
choice. Besides, the Bogg say many things, most of which
they  don't  understand.  Grenadine  says  so.  They  do
not  think, they  repeat.”

Matthew looked almost  angry.  “But what is  there for
them to understand but that Blackfoot is carrying off their
families?” he said. “And the Knife feeds on their kin—what’s
to understand about that? But they expect me  to do some-
thing about it.”

Suddenly  Grenadine  stepped  out  from  behind  the
Stump. “Then you must, King,” he said. “You must.”

“But what?” Matthew asked Grenadine. “What can be
done about Blackfoot and the Knife? I am a King, made so
by  the Council,  but that gives me no special  powers.  Per-
haps a King made so by The Man might, but not me. Only
The Man is stronger than Blackfoot and the Knife.  Only
The Man can stop them.” Matthew turned from Grenadine
back to Andrew. “Andrew, can’t you see how Grenadine has
made  things?  I  am  King  because  he could  not  be.  I  do
what he wants. A true King, one The Man chose, would be
more  powerful  than  Grenadine.  Grenadine  doesn't  want
that.”

Grenadine started to answer but Andrew beat him to it.
“You are The  Man’s  King,”  Andrew  said.  “He  just  used
Grenadine and the Council to choose you. Just like Grena-
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dine said.”
“I  am  less  sure  of  that  now  than  ever,  Andrew,”

Matthew said, and once again turned to Grenadine. “You
have what you want, Grenadine.”

Grenadine smiled. To Matthew it was sinister, to An-
drew it was almost holy. Grenadine did not defend himself
against Matthew’s charge, he simply led the conversation as
he led the Bogg—down whatever path he wanted to go.

“Perhaps,” he said. “But listen to me, Matthew. Listen
to me. I said you could do something about Blackfoot and
the Knife, and I meant it.”

Matthew was interested. “But what?”
With that question Grenadine knew he owned Matthew

now. “Vandoff once fed indiscriminately on the Bogg, like
Blackfoot and the Knife do now. But then King Potneus or-
ganized him.”

“What do you mean? That  I should resort to Potneite
measures?  Grenadine,  I'm  not  Potneite,  and  besides—we
would need three Heaps!”

“No,” Grenadine said. “It would not be all that bad. It
would be better than now. King Matthew, you cannot help
it if The Man sends Blackfoot and the Knife, you cannot
make them go away. And contrary to Mannite thought, you
cannot understand why they are here. Those things are left
for The Man. What you can do is what King Potneus did.
You can accept them, even organize them as he did. Make
peace with them as Potneus did with Vandoff. Get Black-
foot and the Knife to use the Heap, Matthew. It’s your only
option. We may not be able to control Blackfoot and the
Knife, but perhaps we can control who they take.”

“Yes, Matthew, do it,” said Andrew.
To Matthew this all seemed so dark, so evil. It was mak-
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ing  concessions  no  Bogg  should  make,  he  thought.  In
Matthew’s  mind Potneus  was  no hero for  instituting the
Heap.  Matthew’s  grandfather  Othello  had  died  opposing
the Heap. The Bogg might like the stability it brought, but
Matthew could dream up a better way of life. He wondered
if the Heap was a necessary part of Bogg life, or if Bogg, by
ignoring The Man, got themselves in places where they re-
sort  to  ideas  such  as  the  Heap.  So  Matthew waited.  He
would not act, at least not today.

The next day Grenadine came to King Matthew.
“Good King,” he said, “Two more Mannites were taken

by Blackfoot last night. I strongly urge you to make peace
with  Blackfoot  and  the  Knife  before  the  whole  Bog-
gtown turns against us.”

Matthew was undecided. “Well, I really don’t want to
be…”

Grenadine interrupted. “Matthew, you will be a Great
King in Boggstory if you do this. And what choice do you
have?”

“Grenadine,  I  think  you  are  far  more  concerned
with your place in Boggstory than mine.” It was the same
charge Nathan had made against Grenadine. Grenadine did
not deny it then, and he did not now.

“Perhaps so,” Grenadine said. “But that does not mat-
ter. You must see that peace with Blackfoot and the Knife is
of far greater importance than the standing of any King or
any Council Head in Boggstory.” On this Matthew had to
agree that  Grenadine  was  right.  He thought  a  few more
moments, then gave up.

“So how do I go about it?”  King Matthew asked, his
spirit aching within him. He felt dirty, like Blackfoot.

Grenadine smiled in victory, though just a little. “If I re-
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member right, King Potneus used a crevice between three
rocks.”

“That’s right,” Matthew recalled. “To protect himself.
He  could  speak  out  of  the  crevice  but  Vandoff  couldn’t
reach in. That would work with the Knife because the Knife
is built like Vandoff, only smaller. But will it work for Black-
foot? They are our size and can go down any hole we can
go down.”

“You  would have  to  take  that  risk,  King,”  Grenadine
said. “And if you are at the bottom of a crevice, Blackfoot
would meet your teeth first if they came down.”

“My teeth would be no match for Blackfoot,” Matthew
said. And then a new thought occurred to him. “And I can’t
fight Blackfoot! If they are a judgment I would be fighting
The Man!”

Grenadine looked at King Matthew with a touch of dis-
gust.  “I  told you before, Matthew, you assume too much
about The Man. Besides, Beginigin defied Vandoff, and Be-
ginigin is said to be our Greatest King.”

“That was Beginigin,” Matthew said, then furrowed his
brow in thought. Finally he made his determination. “I will
not fight The Man, but I will try make peace with Black-
foot. If Blackfoot does come to get me, I will not show my
teeth against The Man. Is there a crevice near?”

“By the cave, Matthew. Next to where King Isaiah died.
There in the rocks is a place that will do. And Blackfoot is
in  the  cave.”  Grenadine  seemed  to  already  have  it  all
planned out.

“Good,” Matthew said. “Then he can hear me. Should I
use the same spot for the Knife?”

Grenadine was ready with an answer. “No. If Blackfoot
hears your deal with the Knife he may want better terms.
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We'll have to go find a different spot down by the river for
you to deal with the Knife.” Grenadine paused, staring at
Matthew. “Shall we go tell Andrew, Matthew?”

Matthew stared back at Grenadine just a moment, then
went with him.

At the next Boggstory King Matthew addressed the be-
leaguered Bogg.

“My fellow Bogg,”  he  said.  “I  know the  horrors  you
have endured since the coming of Blackfoot and the Knife.
My own sister has lost two pups. I want to tell you that I
have heard your cries, and I intend to try resolve this situa-
tion. Now, Blackfoot and the Knife cannot be banished, no
Bogg has that power. But we can deal with them as King
Potneus dealt with Vandoff.” Here a few disgusted sounds
escaped some of the Mannite Bogg.

“I’m sorry, I am only Bogg,” King Matthew said. “Be-
ing King does not make me like The Man. If it was in my
power I would remove all the Bogg’s pain and sorrow, but
even The Man does not do that. Why? I don’t know.” After
saying  these  words  Matthew  looked  over  at  Grenadine.
Grenadine gave him a look that  was half  threat  and half
support. Matthew turned back to the Bogg and went on.
“I can only seek peace with Blackfoot and the Knife. I 
cannot make them go away. Do you understand?” Some 
heads nodded. The Bogg seemed to understand, though if 
they had calculated the number of Bogg who would have to
pass through the Heap to maintain such a peace, some 
Bogg surely would have protested.
“Blackfoot is our biggest problem,” Matthew continued. 
The Knife is like Vandoff, the Knife is one, but Blackfoot is 
like the Bogg—Blackfoot is many. I will go to the Knife first,
then to Blackfoot. Maybe I'll learn something from dealing 
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with the Knife that will help me make peace with 
Blackfoot.” Matthew again looked to Grenadine. Grenadine
climbed the Stump.
“Listen, Bogg..." he said with power in his voice. “We must 
send our King off with good wishes. Our King is displaying 
the wisdom and bravery that show why the Council chose 
him. The Bogg will be much better off for his having been 
our King.” Then Grenadine led the Bogg in the singing of 
The Man’s Song, and the Bogg never sang it with more 
hope and meaning.

“To The Man, who makes the Bogg Kings,
To The Man, who gives us Law;
To The Man, who made the river,
And made talon, tooth, and claw;

To The Man who with his mighty hand
Makes Dwellings strong and true;
Please deliver us in the present
‘Til you call us home to you.
Let it beeeeeeeeee!”

The next morning Andrew met with Matthew to see his
brother off. On this deadly mission Andrew would not be at
his brother’s side, for Grenadine wished to keep him safe in
case something happened to their King.

“Remember,” Andrew said to his brother, “don’t get too
far from the crevice while you’re trying to get the Knife’s
attention. I don’t want to lose a brother for nothing, or a
King.” They were the right words to say, Matthew thought.
They just seemed so insincere. Matthew thought that if An-
drew  spoke  truthfully the  words  would  have  been  more
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like May the Knife feast on your eyeballs and make of your
hide a nice nest lining so I can be King. But Matthew hugged
Andrew anyway and then departed.

King Matthew scurried from bush to bush,  stump to
stump, nearer and nearer the river as he went, finally stop-
ping in a clearing next to his chosen crevice. There he lay
down close  to  the  crevice  and  began playing  banxsome,
squealing as a wounded Bogg would.

King  Matthew was  playing  banxsome and  playing  it
well. He rolled around and squealed out cries of pain loud
enough for the Knife to hear him, but not so loud that his
desperate cries would reach Blackfoot up in the cave, for
when Blackfoot senses blood is near he is quick to come.

King  Matthew  twisted  his  body on  the  ground  and
groaned as if in agonizing pain. He kept in constant floppy
movement for he knew the Knife hunted with its eyes, and
if aloft can see even farther and sharper than it can hear. He
reasoned that Vandoff would not be a problem, for Vandoff
was full and content with his due from the Heap. After a
few moments of his phony death throes, King Matthew saw
what he sought.

In another situation the Knife’s darting shadow passing
over  him  would  have  caused  an  explosion  of  fear  in
Matthew’s heart, but on this day even the sight of the sil-
houette of diving death caused him to have hope. As the
Knife neared, Matthew jumped up and ran to the crevice,
which he dove into just as the Knife alighted on the rocks
above him.

“Knife!  Knife!”  Matthew yelled  breathlessly,  his  heart
racing.  “I  come for  peace.  I  am  Bogg  King—I  come  for
peace!” There was scratching at the rocks, then silence. Fi-
nally the Knife spoke.
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“The  Knife  does  not  wish peace.  The  Knife
wishes meat.”  Matthew  thought  the  Knife’s  voice  deeper
than Vandoff’s, and without the malevolent drawing out of
sounds. Also, the Knife sounded less self-important, but not
much so, not that those things mattered right now.

“Knife—I offer you the same deal as Vandoff. You can
come to the Heap. You will have your meat, and you will
not have to hunt, only eat.”

“The Knife already comes to your Boggtown as I wish,
and I feed as I wish. What better deal is there than that?
The Knife does not need Vandoff’s deal, but if I ever be-
come as fat and lazy as Vandoff,  then maybe I will take your
deal.”

At this Matthew thought how the Knife would not say
this if Vandoff could hear. “But Knife…” he tried again. The
Knife interrupted.

“You are lucky, Bogg. I am not so hungry now, so I will
let you go back to your Boggtown. Go back and tell  the
Bogg not to fear The Man or Vandoff, tell them  the Knife is
their master! The Knife! Tell them!” And the Knife flew off.

It  took  some time for  King Matthew’s  heart  to  slow
back down, and when it did a heavy sorrow fell over him.
He stayed in  the  crevice  all  that  day and  the  next,  then
slunk into the Boggtown late that night.   Most of the Bog-
gtown had given up on his being alive; they assumed that
the Knife had taken him. Grenadine was even planning to
install Andrew as King the next day at Boggstory. But as the
sun rose that third day word spread throughout the Bog-
gtown that their King had returned.

At Boggstory King Matthew told the Bogg of his meet-
ing with the Knife.

“I went to see the Knife,” he said, distress and despair
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staining his voice. “And though I tried, Bogg…” he paused
before spitting out the horrible news. “The Knife does not
want  peace.  He  rejected  the  Heap.”  Pained  moans  ran
across the assembly. Then one Bogg spoke up.

“The Knife is one, King. But Blackfoot is many-—Did
you learn anything that will help with Blackfoot? You said
you might.”

Matthew thought,  then answered.  “These beasts  may
not be sent by The Man,” he said. “The Knife even ridiculed
The Man.” The Boggcrowd gasped. What beast would dare
defy The Man and his Sticks? Grenadine, though, thought
Matthew was just trying to take some of the blame off him-
self.

“I am not sure we can deal with such beasts,” Matthew
said. “They have no order like the Bogg or Vandoff. They
may not even respond to The Man. I don’t know. But I will
go to Blackfoot and try. I will try.” Matthew looked down as
he finished, and sorrow filled his face as if he were giving
himself a death sentence. He was.

The next morning King Matthew went to the cave and
hid in the crevice among the rocks there.

“Blackfoot… Blackfoot…” he called, neither energy nor
hope in his voice. Blackfoot came. He was many.

“What is this? Do the stones call our name?” Matthew
heard one whisper.

“Is a Bogg in the stones?” whispered another. They all
spoke  in  whispers,  Matthew  noticed.  They conversed  as
silently as they crept through the night, and their whispers
were as dead as the Bogg they devoured. King Matthew ad-
dressed them.

“I am in the stones. I am Matthew, Bogg King.”
“Do you come to be our supper?”
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“No. I—I come to offer peace.” Matthew heard rough,
whispered laughs.

“Peace? Our food offers peace? Or what?”
“I am not trying to take away your food. But we have a

deal with Vandoff…” A Blackfoot interrupted.
“We have heard of your deal with Vandoff. We have had

to deal with Vandoff, too, but no more. We know how deals
work, and we know of the peace they bring. But we do not
need your deal. In the cave we are stronger than Vandoff.
We are even stronger than The Man! We eat the Bogg, and
if we tire of the Bogg we eat The Man’s birds. Vandoff can-
not reach us in here and The Man does not know where we
hide. We have no reason for peace with any beings as long
as we dwell in the cave. The Bogg wish to dwell with The
Man—hah!  Blackfoot  has  his  Kingdom  right  here  in  the
cave!  Go now, tell  the  Bogg to  fear  the night.  Blackfoot
takes as he wants!”

King Matthew climbed slowly up from the crevice, but
his lack of speed was not due to caution. Matthew no longer
cared if Blackfoot ate him or not. He stood atop a low stone
a moment, looking in the cave. Blackfoot did not eat him.
Matthew started back  toward  the  Boggtown.  He did  not
run, he did not hide, and he did not look to the sky to keep
safe from the Knife.

Andrew Bogg met his brother along the way.
“Well?” Andrew asked him. King Matthew looked up at

his eager brother, and as he did so sadness exploded over his
face.

“There will be no deal,” King Matthew told him.
“Then you have failed as King,” Andrew said. “I told

Grenadine  to  send  me,  but  he  wouldn’t  listen.  He
said  you had to have  your chance first. Now look what the
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Bogg have—nothing! If I had gone we would have peace!”
A  completely  dejected  King  Matthew  climbed  the

Stump and called to the Bogg in a weak voice, and soon the
entire  Boggtown  had  assembled  at  the  Stump.  There
Matthew summoned the last of his will and addressed the
Bogg.

“I have failed,” he said, eyes down to avoid their stares.
“No,  King,”  the  young  Council  Member  Marcellus

Bogg said from before the Stump. “You were sent to do the
impossible.” It was sincere, Matthew thought, from an hon-
est soul. But it was no solace to a Bogg King who was inca-
pable of stopping, or even slowing, the bloodshed. Matthew
looked over to Marcellus.

“The impossible is what Great Kings do,” Matthew told
him.  “I  was  given  to  be  food  for  Blackfoot  the  day the
Council made me King. I am not a King, just the son of a
Great one.”

“Please  don’t,  King,”  Marcellus  said.  No  other  Bogg
made a sound—by this silence they pronounced their King
guilty, though of exactly what they did not know.

“No, Marcellus,” King Matthew said. “No. There is no
hope for the Bogg but The Man’s intervention. The Knife
and Blackfoot  come at  will,  they do not  deal  as  Vandoff
does. We cannot stop them.” Now Matthew looked up and
took the Bogg full in his gaze. He called up his strength for
one last royal moment, and then spoke, much louder than
before.

“I should never have been King,” he said, “but since the
Bogg have made me one, the Bogg must now indulge me in
the  making  of  my one  Law.”  Now his  voice  grew quiet,
thoughtful, and sad.

“It is this:” he said. “Nothing can be done about Black-
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foot  and the Knife.  And now I  go to prove  it.  I  can see
clearly  now.”  With  that  King  Matthew  hopped  off  the
Stump  and,  in  full  view  of  the  silently watching  Bogg,
slowly crossed the distance to the cave. He hesitated only a
moment before sadly shuffling inside its dark mouth. The
Bogg heard his awful cries as Blackfoot ripped him apart to
share him.

These are the Recitations for Boggstory concerning the
reign of King Matthew. They are to be recited by all Bogg at
each Boggstory:

The fifth Bogg King was King Matthew The Peace
maker.
Matthew was the oldest son of Great King 
Ancredidine.
Council Head Grenadine Bogg chose Matthew to 
be King.
King Matthew’s brother Andrew helped him reign.
Grenadine Bogg helped King Matthew reign.
Blackfoot and the Knife came during King 
Matthew’s reign.
King Matthew met with Blackfoot.
King Matthew met with the Knife.
King Matthew gave his own life to try make peace 
with Blackfoot and the Knife.
The Bogg accepted they could do nothing about 
Blackfoot or the Knife.
King Matthew was a Lesser King.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King 
Matthew:
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Nothing can be done about Blackfoot and the 
Knife.

Bogg Law now consisted of five Laws.

1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we 
are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
we must give Vandoff his due.
3. All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the 
river.
4. The Bogg must listen to The Man’s voice. It is 
the only way to the Kingdom.
5. Nothing can be done about Blackfoot and the 
Knife.

Boggstory also included of The Man's Prophecy, 
given during King Isaiah’s reign.

When the time of the prophet has long since 
passed,
When what was found is once again lost;
Before the Serpent is loosed on the Bogg,
But after the river’s been crossed;

I send a broken deliverer—
From Vandoff and Blackfoot and Knife;
But how high the price for deliverance?
It’s eternally set—Life for Life.

From the Great Bogg he’ll trace his own lineage,
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Of the Swimmer he shall be a son;
Wounded by fathers and brothers,
Yet an orphan, the pup of no one.

Run pup! From Laws that ensnare you;
Flee pup! From evil within;
Escape to the fire-lands and grow there,
When the storm comes it’s time to begin.

He shall reclaim the Stump for My Kingdom,
And on him My crown shall be worn;
His children shall conquer the Serpent—
The Bogg Kingdom that day shall be born.
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The Sixth Bogg King
Andrew The Caver

Council  Head  Grenadine  Bogg  found  himself  in  the
same predicament he had been in immediately after King
Isaiah’s death—he needed a Bogg King. And to add to the
problem  Marcellus  Bogg,  the  young  Bogg  who  had  re-
placed Nathan Bogg on the Council, had a righteous streak
similar to Nathan’s. How dare he puff up that failure of a
King,  Grenadine  thought.  It  was  Heapworthy.  Flat  out
Heapworthy.  Well,  Marcellus  would  probably  know  the
Heap before too long, anyway. Grenadine would see to that.
He was, after all, Council Head. And the Council Head held
all the power when it came to the Heap. All of it. That had
been settled in Ancredidine’s time.

The afternoon of King Matthew’s death grew as cloudy
as the Bogg’s hearts felt as Grenadine called Andrew Bogg
before the Council.

“Andrew,” he said, “it’s your turn.”
Andrew could hardly contain his excitement. “I will be

a Great King, Grenadine! I will make peace with Blackfoot
and the Knife! I will take us closer to The Man! I will…”
Grenadine stopped him with a wave of his open paw.

“Andrew, your brother has just died. I think you might
want to begin your reign by displaying a little grief to the
rest of the Bogg.”
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“Yes Sir... Uh…Grenadine. I will!” Andrew ran off to his
hole to tell his wife the news.

“Pixie! Pixie!” he yelled as he plopped down on the bur-
row floor.

Pixie Bogg, little but fiery, did not react with anticipa-
tion as Andrew had hoped. “Andrew, you’ll wake the pups,”
she scolded. “They’re napping.”

“Sorry Pix,” he said with his voice lowered. “But, but…
Oh Pix!”  His voice came back up. “They want me to be
King!”

“No way, Andrew, you can't be King,” Pixie Bogg said.
“What do you mean, Pix? You’re going to be Queen!”
“I don’t want to be Queen, Andrew. Haven’t you no-

ticed what happens to Bogg Kings? That Stump is an in-
stant widow-maker.”

“Sorry hon’, but when The Man calls…”
“What Man,  Andrew? The  Man  didn’t  call  Matthew,

and He isn’t calling you. You just can’t stand it that your fa-
ther  and  now  your  brother  have  been  Kings  and  you
haven’t.”

Andrew looked hurt. “Pixie, that’s not true.”
“Andrew?”
“Well,  maybe there is  some truth to it.  But Pix,  all  I

want to do is help the Bogg.”
“You mean like Matthew did?”
“No. I can really do it, Pixie. I really can. I knew from

the  start  that  Matthew  would  fail…”  And  now  Andrew
thought of a device that had launched the careers of several
Kings. His face twisted with seriousness, and he began to
speak to Pixie Bogg in a low, serious voice.

“Pixie,  there’s  something  I  haven’t  told  you.”  Pixie
didn’t  seem  as  interested  as  his  calculated  seriousness
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should have led her to be.
“What Andrew?”
“Pixie…” He paused for effect. “I had a dream…”
“Ha!” Pixie laughed. “I wondered if you’d try that!” His

plan exposed, Andrew moved on to the male Bogg’s final
gambit when trying to get what he wants—anger.

“That is Heapworthy Pixie!”
“Don’t  be  ridiculous,  Andrew.  It  sounds  so  insincere

when you imitate that blowhard Grenadine. And would you
send your own wife to the Heap?”

“No, that is the Council’s job. But they’d go to extremes
to protect me, you know. They need me for their King.”

“Then say no more, Andrew. Say no more. I guess your
ambition is stronger than my love. But the pups will miss
you…” At that very moment they heard the barking start; it
was a call to come to the Stump. Obediently, they grabbed
up all four pups and quickly made their way to the Stump.
As  they approached  they could  see  Grenadine  atop  the
Stump, and they could hear and feel a nervous buzz ema-
nating from the gathering Boggcrowd.

Attention!  Attention!”  Grenadine  Bogg  quieted  the
Boggcrowd,  then  turned  to  one  of  the  Council.  “Bilford
Bogg, give me the Stick.” Bilford handed him the Stick.

Grenadine turned to the Boggcrowd. “We have immedi-
ate need of a King,” he announced. “I will tell you why in a
moment, but first we must have Andrew Bogg up on the
Stump to be touched by the Stick.”

Andrew climbed up while Grenadine hopped down, the
Council reached out together and touched Andrew with the
Stick, and just like that Andrew’s wish had come true. He
was a Bogg King. Immediately Grenadine hopped back up
on the Stump and stood next to the beaming King. He ad-
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dressed the Bogg.
“We have  had  a  frightening  report,”  Grenadine  said.

“Several  Bogg  saw The  Man  go  into  the  cave.  He  took
something in to Blackfoot and left it there. It is a kind-of
flat, hollowed-out thing like the things The Man’s animals
drink from. We must know the meaning of this.”

The Bogg were paralyzed by such dramatic news. None
spoke, none knew what to say. None but Grenadine Bogg.

“We need a Bogg, a  brave Bogg, to go to the cave and
investigate,”  he said.  At the word “brave”  Andrew perked
up. When Grenadine finished, Andrew stepped to the very
front edge of the Stump and put one fist over his breast. As
a worthless gesture it was worthy of old King Potneus.

Andrew spoke with sickening drama. “I, as Bogg King,
shall do my duty and go to the cave.”

“Good!” Grenadine said.
“No, King Andrew!” came a voice from near the Stump.

Grenadine and King Andrew looked down. It was Marcel-
lus.

“Silence, fool!” Grenadine growled at Marcellus. Many
of the Bogg in the Boggcrowd looked bewildered. A fight
among Council at a moment like this?

“No,  King  Andrew,”  Marcellus  said  again,  ignoring
Grenadine's order. “Don’t go. Your brother is already dead
from not obeying Isaiah’s Law. Wait, King, for The Man to
lead us. Otherwise you'll die in that cave!”

Marcellus, as well as the rest of the Bogg, thought for
sure that Grenadine would explode at this and accuse his
remarks  of  being  Heapworthy,  but  Grenadine  did  not.
Grenadine was far too clever. Instead Grenadine’s manner
eased, he smiled at Marcellus, and then spoke most friendly.

“Marcellus, did not Isaiah say that there is deliverance in
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the cave?”
Marcellus was both shocked and disgusted. He stared

defiantly up at Grenadine. “You are good at twisting Isaiah’s
meanings, Grenadine Bogg. Isaiah says ‘listen to The Man,’
and you say you are The Man’s voice. Isaiah says ‘there is
deliverance in the cave,’  probably meaning that he heard
The Man’s Prophecy coming from in there, and you say it
means that King Andrew should go in there and be food for
Blackfoot! You twist truth into lies!”

Now Grenadine did explode. “Heapworthy!”
Instead of shrinking back, Marcellus pointed his finger

up at him.
“Grenadine Bogg, the only reason you want Andrew to

go in that  cave is  that  with the two sons of  Ancredidine
dead you can convince the Bogg to make you King!”

This time it was King Andrew who rebuked Marcellus.
“That-That-That’s not true Marcellus! I go of my own free
will. It is a King’s duty!”

Marcellus took his pointing finger off of Grenadine and
aimed it at his King. “Are you even sure The Man was seen
going in and out of the cave and that it’s not just part of
Grenadine’s  plan?”  Marcellus  stopped pointing as  several
Bogg in the Boggcrowd now spoke up.

“No, I saw The Man go into the cave!”
”Me too! I saw The Man too!”
“Yeah! The Man took Blackfoot something that smelled

sweet—I saw it and smelled it as The Man passed by!”
Grenadine took back control of the assembly. “Marcel-

lus, you are almost Heapbound. Say no more, it will be for
your own good.” But Marcellus did not stop.

“No Grenadine!” he shouted, then turned to the Bogg.
“Bogg, if the King is to go to the cave, then let me go with
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him. I will go in first. Let my blood replace his. We cannot
lose another Bogg King so soon, even a King as foolish as
he  is.”  As  Marcellus  finished  he  again  pointed  up  at  his
King. King Andrew looked wounded, but Grenadine paused
in thought long enough for some in the Boggcrowd to yell
up to the Stump.

“Let him go, King!”
“Yes—Protect  King  Andrew!—Send Marcellus  into  the

cave first!”
“But I can do it!” Andrew yelled. He was dying to do

something Great. Dying. All the Bogg looked to Grenadine.
Grenadine stood silent a moment. “Let Marcellus go in

first,” he said. “Just to be safe.” Then he climbed down from
the Stump, walked over to Marcellus, and whispered into
Marcellus’s ear.

“No matter what happens in the cave, Marcellus, I will
eventually be King. This foolish son of Ancredidine cannot
last  long.  And you’ll  die  too,  either  by Blackfoot  or  the
Heap. You are already a dead Bogg. A dead Bogg.” Marcel-
lus did not reply, but just started off toward the cave. King
Andrew had  to  jump down from  the  Stump and  run  to
catch up to him.

“What  did  Grenadine  whisper  to  you  by the  Stump
back there?” King Andrew asked Marcellus when he caught
him.

“Nothing the  King needs  to  hear,”  was  all  Marcellus
would say.

The sky rumbled a warning of rain as Marcellus and
King Andrew approached the cave. Back in the Boggtown
all the Bogg stood on top of their mounds with their necks
stretched high, straining to see Marcellus and King Andrew.
Marcellus led King Andrew right up to the mouth of the
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cave.
“You stay here, King,” Marcellus said.
“But I…” the King began. Marcellus shushed him.
“If  you go in there I’ll  attack you myself,”  Marcellus

said. The King did not argue.
King Andrew stood at attention, ready to bolt, as Mar-

cellus was swallowed by the darkness of the cave. After a
moment  Andrew  looked  back  to  the  Boggtown  and  he
could see nearly every Bogg’s eyes fixed on him. He turned
back to the cave, suddenly aware how hard his heart was
beating. This was horrible, he thought. Horrible. How had
Matthew managed to face these beasts alone?

“King, Andrew, come in.” It was Marcellus’s voice. The
King did not move.

“King Andrew, come in.” Now it sounded like an order.
The King went slowly inside.

“Stop right  there,”  Marcellus  said,  and King Andrew
stopped. “Let your eyes adjust.”

Slowly,  slowly,  the  black  dots  in  King  Andrew’s  eyes
grew larger, and then he saw them lying on the rocks of the
cave.

“BLACKFOOT!” he shrieked, and started to run from
the cave. Marcellus’s next words stopped him.

“They’re dead King Andrew.”
Andrew stopped in the midst of his escape, said “Oh,”

and turned to face Marcellus. “Dead?” he asked.
“Dead. The Man has judged them for us.” Now Marcel-

lus pointed at the hollowed out thing The Man had brought
in. Andrew could smell the sweet smell emanating from it.
“He  used  that  to  judge  them,”  Marcellus  said.  “Sweet-
smelling water.”

“It smells so good,” King Andrew said, starting toward
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it.
“Stay away from it!” Marcellus told him. “King Andrew!

Stay away from it!” But King Andrew was already beside the
thing.

“Andrew! No!”
King  Andrew  turned  and  spoke  softly but  assuredly.

“You  don’t  understand,  Marcellus.  The  Man  has  judged
Blackfoot, not me. I am Bogg King. He wants me to have
it.”

“No!” Marcellus shouted, but King Andrew was already
drinking. “Oh, no, King! No! Please no!”

King Andrew stood back up and smiled to Marcellus.
Marcellus looked horror-stricken. “It is sooo good, Marcel-
lus,” the King said. “The best taste I have ever tasted. See,
The Man loves me. That’s why He made me King. We must
go now. I have to make my Law. My Law will make sure the
whole Boggtown tastes The Man’s sweet water.”

“No King!” Marcellus warned, but King Andrew was al-
ready leaving the cave and barking for the Bogg to gather
at the Stump. As Marcellus ran out he could see the Bogg
all running excitedly toward the Stump. He ran and caught
up with his strutting King.

“You can’t do it, King! You mustn’t!” he begged.
“Don’t be silly, Marcellus. Listen to your King. By the

way, you referred to me as ‘Andrew’ in the cave, not ‘King
Andrew.’ Don’t do  it  again.”  The King  stopped and stood
up, putting his paws on his belly.

“Wow,”  he said.  “The Man’s  sweet  water  is  not  only
good in my mouth, it is warm in my belly. And my head
feels soooooo good.” The King began walking again, sway-
ing a little as he did so, and soon they reached the Stump.
As they did Marcellus saw Grenadine standing before the
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Stump, staring at  them. Grenadine was scared! Marcellus
could see the fear in his eyes. King Andrew began to climb
the Stump, but he did not make it up. He fell backwards and
Marcellus caught him. Several Council Members ran to as-
sist.

“What’s the matter?” one asked.
“He’s dying,” Marcellus said.
“Nonshense,” the King murmured. “Get me up on the

Shtump. I’ve never felt better.” They lifted him up.
King Andrew stood alone atop the Stump, swaying. His

eyes rolled in and out of his eyelids until he finally got hold
of  himself  and  slowed  the  swaying  and  eye-rolling  long
enough to speak.

“Booooggg…”  he  said,  and  began  to  fall  backward.
Marcellus jumped up on the Stump and caught him.

“You  were  not  invited  atop  the  Stump!”  Grenadine
charged with surprise in his voice. “Get—Get down!”

“Someone had to help our King,” Marcellus answered,
but did not descend.

“What happened in there?” a Bogg in the Boggcrowd
yelled.

“Let  Marcellus  stay!”  another  Bogg shouted.  “Tell  us
what happened!”

The King spoke. He was barely conscious, staying up-
right only by Marcellus’s strength.

“Whashtt  happened?”  the  King  slurred.  “I’ll  tellshy-
ouoo.  I  drankshed  duh  Manshh  waterrrrrsh.  Itwusssshh
soooooshhhweeeetishh. And myuhh Lawr,  ashh King,  ish
disss…” He belched and when he did blood came up from
his  belly  and  splattered  out  of  his  mouth.  Drops  of  it
splashed several of the Council in front of the Stump, and
blood ran down King Andrew’s front, then puddled at his
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feet. The Boggcrowd gasped and shrieked as the blood ran
over the Stump’s edge, but King Andrew half-flung, half-
lifted his flopping paw to quiet them. He looked down at the
blood and for a moment seemed coherent. “My Lawr ish
dissss:” he said.

“Oh no,” Marcellus thought. “May The Man help us if
he orders us all to drink…”

King  Andrew  gave  his  Law.  “No  Bogg  sssshall  effer
goindersh  cave.”  With  this  another  belch  came,  red  and
flowing, and the Bogg saw their King’s eyes go red as they
were flooded with his own blood. He fell forward with too
much force for Marcellus to hold him any longer, and his
head bounced off the Stump before he went over. The thud
the King’s body made when it hit the ground was very simi-
lar to the sound of Vandoff taking a condemned Bogg off
the Heap, though there were no fading screams following
the King’s fall. The Bogg were staring toward the Stump,
some  silent,  some  moaning,  and  then  one  older  female
Bogg fainted. Thud. Finally Grenadine spoke from in front
of the Stump, though it was not with his usual deep, au-
thoritative voice. Fear and astonishment replaced his nor-
mal force.

“What—What happened in there?” he asked.
“Yes—what  happened?”  some  of  the  Bogg  seconded.

Marcellus, still up on the Stump, looked over Grenadine’s
head to the greater body of the Bogg.

“I, uh, I went in,” he said as he prepared himself to ex-
plain. “It took a moment for my eyes to adjust, and when
they did  my,  uh,  my chest  almost  exploded.  I  was  sur-
rounded  by  Blackfoot!”  The  Boggcrowd  let  out  excited
gasps.

“But just as quickly I realized that they did not see me.
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They were not moving… They were dead. I knew it was The
Man’s doing. I looked around and I saw the thing the Bogg
described The Man carrying into the cave. I went to it and
looked in. It contained water—some sort of sweet-smelling
water. I could smell the sweet smell, a smell that made me
want to taste it so bad. But I knew that was how Blackfoot
had died, drinking The Man’s sweet water. I left it alone. I
looked around only a moment longer to be sure no Black-
foot were left alive, then I called to King Andrew. The King
came in,  and when his eyes adjusted he saw Blackfoot.  I
told him they were dead, and then he smelled The Man’s
water. I told him to leave it alone, but he said The Man’s
judgment  was  only on  Blackfoot,  that he could  drink  the
water  and live.  He said The Man wanted him to have it.”
Here Grenadine smiled, then hid that smile as quick as he
could. Perhaps he would be King, he thought. Perhaps…

“I  tried  to  stop  him,”  Marcellus  went  on,  “but  he
wouldn’t listen. He drank The Man’s sweet water.” There
were sighs among the Bogg.

“When he was done he said he wanted to get right back
to the Boggtown. The Man’s water tasted so good, he said,
that he wanted each Bogg to have a taste. He said that was
going to be his Law.” A shriek reached the Stump, followed
by the sound of another fainting Bogg hitting the dirt. Mar-
cellus paused as some Bogg tried to help their fallen friend.

“Go on,” Grenadine said. The authority was back in his
voice.

“We  came  back,  that’s  all.  You  saw  what  happened
then. You can look at him and see what The Man’s sweet
water has done.” The Bogg were quiet a moment, then they
began to opine out loud.

“There was death in The Man’s water!”
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“Yes! Death in His water!
“King Andrew should not have drank it!”
“But Grenadine said there was deliverance in the cave!”
“There was death in the cave, not deliverance!”
“Yeess! Death, not deliverance!”
“Grenadine sent King Andrew to die!” At this Grena-

dine jumped atop the Stump.
“That is  Heapworthy!’  Grenadine shouted. “Who said

that?” A strongly built, mature Bogg stepped forth. His very
large family stood behind him.

“I said it, Grenadine,” the big Bogg said. “You  sent our
King to die. You knew there was death in the cave, not deliv-
erance.”

“Heapworthy!”
“You cannot send me to the Heap, Grenadine. You have

no power.”
“Fool!  I  am  Council  Head, I decide  who  goes  to  the

Heap!”
“We have no King,  so no Council!”  the strong Bogg

said. This stunned Grenadine, but even stunned he man-
aged to respond.

“Then we will determine a King, and then you will go
to the Heap!” he charged. The strong Bogg smiled at this.
Marcellus just stood atop the Stump watching the two com-
batants.

“Good, Grenadine,” the strong Bogg said. And I sup-
pose you would like to be considered for Bogg King?”

“Of course. What better choice is there? Let the Coun-
cil decide.”

The strong Bogg’s smile grew even wider. He spoke to
Grenadine, but said it as though he was speaking to all the
Bogg there.
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“But Grenadine,” he said, “there is only one Bogg here
whom The Man has appointed to be King, though you are
too blind to see it.” Grenadine was stunned again, and he
stood up high and looked around for such a Great Bogg.

“How do you say that?” Grenadine asked after not find-
ing one. “I have kept this Boggtown functioning for three
Kings!”

“Simple, Grenadine. You yourself reminded us that Isa-
iah said there was deliverance in the cave, right?” Grena-
dine was trapped. He reluctantly agreed.

“That  is  right.  I  did not  send King Andrew to die,  I
thought there would be deliverance in the cave, as Isaiah
said. Not death.”

Now the strong Bogg pointed up to Marcellus. “Mar-
cellus, answer a question or two please.” Marcellus stepped
forward and stood next to King Andrew’s blood up on the
Stump.

“Who are you?” Marcellus asked. This strong Bogg was
the first Bogg since Nathan to openly oppose Grenadine,
and Marcellus wished to know his name.

“I am Jeremiah Bogg. I am Isaiah’s brother.” Marcellus
looked past the strong Bogg to the strong Bogg’s family. He
could see Isaiah’s widow Robin among them. Now Marcel-
lus knew—this was the Bogg who not only took care of his
own family, but cared for Isaiah’s family as well. And now
Grenadine too knew who the strong Bogg was.

“Hah!”  Grenadine  mocked.  “Nothing  can  be  learned
from the brother of a fool!” Grenadine laughed in derision,
but  not  a  Bogg  in  the  Boggtown joined  him.  Marcellus
turned to Grenadine.

“Quiet, Grenadine. Let him speak.” Grenadine looked
contemptuously up at Marcellus, but stopped laughing.
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The  strong  Bogg  stepped  forward  a  little  farther.
“Grenadine, you yourself quoted Isaiah. You said there was
deliverance in the cave, right?”

“Hmmmph.”  It  would  do  as  a yes.  Jeremiah  Bogg
turned to the Bogg and shouted.

“What did King Andrew see in The Man’s water?” he
asked them.

“Death!” came the shouts.
Jeremiah turned back to the Stump. “Marcellus, what

did you see?”
“You mean when I looked in The Man’s water?” Mar-

cellus  asked.  There  was  complete  silence  as  every Bogg
hung on this anxious moment.

“Yes,  Marcellus,”  Jeremiah  repeated.  “What  did  you
see?”

Marcellus  looked  out  over  the  Boggcrowd.  “Me,”  he
said. Loud gasps ran across the Boggcrowd, and now Mar-
cellus realized what was happening. He smiled. “I saw my
reflection—like in the pools by the river!”

Jeremiah turned to the Boggcrowd. “There was deliver-
ance in the cave!” he shouted. “Marcellus Bogg!”

“Yes! Deliverance!” a Bogg in the Boggcrowd agreed.
“Marcellus Bogg  is our deliverance!”
The Bogg were in agreement. All were shouting now.
“Marcellus Bogg’s face was in The Man’s water!”
“The King saw death, Marcellus saw deliverance!”
“Deliverance in the cave!”
“Blackfoot ate the Mannites—they cried out for deliver-

ance—Marcellus’s face was in the cave—Marcellus is our de-
liverer!”

“Deliverance in the cave!”
“Marcellus  Bogg  is  the  deliverer  from  The  Man’s
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Prophecy!”
And then Jeremiah Bogg yelled the words he had been

leading  to.  “The  Man  wants  Marcellus  Bogg  to  be  our
King!”

“Yes! Get the Stick!”
“Marcellus is our King!”
“The Man has chosen Marcellus for our King!”
Jeremiah lifted his paws to quiet the Boggcrowd, then

called to Marcellus. “What is your choice, Marcellus?”
Marcellus looked over at Grenadine and smiled. Then,

in a manner that was to be characteristic of his reign as
Bogg King, Marcellus Bogg answered not with words, but
with action. He selected seven Bogg for his Council.

“You, you, you, you, you, you, and you,” he said, point-
ing to seven Bogg he recognized. “You will be my Council,
and Jeremiah will be Council Head.”

“And what shall  be done with Grenadine Bogg, King
Marcellus?” Jeremiah asked.

“Touch me with the Stick first,”  Marcellus  answered.
“This should all be done in order.” The Council did so while
Grenadine anxiously awaited the King’s verdict. The Bogg
could see the pain on Grenadine’s  face as  Marcellus  was
made King. Then Jeremiah asked Marcellus again.

“King Marcellus,  what  shall  be done with Grenadine
Bogg?  Two good  Bogg  are  dead  because  of  his  lust  for
power—two Bogg who should never have been King in the
first place. What shall we do with Grenadine?”

Again King Marcellus did not answer with a yes or a
no. He simply stared at Grenadine a long while, their eyes
locked, as the Boggcrowd grew silent. As Marcellus Bogg
and  Grenadine  Bogg  stared  at  one  another,  Marcellus
seemed to grow stronger while Grenadine weakened. It was
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almost as if Marcellus’s eyes were sucking all the power, all
the  courage,  all  the  knowledge  out  of  Grenadine  Bogg.
Bogg who were there swore that  Grenadine shrank right
there  before  the  Great  King.  And  then  Marcellus  was
through draining him. Marcellus took his eyes away from
the withered Grenadine, looked to the sky, and barked seven
times. That was his answer. Then he jumped down from the
Stump, got face to face with Grenadine, and again barked
seven times, spraying Grenadine’s face as he did. A cheer
went out from many Mannite Bogg, and Jeremiah and the
new Council grabbed Grenadine and dragged him scream-
ing  to  the  Heap.  A moment  later  there  was  a  thumping
sound, a thud that brought back to Bogg minds the image
of their bloody King Andrew hitting the ground after falling
from the Stump. And then the rain began.

These are the Recitations for Boggstory concerning the
reign of King Andrew. They are recited by all Bogg at each
Boggstory.

The sixth Bogg King was King Andrew The Caver.
Andrew was the son of Ancredidine, a Great King.
Grenadine Bogg touched Andrew Bogg with the 
Stick.
King Andrew’s brother Matthew was Bogg King 
before him.
Grenadine Bogg helped King Andrew during his 
reign.
The Man went into Blackfoot’s cave during King 
Andrew’s reign.
King Andrew went into the cave.
King Andrew found Blackfoot dead in the cave.
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King Andrew drank The Man’s sweet water.
The Man called King Andrew home.
King Andrew was a Lesser King.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King 
Andrew:

No Bogg shall ever go into the cave.

Bogg Law at this point consisted of six Laws:

1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we 
are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
we must give Vandoff his due.
3. All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the 
river.
4. The Bogg must listen to The Man's voice. It is 
the only way to the Kingdom.
5. Nothing can be done about Blackfoot and the 
Knife.
6. No Bogg shall ever go into the cave.

Boggstory also consisted of The Man’s Prophecy and
several songs.
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The Seventh Bogg King
Marcellus The Climber

The rain was beginning to fall as Marcellus Bogg ad-
dressed the Bogg from atop the Stump after sending Grena-
dine to the Heap.

“One thing first, Bogg,” he said, the authority that once
punctuated Grenadine’s voice now filling his own. “Some-
one in the Boggcrowd shouted out that I was the deliverer
from The Man’s Prophecy. I am not. Any Bogg who was in
that cave would have seen the same thing I saw—himself.
But I do believe in Isaiah’s Law, and we will use it to guide
us. From this day forward Isaiah’s Law will be our guide.”
There were no cheers, just fidgety Bogg being hit by the oc-
casional cold raindrop, looking up to the sky and then to
the  Stump,  hoping  their  King  would  finish  before  the
rain  really came down.  Marcellus,  already growing into  a
wise young King, sensed this.

“Let’s get in our holes before this storm hits!” he said
with  a  measure  of  laughter  in  his  voice.  Now
there were cheers as the Bogg turned and departed. Some
ran, some skipped, but all sought their holes to escape the
arriving storm.

No sooner were the Bogg secured in their burrows than
the storm did hit. Bullets of rain began pounding the dry
Boggtown, carving out tiny craters with each small explo-
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sion. First  the driving rain created mud, but soon all  the
loose dirt was washed away by the small passages of water
that ran between the Bogg mounds These small passages
met  and  grew  as  they  trickled  down  the  hill,  growing
slightly deeper and wider as they went. As they made their
way down the hillside they continued joining and became
tiny streams,  alive  in  their  own right,  streams  that  were
born on the side of the hill, lived out their short lives ever
seeking lower ground, and finally died as they gave their life
force to the swelling river below. A storm can be so beauti-
ful, so cleansing, but to the Bogg in the storm there is no
beauty. None at all.

As the storm continued on into the next several days,
curious Bogg occasionally poked their heads up from their
holes,  squinting against  the rain,  their  hair  turning from
tan to darker brown as it was wetted by the storm. These in-
quisitive Bogg would look to one another across the muddy
mounds, hoping someone, anyone, would have news of the
storm’s impending end, but none did. The storm looked the
same from all corners of the Boggtown—nasty and mean.
So the curious Bogg, unable to hear anything more over
the roar of the storm and unable to find any news from one
another,  one  by one  ducked  their  heads  back  into  their
holes as their bottoms and wiggly tails shot momentarily up
above the mounds before they completely disappeared be-
low. And this was Bogg life for days on end—the wet sky
coming down on the Bogg while the wetter river came up
toward them.

At times the rain came down so hard the Bogg thought
the air itself would drown them. Other times the rain would
all  but  cease,  bringing  hopeful  Bogg  out  to  forage.   At
these  times  the  Knife  would  come  to  the  Boggtown or
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Vandoff would visit the Heap, and the Bogg were reminded
that Bogg life, even without rain, can be an uneasy, power-
less existence. And still the rain came down.

“King  Marcellus!  King  Marcellus!”  a  Bogg  shouted
down the King’s hole one night.  “King Marcellus,  come!
The river!” King Marcellus dashed up his hole and stood up
atop his mound, out in the dark night and its light rain. He
looked down from his mound at the runner sent to fetch
him.

“What is it?” he asked the young Bogg.
“The river, King—it’s, it’s…”
“Spit it out!”
“The  Bogg  are  drowning,  King!  The  river  is  in  the

lower Potneite holes! What shall we do? The Mannites who
know about it  say leave it  alone—they say it’s The Man’s
judgment on the Potneites. What shall we do?” The runner
did not  seem scared so  much as  eager  to  do something.
Marcellus did not answer but ran down the hill. The river,
he could see as he neared, had moved into their Boggtown
and already some of the Potneite mounds were completely
beneath the water. And worse, King Marcellus thought, the
river would get higher still.

Council  Head Jeremiah Bogg and a  few others  were
down near the river’s edge, and Jeremiah was arguing with
a skinny Bogg who was not of Marcellus’s Council. As Mar-
cellus reached them he recognized the Bogg. It was a Pot-
neite  named  Hybigredes  Bogg,  a  Bogg  who  had  been
friends with Grenadine.

“What will  you do, King?” Hybigredes interrupted his
argument with Jeremiah to ask the King. There was some-
thing in the way Hybigredes said “King” that made Marcel-
lus want to throw him in the river, but he did not do so.
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Jeremiah looked kindly at  Marcellus, his eyes seeming to
apologize for Hybigredes’s manner.

“What will you do, King?” Hybigredes repeated. Mar-
cellus did not answer but instead barked. His bark was loud
and shrill,  and Bogg heads began poking up all  over the
Boggtown.

“Out  of  your  holes!”  King  Marcellus  ordered.  “Take
your families and go up the hill! Meet at my hole. The river
is in our Boggtown, Bogg—get Moving!!”

Bogg disappeared down their holes to gather their fam-
ilies as Marcellus turned to the eager young runner who
had fetched him.

“What is your name, pup?” he asked the runner.
“William Bogg, Good King.”
“William, I want you to go to every Bogghole and get

them out. I doubt all the Bogg heard me now in the middle
of the night like this. Tell the Bogg to meet up the hill at my
hole. Make sure we’ve missed no one. As you go, gather any
strong young Bogg you can. You may need help carrying
pups or old ones or digging a Bogg out. Now go!” William
started off, but Hybigredes grabbed him and held him from
going.

“What will you do about the Bogg in the holes the river
has taken?” Hybigredes asked King Marcellus.

Marcellus looked at Hybigredes with a good King’s pity
evident on his face. “Hybigredes, please let William go,” he
said. Hybigredes did and William ran off.

The King turned to Jeremiah. “Jeremiah, is your family
safe? Can you stay by my side?”

“Yes, King. Our hole is up the hill. William will reach
them long before the river does.”

“Good. Hybigredes, what about yours?”
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“The  river  has  them—you  should  know.”  Hybigredes
said this as if it were King Marcellus’s fault.

“I’m  sorry,”  Marcellus  said.  “But  you…  how
did  you survive?”

“I was meeting with other Bogg,” Hybigredes said defi-
antly.

“In Grenadine’s old hole, King!” Jeremiah said, and im-
mediately  Marcellus  knew  why  they  had  been  arguing.
“They meet to figure out how to get you off the Stump!”

Marcellus looked at Hybigredes, who stared back con-
temptuously. “Not now,” Marcellus said to Jeremiah. “This
poor Bogg has just lost his family.”

“Only because of you!” Hybigredes charged. Marcellus
was shocked.

“How?” he asked. “What did  I do?”
“It’s  what  you didn’t do,”  Hybigredes  said.  “You  live

high up in your hole, you have no concern for those of us
down near the river. A Potneite would take care of all.”

Jeremiah sprang to his  King’s  defense.  “Potneus sent
Mannites to the Heap for nothing more than being Man-
nites,” he said. “Is that how you Potneites care for all?”

“Potneus was a Great King!” Hybigredes said, almost
snarling.

“Bogg!  Bogg!”  King  Marcellus  broke  in.  “We have  a
Boggtown to save. We can debate this later.” But Hybigre-
des did not stop.

“What will you do about those in the river, King?” Hy-
bigredes  sneered.  Again  Marcellus  did  not  answer  with
words. He began running up the hill.

“Jeremiah, stay close to me!” he yelled back. “I'll need
your counsel.” Jeremiah did stay close to him, and Hybigre-
des did too.
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Up the hill  at  King Marcellus’s  hole  the soggy Bogg
were gathering.  When King Marcellus  appeared they fell
upon him, all  begging, all  asking the same questions,  all
worrying as one. Marcellus was just about to quiet  them
when a shouting voice broke in.

“Move back!  Make way for  heroes!  Make way!  Move
back!” The Boggcrowd grew quiet as all heads turned to see
who  was  shouting,  then  parted  to  allow  the  shouter
through. It was a muddy male Bogg who was shouting. He
was  followed by William and several  other  strong young
Bogg William had gathered, and in their arms they carried
other muddy Bogg—pups, women, and two old ones.

“Make way for heroes!” the muddy Bogg shouted again
as he approached the King. When he did he pointed back at
William.

“These Great Bogg have dug us out and saved me and
my family!”  he told  the King.  “Their  deeds  should be  in
Boggstory!”

The King looked at  the muddy bunch and smiled.  “I
agree. They will!” The Boggcrowd cheered.

“What  of my family?”  Hybigredes  asked,  stopping the
cheers. “There will be no place in your Boggstory for Pot-
neites, will there?”

“I’m sorry—it was too late,” King Marcellus answered.
Now Hybigredes seemed almost maniacal.  “Too late?

You just don’t care for the Bogg who live down there. You
dig your holes high up on the hill to be close to your Man,
and then you neglect those of us who live down near the
river! No Mannite has ever cared for a Potneite!”

All the Bogg were stunned. In the midst of all this dan-
ger, and on the heels of such a Great deed, why was Hybi-
gredes  attacking  the  King’s  reputation?  It  was  Jeremiah
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who jumped to the King’s defense.
“Nonsense!” Jeremiah shouted. “You chose to live down

there. You and all of Grenadine’s friends and kin. You want
your own Boggtown and so you live down there because
you’d rather be Council to your own lousy Boggtown than
ordinary members of one built by The Man! You Potneites
have always resisted The Man and Isaiah’s Law, and now
your family is dead because of it.”

Hybigredes shook with anger, but it was King Marcel-
lus  who  reproved  Jeremiah.  “Jeremiah!”  he  said.  “Have
mercy! This Bogg has just lost his family. Let him blame me
if he must. But waste no more time arguing!”

The  King’s  understanding  was  not  what  Hybigredes
wanted.  “Mannites  are  fools!”  he  shouted.  “If  you  would
only listen to Great Bogg like Grenadine we would have the
Great  Society by now. Instead you sit  around waiting on
The  Man.  The  Man The  Man The  Man  The  Man The
Man. My family is dead because Bogg like you have not cre-
ated a Great Society that will protect us all.”

“Heapworthy!” a Bogg shouted, but King Marcellus re-
buked him too.

“That  is  a  charge  Grenadine  brought  against  many
Bogg,” King Marcellus said. “We will  not have that now.
This Bogg has lost his family. If he wishes to blame me, let
him.  Have  mercy,  Bogg.  The  Man  does.”  He  turned  to
Jeremiah and as he did the rain began to come down furi-
ously. Just like that it had doubled, tripled even, and what
only moments before was only hard rain was now almost a
river pouring from the sky, making such a racket that it was
hard for the King to communicate.  He looked around at his
drowning  Boggtown.  The Bogg were  pitiable,  squinting
their eyes against the rain, shivering their shoulders against
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the cold.
“William  Bogg?”  the  King  called  out.  William  drew

near. “Have you alerted all the Bogg?”
“The last of my helpers are in, King.”
“Good,”  the King shouted.  “William,  Jeremiah,  come

over here with me. We need to talk.” William and Jeremiah
went with the King, and Hybigredes followed. They scur-
ried  off  a  ways  and  King  Marcellus  turned  to  Jeremiah
Bogg.

“What are our options Jeremiah?” he said loud enough
to overcome the roaring wind.

“I see only one option, King. Isaiah said there is deliver-
ance in the cave.”

Hybigredes sounded offended. “Deliverance? The cave
is forbidden, by King Andrew’s Law.”

“You can make a  new Law,”  Jeremiah hollered.  “Or-
der  the Bogg to the cave.”

“The Potneites will  follow no such Law,” Hybigredes
said.

Jeremiah looked at him. “Then the Potneites will stay
wet and drown.”

Hybigredes looked to the King. “King Marcellus, you
can’t disregard the Law. It’s all we have. It’s all we are.”

Jeremiah  countered.  “King,  in  Council  it’s  said  that
Grenadine Bogg had no trouble disregarding the truth for
expedience’s sake when he chose not to tell the Bogg about
Isaiah seeing two Mans.”

“So?” Hybigredes asked.
“Well, if Potneites can ignore the Truth for expedience,

can’t Mannites ignore the Law to save the Bogg-town?”
“That is foolishness,” Hybigredes yelled. “So what will

you do, King?”
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King Marcellus stood in confused thought as the rain
hammered the Bogg, who stood off in the distance staring
at him. Now a Bogg cried to him, asking direction, and then
another. Marcellus could see no relief but the cave, yet Hy-
bigredes seemed so right. If one Law is broken for expedi-
ency, then why not another? Why not all? If Law could not
be the foundation of Beginigin’s Great Boggtown, if Law
could  not  be  the  soil  in  which  the  Bogg dig,  then what
could be better?

Marcellus  had  a  thought,  and  it  was  this—Bogg  like
Grenadine may serve expediency, or something even higher
than that—Law, but Great Bogg, Bogg at their best, those
Bogg served only one thing—Greatness.

What a powerful thought it was! A thought ahead of its
time, and Marcellus knew this even as he thought it. But it
was a thought he would not have time to ponder, for as it
was grabbing hold of him way down deep inside that place
that is what Bogg really are, his attention was interrupted
when his ears heard the Sound.

It was a nasty Sound, a Sound of darkness and death, of
shredding,  of  pounding,  of  cutting.  It  was  coming  from
down near  the  river.  All  the  Bogg heard the  Sound and
turned their heads down the hill, but in the dark, wet night,
nothing was to be seen.  They were certain of  one thing,
though—the Sound, the pounding and shredding, was com-
ing closer. King Marcellus had to act.

He shouted to the Bogg as loud as he could to over-
come  the  storm  and  the  Sound.  “My Law  is  this:”  he
shouted. “The Bogg must keep moving upward toward The
Man! The cave is up! To the cave!” But before any Bogg
could move Hybigredes sprang forth.

“No!  Remember  King  Andrew’s  Law!  The  Potneites
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will not go in the cave!”
“What will it be King?” Jeremiah shouted loud enough

for all the Bogg to hear.
King Marcellus did not answer with words. He lowered

his head, pointed it up the hill,  and charged for the cave
with most of the Bogg and the Sound pursuing him as he
ran.  Many of  the  Potneites  did not  run to  the  cave,  but
stood there with stubborn Hybigredes. Those who followed
King Marcellus reached the shelter of the cave and turned
frightened faces back out to try see what pursuer made such
a Sound. They could see little, but by their ears they knew
the Sound was coming nearer. Then they heard the screams
of the Bogg who had remained behind. The pounding, the
shredding, the Sound—whatever it was, it was upon the de-
fiant Potneites.

Panic overtook the Bogg in the cave. They screamed in
horror and ran this way and that in the near pitch-black-
ness, crashing into one another and panicking all the more.
A few terror-stricken Bogg broke from the cave but were
barely outside of it when the rest heard their dying cries.
The Sound had them.

“Stop!  Stop!  Stop  Bogg!  Stop!  Stop!  StopStopStop-
BoggggSTOP!” It  was King Marcellus,  and somehow his
screamed orders were working.

“Stop where you are!  Stop!”  The Bogg were calming
down.

“Stooooop! Stop!” he finished. And now the Bogg were
still and quiet, except for their heavy breathing.

“Listen—” he said, and the Bogg stood still and listened.
“The Sound. The Sound—it’s  here,  it’s  upon us,  Bogg. It
kills those outside the cave, but we are safe in here. Is any-
one in here dead?” A few Bogg chuckled at the idea of a
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dead Bogg answering a question, and even though Marcel-
lus  hadn’t  meant it  to be funny, he appreciated the brief
moment of levity.

“We are safe in here,” he said again, looking up as he
spoke his thoughts. “Jeremiah was right. Deliverance in the
cave.” He turned back to the Bogg. “Can anyone see out
and see what the Sound is?”

“It’s too dark, King,” a male Bogg answered.
“Listen,” the King said again. “The sound is quieting.

Whatever it is is moving away.” And in the time it takes for
Vandoff to reach the Heap the Sound was gone.

“What was it?” a Bogg asked. Many Bogg seconded the
question.

“I'll go see,” King Marcellus said. A few Bogg gasped at
his words, but none tried to stop him when he started to-
ward the edge of the cave. He disappeared outside and the
Bogg waited in silence for his return. When he came back
he no longer sounded scared, but perplexed. He held in his
paws a chunk of white stuff, a small piece of what covers
the river in the cold season. It was smaller than a Bogg’s
head, but larger than the creeping vine’s bloom.

“It’s odd,” King Marcellus said, holding the thing out
for all  to see,  though in the dark only those closest  to it
could  even  make  out  its  shadow.  “Whatever  made  the
Sound  has  left  behind  little  stones,  stones  made  of  the
ground in the cold season. The cold ground that becomes
water when it warms.”

“I have heard of this before, King,” an old Bogg said.
“The Sound is chunks of the cold season’s ground falling
from the sky. The screams of the Potneites out there—they
were being hit by these stones from the sky.”

A loud shriek filled the cave, followed by the thud of a
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fainting  Bogg  body  hitting  the  ground.  A  nervousness
spread among the Bogg, who were still too close to panic
for King Marcellus to relax.

“It is The Man’s judgment on the Potneites,” Jeremiah
suggested.

King Marcellus thought. “That I do not know,” he said.
Now the Bogg began to murmur and discuss this, and Mar-
cellus stopped them.

“Bogg, Bogg,” he said. “We can do nothing about what
has  been  done.  Not  even  figure  it  out.  Please  stay calm.
There, Bogg. Calm.”

Now a Bogg spoke out in the darkness.  It  was a  sad
voice. “King Marcellus, what about the Bogg who were not
in the cave? What if some of them are still alive? Some of
them were my relatives…”

“Yes,  King  Marcellus-”  another  Bogg  agreed.  “What
will you do about the Potneites still out in the storm?”

It was quiet a moment as King Marcellus thought, and
when he answered, he did not answer with an explanation
of his plan, but simply dove into his plan as a Bogg dives
into its hole when escaping Vandoff.

“William  Bogg—can  you  come  forward  to  me?”  he
called out. William Bogg did so, and when up there King
Marcellus put his paw on William’s strong young shoulder.
“William, we need you to go out into the storm and see if
any Bogg survived the Sound. Take with you the Bogg who
helped you earlier. And be careful—the Sound is gone, but
the rain is not, and the Knife or Blackfoot might be hunt-
ing. If any Bogg lives, William, bring him here.”

“No!” A Bogg shouted. “They were foolish Potneites—
do not risk more blood for them!”

William Bogg answered the protesting Bogg. “I am a
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Potneite, Bogg! I will go see if any of my fellow Bogg live.”
King Marcellus seemed shocked, as did Jeremiah. William
Bogg gathered his  heroes  to  him and went out from the
cave.

Many Bogg had already fallen asleep when William re-
turned. He was met at the dark mouth of the cave by King
Marcellus and Council Head Jeremiah.

“What did you see?” The King asked.
William had only one word in his answer: “Carnage.”
“Come in then, and tell  me quietly.  Do not scare the

Bogg.”
“I  will  come in,  but  first  let  me wait  to  see  that  my

helpers return. They are carrying three living Bogg up here.
They are the only three left.”

When the  rest  of  the search party returned with the
survivors, King Marcellus no longer needed any explana-
tion;  the  survivors’  conditions  told  him all  he  needed to
know. They looked as though Vandoff had attacked them.
King Marcellus could see torn ears, broken limbs, and one
poor Bogg had the side of his face half caved in. Were it not
for the darkness another panic certainly would have ensued
when the  Bogg saw these  three.  After  entrusting  several
constitutionally  strong  Bogg  with  caring  for  the  three
wounded Potneites,  King Marcellus,  with Jeremiah Bogg
right beside him, finally got William Bogg aside.

“How many dead?” he asked.
“Twenty-seven.  That’s  how  many  we  counted.  But

those are just from the Sound, how many drowned in their
holes I don’t know.”

The  King  looked  empathetic.  “William,  I’m  sorry.  I
didn’t know you were a Potneite when I called to you. If I
had I would have called another.”
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“Because you disagree with Potneites?” William asked.
“No. Because I feel like I sent a Bogg to look at his own

family’s dead faces.”
“I have no family, King. And though I am a Potneite, I

did not stay out in the storm with Hybigredes. I'm a Pot-
neite, not a fool.”

“Still, I'm sorry, William.”
Now Jeremiah Bogg spoke. “What about their bodies?”

he asked.
King Marcellus thought. “I think it would be an insult

to the remaining Potneites if we just left  them out there.
What do you think, William?”

William  managed  a  small  smile,  despite  the  circum-
stances.  “Good  King,”  he  said,  “Potneites  are  practical
Bogg. They would be more offended by more Bogg dying to
appease Bogg feelings than by Vandoff feasting on the al-
ready dead.  Let  Vandoff feast.  It  will  keep him from de-
manding his due for a while. And anyway, what he does not
eat the river will probably come up to claim.”

“You are  wise,  William,”  King Marcellus  said.  In  the
dark Marcellus could not quite see it, but he could certainly
feel the scowl on Jeremiah’s face.

King Marcellus  went  deeper  into the cave  where  the
Bogg were gathered, and there he ordered the Bogg who
were still  awake to get rest. In the time it  takes a rolling
bush to blow out of sight, all the Bogg were sleeping, some
with quiet breaths, some with eccentric Bogg snores.

“KingMarcellusKingMarcellus!”  Marcellus’s  first
thought as he heard this was that it was another panicking
Bogg with bad news. He was right. As he opened his eyes
he could see the early light of day glowing in the cave.

“Theriver’sinthecave!Theriver’sinthecave!”  It  was  the
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panicked Bogg again. Now King Marcellus sat upright, as
did many Bogg.

“Oh my!” he heard a female Bogg shriek. “We are going
to drown in here!”

King Marcellus jumped up and took charge. “Bogg-—
Get farther back in the cave!” he ordered. The Bogg moved
that direction, but soon came a shout.

“We are as far back as we can go, King!”
King Marcellus heard the beginning of frightened mur-

murs and cries. He shouted out instructions.
“Jeremiah, William, meet me at the front of the cave.

The rest  of  the  Council  go  keep  the  Bogg calm.”  Every
Bogg did as ordered.

King Marcellus, Jeremiah, and William stood near the
Mouth of the cave, looking out. The river, moving swiftly
and carrying all sorts of things in it, was now several Bogg
lengths inside the cave’s mouth. Every mound of the Bog-
gtown was now submerged.

“We are trapped,” Jeremiah said as a dead beast floated
past, the large black and white kind The Man keeps close to
His Dwelling.

“No Bogg could swim out,” William agreed. “Any Bogg
who tried would end up like that beast. Not even the strong
Bogg of my search party could swim out of here.”

“The river has trapped us in the cave and still the rain
comes down,” Jeremiah lamented. “It  is  certain that  The
Man has trapped us to die. He is not pleased with us.”

Marcellus looked over to his Council Head as if judging
this pronouncement. After a moment of thought, Marcel-
lus’s gaze fell to the ground.

“You are right, Jeremiah,” he said. “We will die in here.
This must be The Man’s judgment on our Bogg-town—and
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on me as King.”
“No, King!” William said, but King Marcellus held up a

paw to quiet him. Then Marcellus turned and walked slowly
back  into  the  depths  of  the  cave  to  face  the  Bogg,  with
William and Jeremiah right behind him.

“Bogg,  Bogg,”  King  Marcellus  said  in  a  voice  that
lacked its  usual  strength. The Bogg became silent.  There
was no sound but for the water at the cave’s mouth and the
rain splashing out in the morning.

“Bogg, I have bad news. Horrible news.” Some gasps
slipped around the cave. “We are out of options. Unless The
Man sends deliverance, we are doomed.”

“Thwuppp!” It was the sound of a Bogg fainting.
Now Jeremiah spoke. “It's all in The Man’s hands now,”

Jeremiah said. King Marcellus could see that as Jeremiah
spoke, William was fidgety, wiggling as if he needed to find
a place to pee. Jeremiah began to say something else, but
King Marcellus stopped him.

“William?” the King asked, looking over at the young
Bogg. “Is there something you wish to tell me?”

William stopped moving and thought a moment. When
he finally spoke Marcellus could see on his face that he was
determined about something. “Begging the King’s pardon,”
he began, “but we are not yet doomed. All is not hopeless.”

“What?” Jeremiah spat out. “What is he saying?”
“Please King…” William asked, and now the attention

of every Bogg in the cave was fixed on this conflict. “Please,
King, if you would let me explain…”

“He doesn’t  need to explain anything!”  Jeremiah was
now overstepping his authority. “He's a Potneite, he's full of
bad ideas about the Bogg! Don’t indulge him King Marcel-
lus!”
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“Please King…” William was almost begging now.
“No!” Jeremiah answered, but King Marcellus again put

up a paw to stop Jeremiah.
“Let  him speak,”  King  Marcellus  said.  “He is  a  hero

twice  over,  he  deserves  at  least  to  be  heard.”  Jeremiah
scowled.

“King, I  am a Potneite,” William began, “so I do see
things differently. But listen, the idea I have is a good one—
it might save the Boggtown.”

“Go on.”
“The Bogg, we are not helpless,” he said. “We may not

be  great  fighters,  or  great  swimmers,  but,  King  Marcel-
lus, we can dig.  When it  comes to digging, what beast  is
better?”

King Marcellus was interested. “Yes—go on.”
William was excited. He pointed to the of the back of

the cave.  “King,  let  us  begin digging at  the back of  this
cave.  We cannot go out the front, so we will  dig out the
back!” Now some excited sounds filled the cave.

“Let us dig!” a Bogg shouted, and other Bogg began to
respond.  The King  shushed  them all,  then  turned  to  his
scowling Council Head.

“Jeremiah,” he said. “You are not in favor of this?”
“No, King Marcellus. I think it is a bad idea.”
“Why?”
“Because it is defying The Man’s authority.”
But you were in favor of coming to the cave, Jeremiah.

Why do you say we are being punished now? Why would it
be wrong to dig?”

“We came to the cave led by Law. That was all in order.
The Man put us here, The Man must get us out. To dig
would be to go beyond what rights The Man allows us. We
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have used our Law.”
“So you would do nothing and die?” William asked.
“I  would  do  nothing,  but  I  would  be  in  The  Man’s

hands. Let The Man decide whether we live or die. That is
what's  noble.”  Now Jeremiah  turned  to  his  King.  “King
Marcellus,” he asked, “what made this cave?”

“I believe the river did, in seasons gone past.”
“Then to dig is to say the Bogg are Greater than the

river. And King, who makes the storms?”
“Any  Mannite  would  tell  you  Jeremiah—The  Man

makes the storms.”
“Then to defy the will of the storm is to defy The Man.”
“But King—” William broke in, “Who made Vandoff?”
“The Man made Vandoff.”
“And yet our Boggtown began when Great  King Be-

ginigin defied Vandoff.”
Jeremiah  exploded.  “And  look  what  we  have  now

thanks to the Potneites—the Heap!”
King  Marcellus  held  up  a  paw  for  quiet  while  he

thought. After about as much silence as Bogg can take, a
Bogg yelled out to King Marcellus.

“King Marcellus, what will it be? Should we dig or wait
on The Man?” A cascade of anxious voices seconded the
question, and then all grew silent again as King Marcellus
waved his paw. He stood there a moment longer in thought,
his paw still up. When he answered, he did not do so with
words, but dropped his paw, raced to the back of the cave,
and began digging with all his might. A hearty cheer broke
out from the Bogg, all but Jeremiah and a few others. The
Bogg ran and joined their King.

The Bogg made quick progress and soon they had cre-
ated a ledge on which all the Bogg could stand while their
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strongest diggers took turns digging away at a spot on the
back wall. It was hard work, and each shift dug as fast and
as hard as they could, then recuperated while the next shift
tore away at  the back of  the cave.  As they dug the river
came farther  and farther  back into the cave,  until  it  was
near the foot of the ledge on which the Bogg stood. The
hole was deep now, running outward and upward from the
cave’s rear wall. Finally, on William Bogg’s turn, the Bogg
broke through. It was only fitting that it was William who
did so.

“I  have  reached the  outside!”  William shouted to  the
Bogg. “Just a bit, but the rain is trickling through!”

A cheer went out from all the Bogg up on the ledge,
and King Marcellus encouraged them.

“Keep digging Bogg! Keep digging!”
“Why do the Bogg dig?” Those whispered words came

from the water  inside the mouth of  the cave,  and at  the
sound all digging ceased as the Bogg froze in terror. Black-
foot. King Marcellus spun around to see the words’ speaker.
Blackfoot was not many. He was one.

“How fortunate for me that I washed up in this cave,”
he whispered, “with so much food to keep me full until the
storm ends.”

“If you ate us you would still die—you would drown in
here,” King Marcellus said. “We must dig out.”

“I’ll take my chances, Bogg.”
Now King Marcellus turned back to the hole. “William

get  back  to  digging!”  he  ordered.  “Get  the  Bogg  out  of
here!” King Marcellus heard the scraping and clawing re-
sume as William and the others tried to finish their hole.

“Stop Bogg, or you will be my first meal,” Blackfoot de-
manded. Up in the hole William heard him and froze. He
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slowly came back down the hole until he could see his King.
“King  Marcellus,  what  shall  we  do?”  he  asked.  “The

hole is almost passable.”
King  Marcellus  raised  his  paw for  quiet,  though  the

cave was so quiet there was no need. He thought a moment,
made his  decision,  then dropped his paw. He did not say
anything to the Bogg, for King Marcellus gave his answers
in actions, not words. In a defiant move that was very un-
Mannite, King Marcellus dove from the ledge, teeth bared,
and struck Blackfoot with such force that Blackfoot let out
a yelp that was far above a whisper. William saw none of
this, for as his King disappeared beneath the ledge he had
already turned and run back to the dig site. As William and
another Bogg tore at the soil they could hear the snarls and
painful  cries  behind  and  beneath  them,  even  over  the
Bogg’s screams, but they knew their only hope was to break
all the way through. And then they were out.

“Come on  Bogg!”  William screamed,  and  instantly a
Bogg squirmed out through the hole, immediately followed
by another. The Bogg were now escaping so fast, straining
so hard, that they almost popped out of the hole, one by
one,  as if something large was in the cave shoving them
through.

“To the hedges!” William shouted again and again to
each emerging Bogg, and as they came clear of the hole
they obeyed and ran up the hill to the hedges for what little
shelter they could find. Somewhere in the confusion one of
the Bogg found a  hollow in the hedges,  a  hollow which
would fit all the Bogg. It had an opening only a Bogg or
other small creature could enter, and its leaves and twisted
branches concealed and protected them against attack from
the air.
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Not a Bogg was lost in the Great Digging Out, as Bog-
gstory calls that event. Not a Bogg lost, except of course,
King Marcellus.  The Bogg huddled in  the  hollow in  the
hedges that grow in a straight line while the rain continued
for a day, and then another day, then abruptly stopped and
gave the sky back over to the sun. By that time the river had
risen so high that water came up through the hole in the
cave from which the Bogg had escaped. Truly, but for The
Great Digging Out, the whole Boggtown would have per-
ished,  though  some  devout  Mannites  insisted  The  Man
would have rescued them somehow. Funny, though—none
of those Mannites waited in the cave to find out.

Two days after the rain stopped the river was down be-
neath the cave again, and William Bogg went to look for
their King. There was no sign of King Marcellus, neither in
the cave nor anywhere else, and there was also no sign of
the Blackfoot he had fought.

These are the Recitations for Boggstory concerning the
reign of  King Marcellus.  They are recited by all  Bogg at
each Boggstory:

The seventh Bogg King was King Marcellus The 
Climber.
The storm came during King Marcellus’s reign.
The river came up and flooded the Boggtown.
William Bogg and his search party rescued many 
Bogg.
The Sound came during the storm.
The Sound killed many Bogg.
King Marcellus led the Bogg to the cave.
King Marcellus led the Bogg in the Great Digging 
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Out.
King Marcellus fought Blackfoot while the Bogg 
escaped from the cave.
King Marcellus was a Great King.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King 
Marcellus:

The Bogg must keep moving upward toward
The Man.

Bogg Law at this point consisted of seven Laws:

1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we 
are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
we must give Vandoff his due.
3. All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the 
river.
4. The Bogg must listen to The Man’s voice. It is 
the only way to the Kingdom.
5. Nothing can be done about Blackfoot and the 
Knife.
6. No Bogg shall ever go into the cave.
7. The Bogg must keep moving upward toward 
The Man.

Boggstory also consisted of The Man's Prophecy,
given during King Isaiah’s reign:

When the time of the prophet has long since 
passed,
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When what was found is once again lost;
Before the Serpent is loosed on the Bogg,
But after the river’s been crossed;

I send a broken deliverer—
From Vandoff and Blackfoot and Knife;
But how high the price for deliverance?
It’s eternally set—Life for Life.

From the Great Bogg he’ll trace his own lineage,
Of the Swimmer he shall be a son;
Wounded by fathers and brothers,
Yet an orphan, the pup of no one.

Run pup! From Laws that ensnare you;
Flee pup! From evil within;
Escape to the fire-lands, and grow there,
When the storm comes, it’s time to begin.

He shall reclaim the Stump for My Kingdom,
And on him My crown shall be worn;
His children shall conquer the Serpent—
The Bogg Kingdom that day shall be born.

Boggstory also consisted of two songs. First, 
The Man’s Song.

To The Man, who makes the Bogg Kings,
To The Man, who gives us Law;
To The Man, who made the river,
And made talon, tooth, and claw;
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To The Man who with his mighty hand
Makes dwellings strong and true;
Please deliver us in the present
Till you call us home to you.

Let it beeeeeee.

And Vandoff’s Song:
The Greatest of Beasts, next to The Man,
Is Vandoff, who soars in the sun,
For in judgment, Great Vandoff is The Man’s 
hand,
Taking Bogg for what they have done,
Taking Bogg for what they have done.
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The Eighth Bogg King
William The Stumpmaker

William Bogg was chosen to be the next Bogg King,
even though he was a Potneite. Most of The Mannites were
content with this  choice,  for  William had saved the Bog-
gtown and that seemed to fulfill Isaiah’s Law, though a few
more devout Mannites grumbled that William had actually
interfered  with  The  Man’s  plan.  The  choice  of  course
pleased the Potneites, though having a Potneite King when
so many in the Boggtown were Mannite would lead to trou-
ble.

King  William  led  the  Bogg  in  re-digging  the  Bogg-
town just below the hedges that grow in a straight line. It
took only several days for the Bogg to re-dig the entire Bog-
gtown, for the Bogg were invigorated by their accomplish-
ment in the Great Digging Out. How such a simple act as
digging had lead to such a great salvation inspired their ef-
forts until every new burrow was dug. The Bogg settled in
their  new burrows,  and all  should have been well,  but it
wasn't.

Many  Mannites,  now  having  time  to  reflect,  began
joining  their  more  devout  brethren  in  saying  that  it  was
wrong to dig out of the cave. The Man would have saved
them, they said,  or at  least  if  they had perished it  would
have  been  The  Man’s  will.  They  claimed  that  William
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Bogg’s Potneite methods had been wrong to use, that in the
end  his  efforts  would  fare  the  Bogg  no  better  than  the
Heap, another Potneite travesty.

But any fair Bogg would have had to admit that William
Bogg’s Potneite methods had been right in this case. The
Boggtown was safe, at least as safe as any Boggtown can
be,  so  the  murmuring  Mannites  had  little  to  complain
about.  So  as  the  days  passed  their  murmurs  diminished.
Boggstory was moved to the hollow, the Heap was set up,
and much of Bogg life was back to normal. Bogg sleeping,
Bogg eating, Bogg playing, Bogg being eaten.

King William chose as his Council Head a fairly devout
Mannite  named  Carlos  Bogg.  Carlos  was  an  incredibly
strong and swift Bogg; he had been one of the search party
on  that  glorious  and  deadly night  of  the  storm  and  the
Sound. King William and Council Head Carlos Bogg dis-
agreed on many aspects of Bogg life, especially when the
discussion turned to philosophical things such as what the
Bogg Kingdom would be like. As a Mannite Carlos envi-
sioned  the  Bogg  safe  inside  The  Man’s  Great  Dwelling,
while as a Potneite King William favored something closer
to King Potneus’s Great Society. So the King and his Coun-
cil Head were often at odds, but the two still shared a mu-
tual respect, a respect born the night of the storm as they
tore through the mud and the blood together. King William
told the Council to keep his disagreements with Carlos a se-
cret, but that, as any Bogg knows, would never work, for
the Bogg are no great keepers of secrets.

Still,  even  considering  the  philosophical  differences
among the Bogg leaders and the occasional murmurings of
The Mannites, all would have been fine in the Boggtown
but for King William’s Law.
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One day King William gathered his Council to him and
made known his plan.

“I know what my Law will be and I have a plan about
how to introduce it,” he announced rather abruptly.

“But King, The Man has sent no storm,” Council Head
Carlos said. “He has sent no crisis, no new enemy, no new
challenge.”

“That is Mannite thinking, Carlos,” King William said.
“To need an event that we claim is sent by The Man just to
make a Law, that is folly. Pure folly. A Potneite understands
that to reach the Bogg Kingdom, the King must first envi-
sion it, then build it. I will pick up where King Potneus left
off.”

“Your will be done, King William,” Carlos said.
“Good. Now, my plan is this: In the hollow there is a

thick branch at  one end.  It  is  the trunk of  a  part  of  the
Hedge.  The Bogg have  strong teeth.  I  want  that  branch
chewed off flat. It will be my Stump. I want the work to be-
gin right after Boggstory today, and I want it ready for the
following Boggstory. I don’t want the Bogg to know of it
until they see it.”

“I see no problem with that, King William,” Carlos said.
And so it was commissioned. Council Head Carlos, power-
ful Bogg that he was, did most of the work himself. First he
chewed  the  smaller  branches  off  the  trunk  and  dragged
them out of the hollow, until finally the trunk itself was all
that was left. Then he gathered several more of the Council
and they chewed the trunk right in two, so that  it  left  a
Stump, albeit a narrow Stump, about the height of a Bogg’s
shoulder when that Bogg is standing.

At the following Boggstory the Bogg came in and pre-
tended to be surprised by the new Stump, but of course they
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all  already  knew  about  this  “secret.”  Bogg-story  began,
there was a special song, then The Man’s Song, Vandoff’s
Song, and Recitations. Then King William took the Stump.
He waited for the Bogg to quiet, then began.

“Bogg,” he said, “I know many of you were surprised by
this  Stump  being  here.”  The  Bogg  nodded  deceitfully.
“Why, you may ask yourselves, did the King put a Stump in
the hollow? I will tell you why. I am a Potneite. Not to the
degree  of  Hybigredes,  but  still,  a  Potneite  through  and
through. We Potneites understand the need for Law. The
Man  has  His  Stick  for  digging  in  the  soil.  For  the
Bogg, Law is our digging tool for digging the Bogg King-
dom. In fact, we Potneites sometimes  say  that  our  Bog-
gtown  is  more  than  a  Boggtown of Bogg, it is a Bog-
gtown of Laws. It can be no other way.”

Some of the Bogg squirmed here, uncomfortable with
this idea. Others were more strongly affected but hid their
disgust. This was, overall, a Mannite Boggcrowd the King
was addressing, and the Mannites did not see themselves as
so insignificant that Laws should be the more important in-
habitants  of  the  Boggtown.  And  Mannites  will  disagree
with  a  Potneite  just  because  he’s  a  Potneite.  They don't
need  a  reason,  though  King  William  was  giving  them
plenty.

The King went on. “I am going to break with tradition
here, because so much of our tradition was created by mis-
taken Mannites. I want to make my Law now, for it is not in
the makeup of a Potneite to wait on something The Man
may or may not do.” A murmur ran through the hollow and
King William responded to the murmur. “No, Bogg, really,”
he  said.  “Why  react to  something  that  happens?  Let
us make things happen the way we want them to! That is
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Potneite  thinking  at  its  best.”  This  got  little  reaction,
though a Potneite Boggcrowd would have cheered.

“So I have had this Stump made so I can stand atop it
here in the safety of our hollow. You see, Law is the power
The Man gives to the Bogg and the King enforces the Law
from the Stump. I am on the Stump. This leads a Bogg to a
revelation,  and  that  revelation  is  my  Law.  My  Law  is
this: The highest a Bogg can go is the Stump.”

There was no real reaction to this, but eventually one
Bogg did speak. He said exactly what was on Council Head
Carlos’s mind.

“But King,  Marcellus’s  Law said the Bogg should al-
ways go higher. Toward The Man. Are you saying this is the
highest the Bogg can ever go?”

“Indeed,”  the King answered.  “Again,  it  is  a  Potneite
thought. There is no “up” for the Bogg to go to. We have
what we have, we are what we are. We can either make it
better, through the power of Law, or make it worse. So the
Stump, where Law is  made,  is  the highest  the Bogg can
go.”  Confused  faces  abounded,  so  King  William tried  to
head off their coming anxiety.

“Listen, Bogg—Was I right when I said we needed to
dig?”  The  general  consensus,  but  for  extremely  devout
Mannites, was that King William had been right.

“Yes King,” a few Bogg answered out loud.
“And I am right about this too, Bogg. Look what we

were able to accomplish when we put our paws to it and
worked together. We were greater than the cave, we were
greater than the river. If we can only get all Bogg to have
proper respect for the Stump and its power, then we will
have our Great Society. In fact, the only way to our Great
Society, what most of you Mannites call the Bogg Kingdom,
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is through Law. Can you see that now? It should be quite
evident.”

The Bogg thought. The Mannites searched their intel-
lects  for  any strong  arguments  to  this  and  found  none,
though their feelings told them King William was wrong.
Even Carlos found himself unable to raise a good argument.
Here  was  the  King.  Here  was  the  Stump.  Here  was  the
power of The Man to lead the Bogg. Who could argue? Yet
Carlos still felt uncomfortable.

“Bogg?” the King asked. “Can we agree, at least tenta-
tively, that I am right?” Quiet murmurs of assent wafted up
to the Stump.

“Good,” the King said. And that was that.
This was certainly a change of direction for the Bogg,

even if they did not notice it. The Bogg tend toward Man-
nitism; it comes more naturally to them. Bogg like to be-
lieve that  The Man has a  personal  interest  in their  Bog-
gtown’s success, and that there is a defined Greater destiny
for all Bogg, some other place where the Bogg will finally
be happy. The Potneites were no better, though, believing
there  was  some  perfected  system  they could  create  with
Law.  Banxsome  Bogg  would  eventually  assault  both  of
these ideas.

But why wouldn’t the poor, weak Bogg favor the idea of
The Man either taking them to a better place or setting up
some  perfect  system  to  save  them?  Any  Bogg  looking
around at his fellow Bogg needs to have hope in something
besides himself and his neighbor, because the Bogg them-
selves inspire no Great confidence. Except once in a while,
maybe.

There is  no  more to tell  about King William’s  reign,
there are no exciting stories,  there are no interesting ac-
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complishments.  After  his  heroism during the storm King
William did nothing even resembling Greatness. This is be-
cause Bogg whose highest hopes revolve around proper use
of Law are very boring Bogg indeed. Law is but a tool. In
the hands of a Great Bogg it might produce Great things.
But in the hands of a Lesser King it produces nothing but
more power for those who already have it. That ISN'T the
Bogg Kingdom, whatever the Bogg Kingdom IS. Banxsome
once said the Bogg Kingdom is born in a storm, it comes
like the Sound. It sweeps over a Boggtown like the river, it
is forever like the sun. Contrast that power with poor King
William up on his  Stump. HA! King William lasted only
about a season before a bunch of Mannites drug him off to
the Heap, then made Carlos Bogg their King. King William
meant well and should be remembered for his bravery dur-
ing the storm. He should be remembered covered in mud,
carrying out the weak and elderly. But he is not. Bogg pups
regularly  hop  up  on  stones  and  exclaim,  “I  am  King
William, the power of the Bogg!” And then fall off.

These are the Recitations for Boggstory concern
ing the reign of King William. They are recited by 
all Bogg at each Boggstory:

The eighth Bogg King was King William The 
Stumpmaker.
William helped King Marcellus during the storm.
William helped King Marcellus in The Great 
Digging Out.
After the storm William was made King.
King William moved Boggstory to the hollow in 
the hedges that grow in a straight line.
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King William built a Stump in the hollow.
King William died on the Heap.
King William was a Lesser King.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King 
William:

The highest a Bogg can go is the Stump.

Bogg Law at this point consisted of eight Laws:
1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for 
we are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
we must give Vandoff his due.
3. All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the 
river.
4. The Bogg must listen to The Man’s voice. It is 
the only way to the Kingdom.
5. Nothing can be done about Blackfoot and the 
Knife.
6. No Bogg shall ever go into the cave.
7. The Bogg must keep moving upward toward 
The Man.
8. The highest a Bogg can go is the Stump.
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The Ninth Bogg King
Carlos The Digger

The Bogg were much more at ease with a Bogg King
who thought more like they did. With many of the Potneites
dead  from  the  Sound  and  the  storm,  the  predominantly
Mannite  Boggtown  wished  to  resume  thinking  about  its
journey toward The Man,  toward the  Bogg Kingdom as
they understood  it.  Their  new  King  shared  their  hopes.
Gone were the days of lectures from the Stump on what a
Great responsibility it was to be a good Bogg, a Citizen of
the Great Society. Gone were the days of silly notions of the
Bogg Kingdom being brought about by Great Laws. The
Mannites knew that only The Man could give them their
Kingdom, though Banxsome would have something to say
about this.

So the Boggtown was once again thinking about The
Man and how their Boggtown fit into His Great plans, and
no  Bogg thought  about  it  more  than  King  Carlos.  After
each Boggstory, when the rest of the Bogg had departed the
hollow in the hedges, King Carlos would squeeze through a
tunnel in the hedges and sit on the uphill side of the row,
looking at the square stones while contemplating the stories
of the Bogg Kings and what his own story might be.

King Carlos would think back on the Boggtown’s jour-
ney, and as he did so he would admire those large, square
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stones  before him, then look beyond those  stones to  the
other row of hedges that grow in a straight line, then past
those hedges to The Man’s Great Lawn, and finally to The
Man’s  Great  Dwelling. How  close  they  were  to  the  Bogg
Kingdom! he  often  thought.  And  how  much  things  had
come full circle. Here he sat, as King Beginigin had once
sat, looking longingly up to The Man. The other Kings in-
between had been either too Potneite or too preoccupied
with other problems to consider getting closer to The Man.
But not now. Perhaps the Bogg were no longer unworthy.
Perhaps.

After all,  King Carlos  reasoned, look at all  The Man
had done to get them this far. He had cleared out a Bog-
gtown, sent fire, sent flood. He had sent the Sound to rid
them of the unbelieving Potneites. How close they were in-
deed! So close! And one day King Carlos decided to get even
closer.

At Boggstory King Carlos told the Bogg of his idea. “I
say it’s time we resumed our journey toward The Man,” he
said with much excitement. “This Bogg-town was begun on
a dream that The Man sent Great King Beginigin, and that
dream led him over the hill and into The Man’s presence.
Then The Man sent  fire  to  lead us  across  the river,  and
flood to lead us farther up the hill. Now we are at the lower
row of hedges that grow in a straight line. Bogg, I wouldn’t
presume to go straight to The Man’s Lawn, let alone to his
Dwelling, but I feel so strongly that in our generation we
can go closer. Maybe not all the way, but we can take the
next step.” Some light cheers and encouragements reached
his ears, urging him on.

“I propose to go to the square stones beyond the hedges
that grow in a straight line,” he announced.
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“But King,” a Bogg shouted up to the Stump. “We can
see  the  square  stones  from the  hedges.  What  is  there  to
learn?”

“Good  question,”  the  King  smiled.  “Good  question.”
Now King  Carlos  raised  his  voice.  “Bogg,  what  holds  a
Great tree in its place?” The Bogg were afraid to answer.
The answer seemed too obvious and no Bogg wanted to
miss such an easy question.

“The roots!” King Carlos said, and a whole bunch of
Bogg were disappointed they hadn’t risked saying their an-
swer. “The roots,” King Carlos said again. “We all hit them
when we dig. And Bogg, from the roots I have learned this:
What is beneath a thing is stronger than what is on the sur-
face. What we see is only the skin.” Bogg looked on politely,
but all were wondering where he would take this.

“Two Bogg look alike,”  King Carlos  said.  “The Man
sends fire. One Bogg runs and leaves his family to die, the
other  Bogg runs  through the  fire  to  rescue  his  wife  and
pups. They look alike, but they do not act alike. What is the
difference?” Again the Bogg hesitated to answer.

“The  difference  is  what  is  beneath  the  surface!”  the
King said. “That is the difference between things, not what
we see! Bogg, I can see the square stones coming up from
the ground.  I  have been beneath many stones,  but  none
such as these. There is a reason these square stones grow
only near  The Man’s  Great  Dwelling.  I  want  to  find out
why. But I do not think the answer is in the square stones—I
believe the answer is in their roots, in the ground beneath
them. Perhaps the roots are even connected to the roots of
The Man’s Great Dwelling.”

“Ooooooh,” said some of the Bogg. Now they under-
stood why their King was talking about roots.
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“I am a strong digger, Bogg. As Isaiah said, The Man
communicates in many ways. The fact that I am a strong
digger, I believe, is The Man telling me to dig. To go ex-
plore.  Bogg,  I  am  going  to  dig  down  under  the  square
stones.  I  will  not  ask  for  any help,  just  your  indulgence
while I'm busy. I have asked Council Head Phinneus Bogg
to assume all responsibilities of the Stump while I'm busy. Is
this okay?”

The Bogg nodded; some even verbalized their approval,
though most were not happy about the idea of having Phin-
neus Bogg in charge of the Stump. Phinneus was a Potneite
pretending to be Mannite, or a Mannite pretending to be
Potneite, or both. Or neither. There was just something so
disingenuous  about  Phinneus.  Phinneus  believed nothing
strongly enough  to  say anything  with  genuine  authority,
but he had been given a deep, resounding voice that cov-
ered  his  lack  of  sincerity.  When  Phinneus  spoke,
he  sounded full of conviction.

To the oldest  Bogg in the Boggtown, Phinneus con-
jured memories of Grenadine, but he was Grenadine with a
twist. The Bogg knew where Grenadine came from—Grena-
dine did not hide his Potneism. Grenadine did not hide his
desire to build a Great Society. But Phinneus? Phinneus was
sly. Like Blackfoot in the night. And Phinneus was hungry,
too,  like  Vandoff.  The Potneites  had their  version  of  the
Bogg Kingdom, the Mannites had their version. Phinneus,
the  Bogg  would  later  learn,  had  his  own version  of  the
Bogg Kingdom—Phinneus in power.

In no time King Carlos had his tunnel going far into
the ground.  It  began beneath the hedges  that  grow in a
straight line, traveled downwards several bushes deep, and
then slanted back up, parallel to the slope of the hill. Carlos
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aimed his tunnel directly toward the ground beneath one of
the  square  stones.  It  was  not  the  closest  square  stone.
Rather, King Carlos had aimed for the largest.

The digging had been easy through the soft  soil  be-
neath the hedges, but as King Carlos turned his tunnel up-
ward, the ground became increasingly rocky and tough. His
paws bled, he thought at times he would wear his teeth out
on the Stones he had to remove, and his strong shoulders
ached more and more by the day. The distances he had once
dug in a day now became seven days, ten days, or more.
King Carlos now knew he had underestimated the difficulty
of moving toward The Man, and he felt foolish for believ-
ing The Man would have made the path easy. He consid-
ered asking for help, but it didn't seem right. Kings, he felt,
are to endure such Great undertakings alone.

And so it went. He bled, he hurt, he grew angry at the
stones that blocked his way, he paused in thanksgiving with
each  one  he  moved.  He  slept  little  at  night,  and  he  ne-
glected to eat his meals. The tunnel became an obsession;
every inch clawed out became proof of his devotion to The
Man and to  the  Bogg Kingdom,  though the  tunnel  was
killing him. Still he dug.

In King Carlos’s absence Council Head Phinneus Bogg
went to work accumulating power to eventually bring in his
own version of the Bogg Kingdom. In a Boggtown power
can best be described as first getting the favor of enough
Bogg, then using that favor to rid oneself of foes. Phinneus
understood  that  when Bogg no  longer  have  a  choice  of
leadership, they will follow whatever Bogg will lead.

To get  the Bogg’s  favor  away from King Carlos  and
onto  himself,  Phinneus  Bogg  set  in  motion  a  plan  that
would  have  made  Grenadine  Bogg  jealous.  Every  night
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when the worn-out King returned to his burrow, Phinneus
would go to check on him. He would generally ask some-
thing  simple  like,  “Good  King,  is  there  anything  I  can
humbly do for you?” The King would always say there was
nothing he needed done for him. Phinneus would manage
to stay in the King’s burrow just a little longer, maybe re-
porting unimportant business, maybe telling of a birth or a
death. And then he would leave.

The Council knew about these visits, and in fact their
only contact  with  their  King  was  through  their  Council
Head. Each day the Council would ask Phinneus about his
visit with the King the night before, and each day Phinneus
would lie—lie like the Serpent’s eyes lie to the Bogg.

“I believe,” Phinneus would tell them, “that King Car-
los is not digging a tunnel. From what he tells me it sounds
like he is digging an enormous burrow for himself. He says
he is the Greatest Bogg King, and he should have the Great-
est burrow.” And then Phinneus would end his lie the same
way he always did.

“But please, my fellow Council Members, please keep it
a secret. Do not tell any other Bogg. We must protect the
King's reputation.”

Any Bogg  who  know  their  Boggstory could  predict
what  happened.  Day after  day Phinneus’s  evil  lies  were
spread  throughout  the  Boggtown as  seeds  of  untruth  in
shells of gossip. And each new lie increased the distance be-
tween the Bogg and their King.

The lies were truly wicked:
King Carlos was building a burrow for Vandoff.
King  Carlos  was  trying  to  go  to  The  Man’s  Great

Dwelling without taking the Bogg.
King Carlos felt it beneath his Greatness to live in the
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Boggtown with other Bogg.
King Carlos said The Man did not care about the Bogg,

he was only digging himself a secret shelter against the next
storm.

And worst  of  all:  King Carlos  was not  even digging.
What he had really done was this—he had Blackfoot steal
some pups and they were down there digging for him. 

Now, every Bogg in that Boggtown had seen King Car-
los’s  deteriorating  condition,  and  in  their  rational  minds
they had to know Carlos Bogg was digging for all he was
worth. But what matters reason in the face of a wish? When
Bogg decide to believe lies  about another  Bogg they will
gladly toss aside any evidence not supporting the lie they
wish were true, even while accusing other Bogg of doing
the same to them. Lesser Bogg choose to see only what they
want  to  see,  then  think  themselves  Great  for  having  the
opinions some group of  other Lesser Bogg want to hear.
Great Bogg must face the truth and grow. Banxsome would
be such a Bogg. But these were not Great Bogg.

Phinneus’s plan worked. The lies consumed the minds
of  the  Bogg  as  the  fire  once  consumed  the  Boggtown,
so that as King Carlos dug in the depths for the sake of get-
ting closer to The Man’s promised Bogg Kingdom, he for-
feited his own Kingdom up above. Yet the Good King knew
nothing at all of this, right up to the day he reached what
was beneath the large square stone.

His  bloody paws  were  tugging  at  a  rock,  his  teeth
wedged behind it to act as a lever, and he was grunting and
groaning, shoving and shouting with each forceful tug.

“Auuurggh!”  “Ohhhrrr!”  “Urrrppphhhh!”  “AAAAr-
rrrgggghhhh!” And out it came. He carried the rock out of
the tunnel and deposited it some feet from the entrance. As
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he set the rock down he looked over at the Boggtown and
saw many Bogg standing on their mounds, looking suspi-
ciously over at him.

“They must be kind of amazed at what I’m doing,” he
thought.

King Carlos descended back down into his tunnel, and
in the dim light that wandered down there with him he ap-
proached the end of the tunnel. He felt the spot he'd pulled
the rock from, expecting to locate the next rock he would
have to move, but instead something smooth met his paw.
He thought,  at  first,  that  he  felt  his  own blood,  smooth
against the soil, but it was not. It was something smooth
and flat, something so smooth that it felt wet, and whatever
it was, he thought it was probably bigger than the width of
the tunnel he was digging.

He cleared away the soil from the smooth surface, and
as he did he could tell that the surface of the thing was not
some different kind of soil, nor was it a stone. It was more
like a tree, though trees are not flat and smooth. It looked,
King  Carlos  thought,  much  like  the  side  of  The  Man’s
Great Dwelling. He of course had never touched The Man’s
Great Dwelling, but even from afar he could detect its flat-
ness and smoothness.

King  Carlos  admiringly,  almost  worshipfully,  ran  his
paw along the flat thing. Could it be? Was this some part of
The Man’s Great Dwelling, stretching out here beneath the
square stones? Was  he right?  Was this  The Man’s  Great
Dwelling’s roots?  Excitement  overcame  him,  he  wanted
both to run and tell the Bogg of his discovery and stay right
where he was and learn more. He chose the latter.

King Carlos  dug along the flat  surface,  up, down, to
one side, to the other. The flat surface was big, very big. He
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dug until his hole was two Bogg tall and two Bogg wide and
the  flat  surface  still  filled  his  hole.  Then he  dug  upward
against the flat surface until he reached its edge. A corner!
With new energy supplied by his discovery he dug at the
soil above the flat surface, up over the top of it, and soon
his tunnel went far enough to let him stand atop the thing.
This upper  surface curved some,  but it  was made of  the
same smooth stuff as the flat surface. King Carlos dug his
tunnel farther along the curved surface as it sloped up, then
back downward as it sloped down, until his tunnel traveled
over it about four Bogg lengths, and then he came to an-
other edge. Here he dug downward on the other side of the
thing.

Now King Carlos had some idea of the thing’s size. He
figured that in about two to three Bogg lengths he would
encounter  another  edge,  the  bottom,  and  he  was  right.
There he turned, dug three or four Bogg lengths under the
thing, reached an expected edge, dug upward just a bit, and
connected with the  spot  at  which he first  pulled out  the
rock and discovered the smooth surface. Carlos now had his
tunnel running up over the thing, down the other side, and
back beneath it to this spot. He had encircled the smooth
thing with his tunnel.

"A tunnel builder," he thought. "Like Beginigin."
King  Carlos  ran  around  the  thing  several  times,  his

paws enjoying its smoothness as a change from the rough
dirt. As he wondered what to do about his discovery he sud-
denly realized how late it was getting. All light was disap-
pearing from his tunnel,  and so King Carlos,  with much
hesitation, finally left the smooth thing and went back to
his burrow.

That night Phinneus Bogg visited King Carlos in his
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burrow.
“How goes the tunnel, Good King?” Phinneus asked in

his deep, powerful voice, feigning interest.
“Well!” King Carlos answered, then thought he might

want to hide his enthusiasm. “It’s going okay, I guess, Phin-
neus. And how are the Bogg?”

“They are eager for your return to everyday Bogg life,”
Phinneus lied. “They miss their King.”

“I’m sorry, but you know this is just something I have
to do,  Phinneus.  There are things  The Man demands  of
Kings, and this is what He wants of me. I’m getting close,
though. Very close….”

Now  it  was  Phinneus’s  turn  to  hide  his  emotions.
“Good, King Carlos. Good.”

Phinneus turned to go, but just before he completely
disappeared up the hole King Carlos called out.

“Phinneus?”
Phinneus dropped back down into the burrow.
“Yes King Carlos?”
“Uh,  what  do  you  know  about  The  Man’s  Great

Dwelling?”
“What do you mean, Good King?”
“Uh, I, well—does He have only  one Dwelling?”
Phinneus shrugged his shoulders, indicating he didn’t

know. King Carlos went on anyway.
“Or does His Dwelling maybe have arms that reach out,

like roots, underground?”
“King?”  Phinneus  asked.  King  Carlos  squirmed  in

thought, an internal struggle evident on his face. Finally he
spoke.

“Phinneus, can I trust you?”
“Like no other Bogg, my King.” Phinneus said it in that
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deepest voice of his. The King spoke quietly.
“I am going to share something with you, Phinneus. I

think  I've  learned  something  about  The  Man’s  Great
Dwelling.”  He paused.  “It  is  like a  tree,  Phinneus.  It  has
roots. They run underground. The square stones are where
new Great Dwellings are trying to grow up from the roots.
Phinneus,  I  think  I  have  found  the  roots  of  His  Great
Dwelling.”

Phinneus looked interested, very interested. His interest
was genuine now. “My King, would it help if I accompanied
you tomorrow? I would be honored to do so.”

King Carlos thought. “Yes,” he said. “I think that would
be a good idea. Meet me here tomorrow just before the sun
comes.”

Phinneus  agreed  and  left,  and  by the  next  morning
word had spread throughout the Boggtown that their King
had gone mad. Completely mad.

That next morning King Carlos led Council head Phin-
neus Bogg down into the tunnel, and in no time they stood
before the smooth surface.

“See?” King Carlos said. “I have dug up and over it. Go
over it and look.” Phinneus did so, climbing up, over, back
under, and then popping up again next to King Carlos.

“It's as you said, King Carlos,” said Phinneus. Then he
pointed at the smooth thing. “So this goes all the way up to
The Man’s Great Dwelling?”

“I think so. You can see how far I’ve dug sideways and I
have not reached an edge.”

Grenadine rubbed his chin in thought, then addressed
his King. “I think we need to know for sure before reporting
this to the Bogg, Good King. If we dig together along it in
the direction of The Man’s Great Dwelling, we can find out
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sooner.“
“Good idea, Phinneus. Good idea.” And together they

dug. In the time it takes for a Bogg’s shadow to pass from
his side to beneath him they reached a corner. By the time
the day’s light ran out they had dug the tunnel around all
four smooth walls of the thing, so they now had a tunnel
over and under it as well as a tunnel around it.

Back in King Carlos’s burrow they discussed their dis-
covery.

“I don’t think it’s a root anymore,” King Carlos con-
fessed. “It can’t be. It's not connected to The Man's Great
Dwelling. I was wrong.”

“That's  quite  alright,  my King,”  Phinneus  reassured
him. “This is all new to the Bogg.”

“What do you think it is, Phinneus?”
Phinneus looked very serious. “I suspect it has some-

thing  to  do  with  the  square  stones  above  it.  Just  as  the
stones above it  are square,  so it  is  square.  I  think it  is  a
square tree, maybe, buried there for some reason we don’t
yet know.”

King Carlos didn’t agree. “I don’t think so, Phinneus,”
he said. “I think…” But Phinneus interrupted him.

“Hear me out, King. Hear me out. The Bogg imitate
The Man, do they not? Think of the Stick. Maybe close to
The Man’s Dwelling the stones and trees imitate His Great
Dwelling, making themselves square.”

“I don’t believe trees and stones have such thoughts or
the power to act on them, Phinneus.”

Phinneus  frowned.  “Well,  what  do  you  think  then,
King?” There was impatience in Phinneus’s question, more
impatience than a Bogg should direct toward a Bogg King,
but King Carlos seemed not to notice.
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“I think it's a dwelling, Phinneus. I think it's not solid
like a stone—it is empty, like a burrow.”

“King?”
“I think it's a dwelling, and I think what we've seen of it

is like the shell of a nut. Tomorrow, if The Man does not
stop me, I am going to see what's inside.”

Phinneus thought a moment. “May I accompany you,
Good King?”

“Of  course.  Meet  me  here  again,  same  time  in  the
morning.”

And before they set  out  the next  morning the entire
Boggtown knew the “secret”  of just how mad their  King
was.

The next morning King Carlos stood at the side of the
smooth thing,  Phinneus right beside him, and pointed at
the exact spot he had first seen on the thing.

“That is  where I'll  try to open it,  Phinneus.  It  seems
right, and also this spot will allow the most light in if I can
get inside it.”

King Carlos dug in his  teeth, scratching at  the shiny
surface, his worn claws scratching next to his teeth. In the
time it takes a Bogg to come back up to peep after seeing
Vandoff, King Carlos had worn away the shine of the area
and  made  many  scratch  marks  denting  the  thing.  He
stopped  there  and  had  Phinneus  take  over.  Phinneus
scratched away for a time, and though his efforts lacked the
passion of his King’s digging, he soon had scratched a rut
about as deep as a Bogg tail is wide, when wet. Then King
Carlos took over again, digging with a passion so few Bogg
ever dare possess, a passion born of a furious desire to know
something unknown,  to see what  no Bogg has  yet  seen.
King Carlos wanted to know what was beneath The Man’s
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Great Dwelling and his strange square stones.
“I'm through!” King Carlos exclaimed without stopping

his work. He had a hole about the size of a Bogg’s eye in the
thing. “I'm through, Phinneus!” Phinneus seemed alarmed
rather than excited by this news, but King Carlos was al-
most  jubilant.  “I  am  through!”  He  got  back  to  digging,
faster and faster,  his  worn claws and teeth tearing at  the
smooth thing, sending slivers of it flying about the tunnel.
Something else was moving about the tunnel, though King
Carlos had not seemed to notice it. It was a smell. A bad
smell. Phinneus covered his nostrils as the stench filled the
tunnel, but King Carlos still seemed not to notice. Finally
his hole was big enough to climb through.

“I’m going in,”  he announced,  but Phinneus tried to
stop him.

“King—the  smell—it's  the  Heap,  it's  Death,  and  it  is
coming from inside that dwelling!” King Carlos didn't an-
swer, he just hopped in.

Phinneus heard no sound from the small dwelling for a
time,  he  figured King  Carlos  was  letting  his  eyes  adjust.
Then he heard movement, shuffling, and then a clunk of
something falling.

“Oh!”  he  heard King  Carlos  yell.  The  King  sounded
startled, maybe even stricken. “Oh noooo! Oh oh oh oh! Oh
noooooo…” Phinneus heard more shuffling, another clunk,
and then King Carlos appeared in the hole.

King Carlos was not the same energetic, eager, driven
Bogg  who  had  gone  in.  He  was  weak  and  sickened,  as
though the smell had nearly killed him. He had gone in a
young  King,  albeit  a  worn-out  young  King,  but  he  was
coming out ancient, thin, emaciated, almost dead. All there
was about him that had given him life and driven him to ex-
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plore the small dwelling—all of that was now gone, taken by
whatever he had discovered inside there.

Phinneus looked at his King, and as he did so his jaw
fell open in wonder. Had King Carlos really changed that
much? Was this the same Bogg? Then this Carlos, the dead
Carlos, without looking at Phinneus, spoke.

“Bones,” he said. “The Man’s bones.” Now he looked at
his Council Head. “That is what's in there, Phinneus. The
Man dies—just like the Bogg.”

“No!” Phinneus shouted in a voice much higher than
any Bogg had ever heard him use.

“I’m afraid so,” the aged King said softly.
Phinneus thought a moment, and as he did the strength

and depth returned to his voice. When he spoke it sounded
as  if  he were the Bogg in charge  down there.  “Even so,
King,” Phinneus instructed, “the Bogg must not know. Let
them find out in their own time, King Carlos. Something
like this could destroy the Boggtown.”

King Carlos took his gaze back off Phinneus and looked
at the floor of his tunnel. After a moment he looked back up
and gave his order.

“Go,  Phinneus,”  he  said.  “Assemble  the  Bogg  at  the
Stump. I’ll close the tunnel.”

The  Boggcrowd  that  gathered  in  the  hollow  looked
anxiously back and forth between the Stump and the en-
trance to the hollow, waiting for their  King to arrive.  As
their anxiety grew, Council Head Phinneus Bogg climbed
atop the Stump.

“Bogg,”  he  said,  “you  have  heard  all  sorts  of  crazy
things about your King, and as a Council Head, I feel it my
duty to protect King Carlos’s reputation.” Phinneus paused,
then placed his paw over his heart. “However, as a Bogg I
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feel it more my duty to tell you the truth.” A few startled
gasps came up to the Stump, and now all Bogg eyes were
focused on Phinneus. His face became sad.

“King Carlos has gone mad,” Phinneus Bogg said with
feigned  pain  in  his  voice,  shaking  his  head  as  he  spoke.
More gasps escaped the Bogg—stronger gasps, and louder.
Phinneus  went  on,  the  sadness  now  replaced  by  anger.
“Mad, Bogg. Your King is mad.”

 Thud! A Bogg fainted.
“Bogg, as you know I have been in the tunnel with him

these last two days and I can confirm that most of the ru-
mors  we  have  heard  are  true.”  Now the  sounds  coming
from the Bogg were more than gasps, they were held-back
shouts. “I will not at this point say which rumors are true,
but be certain that many are.” How clever Phinneus Bogg
was. He went on.

“Now, when King Carlos arrives he may tell you wild
stories of  what he has seen down there.  You may humor
him if you wish, but be certain—his wild tales  are not true. I
have been down there, and I have seen nothing but slaving
Bogg pups digging away in his meaningless tunnel.”

“Our King is Mad!” a Bogg yelled.
“Totally nutshells!” Another seconded.
“Shhhhh… Shhhhhhh…” Phinneus quieted them down.

“He is still your King. Have mercy, Bogg.” And at that very
moment King Carlos walked into the hollow.

The Boggcrowd, as  soon as  they realized he had en-
tered, turned almost as one and beheld him. He was pitiable
—so  skinny,  white,  and bloody,  that  several  Bogg let  out
shrieks, and the thuds of their  fainting bodies hitting the
earth echoed around the hollow. Their King was the oldest,
sickest Bogg they had ever seen. The Bogg fell silent.
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King Carlos advanced through the silent, staring Bog-
gcrowd, up to the Stump, and with a mighty effort climbed
atop it. Phinneus hardly made room for him, so the King
asked, “Phinneus, will you please help me here?” Phinneus
did nothing. Something was wrong in his Boggtown, and
King Carlos was just beginning to become aware of it.

King Carlos steadied himself and began. His voice was
tired, almost lifeless. “I have been beneath the largest of the
square stones…” King Carlos stopped, his face distraught as
he struggled with an enormous decision. He began again.

“Let me make my Law, Bogg.” Phinneus started at this.
“No, King!” he shouted, but some of the Bogg in the

Boggcrowd rebuked him.
“Let the King speak!”
“Yeah! Let him finish!”
The King went on. “This is my Law:” he said. “No Bogg

may ever dig beneath the square stones. That is my Law.”
Had any Bogg been looking they would have seen the relief
come over Phinneus’s face.

Now a Bogg in the Boggcrowd shouted up to the King.
“Why, King Carlos? Why can’t we dig there?”

“Yeah!”  shouted another  Bogg.  “Digging beneath the
square stones has been good enough for  you  to leave the
Boggtown to do it!”

A little life came back to the King as he answered. “Just
trust me, Bogg. It's for your own good.”

“He doesn’t want us to see the slave pups down there!”
another Bogg yelled.

“What?” King Carlos said.
“We know the things you do!” came a shout.
King Carlos turned to Phinneus.  “What do the Bogg

say?” he asked.
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“King,” Phinneus said loud enough for all the Bogg to
hear, “the Bogg have their own ideas of your tunnel. They
don’t believe your intentions were to get closer to The Man
and His Great Dwelling.”

“What?” the King asked. “Why do they think that? I’m
almost dead from it, and they think I did it why?”

A Bogg in the Boggcrowd shouted up to the Stump.
“King Carlos thinks he is too good to dwell with the Bogg!”

“Take him to the Heap!” shouted another.
“What?”  the  befuddled  King  asked.  Now  Phinneus

Bogg stepped forth.
“Bogg,  Bogg,”  he said,  quieting them down. “Please,

please, please. Do not accuse your King of anything until he
has spoken.”

“But why did he leave us?” a Bogg asked. “And what's so
evil in his tunnel that he won’t let us go down there?”

Phinneus  smiled a  crooked smile.  “Perhaps  he should
tell  you,”  he said.  King Carlos  was  beginning to suspect
what had happened in the Bogg-town while he was away,
and  to  him,  Phinneus  now  sounded  downright  sinister.
“Tell them, King…” Phinneus urged him.

Suddenly King Carlos felt trapped, like a Bogg on the
Heap. 

“I… I…” he stuttered.
“You’re  not  Beginigin!”  a  Bogg  shouted.  “Talk

straight!”
“I,  uh, okay.” The King took a deep breath and then

spoke as if scolding a misbehaving pup. “I can see what has
happened here in my absence.” He turned toward Phinneus.
“Phinneus,  you make Grenadine look like a  Great  Bogg,
you are so twisted.”

Phinneus  growled.  “Tell  them  King—tell  them  about
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your tunnel. The Bogg want to know what’s down there.”
“Yeah!” several Bogg shouted.
“Tell us King Carlos!”
King Carlos sighed. “Okay,” he said, “I wanted to pro-

tect  you  all,  but  I’ll  tell  you. The Man is  dead.  I  saw his
bones beneath the square stone.” A few shrieks met his ears,
and one solid thud.

“Did I not tell you that your King is mad?” Phinneus
asked the Bogg.

“Mad?”  King  Carlos  demanded  as  he  spun  toward
Phinneus. “You saw it too, Phinneus—take the Bogg down
in the tunnel and they’ll see too!”

Phinneus’s  sinister  grin  returned.  “King  Carlos,”  he
said, “we cannot take the Bogg down into the tunnel. Your
Law,  remember?”  A disgusted  sigh  escaped King  Carlos,
and then Phinneus went on. “But what we  can do is this:”
He looked out to the Boggcrowd. “Rockstadt Bogg, come
here please.”

A burly, broad-shouldered Bogg ran up to the Stump.
“Rockstadt, will you kindly go climb atop the cave and then
come back to us and report what you see?” Rockstadt nod-
ded and ran off.

The Bogg anxiously waited, looking back and forth be-
tween the cave and the Stump. Soon those looking at the
cave  saw Rockstadt  Bogg  atop  it,  looking  around,  while
those looking at the Stump saw their King swaying on the
Stump so that at times it seemed he would fall off. No Bogg
helped him. In the time it takes to carry a King to the Heap,
Rockstadt returned and stood, breathing hard,  before the
Stump.

“Did you  climb  atop  the  cave,  Rockstadt?”  Phinneus
asked even though all the Bogg had seen him do so.
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“I did.”
“What could you see from there?”
“The old Boggtown across the river, of course. And the

river.  And  some  remnants  of  the  Boggtown  that  was
flooded. Lots of stuff.”

“Rockstadt—Did you look up the hill?”
“Yes,” Rockstadt said.
“Could you see The Man’s Great Dwelling?”
“Yes.”
“Was The Man outside?” There was a pause as Rock-

stadt and the Boggcrowd grasped why Phinneus had sent
him to the cave.

“Yes,”  Rockstadt  finally  answered.  “He  was  with  his
birds.”

Gasps filled the hollow. King Carlos tried to say some-
thing but Phinneus put his paw over the King’s mouth. The
Bogg saw the resignation in the King’s eyes before Phin-
neus felt it in his body and removed his paw. King Carlos
knew he was done.

“Now  Rockstadt,”  Phinneus  said  as  King  Carlos’s
shoulders slumped and his gaze fell  to the ground. “How
can The Man be dead in the tunnel and alive up the hill?
Are you lying to us?”

“No sir. Any Bogg who want to can climb the cave and
see for themselves.”

Phinneus lifted his deep voice to address all the Bogg.
“You see,” he said, “I told you your King was mad. What
shall we do with him, Bogg?”

“The Heap!” came a shout.
“Yes, the Heap!”
“To the Heap!”
“Carlos is a liar! Take him to the Heap!”
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The Bogg got what they wanted.
Phinneus Bogg chose a Council, four Mannite-—Rock-

stadt,  who was Council  Head, Pentemone, Hirucum, and
Xenolot  Bogg,  and four Potneites—Menacles,  Rapphenes,
Ulicides, and Mossteum Bogg. This splitting of the Council
might have seemed to some Bogg to be symbolic of some
pursuit of fairness on King Phinneus’s part, but that was
not the case. In fact, not only was the even split not sym-
bolic, it was hardly even significant, for none of the eight
Council Members felt any strong allegiance to any idea or
thought. The Mannites of Phinneus’s Council differed from
the Potneites only in their lineage, for it was primarily from
ancestry that these Bogg determined what they were, not
from any ideas.

Gone were the days of the true believers, of Beginigin
who came over the hill not knowing where his dream was
leading him, of Potneus who would deal even with Vandoff
to try build his Great Society, of Ancredidine who sealed
himself outside the tunnel to stop the deadly smoke, or even
of Marcellus, who defied Bogg Law and led the Bogg into
the cave just before the Sound struck. Gone were the days
of  Greatness,  of  daring,  of  chance,  of  dreams,  of  Great
ideas. No longer was a King deemed Great because of his
soul, and no longer did the wives of Great Bogg suffer. The
leaders of the Bogg had become ordinary. They now sought
only one thing—the power to make things best  for  them-
selves.

These are the Recitations for Boggstory concerning the
reign of King Carlos. They are recited by all Bogg at each
and every Boggstory:
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The ninth Bogg King was King Carlos The Digger.
King Carlos wanted to get closer to The Man.
King Carlos dug a tunnel under the square stones.
King Carlos went mad in the tunnel.
King Carlos died on the Heap.
King Carlos was a Lesser King.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King Carlos:

No Bogg may ever dig beneath the square stones.

Bogg Law at this point consisted of nine Laws:

1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we 
are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
we must give Vandoff his due.
3. All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the 
river.
4. The Bogg must listen to The Man’s voice. It is 
the only way to the Kingdom.
5. Nothing can be done about Blackfoot and the 
Knife.
6. No Bogg shall ever go into the cave.
7. The Bogg must keep moving upward toward 
The Man.
8. The highest a Bogg can go is the Stump.
9. No Bogg may ever dig beneath the square 
stones.
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The Tenth Bogg King
Phinneus The Law

King Phinneus, working by himself, finished sealing up
the tunnel  so no Bogg would ever  know of  his  lies,  and
when the  truth was  buried deep enough he settled  in as
Bogg King.  Phinneus  was  determined to  make the  Bog-
gtown over the way he wanted it, which meant totally sub-
mitted to him, and he was determined to make the Bogg see
things his way. He was eager to get to work, but Phinneus
was clever enough to let several Boggstories pass before im-
plementing  any of  his  changes.  The  Bogg  needed  some
time  to  get  over  the  trauma  created  by their  traitorous,
crazy former King.

The Boggstory at which King Phinneus let the Bogg
know how things were going to be began like any other
Boggstory, but just when the Bogg were getting involved in
it  and  enjoying  the  singing,  King  Phinneus  climbed  the
Stump and interrupted. A few grumbles ran across the Bog-
gcrowd and Phinneus scanned the Boggcrowd for the of-
fenders. Phinneus found one of the grumblers, pointed to
him  and  said  in  his  deep,  gruff  voice,  “Rockstadt,  take
that dissenter to the Heap.” Phinneus put extreme stress on
the word ‘dissenter.’ All the Bogg in the hollow fell silent as
Rockstadt,  Menacles,  and Mossteum jumped on  the  sur-
prised Bogg and dragged him kicking and screaming to the
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Heap, barking for Vandoff as they went.
Thud!
“You  see,  Bogg,”  Phinneus  began  when  his  Council

Members  returned,  “there  will  be  no  more dissent in  this
Boggtown. What a  Boggtown cannot  survive,  more than
anything, is dissent. I am King now, by The Man’s own de-
sire, and I will do what no other Bogg King has done. I will
lead  us  to  the  Bogg  Kingdom.”  A
few  oohs and aaahs reached  the  Stump,  but  overall  the
Bogg weren't too excited about a King who had just sent an
innocent Bogg to the Heap. They were far more afraid.

King Phinneus went on. “I will do what all other Kings
have failed to do. I—King Phinneus The Law.” So Phinneus
had already given himself a name for Boggstory, the Bogg
noted. Phinneus hardly paused to let this sink in.

“The Mannites  could not  lead us  to  the Bogg King-
dom,” he said, “for despite all their desire to travel upward,
they lack understanding of what upward really is. And the
Potneites could not lead us there, for though they under-
stood the power  of  Law,  they lacked the commitment  to
harness it and use it for the Bogg’s own good. I will.” No re-
sponses, just quiet, obedient Bogg.

“So now I will show you  how The Man meant for this
Boggtown to be run from its Great beginning; I will show
you what all other Bogg Kings have not understood.” Phin-
neus paused as he readied himself to deliver his main mes-
sage.

“Bogg, all of Boggstory revolves around one Law, the
Greatest  of  all  Bogg  Laws.  And  that  Law  is  Isaiah’s
Law: The Bogg must listen to The Man’s voice. It is the only
way to the Kingdom. Bogg, this Law will soon be fulfilled,
and  we  will  have  the  Bogg  Kingdom.  You  see,  The
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Bogg must listen to The Man’s voice. It is the only way to
the Kingdom. It is the only path to the Potneites' Great So-
ciety.  It  is  the  only path to the Mannite's  Bogg Kingdom.
But Bogg, here is what all others Bogg Kings have missed:
The  Man’s  voice  is  the  Law.  I  am  the  Law’s  enforcer.
Therefore I am the Law. Therefore I am The Man’s voice.
Therefore all Bogg must do what I say. And this is the Law I
make as Bogg King:  I, King Phinneus, am the Law. I am The
Man’s voice.” Silence met this pronouncement.

“Bogg, I do not expect all of you to understand this yet,
you need only know that The Man put me here, and I am
the Law. What  I say is The Man’s will, The Man’s will is
what I say. In this way we will create the Bogg Kingdom. It
is  unavoidable;  Isaiah’s  law  says  so.”  Phinneus  gave  a
sweeping wave of his arm to the Bogg. “You are dismissed,”
he said, and began to turn from them.

“But King, we haven’t finished Boggstory yet!” a Bogg
in the Boggcrowd said. King Phinneus spun back around.

“Who  said  that?”  he  demanded.  A  Bogg  sheepishly
raised his paw.

King  Phinneus  snarled  at  the  poor  offender,  then
turned to his Council. “Council Head Rockstadt! Do your
duty! Take this dissenter to the Heap!” And for the second
time during that Boggstory an innocent Bogg was carried
out to the Heap. The subsequent  thud of Vandoff taking his
due from the Heap would be the sound that defined King
Phinneus’s reign. And what a brutal reign it was.

There was no infraction too small to warrant the Heap
if the King felt it just, and there was no obscenity so vile
that  the Council  could not  commit  it  unpunished,  if  the
King approved the obscenity. Blood poured—Bogg blood—
Vandoff grew fat,  and the Bogg suffered as never before.
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They had seen bad times—fire and flood, but nothing had
been as deadly as their King.

Those who complained learned to do so in silence as in
the days of Othello, and their misery led them to cry out—
silently—to  The  Man.  Their  families,  their  friends,  even
their former foes went to the Heap, and they could do noth-
ing at all to stop the blood. Phinneus grew fat from the trib-
ute each family now had to pay to the Law, and the Bog-
gtown’s roots and shoots piled up in his over-sized burrow
to relieve him of the need to forage. Rockstadt Bogg and the
rest of the Council were mean and cruel. They could, with
impunity, drag any Bogg to the Heap without reason.

There was no appeal to Law—Phinneus was the Law.
Good Bogg died in Vandoff’s talons, and still more blood
poured out. The Bogg grew silent and fearful, they dared no
action that could be deemed in any way to be dissent. Dis-
sent. That was the word King Phinneus used to sentence the
Bogg to the Heap, if  any formal  sentence was even pro-
nounced. Most times there was not. The Bogg suffered as
the  blood  ran,  and  the  blood  ran  as  the  Bogg  suffered.
Eventually the Bogg lost hope. All hope. But then The Man
answered their silent cries.

The answer did not come in fire, nor in flood. The Man
did not change the King, nor the weather. No, He commu-
nicated this time in a far more subtle way.

During  one  Boggstory  a  male  Bogg  from  a  devout
Mannite  lineage—Ancredidine’s  lines—had  an  experience.
His name was Jethro Bogg, and he was married to a lovely
young  Bogg  named  Sarah.  Sarah  was  descended  from  a
long line of devout Potneites, and in fact could trace her
lineage  straight  back  to  King  Potneus  himself.  And  her
belly was swollen with pups.
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What happened was this: As Jethro Bogg stood in Bog-
gstory  singing  The  Man’s  Prophecy,  something
changed. Something. It  was  nothing in the hollow around
him;  it  was  neither  the  words  nor  the  melody  nor  the
strength  of  their  song.  No,  it  was  something  else.  The
Man’s Prophecy—that was what changed. It  grew. It  grew
like  the  plants  in  the  warming  season  grow,  when  they
come back from the dead and grow green and give life to
new flowers  and  fruits—it  was  like  that.  As  Jethro  stood
singing about a broken deliverer he was struck by the idea
that this song was actually true, and The Man’s Prophecy
came back from the dead and visited him somewhere deep
inside. Tears of hope filled Jethro’s eyes but he quickly hid
them, and it wasn’t until that night in his burrow that he
mentioned his experience to his wife.

“Sarah,” he said as they lay in the dark burrow. “Did
you feel anything different at Boggstory today?”

Sarah moved her eyes around as she thought. “No, not
really,” she said. “Except our pup, he seemed excited." She
smiled at the thought. "At one point he jumped in my belly
and almost made me faint, it hurt so bad.”

“Oh,”  Jethro  Bogg  said.  He  sounded  disappointed.
Then a thought came over his face.

“Why do you say the pup is a boy?” he asked. “And how
do you know it will be just  one pup?”

“I just do, Jethro. Some things you just know, you don’t
need to know  how you know.”

Jethro perked up. “That’s exactly what I mean, Sarah.
That’s what I felt was different at Boggstory.”

“What?”
“I just  knew, Sarah. I just  knew.”
“Knew what?”
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Jethro wiggled around, getting more comfortable, then
answered.

“When we sang The Man’s  Prophecy, it  was,  well,  it
was… it was real. Like I had never ever heard it before, like I
was hearing it for the first time.”

Surprise showed on Sarah’s face. “That’s  exactly when
the pup jumped in my belly—at the very first, when we sang
‘I send a broken deliverer’—OW!” she interrupted herself.

“What?” Jethro asked. “You okay, Sarah?”
“He kicked me again!”
“Wait,”  Jethro  said.  “He  kicked  you  right  when  you

said…”
“Shush!” she interrupted. “Don’t say it, he might kick

me again.”
“You’re  being  silly,  Sarah,  he  can’t  hear  you.”  But

Jethro’s mind was working. Suddenly, without warning, he
spit it out.

“I send a broken deliverer!”
“OW!” Sarah yelled, then punched Jethro in the stom-

ach. “How do you like it?” They both laughed, then grew
quiet again.

“Sarah?” Jethro asked.
“Yes?”
“Do you think The Man is trying to tell us something?”
“If The Man isn’t, then this pup is.”
That night he came to Jethro. He hung in the cool dark

air of the burrow as the Knife hangs in the sky, his image
rolling and bending this way and that like the images of dis-
tant trees through the ground-heat in the hot season. Jethro
sensed him there above him and opened up his eyes. He was
not scared. The visitor spoke.

“J-J-Jethro B-Bogg,” the visitor said in a commanding
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voice,  a  voice  that  was  somehow alive like  The  Man’s
Prophecy had been earlier  that  day. Jethro knew who he
was. He answered.

“Yes, Great King Beginigin?”
The apparition nodded. “J-Jethro B-B-B-Bogg—Ph-Ph-

Phinneus and hi-is bad ideas m-m-must b-be removed from
the S-S-S-Stump.” Jethro nodded. He certainly agreed with
that. The apparition continued. “Your s-s-son, the p-pup in
your,  uh,  w-w-wife’s  b-b-belly,  shall  overthr-thr-throw
Phinneus a-a-and his, uh, ideas. A tr-tr-true K-King must
lead the, uh, the Bogg, aa-a-and he m-m-must sit atop the
O-O-One T-True Stump. Y-Y-Your uh,  s-son,  J-Jethro, he
sh-sh-shall  b-be that True K-K-King. B-But before he-ee,
uh,  c-c-can  deth-th-throne  Phinneus  and  s-s-s-s-sit  atop
the, uh, One True Stu---ump, you m-m-must d-do what I t-
t-t-tell you.”

“Yes Great King Beginigin?”
“Y-Y-You  must  j-journey beneeee---eath  the,  uh,  the

square s-stones. Y-Y-You must s-s-s-see what K-King Carlos
s-saw. You m-m-must t-tell the Bogg.”

“I will,” Jethro said, and King Beginigin was gone.
Jethro Bogg woke Sarah and told her of his latest weird

experience.
“Was it a dream?” she asked.
“I don’t think so. I’m sure I was awake.”
Sarah looked frightened. “But nothing like this has ever

happened to the Bogg before,” she said. “It’s just so hard to
believe,  Jethro.  I  don’t  know…  I  wish  The  Man  would
let me know, because Phinneus is sure to send you to the
Heap if you go digging. You'd be breaking the Law and he's
the Law.”

Even though Sarah was unconvinced, Jethro was sure
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of what he needed to do, and he even thought The Man
would protect him and his family as he dug. But how could
he convince his wife? He thought a bit, until he fell upon
his solution.

“Sarah?” he said. “Do you really need proof that this is
all real?”

“I sure would like some sort of proof Jethro.”
“Okay. I send a broken deliverer.”
“Owwww! Okay,  okay.  You  can  dig  your  tunnel.  But

how will  you keep it a secret? Phinneus will  send you to
Vandoff long before you see what’s down there.”

“I’ve thought about that. You’ll need to go stay in your
sister Melemony’s burrow. I need our burrow to backfill the
dirt into as I dig. With no dirt piled above ground, no one
will know.”

“But  Melemony is  married  to  Ulicides.  How can  we
keep all this from a Council Member?”

“You’ll  have to tell  them that  you’re worried,  or  that
you don’t feel well. Whatever. In only days our son will be
born—tell  them you’re scared and you need watching. Or
tell them I am no good. Whatever. But keep it a secret.”

Sarah thought on it. “Okay,” she said, but she was not
at all happy about it.

That day Sarah went to live with her sister and Jethro
began digging. It took him two days to connect with the
soft dirt of King Carlos’s filled-in tunnel, and then the dig-
ging was easy. On the third day, just before evening, Jethro
reached the site  of  King Carlos’s  discovery just  as  Sarah
gave birth to their son. In the dim, dim light Jethro saw The
Man’s  bones  at  the  very instant  Sarah  saw the  mangled
back right leg of the newborn pup as her sister lifted him
high for  inspection.  At the sight of  the bones Jethro fell
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backward, stumbling out into the tunnel, and he cried out
to  King  Beginigin  to  come  again  and  comfort  him,  but
King Beginigin did not come. At the sight of her crippled
son Sarah cried out too—to The Man whose bones lay be-
fore Jethro. “Oh, please help him!” she cried. There was no
answer.

Jethro Bogg stumbled in a daze back through his tun-
nel. Once in his burrow he fell into the little space he had
left. He remembered that King Beginigin had told him to
see what Carlos had seen and then tell the Bogg, but what
he had seen was too far beyond anything he had expected.
No, he would never tell anyone. Ever. He heard a commo-
tion up at his mound, and then a Bogg shouted down.

“Uncle Jethro, your son is born!”
Excitement shot through Jethro’s body and he was up

and sprinting over to see Sarah and the pup, forgetting his
troubles  as  he  ran.  When  he  reached  Ulicides  Bogg’s
mound he dove down the hole and found his wife safe and
healthy in the burrow, holding their infant son, with stern
Ulicides Bogg and smiling Melemony Bogg standing by her
side. Sarah smiled to Jethro as he stood there timidly staring
at his wife and son.

“Your son is here,” Sarah said. “He is beautiful. Come
hold him.”

Jethro  began  moving  toward  his  wife  and  pup  but
halted when he heard Ulicides speak.

“He's  a  cripple,”  Ulicides  spit  out.  Melemony  Bogg
slapped her husband’s arm.

Jethro turned toward Ulicides and spoke with a force so
strong  it  was  almost  frightening.  “Then  we  will  name
him Banxsome,” Jethro said, seeming to dare Ulicides to say
another  negative  word.  “Banxsome Bogg.”  Jethro  turned
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back and covered the last few steps to his family.
Jethro stopped next to his wife, smiled at her, then gen-

tly picked up  the  pup and  held  it  close  to  his  chest.  He
kissed  the  pup several  times,  then  spun  in  a  joyful  little
dance with his beautiful son, oblivious to any other Bogg in
the land. In that first touch, in that first caress, all the fear
Jethro had for his pup, all the fear he had over his own lack
of worth as a father, all his fears of any kind—all of them
disappeared.  They were  replaced  by a  love  so  strong,  so
hopeful, so promising, that Jethro felt sure that as long as
there was love that strong anywhere in the land there would
be hope for any Bogg in any Boggtown.

Jethro held up his closed-eyed child and saw that his
right rear leg was missing—no—it was there all right. But it
was a shriveled little thing. It would be useless. This didn’t
matter to Jethro, though, for that love he was in possession
of was so strong that no obstacle could worry him.

“Come, Sarah,”  he said.  “Let us go home now.” And
they took their broken pup back to their own hole.

In  the  safety of  their  hole  Sarah  asked  what  he  had
found in his tunnel.

“Nothing,” he told her, but she could see on his face he
was lying.

That night Jethro cleared a little more room in their
burrow, and the three slept in one happy, furry Boggpile of
love. The next day Jethro sealed the tunnel back up, then
held his wiggling son and felt the love of fatherhood flood-
ing him again. For eleven days he held and played with his
son, and he thought everything would be just fine. He really
believed such a powerful feeling could fix everything. He
was wrong.

“Jethro  Bogg,  report  to  the  Stump!”  This  order  was
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shouted down Jethro’s hole by a voice Jethro recognized as
Council Head Rockstadt’s, and immediately Jethro knew he
was in trouble. Big trouble. This was how many one-way
trips  to  the  Heap  began,  with  Rockstadt  Bogg  shouting
down a hole. Jethro could hear barking off in the distance—
the Bogg were being called the Stump. Someone was going
to the Heap, and Rockstadt was standing at his mound now,
shouting for him to come up.

“Jethro Bogg, up and out!  You are summoned to the
Stump!”

“What’s happening?” Sarah cried out.
“They must know about the tunnel,” Jethro said. “But

how?”  he  wondered  aloud.  Something  on  Sarah’s  face
changed, and as her countenance shifted Jethro understood
what had happened. Words came to Jethro, they were not
these exact words, but they were something like them: The
Bogg are no great keepers of secrets.

“You  told  Melemony,  didn’t  you?”  he  asked  Sarah.
There was no anger in his voice. Sarah burst into sobs.

“Oh, forgive me!” she screamed. “Forgive me Jethro! I
didn’t think she would tell!”

Jethro stepped forward and hugged her. “I forgive you,”
he said. “I think maybe it had to happen. There could be no
other way. I have to tell the Bogg what I saw in the tunnel.
Great King Beginigin said so.” Sarah cried in his arms and
then little Banxsome howled out as if in pain, and Sarah ran
to her son.

“Jethro!” Rockstadt shouted again. “I’m coming down!”
“I’m on my way up,” Jethro shouted up the hole, and he

went to his  wife and son and kissed them both goodbye.
Then he climbed up the hole.

Rockstadt  Bogg  shoved  Jethro  into  the  crowded,
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buzzing hollow and up front to the Stump, atop which cor-
pulent King Phinneus stood scowling.

“A dissenter!” Phinneus declared as he pointed at Jethro,
his deep voice dripping with accusation. “A dissenter, a dig-
ger, a liar!” Most of the Bogg knew Jethro and knew him to
be a good soul, so they were surprised at these charges.

“How  do  you  plead,  Jethro  Bogg?”  Phinneus  de-
manded.

“To what?” Jethro asked.
“You  know good  and  well  what,  Jethro  Bogg.”  Now

Phinneus addressed all the Bogg.
“Jethro Bogg is a lawbreaker! He dug into King Carlos’s

tunnel. That is a violation of Bogg Law, punishable by the
Heap!”  Some of  the  Bogg gasped in astonishment.  They
simply could not imagine this behavior by Jethro Bogg.

“What do you have to say for yourself, Jethro?” King
Phinneus demanded.

Jethro was silent. He looked around at the Bogg, who
all stared back at him, and something in his demeanor told
them to listen to what he was about to say. Even Phinneus
seemed restrained by this sensation. Finally Jethro spoke, or
rather yelled, not to Phinneus, but to all  the Bogg in the
hollow.

“I had to!” he shouted. “King Beginigin came to me in
some sort of a dream. He told me to go see what was down
there and tell the Bogg!”

“What was down there Jethro?” a Bogg yelled out, risk-
ing his life doing so. Jethro paused as he saw Sarah enter
the back of the hollow with Banxsome in her arms. Their
eyes met a moment, and then Jethro returned his attention
to the Bogg. He let them have it.

“Bones!” he yelled. “The Man’s bones! King Carlos told
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the truth!” Total disorder ensued—Bogg running this way
and that, Bogg fainting, Bogg crying out for explanations,
Bogg shouting declarations about King Carlos’s innocence
and King Phinneus’s guilt. Phinneus said nothing, and for
just  a  moment  Jethro  thought  he  might  actually survive
this.  But when King Phinneus The Law spoke out in his
booming voice, all order returned to the Boggtown.

“Bogg!” he shouted. “Did I not say he is a  liar? Who
will  dare say I  am wrong and join Jethro on the Heap?”
Now the Bogg stood silent as Phinneus scanned their timid
faces.  Phinneus  was  about  to  speak  when  he  was  inter-
rupted.

“I will,” a soft voice said. It was Sarah Bogg, calling out
from the back of the hollow. The Bogg turned to behold
her.

“I say you are wrong, Phinneus,”  Sarah said to a few
startled Bogg gasps. “If Jethro says he saw The Man’s bones
in  King  Carlos’s  tunnel,  then  that  is  what  he  saw.”  Ex-
cited  oohs came from some of the Bogg, and this encour-
aged Sarah. “I was with him the night Beginigin came. I did
not see the vision Jethro saw, but I believed him when he
told me.”

Phinneus  did  not  explode,  though  many thought  he
would. No, Phinneus was far too clever for that. It would
not be enough to send them both to the Heap, Phinneus
knew.  No,  they and  their  story must  be  destroyed.  Jethro
Bogg had tried to undermine his authority and now Sarah
too had challenged him. Phinneus knew he had to remind
the Bogg that  he was the Law, that he alone was the power
behind the Bogg Kingdom. Phinneus asked Sarah a ques-
tion. A clever question.

“Why do you believe something so foolish, something
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so crazy that the only Bogg in all of Boggstory to have ever
said he saw it was a mad King?” Phinneus now spoke to all
the Bogg. “Why?” he asked. He pointed at Sarah. “I know
you will say you believe this foolishness because Jethro is
your husband and you trust him, but Carlos was our King
and we trusted him too. And King Carlos was mad. Mad,
Sarah. So why, Sarah Bogg, why?”

Phinneus  knew he  had  trapped  her.  He  had  already
smeared her only possible answer. He could see the Bogg
already thinking his thoughts, asking themselves why? They
were already discounting anything she would say. Phinneus
could see Jethro before him, thinking so hard, trying to find
a way to avoid the Heap. Phinneus was sure he had them
now. But Phinneus knew only half the story.

“Why?” Sarah Bogg repeated his question. “Because be-
fore Jethro ever went down in that tunnel,  he had some-
thing happen during Boggstory while we sang The Man’s
Prophecy.”

Interested Ooohs and Aaaahs came  from  the  Bog-
gcrowd as Sarah went on.

“In Boggstory Jethro was overcome with a feeling that
those words we sing,  those words about the  broken deliv-
erer, were true.”

Phinneus mocked her. “A  feeling? Jethro had a feeling?”
“Yes!” Jethro jumped in, but Phinneus and Sarah both

looked at  him to  keep him silent.  Jethro  slunk back and
Phinneus again looked to Sarah at the back of the hollow.

“So you base your faith in him on a  feeling?” Phinneus
had a disdainful smile on his face, but it disappeared with
her answer.

“No. I believe him because every time those words are
said…”
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“What words?” Phinneus demanded.
“I send a broken deliverer…” and as she said this Banx-

some jumped in her arms and let out an excited noise. The
Bogg  responded  to  this  with  excited  Bogg  sounds,  and
Sarah went on in fast,  forceful phrases.  “Whenever those
words  were  said,  the  pup  leapt inside  my  belly—every
time, King Phinneus.  Right up until  he was born! And to
this day he jumps at them. That’s why I believe Jethro, King
Phinneus,  because  I  know The  Man  is  trying  to  tell  us
something!  He  leaps  at  The  Man’s  Prophecy,  Phinneus!
And it’s not just coincidence that my pup is broken, just like
the Prophecy says!”

Gasps  filled  the  hollow,  followed  by two  thuds  from
fainting Bogg. King Phinneus, for the first time in his reign,
was stunned. He hesitated long enough for a Bogg to shout
out the idea that was growing in the hollow.

“The deliverer!” the brave Bogg shouted up toward the
Stump. Other Bogg joined in.

“The pup will save us!” was the next cry heard.
“The pup is our deliverer!” another Bogg shouted
“Our  broken deliverer!”
“SILENCE!” King  Phinneus  bellowed.  “Bring  me  the

pup!”
“No!” Sarah Bogg cried as she wrapped her arms pro-

tectively around Banxsome.  Phinneus  directed  Mossteum
and Ulicides to go fetch the pup. Sarah looked across the
hollow to Jethro as the two Council Members came toward
her, her eyes screaming out her anguish. Jethro tried to tell
her with his eyes what he felt in his heart, that all this was
beyond their control, that there was nothing to do but go
along. The Man was at work, Jethro knew, but he was not
sure exactly how that fit with The Man's bones being in the
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tunnel. But Sarah Bogg read Jethro’s eyes and understood
them to say this: This is bigger than us. We can only play
our part.

Ulicides Bogg snarled at his sister-in-law as he snatched
the pup from her, and Banxsome began to scream as Uli-
cides rushed him forward to the Stump. Phinneus took the
poor, small thing, lifted him by one arm to inspect him, and
then chuckled. Low at first, then louder. Now he was laugh-
ing. The Bogg were confused. They began to mumble con-
fused sounds and questions until Phinneus finally stopped
laughing. He held the pup up to the Boggcrowd, and most
of  them for the first  time saw Banxsome’s  withered back
right leg. Pained sounds escaped some of the female Boggs’
lips.

“This?  This  is  your  deliverer?”  Phinneus  bellowed,
holding Banxsome out for all to see. “This? A cripple?” He
turned to Jethro. “What is his name oh father of the deliv-
erer?”

“Banxsome,” Jethro said. There were measures of pride
and resistance in his voice.

“An appropriate title!” Phinneus spat, and then threw
the pup more at than to Jethro. Jethro caught him.

“Send  them  all  to  the  Heap,”  Phinneus  said  and
brushed the air with a paw, indicating how unimportant the
three of them were to him.

“Noooo!” Sarah Bogg cried from the back of the hol-
low. “Not my puuup!” And then Jethro acted. In an act born
of pure hope in the goodness of the Bogg, Jethro threw the
pup  out  into  the  Boggcrowd.  Excited  exclamations  flew
about, and then Jethro could see the Bogg, as if they were
compelled by some invisible force, passing the pup back to
the entrance where Sarah Bogg snatched him up.
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“Run Sarah!” Jethro shouted. “Go!” The Council turned
and looked up at the Stump to their stunned King for in-
structions.

“Rockstadt, Menacles, Rapphenes, stay here,” Phinneus
ordered.  “The  rest  of  you—Get  Her!”  The  five  selected
Council Members ran out of the hollow.

Now  King  Phinneus  turned  to  Rockstadt  Bogg.  He
pointed  down  at  Jethro,  who  stood  looking  up  at  the
Stump.

“Kill him,” King Phinneus the Law said without emo-
tion.

Jethro did not stand still. He leapt up on the Stump and
bit at Phinneus, but missed, and Phinneus fell with all of his
great  weight  on  Jethro  and  was  able  to  hold  him  long
enough for the three Council Members to get to him. There
they killed Jethro, right up on the Stump in front of  the
Bogg, right there on the highest place a Bogg can go, ac-
cording  to  King  William.  Jethro’s  blood  ran  down  the
Stump’s sides and coagulated at its base before the eyes of
the traumatized Bogg. It was more blood than they had ever
seen, more blood even than King Andrew had shed after
drinking The Man’s sweet water. A wretched silence filled
the hollow.

Mossteum Bogg burst back into the hollow and all the
Bogg there turned toward him. He stopped a moment, said
nothing, then sprinted toward the Stump. When he reached
the Stump he froze in front of the body of Jethro, paralyzed
by the vision. His King’s deep, strong voice freed him.

“Well, did you get her?”
Mossteum shook himself, then looked up to his King.

“No King. Where she went, we can't follow.”
“Where did she go?”
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“To The Man. To His Great Dwelling. And The Man is
out there.”

King Phinneus thought a moment. A smile came to his
face when the wicked idea came to his mind.

“Call Vandoff,” he said. Mossteum ran out and did so.

The rest is recorded in Boggstory—in the official ver-
sion  of  Boggstory,  the wrong version,  the  one  that  says
King Phinneus brought about the Bogg Kingdom. But this
much of that part of Boggstory is true: Vandoff, summoned
by the Bogg’s own barks, swept down by The Man’s Great
Dwelling and collected his due. Several of the Council and
many other Bogg saw Vandoff flying off with Sarah Bogg in
his talons, but none saw the pup.
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Part Two

The Gospel
Of

Banxsome Bogg
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Out Of The Storm

The rain pounded the Boggtown almost as hard as it
had in the days of the flood as Maria Bogg poked her head
up from her burrow. She was looking for news—any news—
of the miserable storm’s end, and she was suffering for her
efforts. She was not up long enough even to check all eight
directions when her tan fur was already wetted brown and
her vision was blurred by rain in her eyes. She was about to
go nose down tail  up and disappear back down her hole
when  through  the  rain  she  caught  a  blurry  glimpse  of
something moving slowly through the storm. She stood up
high to see what it was, feeling safe enough to do so due to
the near invisibility provided by the thick rain.

Maria craned her neck up high, trying to see what it
was. It was coming up through the Boggtown from the di-
rection of the river, and it did not have a steady movement,
but more of a shuffle—like a wounded Bogg. And a Bogg it
was,  Maria  determined  as  the  apparition  drew nearer.  A
strange  Bogg.  The  stranger  was  shuffling  crookedly
through the Boggtown, and now he saw that  Maria  was
watching him through the rain. He altered his course and
headed directly toward her mound.

Despite the rain stinging her eyes she could tell that the
stranger’s shoulders were massive, and for just a moment
she  almost  supposed  him to  be  Council  Head  Rockstadt
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Bogg, maybe limping from being attacked by something.
But as the figure neared, she saw that his shoulders were too
big to be Rockstadt Bogg’s.

“Hello?” she called out, and even in the storm she could
see a friendly smile come over his face. As he limped closer
he called back in a voice that, though big and filled with
kindness, let her know he was in pain.

“Hello,” he called. “I’m hurt. Please, can you help me?”
Maria Bogg remained silent as he approached, unwill-

ing to offer aid to just any Bogg. These were bloody times,
and just being seen with the wrong Bogg might get you the
Heap. Even associating with the right Bogg today, should
he become the wrong Bogg tomorrow, could lead to death
on the Heap. The Heap already had her husband, it did not
need her or her pups too.

The stranger came close enough for her to make out
some details  about him. He seemed about the age of  her
oldest son, the one already out on his own. His shoulders
truly were large, bigger than any Bogg’s she had ever seen.
As  Maria  took  in  his  shoulders  she  saw something  that
brought out the compassion her motherhood had created in
her—his right shoulder was ripped open. The slash started
in front and went up over the shoulder. Maria could not tell
how far it went down his back. Her face registered her con-
cern as she hopped off her mound and scurried over to the
stranger to help. The stranger stopped out in the rain.

“My name is  Maria,”  she said, inspecting his  wound.
She found that it stopped at the top of his back. That was
good. “What happened?” she asked.

“Blackfoot,” the stranger said. “I killed the first one, but
the second one got a hold on me. Those lesser beasts don’t
fight fair—while one of ‘em’s in your face, another’s jump-
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ing on your rump!”
Maria thought that she should send him away for such

ridiculous talk, and she would have had his voice contained
one grain of conceit. But it didn’t. If there was anything,
any  emotion  or  any  idea  carried  along  beneath  the
stranger’s words, it was not conceit. It was fun.

“No Bogg survives Blackfoot,” Maria said.
“I almost didn’t,” he laughed, and his pain was evident

in his laugh. He pulled away and turned his rear end toward
her. “He got me on my backside, too. I thought the river
would wash all of the blood right out of me.”

Maria glanced at the slash on his rump, then stepped
back and looked at him. “You crossed the river too?” She
still seemed hesitant in her aid.

“I had to. I needed help. I usually don’t, but when I do
I’m not  too  proud to ask.  I  can’t  pack mud on my own
rump.”

Maria looked up as the rain began to ease, then looked
back at the stranger. She shook her head no as she twisted
him. “Let me see that shoulder first,” she said, and she took
a close look at the wound on his shoulder and back. She
made the kind of sound mothers make to let their children
know that Mom knows they are hurting but Mom is still
frustrated with them. Then she moved around to better in-
spect the wound on his rear, and as she leaned close she saw
it—the reason for his awkward shuffle. He was missing a leg!
She recoiled for a moment, then remembered her manners.
The stranger had noticed.

“I never had a leg,” he said so she would know it wasn't
Blackfoot’s  doing. “Something would have probably bit  it
off by now anyway,” he joked and smiled.

Maria stared at him a moment. “Probably so,” she said,
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smiling too. The stranger’s light, fun manner was infecting
her. She would have smiled at him longer, but she became
distracted by a thought. In her mind she was beginning to
connect this Bogg to something important.

She shook herself out of her thinking. “Well, let’s get
you down where it’s safe,” she said, scurrying back to her
hole and calling down it. “Matthias Bogg, Zaccharias Bogg,
get  up  here.”  There  were  complaining  groans,  then  two
young Bogg poked their heads up out of the hole.

“Yes mom?” one said as they both eyed the stranger.
“Help  this  Bogg down to  our  burrow.  He needs  our

kindness.” Then she turned to the stranger. “What’s  your
name?” she asked him.

“Don’t have one,” he said without any drama.
“How  can  you  not  have  a  name?”  one  of  the  boys

asked.
“Don’t be impolite,” their mother warned. “You don’t

ask strangers personal questions like that.”
The stranger let out a breathy laugh. “It’s all right,” he

said. “I’m coming into his burrow, so let him ask.” Given
this permission, Maria turned and faced him squarely.

“Just  where do you  come  from,  Mr.  No  Name?”  she
asked.

“Do you mean where was I born?”
“Yes.”
“That I don’t know. But my earliest memories I have

are of  The Man’s  Dwelling.  I  lived with The Man.” The
pups let out light giggles and their mother shushed them.

“Surely you’re  not  serious,”  she  said.  “No Bogg lives
with The Man. If a Bogg did the Bogg Kingdom would be
here.”

“I am serious,” he said. “And it was certainly no Bogg
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Kingdom. No…”
“You  mean  you  actually  lived  in The  Man’s  Great

Dwelling?” one of the pups asked, his eyes full of amaze-
ment. It was the smaller one, the one named Matthias.

The stranger smiled. “Yes, but we can talk more about
that later.”

Maria took charge. “C’mon pups, get him down below.
Lets  get  to work on those wounds.”  As the pups led the
stranger down the hole Maria could see the shriveled little
appendage that should have been a leg, and she began to
wonder. And sometimes wonder can be a good thing.

Maria packed mud in the stranger’s wounds, and as she
did  so  she  spoke  to  her  watching  pups.  “Zaccharias  and
Matthias, you know how things are in the Boggtown. We
have to keep it  a  secret  that  we have a  guest.”  Then she
spoke to the stranger. Her tone was kind but questioning.

“Of course, we’ve never had a Bogg come to us from
The Man’s Dwelling…” She paused here, hoping he’d offer
some sort of explanation.

“I haven’t been there in many seasons,” was all he said.
“Oh…” Maria said. “Well, we’ve had Bogg come here

from  many  distant  places. Bogg places.  Most  don’t  stay,
though. The kind of Bogg who wander into our Boggtown
are usually the kind in search of something better, and they
don’t find it here.” She paused again in case the stranger
wanted to tell her his story, but the stranger remained silent.
She went on.

“Those Bogg that do stay usually end up on the Heap.
Vandoff has to  be given his  due,  you  know.”  At this  the
stranger perked up.

“The  Heap?”  he  asked.  Zaccharias  quickly  told  him
what he had learned in Boggstory about how Potneus had
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instituted the Heap. When Zaccharias tried to explain about
Vandoff, the stranger cut him off.

“I know Vandoff,” he said. “We fought once. The most
arrogant beast I’ve met in all my travels.” The pups were
amazed at this.

“You fought Vandoff?” Zaccharias asked.
“Did you win?” Matthias added.
The stranger laughed. “No, I escaped! No Bogg can kill

Vandoff. No  single Bogg, anyway. He may be conceited, but
he’s deadly. Vandoff is a killer, plain and true.”

It was quiet a moment, and no Bogg moved but Maria
as she tended the stranger’s wounds. Then Matthias spoke.
“We sing about Vandoff every Bogg-story. Vandoff’s Song.
In Boggstory they say that Vandoff is The Man’s judgment
on the Bogg, so he can’t be killed. The Bogg say The Man
wouldn’t allow it.”

The stranger looked directly at Matthias.  He was not
smiling  now.  “Anything  that  breathes  can  be  killed,”  he
said. “If you know how to kill it.”

Now Maria patted his strong back. “You’re done. Noth-
ing too bad. You’ll live.”

“Thank you,” the stranger said, paying her with a smile
so friendly that it was more than enough. Then he turned
back to the pups.

“Tell me something,” he said.  “The Bogg of this  Bog-
gtown let this King—Phinneus, you say?”

“Yes.”
“So the Bogg  let him feed them to Vandoff?”
“Yes,” Zaccharias said. “But it doesn’t matter whether

you let him send you to  the Heap or  not.  He’ll  send you
anyway.”

The stranger looked puzzled. “Well…” he said, rubbing
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his chin.  “In my travels  I’ve seen a lot of strange things,
but…”

“What Zaccharias means,” Maria interjected, “is that it
does no good to resist. We know that The Man made the
Bogg to be food for Vandoff. With the Heap, at least the
Bogg have some control over who goes.”

“And you think this is good?” the stranger asked.
Maria  seemed offended.  “Yes.  Well,  no,”  she said.  “It

just  is.”
“Do you mind if I ask your pups?” the stranger asked.
“No.”
“Zaccharias,  Matthias—Is the Heap a good thing or a

bad?”
“Bad!”  they shouted  in  unison,  not  needing  to  think

about it at all.
The stranger smiled. “How easy life is when you think

like a pup,” he said. “Any Bogg who would let himself be fed
to Vandoff never really was a Bogg. The Bogg are not food
for Vandoff, they are Great  Beings.”  The pups giggled at
this, but Maria seemed angered.

“Don’t you dare laugh,” she ordered her pups, and they
immediately stopped. “Your father died on the Heap.”

“I’m sorry,” the stranger offered. Maria let it go.
“But  mom,”  Matthias  said.  “We  weren’t  laughing

about that.” Matthias pointed at the stranger. “He said we
are Great Beings.” Both boys chuckled again.

“We are,” the stranger reiterated with a smile.
“How can you say that?” asked Matthias.
The stranger’s smile grew larger. “Because I am Bogg,

and I am Great.” This caused a quiet to settle over the bur-
row as the pups stared at him. Maria finally broke it.

“Well,”  she  said,  “I  only  know  this—you claim Great
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things. Since I met you you have claimed to have fought
Blackfoot and Vandoff, all but the Knife.”

The  stranger  turned  his  smile  toward  Maria.  “I’ve
fought the Knife too,” he said. “The Knife is a filthy beast, a
dark beast. Thinks he’s better than Vandoff. Come to think
of it, Vandoff may not be the most conceited beast I’ve run
across.”  Again  the  pups  giggled  and  the  stranger  smiled
down at them.

Maria  went  on.  “Okay,  so  you  have fought  the  Knife
too.  You  escaped  there  too,  I  bet.  Now  you  say  you
are Great. Do you just brag a lot so pups will admire you? If
so, I want you out of our burrow now. Bogg like you end up
on the Heap. I don’t want you taking my pups there with
you.”

The stranger’s  expression turned serious.  “Maria,”  he
said, “no King and no Council will send you or your pups
to the Heap as long as I am around. You can be sure of
that.”

Funny, but she believed the big stranger when he said it.

That night as the rain died the stranger used his power-
ful front limbs to dig out a spot off the burrow, and there he
slept. He was awakened in the morning just as the first hint
of light entered the burrow, but it  was not the light that
woke him. Rather, he was awakened by a gentle touch, the
soft shove of a small paw. When he opened his eyes he saw
Matthias standing beside him.

“Yes Matthias?” he asked. “Is it time to get up already?
I’m used to sleeping late.”

“No. Shhhh. Everyone else is asleep. But I, uh, I’ve been
thinking about something. I want to ask you something.”

The stranger sat up. “Go ahead, Matthias.”
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“In Boggstory we used to sing a song, it was called The
Man’s Prophecy. Have you ever heard it?”

“No. Sing it for me.”
“I will, but I have to be quiet. Anyone heard singing it

now gets sent to the Heap. So listen real close, I have to be
very quiet.”  Mathias  sang  the  song.  His  whispered voice
was high, but steady.

“When the time of the prophet has long since 
passed,
When what was found is once again lost;
Before the Serpent is loosed on the Bogg,
But after the river’s been crossed;
I send a broken deliverer—
From Vandoff and Blackfoot and Knife;
But how high the price for deliverance?
It’s eternally set—Life for Life.

From the Great Bogg he’ll trace his own lineage,
Of the Swimmer he shall be a son;
Wounded by fathers and brothers,
Yet an orphan, the pup of no one.

Run pup! From Laws that ensnare you;
Flee pup! From evil within;
Escape to the fire-lands and grow there,
When the storm comes it’s time to begin.

He shall reclaim the Stump for My Kingdom,
And on him My crown shall be worn;
His children shall conquer the Serpent—
The Bogg Kingdom that day shall be born.”
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When Matthias finished the stranger praised him. “That
is very good, Matthias. And full of wonder. I knew a young
Bogg once who was a maker of songs. Perhaps some day
you will be one too. Where does the song come from?”

“It comes from an old Bogg King. King Isaiah. King
Isaiah learned it from The Man. The Bogg used to say it
meant a deliverer would come, but now King Phinneus says
that he  is that deliverer. He says when he came and became
the Law, the Prophecy was fulfilled.”

“Doesn’t sound true,” the stranger said.
“No. I agree. But don’t let anyone hear you say that.”
“I speak when I want to speak,” the stranger said with a

smile.  Then he  looked  himself  over.  “That’s  why I’m all
scarred up, I guess.” He laughed.

“Shhhh,” the pup said. “Listen… Before I was born, but
not too long after my older brother was born—you’ll proba-
bly meet him today—there was a Bogg, a pup, and he was
born  in  this  Boggtown.  Some  of  the  Bogg  thought  he
would be the deliverer  because  of  some things  that  hap-
pened.  When the Bogg was  still  tiny Phinneus  killed  his
parents, but no one ever saw the pup again. Some said he
might come back. His name was Banxsome.”

“Why was he called Banxsome?”
“Because he was.” Matthias’s expression grew grave. He

pointed at the stranger’s rear end. “His right rear leg was
shriveled. Just  like  yours.  That’s  the  question  I  wanted to
ask. Are you that Bogg?”

The  stranger  pushed  his  head  high,  as  a  Bogg  on
mound  would  do  while  looking  for  news,  and  Mathias
could tell that the stranger was thinking. The stranger fixed
his eyes on an unseen spot far away and seemed to be lis-
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tening to something. Then he turned back to Matthias.
“Sing me the song again.”
Matthias quietly sang The Man’s Prophecy once more

as the stranger watched him and listened. When Matthias
was done, the stranger again lifted his head high as if listen-
ing, then brought it back down and smiled to Matthias.

“Yes, I believe I am.” he said. “So I guess I’m supposed
to take the Stump and be King of  this  Bogg-town, huh?
Sounds kind of fun.”

“But how do you know it’s you?” Matthias asked him.
“Did you already know?”

“No. But I can just feel it, can’t you?” An even bigger
smile drew out Matthias’s response.

“Yes, I can. I can feel it too. You are Banxsome.” And
now Matthias was smiling too. He hugged Banxsome, then
pulled back.

“Banxsome,”  Matthias  said,  “that  makes  us  cousins.
You are descended from Great King Ancredidine, and so are
we.  Your  father  Jethro  was  Mannite.  Your  mother  was
Sarah Bogg; she came from King Potneus’s lines. You are
half Mannite, half Potneite, Banxsome.”

“Half what? Half who?” Banxsome asked.
“I guess I ought to tell you the whole Boggstory, huh?”
“I guess you ought to,” Banxsome agreed, and Matthias

sat down next to him and told Banxsome the long tale of
the Boggtown. Banxsome sat  still  and drank in the long
Boggstory as the burrow drank in the morning light.

“Whew—what a mess!” Banxsome said when Matthias
finished with King Phinneus The Law. “Well, if I am to de-
liverer a Boggtown the likes of this Bogg-town and take the
Stump as its King, I better get busy. I’ll need a Council. Me
a King—ha!”
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For  a  moment  Matthias  thought  that  Banxsome was
taking this all too lightly, as a joke. But then he remembered
that the Bogg in front of him had just survived a battle with
Blackfoot, and had fought both Vandoff and the Knife. He
reasoned that such a Bogg can deal with life any way that
Bogg wants to. If there was a touch of flippancy in Banx-
some’s manner, so be it. It was just Banxsome being Banx-
some. Matthias smiled at his future King.

At  about  that  same time,  in  his  oversized den,  King
Phinneus rolled over and opened his eyes.  His usual  first
move of  the  morning was  to  grab a  pawful  of  the roots
brought to him in tribute, but this morning he did not. This
morning King Phinneus sensed something was wrong. He
felt The Man was trying to tell him something, something
important. Something would happen at Boggstory, he felt.
Something  very  important.  Very  important  indeed.  He
grunted, thought a moment longer, then reached for a paw-
ful of roots and shoved them into his mouth.
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Banxsome Goes To Boggstory

Banxsome  spent  that  morning  foraging  and  playing
with Matthias and Zachariah, though Maria kept admon-
ishing him not to roll around like that with his still-healing
wounds.  Banxsome would not hear it.  Bogg pups love to
wrestle  and  pounce,  and  apparently  Banxsome  did  too.
When the sun was overhead they lay in the shade, and after
some time Maria came over to them and she too sat down,
then told Matthias to go get her oldest son to meet Banx-
some before they all went to Boggstory together.

By the time Mathias and his older brother neared the
shady spot, Matthias had told his older brother much about
Banxsome. As soon as Zachariah saw his older brother, he
ran to him and he too began excitedly telling him all about
their  unique guest  as  they finished their  short  journey to
Banxsome and Maria.

“Well, you are quite the Bogg,” the oldest brother said
without  emotion  when the  three  reached  Banxsome and
Maria. The first thought Banxsome had was that the oldest
brother might never have smiled in his entire life.

Any Bogg knows  that  the  proper  thing  to  say when
meeting a Bogg is something like, “Hello,” or “Nice to meet
you,”  even  if  one  does  not  mean  it.  But  Banxsome  said
nothing  of  the  sort.  He  did  not  even  address  the  older
brother.  He  instead  smiled  to  Maria.  “Who  peed  in  his
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hole?” Banxsome asked, pointing at her oldest son. Zaccha-
rias and Matthias laughed.

As out of order as the question was, Maria answered it,
and her oldest son did not interrupt her. “Oh, he has always
been very sensitive,” she said. “Forgive him, Banxsome.”

“Already have,” Banxsome said.
Maria explained. “He was there when Phinneus killed

your father up on the Stump, and he was right up near the
Stump. He saw your father’s blood drain out. He saw his
own father  sent  to  the Heap.  And he has  seen hundreds
more Bogg die. Too much blood. He never smiles or laughs.
Never has, never since that day by the Stump.”

“What’s  your  name?”  Banxsome  asked  the  older
brother. The older brother told him.

“That won’t do,” Banxsome said.  “I  am giving you a
new name,  if  you’ll  take it—you will  be Jonathan.  It's  the
name of a very wise and talented Bogg I once met in my
travels. Jonathan Bogg.  If  you’ll  have it.  I  need a  Council
Head, too, since the Prophecy says I’m supposed to be King
on the Stump. You will be my Council Head, if that’s okay
with you.” Banxsome smiled as he awaited the Bogg’s reply.

“I guess I have nothing better to do,” Jonathan Bogg
said.  “We’re all  gonna end up on the Heap anyway. And
who cares what you call me?”

“Good!” Banxsome exclaimed, undeterred by Jonathan
Bogg’s lack of positive emotion. Then Banxsome led them
all out of the cool shade, shuffling ahead of Jonathan and
Maria but with the pups by his side. The pups showed him
the way up the hill to the hollow for Boggstory. They had
already forgotten yesterday’s storm.

Phinneus Bogg stood atop the Stump in the hollow as
the Bogg filed in for Boggstory. Phinneus’s face expressed
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how he felt little but contempt for these sorry beasts before
him. They were a sad bunch, he thought,  unworthy of  a
leader such as himself. But for the Bogg he would build the
Great  Society,  the  Bogg  Kingdom,  and  be  the  Greatest
Bogg King of all. But for the Bogg. And then he remem-
bered his feeling upon awakening this morning, that feeling
of—was it dread? No. Premonition? Yeah, that was closer.
He watched the Bogg to see if anything was new or differ-
ent.

Phinneus’s interest increased when he saw the muscled,
shuffling stranger enter and take a place with Maria Bogg.
Maria’s  husband had been a  dissenter,  but that  was long
ago.  She had been no problem since,  nor  had her  oldest
son, not after they watched Vandoff devour their beloved
James Bogg. Digging an unapproved tunnel, the fool.

Though Phinneus tried not to, for he thought himself a
more just King than this, he always counted the strangers,
for  they were  insurance  against  Vandoff.  In  times  when
there were no obvious dissenters, it was best to give Vandoff
his due in the form of a stranger, a new Bogg the rest had
not yet become attached to. Each stranger sent to the Heap
could  be  counted  on  for  at  least  several  days  free  from
Vandoff’s hunger, and at little cost to the Boggtown. With
strangers there were no crying pups, no bereaved widows,
and this was good, for emotionally traumatized Bogg often
fell into dissent, and dissent against the Law was the death
of  any Great  Society.  So  Phinneus  kept  an eye  open for
strangers and banked them in his  memory against Vand-
off’s  charges.  And today,  right  here before him,  was  this
awkward lump of a stranger; and three days ago there had
been that other one, the big one, the loudmouth who had
wandered in out of the earlier part of the storm.
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The  storm.  The  storm  was  over  now,  which  meant
Vandoff  would  be  ready to  feed.  This  Boggstory,  today,
Phinneus knew, he would have to use the Heap. But which
Bogg to send there? Maybe some dissent could be found
during Boggstory. Yes. Maybe The Man would provide him
an easy choice.

Boggstory began with Phinneus calling the Bogg to or-
der.  He  made  a  few  announcements,  most  notably that
Blackfoot had taken a pup during the night. They sang The
Man’s  Song,  then  Vandoff’s  Song,  and  then  began  the
Recitations. Banxsome was amazed at the whole proceed-
ing. What he marveled at was how far the Bogg had gone
to impose structure on life, how hard they were trying to
make life predictable, to constrain life—that wildly evolving
force which so violently resists constraint. Life, Banxsome
knew,  was  always  breaking  its  bonds.  These  Bogg  had
earned a measure of security, Banxsome saw, but they had
to give themselves to the Heap to keep it. 

Finally the Bogg began the recitation of the Law, and
this  Banxsome  found  to  be  the  most  interesting  part  of
Boggstory yet.  The  Bogg  lived  by Laws  no  Bogg  could
keep! Any Bogg trying to keep all those laws would surely
go crazy!

The Bogg began with Beginigin’s Law that the Bogg
were  unworthy and  should  not  approach  The  Man,  yet
Matthias had told Banxsome that most of the Bogg—The
Mannites—felt it was their destiny to continue moving to-
ward The Man’s Great Dwelling. How could they reconcile
that? Then there was Potneus telling the Bogg they had to
give Vandoff his due.  These Bogg had not only accepted
Vandoff’s  dark  belly,  they had  institutionalized  it!  Where
was their desire for life? Where was these Bogg’s desire to
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live  free?  Then came Ancredidine’s  order  to  live  on The
Man’s side of the river. Yet Banxsome himself had lived on
the other side, in what these Bogg called the fire-lands, and
he had met many other Bogg who did so too, and so Banx-
some could see no reason not to. Banxsome almost laughed
at the thought that these Bogg made up these Laws to save
themselves in the moment, but then were stuck with them
forever!

Then came King Isaiah’s Law—The Bogg must listen to
The Man’s voice. It is the only way to the Kingdom. At first
Banxsome thought nothing much of this, it was so self-evi-
dent if a Bogg truly understood anything at all about The
Man. But then an idea came to him, and he was excited by
the idea he now possessed, and being a Bogg who spoke his
mind, he interrupted Boggstory to share his idea with the
Boggtown.

“Excuse me!” he said, and the entire Boggstory wrecked
up against itself like a line of Bogg pups running into one
another when the first one suddenly stops. The hollow went
silent.

“What? Who?” Phinneus’s  angry, deep voice boomed
out.  His  Boggstory  had  never  been  interrupted  before.
“Who said that?” he bellowed. His problem of who to send
to the Heap would soon be solved.

Banxsome stepped forth and smiled. “I did, King, uh, is
it Phinneus?”

“Yes. And…” 
Banxsome interrupted him. “I  just  want  to  point out

that  this  fourth  Law—listening  to  The  Man’s  voice—has
been fulfilled right here today.”

The King looked surprised. It took him a moment to
process what was being said, and then he responded to his
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misunderstanding of  Banxsome’s  meaning.  “Yes,  yes,”  he
said. “Thank you. Yes, this Law has been fulfilled in me, as I
am the voice of The Man, I am the Law. Any Bogg doing
what I say will surely reach the Bogg Kingdom. But we do
not interrupt Boggstory to bring up such obvious things.
That is dissent.” This last word dripped with blood, and sev-
eral of the Bogg there gasped. Phinneus’s Council readied
to  move  in  on  the  stranger,  but  Phinneus  stopped them
with a wave of his paw. “Later,” he said. Let’s finish Bog-
gstory first.”

King Phinneus The Law was  about  to  re-start   Bog-
gstory when Banxsome interrupted him again.

“No, King,” Banxsome said with some force of his own.
“I didn’t mean you.”

“SILENCE!”  Phinneus  was  not  used to  anything like
this. But Banxsome wouldn’t quit.

“No,  King. I am the  fulfillment  of  Isaiah’s  Law,  for  I
have lived outside of the Boggtown my entire life.”

“SILENCE  DISSENTER!”  King  Phinneus’s  voice  ex-
ploded  across  the  hollow  with  such  strength  that  many
Bogg ducked their heads.

Banxsome was louder, but not angry. “No, King. I have
lived my entire life led by that voice you call the voice of
The Man. I am in the Bogg Kingdom…”

Now King  Phinneus  pointed  to  one  of  the  Council.
“Mossteum, go bark for Vandoff! The rest of you take him
to the Heap!”

Banxsome  stepped  forward.  “No  King,”  he  said,  and
there was  some unseen force  in his  voice  that  made the
Council stop in their tracks. It was as if The Man Himself
had said it, and every Bogg in that hollow felt it. All Bogg
eyes  were  wide,  all  Bogg  senses  were  focused  on  this
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stranger.
King  Phinneus  was  the  only  Bogg  unafraid  to  act.

“Mossteum, go bark for Vandoff or you will be next on the
Heap!” he bellowed. Mossteum ran out of the hollow. Then
King Phinneus said, more slowly and quietly but with just
as much force, “The rest of you GET HIM!”

The Council  started toward  Banxsome just  as  Moss-
teum’s  seven  barks  began,  but  Banxsome  stopped  them
with his words.

“I will kill the first Bogg to me,” he said, and the Coun-
cil again froze. The Bogg were all amazed. All the eyes in
the hollow shifted back and forth between Banxsome and
King Phinneus. Then Mossteum sprang back into the hol-
low.

“Vandoff is coming!” he half-announced, half-shrieked.
All  the  Bogg  were  struck  by  the  horrible  thought  that
Vandoff was about to show up and no Bogg was on the
Heap for his due. Vandoff might take any Bogg, and every
Bogg there felt himself a potential target. They might have
panicked but for Banxsome’s next words.

“I am the deliverer of The Man’s Prophecy,” Banxsome
said. Some gasps and a guffaw or two drifted out into the
hollow.

“Bah!”  King  Phinneus  spat.  “The  deliverer?  I am  the
deliverer, for  I am the Law.”

Now Banxsome ran in his shuffling, crooked way up to
the Stump. He barked once at Phinneus, a mean, menacing
bark, then showed his hind side to the Bogg.

“No leg!” he shouted. “Phinneus—I am that pup whose
parents you killed so long ago.  I am Banxsome Bogg!” The
Bogg  let  out  shocked,  surprised  sounds,  especially those
who remembered that  bloody day.  But  before  they could
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process it all Vandoff called in from outside the hollow, and
he was angry.

“Wheeere iiiis my duuuue? WHEEERE IIIIS MYYYYY
DUUUUUUE?!” Then a deadly claw extended into the hol-
low’s entrance and grabbed a pup. The pup shrieked in pain
and horror, and then its voice fell  silent and its head fell
limp. The evil claw yanked the dead pup from the hollow,
extracting Vandoff’s due.

Pandemonium ensued. The Bogg were up the walls of
the hollow, climbing all over one another, screaming and
crying out to The Man. Thuds of fainting females were in-
audible  above  the  fear-filled  din.  And the  pups-the  pups.
Oh, the pups! The Blood from Vandoff’s due was smeared
about so that many of the Bogg had it on their feet, and a
few had it farther up in their fur. So many of the pups just
sat  there,  screaming  out  in  horror,  and  no  Bogg  helped
them. Finally King Phinneus used that great gift of his, that
booming voice, to stop the Bogg’s insanity.

“DIIISSSSEEEENT!”  he  shouted.  Every  Bogg  there
knew that word led to the Heap, and they all stopped where
they were and looked obediently up to the Stump.

“You  see  what  he has  done?”  Phinneus  asked  of  the
Bogg,  pointing  down  at  Banxsome  as  he  spoke.
“His  claims of being the deliverer have led to what? Blood-
shed! Innocent blood!”

“No, Phinneus—” Banxsome shouted up to the Stump.
“You are the caller of Vandoff, not I. Your power is Vandoff,
not mine!”

“You are no deliverer,  you are a  killer  of  pups!  Mur-
derer!” Phinneus charged.

“No Phinneus. I am the deliverer. And to prove it, be-
fore I am done you will see Vandoff dead! As your Great
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King Beginigin once defied Vandoff when he saved Rachael
Bogg, so too will I! To the death!”

This was such an outrageous statement that even King
Phinneus was stunned.

Now the Bogg became excited.
“He’ll  kill Vandoff??”  one  asked  aloud,  risking  the

Heap.
“Did he say he’d kill Vandoff?”
“Yes! A Boggtown without Vandoff!”
“The deliverer Banxsome!”
“Kill Vandoff Banxsome Bogg!”
“Yes! Kill Vandoff Banxsome Bogg!”
“Our deliverer has finally come!”
“Our broken deliverer!”
When King  Phinneus  could  stand  no  more  he  once

again used that powerful voice to quiet the Bogg.
“SILENCE!” And the Bogg began quieting their hope

before the threatening Law.
“We’ll  see  who  kills  whom,”  Phinneus  said  to  Banx-

some when they were settled.  “You will  live another  day,
Banxsome Bogg, for Vandoff is fed and my Council is fear-
ful. Another day, but not much more. Dissent always finds
its way to the Heap. Always.”

Banxsome said nothing, but turned to leave the hollow.
No Bogg joined him until he reached Maria and her family,
for no Bogg wanted to be seen by King Phinneus The Law
to be supporting Banxsome. But when he reached Maria’s
family Jonathan Bogg fell in behind him. Perhaps it took a
Bogg with nothing to lose to be the first to fall in behind
Banxsome Bogg, but Jonathan Bogg would not be the last.
For when the two got outside the hollow and away from the
deadly gaze of King Phinneus The Law, others would come.
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New Bogg. Strong Bogg. Weak Bogg. Strange Bogg. Hope-
ful Bogg.

Bogg.
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Banxsome Fills Out His Council

Maria  and  the  pups  caught  up  to  Banxsome  and
Jonathan outside the hollow and down the hill near Maria’s
hole. No sooner had they reached the two dissenters than a
Bogg, a big Bogg, ran up to Banxsome and Jonathan.

“Hey  No-Name!  No-Name  Bogg!”  the  big  Bogg
shouted.  Banxsome  turned  to  behold  his  caller;  Maria,
Jonathan  and  the  pups  instantly  recognized  him  as  the
Bogg that had come in out of the storm three days before.

Banxsome looked at the big Bogg only a moment be-
fore recognition spread across his  face,  and with it  a  big
smile.  “Texas!  Texas  Bogg!”  Banxsome  shouted,  and  the
two moved close and embraced. Maria pulled Texas off of
Banxsome and warned him to  be  careful  of  Banxsome’s
healing wounds.

“Be careful around this big galoot?” Texas asked her.
“Why I’ve seen…”

Banxsome cut  him off.  “Forget  that  Texas.  What  are
you doing in a place like this? This sure isn’t your style.”

“No it isn’t. But hey—should I call you Banxsome now?”
“Please do,” Banxsome smiled. “It’s my name.”
Texas took in his old friend, then got back to the point.

“No,  you’re  right, Banxsome.  This  ain’t  my  kinda  Bog-
gtown at  all.  Can  you  believe  that  big-bellied  Phinneus?
I’ve seen Serpents  less  deadly than him. And nicer,  too.”
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The pups laughed at this; Maria looked around nervously.
Some Bogg were watching, but she could see neither King
nor Council.

“No, they sure ain’t like that down where I come from,”
Texas repeated.

“No,” Banxsome said.
Texas  put  his  paw  on  Banxsome’s  shoulder.  “Banx-

some, If you’re the Bogg from this prophecy, then you’re
supposed to be King, right?”

“That’s right.”
“Well, then you’re gonna need a Council. I’d like to be

on your Council, if you’ll have me. I wanna bite me out a
piece of that Phinneus’s big rear end.”

Banxsome laughed. “Well, Tex, I’d be glad to have you.
But one thing—I know you too well—no fighting with any-
one else on the Council or you’re gone. Okay?”

“You betcha, boss,” Texas Bogg said, and the two shook
paws.  Banxsome  introduced  everybody,  and  Texas  Bogg
was  not  at  all  put  out  that  the  somber,  sullen  Bogg
Jonathan was Council Head.

In Maria’s Burrow Banxsome and Texas talked of old
times as the pups listened in amazement. These were free
Bogg,  adventurers,  and they had the scars  and stories  to
prove it. Maria was not as impressed, and deep down she
worried for her pups. Banxsome had sworn no harm would
come to them, and she believed he meant it, but the ene-
mies of the Bogg are many and powerful, and not always
seen.

The two old friends’ recollections were interrupted by a
call down the hole. It was a female Bogg’s voice.

“Maria… Maria Bogg?”
“Yes?” Maria called up.
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“It’s Belinda Bogg. May I come down?”
Maria went up to greet Belinda, then brought her down

into the burrow. Belinda was young and strong, full grown
but not as old as Banxsome and Jonathan. After the greet-
ings were made Belinda turned directly to Banxsome. Banx-
some could see a fire, perhaps  life itself, burning right be-
hind her eyes.

“Banxsome Bogg,” she said, “you will need a Council.
Let me be on it.” It was more of a direction than a question.
Texas let  out  a  surprised grunt  and Banxsome looked at
Texas to shush him. He turned back toward Belinda.

“No female  has  ever  been on a  Bogg Council  that  I
know of,” Banxsome said.

“No cripple  has  ever  delivered a  Boggtown,”  she an-
swered.

Banxsome smiled.  “Welcome to  my Council,  Belinda
Bogg.”

Now a gush of words flowed from her, how her father
and two uncles had seen the Heap, how she knew Phinneus
was evil and must be stopped, her widowed mother’s suffer-
ing, on and on.

Finally Zaccharias stopped her with an observation.
“Banxsome,”  he  said,  “shouldn’t  we  get  a  Stick?  To

touch the King and Council, I mean?”
Banxsome  thought  about  this.  “No,”  he  finally  an-

swered. “I have been with The Man, and I’m not so sure his
Sticks should be admired. Let our word be enough to seal it,
okay?” And so it was that neither Banxsome nor his Coun-
cil ever were touched by the Stick.

Banxsome saw that there would not be enough room in
Maria’s burrow for he and his Council, so he told them all
that he would be going to the cave and taking his Council
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with him. Of course, the pups or anyone could come visit
anytime they wanted. Banxsome hugged them all and took
his  leave;  Jonathan,  Texas,  and Belinda  going with him.
They took up residence in the cave, and by the end of the
day the entire Boggtown knew of these events.

The next morning a voice called into the cave.
“Banxsome Bogg? Banxsome Bogg?”
Banxsome, with his Council of three right behind him,

went to the mouth of the cave. There he saw two Bogg, one
a little larger than the other, and the large one appeared to
be keeping the smaller one from running off. The smaller
one looked scared.

“I  am Felton Bogg,”  said the  larger,  “and this  is  my
brother Hippocrates. We’ve come to join your Council.”

“He has, not me,” the smaller one, Hippocrates, said. “I
want no part of this sure trip to the Heap.”

Felton  shook  Hippocrates.  “Nonsense,  Hip,”  he  said.
“Where I go you g…” Felton stopped right there; he had
seen Belinda.

Felton Bogg let go of his brother and let out a whistling
sound. “Hey Belinda—” he smoothed out, “Why don’t you
and I go start a Boggtown of our own…”

“I’d rather Vandoff had me for lunch,” she said.
Texas Bogg let out a laugh that filled the cave, then said

to Felton,  “I  guess  she’s  got  you all  figured out,  son!”  It
didn’t bother Felton at all.

“Can’t help it if she’s blind to my charms,” Felton said.
“Blind!” Belinda said. “I’ll blind you you big—” Banx-

some grabbed her arm before she could pounce on Felton.
She stopped and he let her go.

“What do you want here?” Banxsome asked Felton.
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“I already said. We want to be part of your Council.”
“Both  of  you?”  Banxsome  asked,  looking  at  Hip-

pocrates.
“Well,  I am feeling  kind of  sick…”  Hippocrates  Bogg

said, starting to turn away.
“Nonsense,” Felton said as he yanked his brother back.

“I promised mom I’d look after Hippocrates here, so where
I go he has to go. Besides, it might do him some good.”

“It might kill me,” Hippocrates said.
Banxsome stared at the two. 
“Why should I take you on?” he asked.
“Well,”  said  Felton,  “you’re  gonna  need  someone  to

look after her…” He pointed at Belinda and this time it was
Texas who held her back. “Beyond that,” Felton said when
she was restrained, “this Phinneus has got to go.”

“Have  you  heard  The  Man’s  Prophecy?”  Banxsome
asked. “It's not about getting rid of Phinneus. It’s about the
Knife, and Blackfoot, and Vandoff."

Hippocrates gulped and Felton answered. “Of course I
know the  Prophecy.  But  it’s  not  the  Prophecy that  con-
vinced me—uh, I mean us.” Felton motioned to his brother.

“Go on,” Banxsome said.
“It was something you said at Boggstory yesterday. You

keep saying Vandoff is Phinneus’s power. I’d never thought
about it that way, but it’s true. As long as Vandoff is alive,
we'll  have Bogg Kings  like Phinneus.  So  I  know what  it
means to get rid of Phinneus. Vandoff must go too.”

Banxsome  smiled  that  big,  friendly,  I-love-you-wel-
come-to-my-world  smile.  “Good,  Felton  Bogg!  Shoot,  I
hadn’t  thought  about  it  that  way either.  Welcome to  my
Council, both of you.”

“Uh,  Banxsome…”  It  was  Jonathan.  “Can  I  talk  to
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you?” The two walked off to the back of the cave. When
they were secreted away, Jonathan addressed Banxsome in
whispers.

“Banxsome, I don’t think this is a good idea.”
“What?”
“Putting  Felton  Bogg  and  Hippocrates  Bogg  on  the

Council. Felton is a Serpent, no female Bogg is safe around
him.  He’ll  never  have  any respect  for  Belinda.  And Hip-
pocrates is always sick or hurt. He’ll be no good for any-
thing.”

Banxsome  smiled.  “So  Felton  is  a  Serpent  and  Hip-
pocrates is weak and timid? Well, you’re a sourpuss, Texas
is  a  loudmouth,  and  Belinda  is,  well,  she’s  a  female.  So
those two should fit right in.” That was it.

The next Bogg to join the Council came running right
into the mouth of the cave, stood up and announced, “I am
Hayseed Bogg and I can kick the tail of any Bogg in this
cave,  including  that  three-legged  muscle-head  Banxsome
Bogg!” The cave’s  occupants at first didn’t see him—their
field of vision tended to run right above him. Haystack was
short. Very short. And very angry about it.

Hayseed went  on.  “If  you  wanna  get  rid  of  some of
what’s been plaguing the Bogg, I’m just the Bogg to do it.
But if you want to sit around and tell Boggstories, go get
someone else!”

Banxsome  walked  up  to  him  paw  outstretched,  that
inviting smile on his face. “I think we could use a Bogg like
you…”

“What do you mean a Bogg like me?” Hayseed was of-
fended. “Don’t think because I’m small I…”

“No!”  Banxsome  laughed.  “I  mean  your  spirit.  Your
spirit! Was it Hayseed?”
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“Yes.” Hayseed looked around. Suddenly he pointed at
Texas. “He’s lookin’ at me funny!” Hayseed shouted. Before
Banxsome could react Hayseed rushed Texas, but Belinda
and Jonathan caught and held him.

“Let  him go,”  Texas  suggested.  “I’ll  bop  him on his
head and make his tongue poke out!”

“Remember our deal?” Banxsome asked Texas.  Texas
smiled.

“Sorry,  Boss.”  He  said.  He  turned  to  Hayseed.  “I’m
sorry if I looked at you funny.”

“And?” Hayseed demanded.
“And what?” Texas looked at Banxsome.
Banxsome nodded at Texas.
“And,”  Texas  squeezed out  as  if  in  pain,  “I  wouldn’t

want to fight a Bogg as tough as you anyway.”
“That’s  better,”  Hayseed  said,  shaking  himself  loose

from  Belinda’s  and  Jonathan’s  grasps.  “But  I  can  tell,
Tallpup, that you and me are gonna get it on before too
long.”

Texas looked to Banxsome. “Banxsome?” he asked. His
eyes were saying “Can I kill him?”

Banxsome didn’t  answer,  but again extended his paw
for Hayseed to shake. “Welcome to my Council,” he said as
he and Hayseed shook. Hayseed did not thank him.

“You’ll be glad you chose me,” is what he said.
Granford Bogg walked into the cave some time later

and called out  for  Banxsome,  who was  way in the back.
When the others  saw Granford they all  let  out  disgusted
groans. Banxsome came out to greet him and Granford im-
mediately launched into his Boggstories.

“Perhaps you have heard of me,” Granford Bogg said in
his grand style. More moans and disgusted looks came from
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the Council.
“No,”  Banxsome  said,  then  gestured  to  his  Council.

“But  they apparently have.”
“They are jealous of my exploits,” Granford said as he

twisted his head sideways and pointed his nose slightly up-
ward. “Tales of my Great doings precede me everywhere I
go.”

Felton Bogg could stand it no more.  “You can’t even
dig a straight hole!” Felton charged. The rest of the Council
laughed.

Belinda pointed at Granford Bogg but looked at Banx-
some. “Banxsome,” she said, “the only one who believes his
lies is him.”

Texas  joined  in.  “Yeah,  in  only three  days  I  already
knew all about Granford. They say he’s like the wind in the
hot season—lots of dust, which you don’t need, but no rain,
which you do.” More laughs.

Granford Bogg was not phased. His nose still high, he
spoke to Banxsome and Banxsome alone. “I am here to of-
fer my skills, which are considerable, to your endeavor. Your
mission is certain to meet with catastrophe without my ex-
pertise.”  The Council  groaned and Hayseed pretended to
throw up.

Banxsome stuck out his paw. “Welcome to my Council,
Granford Bogg.” As Granford, nose still  up, shook Banx-
some’s paw, the Council’s complaining grunts and groans
filled the cave.

Banxsome turned to his Council.
“That gives us seven,” he said. “We need one more, and

I believe this one I must go out and find. Let’s go together.
Banxsome  led  his  Council  out  into  the  Boggtown

where they all pretended to be oblivious to the stares of the
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Bogg and the watchful eyes of Phinneus’s Council and his
spies.  The eight Bogg wandered the Boggtown, speaking
here and there to Bogg, most of whom were very uncom-
fortable about being seen talking to a Bogg whom Phin-
neus was going to kill. Banxsome and his Council walked
around making the Bogg nervous until Banxsome saw the
Bogg he wanted. The Bogg was standing by himself pre-
tending not to notice Banxsome and his Council.

“There,  that’s  him,”  Banxsome  said,  pointing  at  the
Bogg. “He is our eighth.”

“Him?”  Jonathan  asked.  “That’s  Potnean  Bogg,
nephew of King Phinneus. He can’t be trusted, Banxsome.
He’s spying on us right now.” The others strongly seconded
this.

“No,”  Banxsome  said.  “I  feel  it,  way  deep  down,
Jonathan. He’s the one.” Banxsome made his way over to
Potnean Bogg  and  the  others  reluctantly followed.  Once
there Banxsome introduced himself, Potnean pretended as
if he’d never heard of Banxsome, Banxsome made his offer
and Potnean thought about it. Potnean seemed to be con-
sidering  all  the  possibilities.  After  a  bit  the  Council  saw
some idea register behind his eyes and he suddenly was not
only willing but eager to join the Council. Banxsome stuck
out his  paw, shook Potnean’s paw, and welcomed him to
their group. Banxsome now had his Council. They all went
back  to  the  cave  together,  but  then  Banxsome left  them
there and alone went down to the river to think.
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Banxsome’s First Boggstory

The next morning on the hillside Hayseed began a dis-
cussion that Bogg today refer to as The Great Lesson On
The Hillside. As Banxsome and the Council meandered this
way and that, foraging as Bogg do, Hayseed spoke up.

“This is fine and all,” he said. “Good food, good com-
pany—but when are we gonna kill Vandoff? I mean, I came
to kick some birdie butt—”

“Oh,  hush,  Shorty,”  Texas  said.  “When  Banxsome  is
ready, we’ll do it.”

“Shorty?!!” Hayseed demanded and charged Texas. Be-
linda and Felton caught him, and Felton, now close to Be-
linda, smiled a Serpent smile and raised his eyebrows twice.
Belinda snarled at him and they let Hayseed go. Hayseed’s
comments  might have been forgotten in the commotion,
but Granford let the rest know he agreed with Hayseed.

“I’m afraid I must second what our diminutive comrade
suggests,” Granford said.

Hayseed looked at him. “Diminutive better mean tough,”
Hayseed said. Felton chuckled, but that was all.

“I  don’t  think  we should  fight  Vandoff,”  Hippocrates
said, his voice quaking. “One of us could get hurt.”

“You’re something else,” Potnean said to Hippocrates.
“Even I agree with Hayseed, and I'm hardly a daring Bogg.”
The others  all  paused and looked at  Potnean,  their  con-
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tempt evident.
Jonathan spoke up. “What you all are forgetting is that

we are not here to kill Vandoff; we are here to make Banx-
some King. Like Banxsome said, the only reason we have to
kill Vandoff is because Vandoff is Phinneus’s power. Right
Banxsome?”

Banxsome,  who  had  continued  eating  while  all  this
went  on,  stopped  now.  He stood  up  and  looked  in  each
Bogg’s eyes.

“We have to free the Bogg,” he said. “That's why we’re
here.”

“Right,” Jonathan said. “By killing Vandoff and remov-
ing Phinneus.”

“No,” Banxsome said with an abruptness none around
him  had  yet  heard  from  him.  Jonathan  looked  stunned.
“I’ve been thinking,” Banxsome said. “We’ll do both—we’ll
kill Vandoff and remove Phinneus, but that will not free the
Bogg. We have to free the Bogg.”

The others  looked at  him, none speaking.  Banxsome
went on.

“The Bogg are not prisoners of Phinneus or Vandoff.
No, the Bogg created Vandoff's power and they can destroy
it. That part is easy. But I’ve thought on it now, and I’m
sure that what is really wrong with this Bogg-town is that
the Bogg here are prisoners of their own wrong ideas about
The Man. Fixing that part will be hard, much harder than
killing Vandoff.” The shocked Council stared at Banxsome.
They too shared many of the Boggtown’s beliefs about The
Man, so Banxsome was talking about them.

“The Bogg believe things that are not true,” Banxsome
continued. “They wait for a Kingdom, a Kingdom they al-
ready have, to be given to them by a Man who can’t give it.
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They look to King after King to usher in this Kingdom, but
the Bogg Kingdom is not a King on a Stump. It will not
happen the day you make me, or anybody else, King. No,
I’ve thought on it now, and I'm beginning to understand.
The Bogg Kingdom is born in a storm, it comes like the
Sound. It sweeps over a Boggtown like the river, it is forever
like the sun, and it always was, like the lands over which it
sweeps. It is silent and watching, like the stars, and always
there waiting to burst  forth,  like the seeds hidden in the
land during the cold season. That is the Bogg Kingdom.

“Great are the Bogg of the Bogg Kingdom.
“The Bogg Kingdom  is the Bogg Kingdom because it's

filled with Great Bogg.
“Great is the Bogg who will not submit to the Heap.
“Great  is  the Bogg who is  led by dreams of  the real

Bogg Kingdom, instead of Bogg Law.
“Great is the Bogg who digs his hole in his own soil, for

that Bogg is digging the Bogg Kingdom.
“Great  is  the  Bogg  who stands  atop  his  mound and

knows the changing season is upon him, for he will be first
to dig in the Bogg Kingdom.

“Great is the Bogg who is thrust out by King and Coun-
cil, who is rejected by unworthy Bogg and cast off to the
Dark Woods, and who is torn apart by Vandoff, all for re-
fusing to be less than he is. I tell you, that Bogg is already in
the Bogg Kingdom, yesterday, today, and forevermore.”

Texas Bogg raised his  paw and Banxsome nodded to
him.

“What  the  heck  are  you  talkin’  about,  Boss?”  Texas
asked.

Banxsome smiled.  “Texas,  I  know one  thing  you  do
not.  I  know  The Man.  You need to trust  me here.  All  of
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you.”
Now Hayseed spoke again.  “I  don’t  get  all  that  stuff

about stars and rivers and what not, so I still say we just go
kill  Vandoff. You know—Great is the Bogg who beats the
Dark Woods out of Vandoff—That’s what I say!” The others
laughed.

“We will,” Banxsome assured him. “But not to get rid of
Phinneus.” Now Felton Bogg shot his paw up.

“Felton?” Banxsome asked.
Felton smiled over  at  Belinda.  “I  think Belinda and I

should go talk about this somewhere else,” he said. Belinda
snarled.

“I think I should draw up a plan for an immediate at-
tack on Vandoff,” Granford said.

“I think I’ve got the plague,” Hippocrates said.
“I think I’m going to cry,” thought Banxsome.
Banxsome sighed, asked them to listen, then went on.
“Forget what I said—you don’t need to understand it all,

just give yourselves to my plan. Can you all do that?” All
agreed that they could, though some did so more hesitantly
than others.

Banxsome told them his plan. “Here’s what I want to
do: We are going to call a meeting, get all the Bogg to come
to  the  cave.  The  next  part  involves  a  little  sneakery,  so
Granford, you’re the Bogg for the job. You’ll sit out in the
Boggcrowd. I will ask if the Bogg have any questions they
want answered, and you will throw up your paw. I will call
on you. You are to ask me this: ‘Banxsome, you have lived
with The Man. Please tell us the difference between what
the Bogg believe about The Man and what is  really true
about The Man.’ That’s all, Granford. Nothing else. Then I
will teach the Bogg about The Man, and when they are free
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from their wrong ideas about The Man, Vandoff is as good
as dead. We’ll  all  go kill  him together. Simple.  Any ques-
tions?”

Hayseed  raised  his  paw.  “You  mean  we’re  not  going
to fight anybody?” He sounded disappointed.

“No.” Banxsome said. “Not yet.”
Hayseed thought  for  a  moment.  “Well,  then,  I’ll  just

have to fight Tallpup, here,” he said, pointing up at Texas.
Texas snorted.

“Be serious,”  Jonathan said,  and they were.  They all
agreed to give Banxsome’s idea a try.

Banxsome's Council went out into the Boggtown and
each  Council  Member  told  a  few  Bogg  that  Banxsome
would address the Bogg that evening in the cave. They told
the Bogg to keep it a secret, so of course it was all over the
Boggtown in the time it takes to run twice down to the river
and back.

That evening the Council waited in anxious anticipa-
tion while Banxsome prepared his thoughts. They were ex-
cited when the Bogg began to fill the cave, and the Bogg
were excited too. All the Bogg there knew they were risking
their lives to be in the cave, but Phinneus couldn’t kill them
all. Not all at once, anyway. Finally Banxsome stepped out
from the back of the cave and hopped up on a stone. The
Boggcrowd was silent.

“I thought I would address a few questions you might
have,” Banxsome said with a smile, “so if you want to ask
one…”

Granford  Bogg shot  his  paw up but  the  other  Bogg
were not nearly so polite.

“When are you gonna kill Vandoff?” one shouted.
“Yeah!  He’s  gonna  demand  his  due  tomorrow  at
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Boggstory. It could be any one of us!”
“If you are the deliverer help us!”
Banxsome felt their fear and pain and wanted so badly

to help them, but the Bogg would not quiet down so he
could deliver them.

“Uh, I think I see a Bogg in the back with his paw up,”
Banxsome said above the jittery din, but the Bogg did not
relent.

“Kill Vandoff Banxsome!”
“Yeah! Kill Vandoff!”
Suddenly  silence  spread  over  the  Boggcrowd  as  all

heads turned to the cave’s  entrance.  Council  Head Rock-
stadt Bogg and Council Member Mossteum Bogg entered
the cave, walking boldly toward Banxsome. If it were possi-
ble for a Bogg to make himself clear like the water in the
river,  almost  every Bogg  there  would  have  done  so.  But
Rockstadt and Mossteum did not come to get a body for the
Heap, nor to collect names. They had come to trap Banx-
some.

They made their way up to Banxsome, the Boggcrowd
parting  for  them as  they went.  When they reached him,
Rockstadt Bogg spoke.

“We  have  heard,  Banxsome  Bogg,  how  you  plan  to
teach  the  Bogg  about  their  wrong  ideas.  I  am  Mannite,
Mossteum is Potneite. Together, under Phinneus, we rule in
peace.”

Now Mossteum spoke. “Banxsome, The Mannites say
the Bogg Kingdom can only be brought about by The Man,
that we must go dwell with The Man. We Potneites believe
that a wise King can use Law to create a Great Society, and
that Great Society is the Kingdom. Who is right?”

Banxsome had to think on this. He knew Rockstadt and
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Mossteum had been sent by King Phinneus to make him
look bad, to give him a question that no matter how he an-
swered it, he would split the Bogg. So Banxsome thought
hard, and when the answer came to him, it was not in the
form of an idea about The Man and the Bogg, it was in the
form of a remembrance of a friend. He smiled that friendly
smile of his and answered.

“In  my  travels  I  made  a  friend  whose  name  was
Jonathan Bogg. My Council Head is now named after that
friend. This friend I made, Jonathan, told me a story from
his youth.

“Young Jonathan Bogg went in search of a better life,
and he took with him his brother, Tobias Bogg. After some
days  traveling  the  two  came over  a  hill,  much like  your
King Beginigin did, and they found there a Stony Valley.
There they rested among the stones.

“While they rested a Bogg King passed through. The
Bogg King wore a flowered golden crown and had about
him a robe of woven purple blooms. Young Jonathan ex-
plained their search for a better life, and the Bogg King was
quick to provide an answer. The most noble life they could
live, he said, was to help him carry stones from the Stony
Valley  over  the  hill  to  help  him  build  his  Great  Bog-
gtown.”

Banxsome  paused  here  and  saw  that  he  had  every
Bogg’s full attention. He resumed.

“So the King took the two brothers over the hill  and
showed  them  his  beautiful  Boggtown.  Though  the  Bog-
gtown seemed empty of activity, each mound was covered
in shining stones, and glittering red stones lined each hole.
Here and there were large stone altars which the King used
instead of a Stump, and in the middle of the Boggtown was
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an enormous mound, taller  even than the altars,  covered
with gold stones and rimmed with blue rocks than shined
like the sky.  This  was  the  King’s  hole.  The two brothers
were very impressed, and they agreed to take up the task.

“But  after  a  hot  season  of  carrying  stones  Jonathan
Bogg was very frustrated. One day as they carried stones he
turned to Tobias and said, ‘Isn’t it boring and unfulfilling
carrying these stones over the hill? And doesn’t the King
seem more interested in the beauty of his Boggtown than
with the better life we seek?’

“Tobias answered, ‘You're wrong, Jonathan, this is the
better life. We have seen the King’s Bogg-town, and it is
Great,  built  of  many  stones  carried  by  others  like  us
throughout history. And as for the King, his golden crown
and purple robe testify to his Greatness, and I am honored
just to be allowed to carry stones for him.’

“‘Not I,’ Jonathan said. ‘Not I.’
“So  young Jonathan Bogg threw down the  stone  he

was carrying and resumed his search for a better life. He de-
cided to climb the hill on the opposite side of the Stony Val-
ley,  away from the  King’s  Boggtown.  Once atop  the  hill
young Jonathan saw another Bogg-town, one not so mag-
nificently constructed  but  bustling  with  life  and  activity.
Jonathan descended into the Boggtown, then asked for di-
rections to the King’s hole so he might inquire if this Bog-
gtown had a place for him.

“When young Jonathan reached the hole that the direc-
tions led him to, he thought he must have made a mistake.
The hole before him was no better than any other hole in
the Boggtown. But Jonathan called down it, and up popped
a Bogg no better adorned than Jonathan.

“‘I’m lost,’ Jonathan told the Bogg. ‘Can you give me
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directions to the King’s hole?’
“‘You're there,’ the Bogg said.
“‘Oh,’  said  Jonathan,  surprised.  ‘Then  may I  please

speak to the King?’
“‘Speaking,’ the Bogg said.
“Young Jonathan was even more surprised, so he stared

for a moment, then finally spoke.
“‘I’m in search of a better life,’ he said. ‘Do you have

anything for me to do in your Boggtown?’
“‘What would you wish to do?’ asked the King.
“‘You mean if I could do anything?’
“‘Anything,’ said the King.
“‘I  would make Boggsongs,’  Jonathan told him, then

added  in  a  sad  voice,  ‘though  I’ve  had  no  training.’
Jonathan expected the King to be disappointed, so he was
surprised by the King’s response.

“‘Good!’ the King said with joy. ‘We could use another
Boggsong-maker around here. You can stay here with me
tonight, and in the morning I’ll take you around and intro-
duce you to some of our older Boggsong-makers. You can
decide which ones you want to learn from.’

“‘That sounds Great!’  Jonathan said with a smile, but
then his smile faded as he remembered his brother.

“‘Good  King,  I  want  to  learn  to  make  Boggsongs,’
Jonathan said, ‘but I have something important I have to do
first. You see, my brother is still back in the Stony Valley,
carrying stones for the King on the other side. I have to go
get him and bring him here.’

“Immediately the King’s countenance sank from joy to
sorrow. ‘I’m sorry,’ he said. ‘You're welcome to go try, but
it'll be of no use. That other King is my brother, and though
he means well, he deceives the Bogg. If you go now your
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brother  will  not  understand.  First  become  the  maker  of
Boggsongs you dream of being. Dig your hole here, start a
family,  create  the  better  life  you  seek.  Then  go  to  your
brother and  show him that you have found your better life.
Then, perhaps, he will understand.’

“Jonathan Bogg took the King’s advice and made that
Boggtown his home.”

Banxsome Bogg smiled, obviously pleased with his own
answer. “Now,” he said, looking straight at Rockstadt and
Mossteum, “I have a question to ask you two: Which Bog-
gtown was closer to the Bogg Kingdom?”

Rockstadt  Bogg  and  Mossteum Bogg  looked  at  each
other. There was no way for them to avoid answering, and
they knew this as well as the rest of the Bogg in the cave
knew it.  They had to answer. They turned back to Banx-
some. “The last,” they answered.

“Then you have your answer,” Banxsome said. It was
silent a moment, and then one anonymous Bogg let out a
cheer for Banxsome. That was followed by another cheer,
then  shouts  of  joy,  and  finally spontaneous  dancing  and
chanting broke out among the Bogg in the cave. Rockstadt
and Mossteum turned and stomped out in disgust.  Banx-
some glowed up there on his stone, and the Bogg were hap-
pier than they’d been in many seasons.

A Bogg interrupted their celebration with a shout up to
Banxsome.

“Banxsome!”  he  yelled,  and  repeated  it  to  quiet  the
Bogg. “Banxsome!” He now had the attention of all.

“Yes?” Banxsome asked, his big, friendly smile appear-
ing just a touch troubled.

“Banxsome, you tell a good Boggstory, but Boggstories
do us no good. Vandoff has eaten my pup, Blackfoot has
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eaten my wife. What is a Boggstory to me? You said you’d
kill Vandoff. Now kill Vandoff.”

Hayseed ran up to Banxsome and pointed at the ques-
tioner. “You want me to chew him to bits, Banxsome? I’ll
do it!” Some laughs flowed across the Boggcrowd.

“Just  say the  word,  Banxsome,”  Texas  Bogg  agreed
from farther back in the Boggcrowd.

“No,” Banxsome said. “We are not like Phinneus. Be-
sides, this Bogg is right. He’s right. But we’re not ready to
kill Vandoff yet.”

“That’s  what  I  thought,”  the  questioning  Bogg  said.
“Cowards. You’re no better than Phinneus and his Council.”
The angry Bogg turned to leave, and all eyes were on Banx-
some.

Banxsome spoke to the Bogg’s  back. “I  said we were
not yet ready for Vandoff. But tomorrow after Boggstory my
Council and I will kill Blackfoot.”

The angry Bogg turned back toward Banxsome, and al-
most smiled. Banxsome could see a tear slip from the cor-
ner of the Bogg’s right eye. Then the Bogg turned back and
left.

Just like that the Bogg’s celebration resumed.
Never had the Bogg felt so high, and never had Phin-

neus felt so angry and threatened. For when Rockstadt and
Mossteum returned to him with news of their mission, he
strangled Mossteum almost to death. Rockstadt had to save
his fellow Council Member by continually asking, “King?
King?” until Phinneus finally let go of Mossteum’s throat.
Rockstadt and Mossteum left the King’s burrow unsure and
frightened, afraid of their King and what he might do.

Phinneus, though, lay back by his tribute and thought
on this whole thing a while. If Banxsome was smart, he rea-
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soned,  he  could  be  smarter.  The  next  question  he  sent
would be better. And even if Banxsome could answer every
question  he  asked,  Phinneus  knew  he  still  had  a  final,
deadly option. It was something he mentioned to no one
else, something so dark that he would not even consult his
Council about it. But it would work if he had to use it. It
would rid him of Banxsome, and how ironic—he might not
have thought of  it  if  not  for  Banxsome Bogg,  for  it  was
Banxsome himself who had given Phinneus this idea.
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Banxsome’s First Miracle

There was  nothing formal  and little  scheduled about
the way Banxsome did anything.  During  the  time Banx-
some and his Council joined paws and hearts to accomplish
what was accomplished, they were almost always together,
wandering around foraging and talking. An important idea
would pop up like a Bogg head from a Bogghole, then the
Council would stop and gather to hear what Banxsome had
to say.

Banxsome  and  his  Council  wandered  a  great  deal.
When the celebration ended after that first meeting in the
cave they wandered down toward the river, back up to the
cave, up into the Boggtown to see Maria and the pups, back
down to the cave, back down toward the river, all the way
up  to  the  hedges  that  grow in  a  straight  line,  and  back
home to the cave. By then it was dark, and the night be-
longs to the hunters, not the prey. In the process of these
wanderings many things were said, most of which is unim-
portant  and  forgotten.  Some  things,  though,  are  worth
mentioning.

At  one  point  that  evening  Jonathan  and  Texas  took
Banxsome aside to tell him something.

“Potnean is gone,” Jonathan said. Texas Bogg nodded
and added that he thought Potnean was a spy.

“Why’d you choose him?” Jonathan asked.
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“I  didn’t,”  Banxsome  said.  “What  you  call The
Man did.”

This angered Texas Bogg and he said, “Of all  the… I
will kill that Bogg if he is a spy, no matter who chose him. A
spy will get you killed, Banxsome.”

Banxsome laughed at this. “I’ll be okay, Texas,” he as-
sured his old friend, but Texas wasn’t done.

“Well, you just say the word, Banxsome, and I’ll kill any
Bogg that needs killing.”

Banxsome  smiled,  then  his  smile  left  as  a  thought
struck him like a prophecy. When he spoke, his joviality was
gone, as was any hint of his smile. “I wouldn’t be so sure of
that,” he told Texas. “I think The Man may try us all, Tex.
We may all fail.”

Texas was about to try drag the meaning of this out of
Banxsome when Hayseed came up. He had overheard some
talk about killing and thought he might be missing the fun.

“Killing? Who’s gonna get killed, Tallpup?”
“Nobody but you if you don’t shut up,” Texas told Hay-

seed.
Hayseed Bogg, like King Marcellus several generations

before, did not answer with words, but with action. A high
pitched “Aaaiiiiiiiiiiiiii!”  whistled out  of  him as  he sprang
upon Texas Bogg. Jonathan moved to go break it up, but
Banxsome stopped him.

“Let the others stop it,” he told Jonathan.
The others  did.  Felton, Belinda,  and Granford ran to

the fight and began pulling the two wrestling Bogg apart,
and Felton hollered to Hippocrates for help. Hippocrates re-
luctantly joined in and the two warriors were finally sepa-
rated.

“I’ll  break  every bone  in  his  body!”  Texas  Bogg  an-
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nounced when back up.
“Yeah Tallpup?” Hayseed fired back. “I didn’t see you

breakin’ nothin’ a moment ago!”
Banxsome stepped in now, his smile back on his face.

Before he could say anything Texas defended himself..
“He jumped on me, Boss,” Texas said.
“I know,” Banxsome said. “Everybody okay?”
They all said they were except for Hippocrates, who felt

his stomach area. “I may be hurt, way down deep,” he said.
Texas laughed.
“No, really,” Hippocrates said. “I could die, you know.”
“You’ll  be okay,”  Banxsome said,  patting him on the

shoulder. That was that.
As the Bogg turned to go, Felton smiled a Serpent smile

at Belinda.
“That was some good wrestlin’ for a female,” he said.

“If you’re ever looking’ for a Bogg to wrestle one on one,
just…” before he could finish she snarled and bit at him. He
laughed.

“You’ll come around,” he said.
“When  my  bones  are  dust,”  she  said.  Now  Texas

laughed at Felton.
“You sure have a way with the females,” Texas said.
“That’s why The Man made 'em,” Felton said. “To en-

tertain me.”
For a moment Banxsome thought he’d say something

about this, but he didn’t. He turned and began wandering
in a new direction.

The next morning as they foraged Banxsome spoke to
his Council.  “Today during Boggstory we will  kill  Black-
foot,” Banxsome said. The Council, Potnean included, drew
near.
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“About time!” Hayseed said.
Granford cleared his throat. “You haven’t yet inquired,

but I offer my expertise here. Have I yet told any of you how
I rid my old Boggtown of Blackfoot?”

“Oh, shut up,” Texas told Granford.
“All of you quiet,” Belinda said. “Let Banxsome speak.”
“Thank you,” he told Belinda. “Now, what we have to

do is this. One of us will need to pretend to be hurt, like
King Matthew did in your Boggstory.”

“Play banxsome?” Belinda asked.
“Banxsome smiled at this thought. “Yes,” he said. “Play

banxsome. We should do this at the mouth of the cave so
the others have hiding spots in the rocks. When Blackfoot
comes, the others will jump out and attack.”

“I don’t think this is a good idea,” Hippocrates Bogg
said. “Someone could get killed—me.”

“Bogg  are  getting  killed  on  the  Heap  all  the  time,”
Banxsome told him. “And you’ll end up there too—soon, if
we don’t do something about this.”

Now Potnean asked a question. “Is this the same way
we’ll kill Vandoff?” All the Council looked at Potnean. The
question seemed out of place, but Banxsome answered it.

“Probably,  but  I’m  not  sure,”  Banxsome  said.  Fire
burned in  Texas  Bogg’s  eyes.  Banxsome got  back  to  his
plans.

“I’ll  play the  broken Bogg,  I am banxsome,”  he  said.
“My limp  may  convince  Blackfoot  all  the  more.”  Now
Banxsome thought. “How many is Blackfoot when you see
him around here?”

“Three, maybe four or five,” Belinda answered.
“If he is three it will be easy,” Banxsome said.
“Easy?” Hippocrates asked.
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“Well, maybe not easy. But even if Blackfoot is four we
still have two Bogg for each. But if he is five…”

“If he is five I’ll kill one myself,” Hayseed said. Texas
laughed, and Hayseed turned to him. “Watch out, Tallpup,
or there will be one less Bogg to fight Blackfoot.”

“Please, Banxsome,” Texas Bogg pleaded. “Let me shut
him up just once—”

“You go ahead and try, Tallpup!” Hayseed said, point-
ing a finger at him.

“Pups! Pups!” It was Belinda. She had had it with their
behavior.  “We have been sent a  deliverer,  and we have a
plan, and you two can’t seem to figure out who we’re here
to fight. The next one who speaks out of turn I’ll bloody.”
She meant it.”

“Thank you, Belinda,” Banxsome said. Had Banxsome
looked over at Felton at that moment he would have seen
Felton staring at Belinda with just a hint of something new
in  his  eyes,  something  that  hadn’t  been  there  before.
Jonathan  saw  it  though.  It  looked  like  pride,  or  maybe
even  respect.

Banxsome explained the plan, which was not intricate,
just brave. He paired up the eight, Belinda with Hayseed,
Felton  with  Hippocrates,  Potnean  with  Granford,  and
Jonathan with Texas.  Each pair would jump a Blackfoot,
one in front, one in back, the same way Blackfoot had at-
tacked him in the storm. The front Bogg would lure Black-
foot’s face toward him, then the rear Bogg would pounce
and bite.

“Bite  the  back  of  the  neck,”  Banxsome  instructed.
“Clean through, like a root in your way. Snap it and Black-
foot will die.” There was silence as the deadliness of what
they were doing sunk in. Bogg simply do not attack Black-
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foot. Ever.
The nine warriors spent the rest of that early part of the

day in anxious,  nervous attempts  at  foraging.  Finally the
sun passed over and the Bogg in the Bogg-town began to
come up from their holes and parade off to the hollow for
Boggstory.  Neither  Banxsome  nor  any  of  his  Council
moved to join them, for  they planned to do their  deadly
work while the Bogg were stashed safely away at Boggstory.

When  all  the  Bogg  were  in  the  hollow  and  making
enough noise to not notice the goings on of the nine war-
riors down by the cave, Banxsome and his Council set their
trap.

While  the  Council  hid  in  the  rocks,  Banxsome went
down the  hill  from  the  cave,  maybe  about  two  or  three
trees, and began his act. He was so good! Perhaps he’d been
bloodied  and  screaming  before  and  was  reenacting  the
scene, though he was probably just doing a very good job
imitating  other  Bogg he had seen die  during  his  travels.
Whatever his motivation, Banxsome’s cries brought Black-
foot. They were three—good news. When they neared Banx-
some, Banxsome jumped up and, squealing like a Bogg cer-
tain of its own impending death, ran toward the cave.

Blackfoot looked at one another and smiled that their
prey was running himself right into a dead end. They took
their time since there was no reason to rush. By the time
they sauntered up to the cave, Banxsome was concealed in
its darkness.

“Come out  little  Bogg,”  Banxsome heard their  whis-
pered callings. “Come out, we won’t hurt you.” Blackfoot
laughed.

Banxsome saw two things happen at once. The first was
his warriors springing from their places and falling upon
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Blackfoot; the second was two more Blackfoot arriving at
the cave. As Banxsome sprang forth and ran to the battle
Felton  shoved  Hippocrates  in  front  of  a  Blackfoot  and
jumped on the Blackfoot’s neck. The two were entangled in
a death grip as Banxsome ran past. Each set of warriors had
chosen a Blackfoot and as Banxsome ran to the battle he
knew he would have to kill the fifth Blackfoot alone. Banx-
some collided against the fifth Blackfoot with his massive
right  shoulder  and  the  Blackfoot  let  out  a  cry that  was
much  louder  than  a  whisper.  The  Blackfoot  rolled,  and
Banxsome  caught  Blackfoot’s  throat  in  his  jaws  and
clamped down, cutting off Blackfoot’s air.

As  the  Blackfoot  in  his  jaws  struggled  to  get  loose,
Banxsome  looked  around.  How  proud  he  was!  He  saw
Texas Bogg’s jaws clamped on the back of Blackfoot’s neck
while Jonathan had its throat; he saw Belinda and Hayseed
similarly locked on their  Blackfoot,  and the  Blackfoot  in
Felton Bogg’s jaws was wriggling out its last movements as
Hippocrates stared on. Only Potnean and Granford’s Black-
foot remained free, and that Blackfoot had the two fright-
ened Bogg cornered against the cave wall.

Banxsome shook his mighty shoulders and snapped the
Blackfoot’s neck, then began a lumbering run to Potnean’s
and Granford’s aid. He did not get there in time to kill the
Blackfoot.

He did not get there in time because Belinda beat him
there.  She  flew  in  front  of  Banxsome  and  attacked  the
Blackfoot with a deadliness Banxsome had seen only once
before in all his travels—the deadliness of The Man chop-
ping the heads off His birds.

By the time Banxsome reached Belinda and the Black-
foot,  the Blackfoot  was dead.  Belinda had not broken its
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neck, she had torn out its entire throat.
“That’s for daddy,” she said as she spat out the blood

and fur.
There  was  no  sound  in  the  cave  but  for  the  heavy

breathing  of  the  victorious  warriors,  and  none  spoke  as
they listened  to  their  breath.  Finally,  when  they had  all
calmed somewhat, Banxsome spoke.

“Is everyone all right?” he asked.
“I think my leg is broke,” Hippocrates said. “And maybe

my arm too.”
“You’re all right,” Texas said.
“Are we all here?” Banxsome asked.
There were a number of yeses, and then Hayseed’s high

voice.
“Blackfoot  was five,”  he  said,  and Banxsome thought

that Hayseed, despite all his bluster, was surprised to still be
alive.

As the Bogg in the hollow sang, the nine dragged the
five Blackfoot bodies to the entrance of the hollow and put
them there as proof of their deed. Banxsome had said he
would kill  Blackfoot, and now Blackfoot was dead. Texas
wanted to  bust  right  into  the  hollow and interrupt  Bog-
gstory, but Banxsome wouldn’t let him. They instead went
back to the cave to discuss their Great deed.

In  the  cave  Texas  began  to  excoriate  Potnean  and
Granford for their fear, but Belinda stopped him.

“You  wait,”  she  said.  “You  can’t  tell  a  Bogg  by one
thing. What they are will come out in time.” How prophetic
she would turn out to be.

After their short discussion the nine sat in the shady si-
lence of the cave a while,  listening as Bogg-story wound
down up the hill in the hollow. Each Bogg in the cave ex-
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plored  his  own thoughts,  each  followed  his  own trail  of
ideas, each wondered exactly how important what they had
done really was. They had killed Blackfoot. What else were
they capable of? And then Jonathan interrupted them.

“I have made a Boggsong,” he said. “Like the Bogg in
Banxsome’s  Boggstory  yesterday.”  When  Banxsome  had
told the story Jonathan had wondered how Banxsome knew
that  he  too  wanted  to  make  songs,  or  even if Banxsome
knew. But he was about to poke his head out of his hole and
take a look around as a maker of Boggsongs.

Banxsome  smiled  at  him.  “Good!  Let  us  hear  it
Jonathan!”

“It’s  not  much,”  Jonathan  said.  “But  you  know  the
Bogg like short songs anyway. Less to remember.” And then
Jonathan sang his song.

Yesterday we cried out to The Man to save us all,
Yesterday we cried out and The Man returned our 
call,
Yesterday He sent a Bogg who told us we were 
Great,
And today we killed the Blackfoot in the darkness 
of the cave.

Today we fought the Blackfoot just as Banxsome 
said we should;
Today we killed the Blackfoot just as Banxsome 
said we could,
Today we killed the Blackfoot and we didn’t lose 
one life…

Jonathan paused and looked around at his fellow Coun-
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cil Members before singing the last line in his deepest voice
—

And tomorrow we Bogg warriors are gonna Kill the 
Knife!

Cheers  broke  out  in  the  cave  and  Texas,  who  had
fought by Jonathan’s side, was the first to run across the
cave  and  congratulate  him.  The  Council  loved  his  song.
Banxsome smiled that big smile of his and looked across at
the Council celebrating around Jonathan. For just a monu-
ment, between the dancing bodies, Jonathan’s and Banx-
some’s eyes met and almost seemed to touch, even across
the distance of the cave. Banxsome thought he just might
see  Jonathan  smile  his  first  smile,  but  Jonathan  didn’t.
Banxsome thought about the song. Was it prophetic? Yes.
They would kill  the  Knife.  Maybe  not  exactly tomorrow,
but they’d kill him soon enough.

His thoughts and the Council’s celebration were inter-
rupted by joyous cries from up the hill. The Bogg had dis-
covered their Great deed and were coming down toward the
cave.
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Banxsome Tells Another Boggstory

The Bogg burst into the cave—the whole Bogg-town,
Phinneus included. The Bogg were dancing and chanting,
all  but  Phinneus  and  his  Council,  of  course.  Phinneus
stopped the celebration with his booming voice.

“Stop! Dissent!”  he  yelled.  “Who  will  be  first  on  the
Heap?” The Bogg froze in fear.

Banxsome stepped forward. “I said we would kill Black-
foot, and Blackfoot is dead. We did not lose one Bogg.” His
open  defiance  must  have  encouraged  the  Bogg,  for  one
shouted.

“It’s a miracle!” the shouted voice cried.
“Yes!”
“SILENCE!” King Phinneus yelled, and again all  was

still.  Then Phinneus  pointed at  Banxsome.  “You encour-
age dissent,” he charged.

“I kill Blackfoot,” Banxsome replied.
“You skip Boggstory. You undermine our Great Society.

You encourage dissent.”
“I kill Blackfoot.” Banxsome stuck to his defense.
Phinneus waved a paw over the Boggcrowd. “Our Soci-

ety would fail but for what is passed on at Bogg-story. It is
the glue of our Boggtown. It's where we remind ourselves
who we are. You have made a mockery of that.”
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Banxsome could see that the Bogg, in large part, now
felt similarly. They were already forgetting the Great deed in
the face of Phinneus The Law’s logic. Phinneus went on. 

“No matter what you do, if you encourage this kind of
dissent, Banxsome Bogg, you are damaging the Boggtown.
No good can come of evil.” Now Phinneus gestured to the
Bogg  all  around  him.  “Look,  Banxsome  Bogg,
even they understand. Only a fool could believe otherwise.
Today you did more damage to the Bogg-town than good.
You encouraged dissent.”

Banxsome  looked  around.  He  had  lost  the  Bogg  al-
ready, he thought. They looked at him with accusing eyes,
waiting for  his  plea.  How simple  Phinneus,  in  his  Great
voice, made it seem. But was he wrong to do what he had
done, as he had done it? Banxsome scanned the faces of his
Council, and not one of them had any help for him. He was
on his own. And then Banxsome remembered something. A
smile came to his face, that friendly, everything-is-going-
to-be-all-right-‘cause-I’m-here smile.

Phinneus,” he said with a confidence the Bogg could
feel, “you say I am doing evil because I did this when the
Bogg should be at Boggstory, right?”

Phinneus  now  looked  a  little  concerned,  but  he  an-
swered. “Right. You encourage dissent.”

“Would I be wrong if I broke Bogg Law?”
“You do and you are. You should not live in the cave.”

Now the Bogg seemed even more firmly behind Phinneus
The Law.

Banxsome’s smile grew. “But what Bogg Law has not
been broken by the heroes of your Boggstory? Ancredidine
took the Bogg closer to The Man in violation of Beginigin’s
Law.  Potneus  himself  broke  his  own  Law,  hiding  from
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Vandoff. Isaiah said the Bogg must listen to the voice of
The Man, but do you? And King Marcellus said the Bogg
are supposed to keep moving upward to The Man, yet you
stay put. In fact, Phinneus The Law, there are no Bogg who
perfectly follow the Law, for none could. Trusting in The
Law, King Phinneus, is the death of the Boggtown. Dissent
is not. And  you are The Law.”

Phinneus shook with anger and would have had Banx-
some carried to the Heap right then if he was sure it could
be done. But Banxsome didn't give him a chance to act. He
turned to the Bogg, whose faces now showed their growing
love for him.

“In my travels,” Banxsome began, “I visited with Bogg
in a Boggtown similar to yours. It was a young Boggtown,
still looking for its meaning, still in search of its purpose.

“Though the Boggtown was young, it had already seen
its share of Heroes—Great Bogg who had given their own
lives to help the Boggtown get to where it was. And one day
in that Boggtown two young male Bogg sat and listened to
an older Bogg re-telling the stories of those Great Bogg He-
roes of their  Boggtown. Both young listeners came away
very inspired by these stories and wanted to share their in-
spiration with others.

“The first Bogg said, ‘Since the stories touched me so
much, I must get others to hear the stories so they too will
be inspired. I am even willing to do all the work to set it up.
I will call it Boggstory.

“So  the  first  Bogg  set  up  his  Boggstory  and  went
throughout  the  Boggtown convincing  the  Bogg  of  their
need to come hear the stories. He was very persuasive, and
soon the whole Boggtown attended his Boggstories. But the
Boggtown saw no  more  Heroes;  it  only heard  stories  of
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them. And worse, during their Boggstories Vandoff came
and took their pups. At the end of his life the first Bogg,
aware that he had failed to do anything worthwhile with the
inspiration he once felt,  looked around and declared that
the land was a dark, evil place.

“The second Bogg took a different path. Instead of try-
ing to get others to hear the stories, which seemed to him to
get passed along fine without the need of any formal story-
telling, this Bogg decided to live his life like  the Great He-
roes of those stories. Nothing happened immediately, but as
time passed events took place that gave him the chance to
express  his  devotion to being a  Great  Bogg,  as  the Bog-
gtown’s Heroes had been. And then those parts of the Bog-
gtown closest to him began to change around him. Where
the other  Bogg lived in a  state of  continual  hopelessness
and fear, those Bogg around him began to see the possibili-
ties their lives presented, and they too chose to be Great like
the old Heroes of their Boggtown. The second Bogg’s pups
went  out  and began new Boggtowns,  and his  grandpups
came  together  to  defeat  the  enemies  of  the  Bogg—even
Vandoff. His neighbors became Great and learned to under-
stand how to live in peace with The Man. Near the end of
his life that second Bogg sat enraptured beneath a bush, a
beautiful grandpup on his lap, and exclaimed, ‘The land is a
beautiful place, a place filled with endless opportunities.’”

Banxsome  looked  straight  at  Phinneus.  “Today liv-
ing Bogg tell their pups the story of that second Bogg while
sitting atop a mound of dirt under which the first Bogg’s
bones  are  buried.”  Banxsome paused,  looked  around the
cave at the Bogg, then back to Phinneus. “Phinneus, which
Bogg did the right thing?”

All Phinneus could do was grab his Council and stomp
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out of  the cave.  A wild celebration broke out  the instant
King Phinneus left. The Bogg were almost free, they sang.
They sang about how they would soon have a new King,
the King of The Man’s Prophecy. Banxsome would soon sit
atop the Stump, King of a Bogg-town without worry, with-
out Blackfoot, without the Knife, and yes, without Vandoff!
No Vandoff! They sang. They sang. They sang. They sang!

All  but  Banxsome.  In  the  midst  of  this  celebration
Banxsome began feeling as troubled as he’d felt since his
time in The Man’s Great Dwelling. He was beginning to
wonder  if  the  Prophecy might  mean  something  entirely
different than what the Bogg seemed to expect. He too had
at first thought he would simply take the Stump from Phin-
neus and become the Boggtown’s  King.  But now, as  the
joyful Bogg sang and danced around him, new ideas were
invading his thoughts. They were higher and deadlier ideas
than  he’d  ever  thought,  ideas  about  the  Stump  and  the
Bogg Kingdom and who or what is truly King in such a
place. He was still certain he would take the Stump from
Phinneus,  yet  he  was  unsure  who  should  stand  upon  it,
given his new thoughts. If he had been sure he would have
stopped  their  celebration  right  there  and  explained,  for
Banxsome was not one to let a lie go unaddressed. And it
felt like something was lying to him. Like there was some-
thing he didn't quite understand.
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Banxsome Teaches The Bogg

The next morning Banxsome sent his Council out with
a message:  He would teach in the cave after the sun had
passed over.  Each Council  Member told only one or  two
Bogg and instructed them to keep it a secret, so of course
by the time the sun passed over the entire Boggtown knew
of the meeting, including King Phinneus.

When the Bogg began arriving at the cave, Banxsome
again put Granford off in the back of the Boggcrowd and
armed  him  with  the  same  question: Banxsome,  you  have
lived with The Man. Can you tell  us  how the Bogg’s  ideas
about The Man and the reality of The Man differ?

As the cave filled and the Bogg settled in to listen to
him,  Banxsome  noticed  Rockstadt  Bogg  and  Mossteum
Bogg standing at the very back of the Boggcrowd, the rest
of Phinneus’s Council with them. This did not deter Banx-
some, he set about his plan.

“I know there may be many questions,” he finally ad-
dressed the Boggcrowd, “about what is going on here in this
Boggtown. I want to answer any questions the Bogg have.”

Many paws  shot  up,  but  it  was  Granford’s  paw that
Banxsome’s  eyes  fell  upon.  He pointed toward Granford,
but  just  as  Granford  was  about  to  speak  Rockstadt  and
Mossteum stepped forward. Granford dared not speak.

“Banxsome,” Rockstadt said, a sly smile on his face. “I
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am Mannite, and as you already know, Mossteum here is
Potneite. Mossteum tells me that the Bogg are best ruled by
Potneite philosophy. I don’t know how to answer him, so I
want  to  know this:  Exactly what  is  wrong with the  Pot-
neites’ way of thinking? And also, if he is wrong, doesn’t
that make every Potneite Bogg in the Boggtown a fool?”

Banxsome looked a little annoyed at this interruption,
but he answered. “Bogg should not be ruled by a philoso-
phy at all,” Banxsome said, and then a slight smile creased
his lips. He began another Boggstory.

“Once in my travels I knew a Bogg who was making a
journey. He came upon a large stone blocking the path. He
tried to dig under the Stone but found the soil to be on top
of solid rock, so he instead determined he had to climb up
over the Stone. With much effort he did so. When he landed
on  the  other  side  he  said,  ‘Aha!  A  philosophy  to  live
by! When coming to a stone blocking your path, you must
go over it.’ The next day he came to another stone blocking
his path. He remembered his philosophy and began to climb
up over it,  but when he got up on top Vandoff swooped
down and sliced him open. He was lucky to survive. When
he landed on the other side he said, ‘Aha! A philosophy to
live by! When coming to a stone blocking your path, you
must go under it.’

“The next day he came to another stone blocking his
path, and remembering his latest philosophy he began to
dig under it. This time the ground was softer, and soon he
had tunneled halfway under the Stone. Well, Bogg…”

Banxsome  stopped  his  Boggstory  and  smiled  at  the
Bogg, waiting. Finally one spoke up.

“Tell us what happened Banxsome!”
“The Stone fell in on him and crushed him.”
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“Ewwwwww!” was  the general  sound the Boggcrowd
made.

“What good is  that Boggstory?” Rockstadt demanded.
“You still have not answered my question.”

“Yes  I  have,”  Banxsome said,  but you did not hear my
answer. That’s okay, not many can. But since you want to
know specifically what  is  wrong  with Potneite philosophy,
I'll tell you another Bogg-story:

“In my travels I once came upon a Boggtown with a
powerful King, powerful both in body and in thought. He,
as  all  Bogg Kings wish, wanted  his Bogg-town to be the
long sought-after Bogg Kingdom, and he was sure he knew
how to make it so.

“He told the Bogg in his Boggtown that if they would
bring him roots, in three days he would give them back as
many roots as they had given him, plus half again more.

“This, to the Bogg, was the Bogg Kingdom indeed! To
get  more  back  than  one puts  in—without  any work,  too!
How like the Bogg!

“All the Bogg were happy, overjoyed even, as the King’s
plan held true.  But after some time they began to notice
strange things happening about the Bogg-town. There were
strange disappearances, unexplained screams in the night,
and claimed attacks by enemies though no enemy was ever
seen.   Bogg were missing all over the Boggtown.” Banx-
some stopped here. The Boggcrowd looked anxiously up at
him again. Finally Rockstadt spoke.

“Well, what does that have to do with anything?”
“Yeah, what happened to the missing Bogg?” a Bogg in

the Boggcrowd shouted.
Banxsome  smiled.  “Slaves.  They  were  made  slaves.

Their King traded as many as he had to, with another Bog-
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gtown, so that the other Boggtown would give him the ex-
tra roots he needed to please the Bogg. And that is what is
wrong with Potneite rule. No King can ever give back more
than  he  takes;  in  fact,  the  opposite  is  always  true.  You
can't give your freedom and get the Bogg Kingdom. So Pot-
neite thinking can never lead to the Bogg Kingdom.”

Rockstadt  smiled  and  turned  to  go.  Banxsome’s  an-
swers would not please Phinneus, but he liked them. Moss-
teum, though, did not move.

“Well then, what is wrong with Mannite rule?” Moss-
teum shouted up to Banxsome. Rockstadt stopped his exit
and turned back around.

“I  ran  across  another  Boggtown  about  that  time,”
Banxsome began,  “and they too had an issue with roots.
They were a Mannite Boggtown, they had no Potneites to
argue against  them, so Mannite thought ruled the entire
Boggtown.

“A wise old King of their Boggtown had a huge burrow
dug and filled it with roots and shoots against a cold-season
day when the Bogg might need them for food. He had a
beautiful stone, purple, placed in the entrance to the bur-
row to seal it. To keep the Bogg from stealing the supply,
the Mannite King told the Mannite Bogg that the stone was
special—made so by The Man.  It  was a sentinel  over  the
supply so that only the right Bogg, a chosen Bogg, could
get to the supply. Any other Bogg trying to do so would
surely die.

“The King soon died and hard, dry times came.  The
Bogg grew hungry, then starved. They watched their chil-
dren suffer and die while Vandoff grew fat on their dead.
Vandoff always grows fat from the Bogg’s hard times. The
Mannite  Bogg watched in  helpless  horror  as  one-by-one
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they fell to the harsh circumstances, and all the while salva-
tion was only a bush deep beneath their feet, but guarded
by that special stone.

“No Bogg dared try the stone for none felt worthy, and
even if one did, no single Bogg could move it.  Also—any
Bogg who attempted to move it could be sure that the rest
of the Bogg would be angered that someone just like them-
selves claimed to be special enough to try move the special
stone. That Bogg would meet the wrath of the Bogg. So on
they went, starving themselves and fattening Vandoff.

“Then one night a Bogg, a starving Bogg who was the
father of dying pups, could stand no more. He rushed to the
special  stone  and  tried  to  move  it,  and  when  it  did  not
budge  from  the  entrance  to  the  hole,  he  began  to  dig
around it. He was making good progress when the Mannite
Council  found  him,  and  they and  many other  Mannite
Bogg in the Mannite Boggtown tore him to bits.

“The next night his starving pups snuck to the stone
and finished digging through, and once  in the hole  they
gorged themselves on the stored food. Even as much as they
ate, there was still plenty left for any others.

“The next  day the other  Bogg noticed that  the pups
were no longer near death, and when the pups explained
why,  do you know that  Mannite  Council  went and filled
their hole back up? The Bogg in that Boggtown died, most
of them anyway, always within a bush of their own salva-
tion but convinced by their own thinking that they were not
worthy to have it.”

Banxsome looked straight at Rockstadt. “That's what is
wrong  with  Mannite  rule,”  he  said,  “and  why Mannite
thought can never lead to the Bogg Kingdom. Putting on
The Man what is  Bogg responsibility will never lead to the
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Bogg Kingdom, only to needless suffering.”
“We will see, Banxsome Bogg,” Rockstadt said, “who is

right  and  who  is  wrong.  King  Phinneus  will  determine
that.”

“Perhaps so,” Banxsome said without his usual  smile.
“Or perhaps Vandoff will decide. Or The Man. Or some-
thing even higher. But not you, Rockstadt. You will die a
fool.”

Rockstadt snarled an impotent snarl up at Banxsome,
then he and Mossteum left the cave. After a moment Banx-
some started over.

“Well, are there any questions?” he asked again. Gran-
ford  stood  up.  Banxsome  thought  his  plan  would  finally
work.

“Uh, Banxsome…” Granford said, a  good many Bogg
moaning when they saw who the questioner was. “An intel-
lectual question, Banxsome,” Granford began with an eru-
dite air about him. Banxsome thought to himself that Gran-
ford did not have to play it up so much, but he tolerated it.

Granford  asked  his  question.  “Between  two  great
minds, Banxsome (there were more groans from the Bogg
here), if a Bogg is not to be led by a philosophy, as your
Boggstories  seemed  to  indicate,  then  what  should  lead
him?”

Banxsome  was  flabbergasted.  Granford  had  gone  off
the  program  and  asked  his  own  question!  Nevertheless,
Banxsome knew he had to answer.

“His soul,  Granford,”  Banxsome  said  “Only  his  own
soul can ably lead him. Do you have any other questions to
ask me, maybe a question about The Man?”

Granford said yes, but before he could ask the assigned
question a Bogg jumped up. Banxsome saw it was the same
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Bogg who had complained about Vandoff at the last meet-
ing. Banxsome smiled at the Bogg.

“You know what I’m going to say,”  he said to Banx-
some.

“Yes I do, my friend,” Banxsome answered with only a
hint of smile. “You want to know what is going to be done
about Vandoff.”

“And  the  Knife,  Banxsome.  Maybe  the  Bogg  under-
stand your Boggstories, maybe they don’t. But what we do
understand is blood, Banxsome. Kill Vandoff like you said
you would.”

“I understand,” Banxsome said, his slight smile yielding
to  the  serious  thoughts  he  was  now thinking.  All  in  the
Boggcrowd stared at Banxsome, and Banxsome could feel
their hope pulling it out of him. He wasn’t sure he and his
Council were ready, but still he committed them.

“By the end of  the next Boggstory you will  have the
Knife’s dead body, Bogg.”

A quietness swept the cave as Banxsome and his Coun-
cil looked at one another and the Boggcrowd beheld them
all.  Hayseed  finally broke  the  cold  air,  shouting,  “Yeesss!
There’s  gonna be a  fight!”  Then he turned and punched
Texas. “Whaddya say, Tallpup? You ready to kill the Knife?”

The Council and the Boggcrowd all waited on Texas’s
response. He looked at Banxsome, then spoke out over the
Boggcrowd.

“And then Vandoff!” he shouted, thrusting a furry fist
into the air. Wild cheers broke out that could be heard all
the way up in King Phinneus’s  burrow,  where Rockstadt
and Mossteum were reporting to their King.

“It’s no good,” Rockstadt told Phinneus. “Banxsome is
too clever. The Bogg cannot be split.”
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“Is he too  clever  or  are you  two too  dumb?”  Phinneus
asked.

Now Mossteum spoke. “You yourself saw how he twists
things.  You  ask him a  question and he  tells  a  story that
means more than your question did.  I  don’t  know if  the
Bogg understand those stories, but those stories keep him
out of our traps. He can rebuke the Potneites and Mannites
without  offending  them,  because  no  one  is  exactly sure
what in the Dark Woods he's talking about.”

The King was angry. “Then call  Vandoff for me,” he
said. “I will not fool with Banxsome anymore.”

“Call  Vandoff?”  Rockstadt  asked.  “What  do  we  want
with Vandoff?”

Phinneus almost growled at Rockstadt Bogg. “Because
Vandoff is part of our Great Society’s Law, he could even be
called the power behind it—Banxsome himself said that—and
Banxsome does not honor the Law.”

“As  a  Mannite,”  Rockstadt  said,  “we  have  always
thought of The Man as the power behind Bogg Law.”

“That’s why you're not in power now,” Phinneus said.
“You  do  not  understand  the  Law.  Now go  call  Vandoff.
Mossteum, if he won’t, you do it.” But Rockstadt obliged.

Seven barks  rang out  from the King’s  Great  mound,
barks the celebrants did not hear down in the cave. Soon
Vandoff alighted on the mound. Phinneus poked his head
out.

“Vandoff, I need your help.”
“The Heeeeap has been quiiiiet. I neeeeed my due.”
“I will give you your due, and much more. But if you do

not help me, I may lose the Boggtown, and you may lose
the Heap.”

“Vaaandoff does not neeeeed the Heap. I will  eat the
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Booooogg without it.”
“Maybe, Vandoff, maybe not. There is a new Bogg in

the Boggtown…”
“A Boooogg? Is  it  ooooonly a  Boooogg that  troubles

you?”
“He seems to be a special Bogg, Vandoff.”
“Theeeere are noooo special Boooogg. All Boooogg are

alike.”
“Maybe. But this Bogg just killed Blackfoot.”
This angered Vandoff.
“III kill Blackfoot tooooo!” he shouted.
Phinneus did not wait, but played on Vandoff’s anger.
“He  said  he  would  kill  you  too,  Vandoff.”  Phinneus

watched Vandoff’s eyes, and had he not known better he
would have sworn he saw a hint of fear in them. Not much,
like the light from a single star in the sky, that’s all. But fear
nonetheless.

“Hoooow?” Vandoff asked.
“I don’t know yet. But I have a spy. I'll let you know.

You must kill him before he takes the Boggtown from me,
and the Heap from you.”

“Wheeeere is heeee noooow? Leeeet me go kiiiiiill hii-
iim noooowwww.”

“He is in the cave, where you cannot go.”
“Then weee must luuuuure him out, Phiiinneeeeus.”
“I agree.” Phinneus was aware that it was he who was

in charge now, and as King Potneus had once said, Vandoff
was working for him. “But first let me hear from my spy,
Vandoff. We want to do this in the best way possible—in a
way that destroys dissent.”

That evening Banxsome and his Council talked in the
cave as they wound down from the day’s events. After some
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small talk and reliving of the meeting, Banxsome brought
up the subject of the Knife.

“Tomorrow,” he said, “we will do it.”
“How?” It was Potnean Bogg.
“Just as we killed Blackfoot,” Banxsome answered.
“But we do have a dilemma,” Granford said. “Blackfoot

was imprudent to come to the cave. It would not be reason-
able  to  presume the Knife  too will  come to the cave.  At
least, that has been my experience in my previous execu-
tions of the Knife.”

“Oh come on!” Texas yelled. “All the big words in the
land won’t make your lies true!”

“Texas….”  Banxsome  said.  “Quiet  down.  Granford  is
right—the Knife probably won’t come to the cave, so hiding
in the rocks won’t do. Does anybody have any suggestions?”

“The hedges that grow in a straight line.” It was Be-
linda.

“Beauty  plus smarts!”  Felton  Bogg  said.  “What  a  fe-
male!” Belinda snarled at him.

“Go on, Belinda,” Banxsome said.
“This is what we do: Whoever plays banxsome will do

so by the base of the hedges. The rest will be hidden up in
the branches. When the Knife is about to land on the banx-
some Bogg, the banxsome Bogg can dash into the hedges.
The rest can fall out of the hedges onto the Knife and kill
him.”

“That  is  an  excellent  plan,  Belinda,”  Banxsome said.
“We can do it right after the sun passes over so he can’t
hide in its light.” He was smiling at her, but out of the cor-
ner of his eye he could see Felton looking at her too, again
with something more than his usual Serpent stare. Banx-
some was certain he saw just a little respect there too.
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Potnean excused himself with some story about need-
ing to check on his mother, and no sooner was he gone
than Texas Bogg shouted at Banxsome.

“Don’t you care that he’s going right to Phinneus and
tell him our plans?”

“Not particularly,” Banxsome said. “What can Phinneus
do? Even Rockstadt is afraid to move against us. Together
we are too powerful. Phinneus is weak.” Banxsome did not
know how mistaken he was.

As  they  settled  into  their  sleeping  spots  that  night
Jonathan asked Banxsome a question that would keep them
all awake a while longer, first with Banxsome’s answer, and
then with their own thoughts about his answer.

“Banxsome, why do The Mannites and Potneites  hate
each other so much? If the Potneites aren’t filling the Heap
with Mannites, The Mannites are feeding Vandoff the Pot-
neites. All Rockstadt and Mossteum want to do is prove the
other  one  wrong,  and  that  seems  to  be  our  entire  Bog-
gstory.”

“In my travels,” Banxsome began…
“Oh, no—here we go again,” said Texas.
Banxsome  smiled  over  at  him.  “In  my travels I  ran

across the story of two Bogg friends who, in a flood some
generations ago, were swept into the river. The two Bogg
were lucky, for they each landed on an island, though the
two islands were just out of sight of one another. The river
was  high  and  strong  around  the  two  islands,  so  neither
Bogg had any hope of escaping the island he was on until
the dry season arrived.

“The big problems facing them both would be finding
food and shelter, and lucky for them there was one tree on
each island, the same kind of tree. Now, you all have seen
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this kind of tree, some grow near this very cave. It is the
kind that drops nuts in hard shells. We do not usually eat
them, though tree Bogg do. Those kind of trees. Well, with
nothing else to eat, each Bogg on his own island learned to
crack the shells and eat the nut inside.

“Now they needed shelter, too. The first Bogg’s island
was  sandy and low,  so  that  when he dug his  hole  water
would slowly seep into his burrow and soak him within a
day or two. This led to his digging a new burrow almost
daily, which in turn caused him to have to eat more, which
would eventually lead to him eating all of his supply of nuts
before the dry season could arrive. He would surely starve.
He was wet and miserable and in danger of sickness from
always being wet, and then his misery led him to an idea.
He could use the empty shells to line the bottom of his bur-
row, lifting him up above the puddles forming on his bur-
row floor. He did this and extended the period between dig-
ging burrows from one day to fifteen or twenty. This Bogg,
in honor of the salvation the nut had brought him, named
the nut a Dry.

“The second Bogg’s island was different. It was so stony
that the second Bogg could not dig out a hole in the rocky
soil. His claws were worn down and broken off before he
gave up and thought,  ‘I’ll  either  die from the wetness  or
Vandoff or the Knife.’ But then an idea came to him, too.
He could use the empty shells to dig. They were hard, like
his  nails,  and  when  one  broke—so  what?  He  had  plenty
more. So he used the shells to dig out a burrow on the is-
land,  and  in  honor  of  the  salvation  the  nut  had
brought  him, he named the nut a Dig.

“Both Bogg endured the long rainy season, and as the
days grew warmer each noted how his island grew larger as
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the river shrank. Finally, on the same day, each decided it
was safe to cross the little water that remained. Each also
decided to take along a nut to show the Boggtown what had
saved him.

“The two survivors reached the King’s burrow at the
same time and threw their arms 'round one another as the
King and his  Council  gathered.  The King asked the  two
how they had survived, and the first Bogg stuck out his nut.

“‘This,’ he said. ‘A Dry.’
“Now the second Bogg stuck his nut out. ‘No, a Dig!’ he

said angrily.
“‘Dry!’
“‘Dig!’
“‘Dry!’
“‘Dig!’
“‘Dry!’
“‘Dig!’
“No Bogg is sure who hit whom first, but right there in

front of King and Council the two Bogg beat each other to
death with the fruit of the tree that saved them.” Banxsome
was through.

“What  in the heck are  you  talkin’  about?”  Texas  de-
manded.

“Yeah, I’m with Tallpup here,” Hayseed added. “What
do you mean?”

Banxsome smiled. “Do  you understand, Jona-than?”
“I  think  so,”  Jonathan said.  “They got  caught  up  in

what they named the thing rather than what it does. What
it does delivers them, what they call it kills them.”

“Very good,  Jonathan.  But  it’s  even worse  than that.
Remember,  we’re  talking  about  The  Mannites  and  Pot-
neites here. So, somebody besides Jonathan, tell me what
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the tree represents.”
Belinda spoke up. “The Man?”
“Good enough. And that’s the problem. The Mannites

and Potneites kill each other over what they say The Man
is.  Or  what  they say the  Bogg  Kingdom  is.”  Banxsome
chuckled. It was a somewhat sad chuckle. His voice was not
happy, but thoughtful, when he resumed. “But they don’t
know anything about either. They know nothing about the
real Greatness that is behind it all, they only fight over the
names they have for some part of it. And they give credit
where it is not due, and don't give credit where it is.”

“Banxsome?” It was Jonathan.
Banxsome  looked  over  at  him.  “Jonathan,  I’ve  lived

with The Man, remember? That’s what I’ve been trying to
tell  the Bogg about—what it was like when I lived in His
Dwelling.”

“It must have been wonderful,” Belinda said with a joy-
ful smile.

“No,” Banxsome said.  “It  was not.  I  wasn't  free.  The
Man’s girl-pup kept me prisoner…”

“The Man has a girl-pup?” Belinda seemed excited by
this.

“Yes, but she's no better to the Bogg than The Man,”
Banxsome said.  His Council  could hear  his  bitterness.  At
that  moment Potnean walked in.  Banxsome paid him no
mind, but just went on. He sounded angry now.

“The Man and His Sticks—the Bogg are so stupid! They
kept me in a cave, like this, but much, much smaller and
made of thin Sticks no Bogg could bite through. They fed
me nothing I wanted, but what they wanted me to have. Ev-
ery day I woke with a pain inside me because I wanted to
get out and see where the light came from, and every day
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they kept me closed up in that cave of Sticks.”
“Did you try to get out?” It was Hayseed, whose eyes

were large with interest.
“How do you think I got these shoulders?” Banxsome

asked. “I tried and tried. I dug till my claws bled. I chewed
till my teeth were stubs, but The Man’s Sticks…” Banxsome
was silent a moment, his Council politely waiting for him to
go on.

“But then one day the girl-pup reached in to feed me
and I did something for which I may never be forgiven—I
bit her.” Belinda gasped. “She bled. The girl-pup bled. The
Man  bleeds,  Council,  just  like  the  Bogg.  And  whatever
bleeds, dies. Just like the Bogg. Vandoff will bleed too. And
die.

“Well,  while  The  Man’s  girl-pup  held  her  bleeding
hand I ran from the cave and was out of that Dwelling as
fast as I could go. I hardly saw your Boggtown as I passed it
and dove into the river. I tried to swim across but it was too
strong. I  woke on the other side. I ran as fast  as I  could
away from The Man, and I swore I’d never come back near
it,  and I  meant  it  too.  I  would  rather  dwell  in  the  Dark
Woods forever, as long as I am free.”

“So what brought you back, Banxsome?” Strange, but
it was Potnean who asked this, and he seemed genuinely in-
terested.

“Unfinished business.”
“With Vandoff?” Potnean asked.
“With The Man. The Bogg should not give their power

over to a being no Greater than themselves.”
Jonathan sat  up.  “Are  you  saying  The Man is  not  a

Great  Being? That  everything  that  has  happened in  this
Boggtown has not been The Man’s doing?”
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Banxsome smiled again. He knew of Jonathan’s Man-
nite leanings, and Banxsome had expected him to challenge
this idea. 

“Not quite, Jonathan. I think there's something that's be-
hind the days. Something that seems to be helping me tell
my story. Something that gave me my story to tell. Things
seem to happen with meaning. Even the bad things swing
around over the seasons and have meaning. I was a pris-
oner,  but  now I  have  these  shoulders  to  fight  with.  Like
that. Or something I see everyday all of a sudden seems far
more important than it should, and so I pay attention. And
it turns out it is more important. There is  something for me
to learn from it, or some new direction to go. And when I
learn it or go in that direction, the next time I see it it isn't
special anymore. It's like it's said what it had to say. It came
alive for only a breath and it was Great. Like us. Right here.
Right now. Sometimes everything adds up to more than it
should. Sometimes food falls from the sky when you're hun-
griest. Or the rain doesn't come but somehow it makes you
stronger. And it's not just for Kings, but for every Bogg. But
the Bogg don't want it. They want a King on a Stump, they
want a Deliverer. But not you Bogg. You want to be Great.
Me too, even if only for a breath. I too want to say what I
have to say.

"I think the Bogg get just a glimpse of what this some-
thing does, they see how it makes the ordinary Great for
those few breaths, and they call that something The Man,
and then call  everything else that happens The Man too.
But it's not The Man. I know the man. He's probably sur-
prised by things too. And I think every Bogg should know
that. That’s all.” And that was all. Banxsome said no more,
and neither did his stunned Council.
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In the dark of the night death floated into the  Bog-
gtown and landed on King Phinneus’s  mound.  Phinneus
came up to greet it.

“They are going to kill the Knife tomorrow,” Phinneus
told Vandoff. “After the sun passes. But I think it would be
best not to interfere yet.”

“Whyyyyy?” Vandoff sneered.
“Because  maybe the  Knife  will  kill  him.  And even if

they do kill  the Knife, we will  both be better off without
him, and then you can kill Banxsome.”

Vandoff thought. “Yeeeeess. Vaaandooff wiiill waiit. But
youuu haaave nooot giiiven meeee myyyy duuuue…”

“Oh,  of  course.  Take  to  the  air,  Vandoff.  I  will  feed
you.”  Phinneus  was  completely in  control  now.  Vandoff
flapped his dark wings and soon was up over the Boggtown.
Portly Phinneus waddled over to a Bogghole.

“Rockstadt?”  he called quietly down the hole.  “Rock-
stadt, it’s King Phinneus…”

Rockstadt Bogg came slowly up the hole. He climbed
up on his  mound and rubbed his  eyes.  “Yes,  King Phin-
neus?”  he  asked  groggily.  There  was  a  thud  as  Vandoff
struck  Rockstadt  Bogg,  one  talon  puncturing  his  chest
while the other claw wrapped around his throat, cutting off
all air.
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Banxsome’s Second Miracle

The  next  morning  the  Bogg  woke  to  the  news  that
Rockstadt Bogg was missing. Some Bogg suspected Black-
foot had come back, but Mossteum had other suspicions.
Even if he would have voiced his suspicions the Boggtown
would  not  have  cared.  Rockstadt  had  not  been  popular
among the ordinary Bogg, only the powerful, so the Bogg
were not  moved by his  disappearance.  And the sound of
Rockstadt's pups crying was no worse than the cries of the
pups of all the Bogg Rockstadt had carried to the Heap.

Banxsome and his Council slept late, then foraged and
talked  for  a  time.  As  they foraged  the  occasional  Bogg
would come near and shout encouragement to Banxsome
or to one of the Council, and once a Bogg risked the Heap
by shouting “Banxsome is my King!” One Bogg came right
up to them to tell them of Rockstadt’s disappearance. Banx-
some and his Council  took the news without celebration
and without sorrow.

It was at that very moment—at the news of Rockstadt’s
disappearance—that Jonathan Bogg noticed how troubled
Banxsome seemed. Gone was his jovial smile, gone was his
carefree manner. Yet it was not the fight that troubled him,
Jonathan knew,  for  even though he’d only known Banx-
some several days, it was obvious that no fight ever troubled
Banxsome. No, there was an idea attacking Banxsome.
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What  Banxsome  was  learning  was  that  while  what
makes Great beings Great is their ability to fully express an
idea, it is also ideas that are the only thing strong enough to
truly  torment  them.  Banxsome  was  suffering  inside,
Jonathan saw, and so as he foraged he made his way over to
his troubled leader.

“Banxsome,” he said. “Want to talk about it?”
Banxsome looked thoughtful.  “Only to  you,”  he  said

quietly, and the two wandered just a little ways away.
“What’s the matter?” Jonathan asked.
“I’ve  been  thinking  about  the  Prophecy and  what  it

means, and I’m not sure. Especially about that one part—
Life for Life. Jonathan—You know, if I rule on the Stump, if
I become King of this Boggtown, I may live another season,
or maybe ten. We would have killed Vandoff and the Knife,
and the  Bogg  would  think  they had their  Kingdom.  But
they would still be the Bogg. You see?”

Jonathan looked deep into his leader’s eyes, as deep as
he could.  “Actually,  I  think I  do this  time, Banxsome.  In
your lesson on the hillside you told us the Bogg’s Greatest
enemy is  the  Bogg  themselves—their  own  ideas—not  the
Knife or Vandoff. No King on a Stump could change that.
In fact, if what you are worried about is that your becoming
King might actually interfere with the Bogg getting their
Bogg Kingdom, then Banxsome, I want you to know I’ve
been wondering about the same thing.”

Banxsome smiled a smile of relief, happy just to be un-
derstood, just as Great King Beginigin had so many seasons
before  when  his  own  Council  Head,  Delphinius  Bogg,
showed that he understood Beginigin’s desire for more.

“I agree Jonathan,” Banxsome said. “I think it would
probably be better for the Bogg if after we're done I went
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away, don’t you think?”
“Probably so, Banxsome.”
“But that doesn’t explain the ‘Life for Life’ part, does it

Jonathan?”
Jonathan was quiet; if he knew anything he wasn’t say-

ing. He knew what Banxsome was thinking it meant, be-
cause he was thinking that's what it meant. And neither of
them wanted it to be true.

“Thank you,” Banxsome said, then hugged Jonathan.
Banxsome felt comfort in knowing that at least he was not
completely alone. He held Jonathan out at arm’s length and
smiled at him, and Jonathan would have smiled back if he
could have—but he couldn’t.

“Hey—what’s  going on?”  Texas Bogg kidded, coming
up  with  Hayseed  and  seeing  their  embrace.  “You’re  not
gonna expect  me and Fleabite here to start  hugging, are
you?”

“Watch it, Tallpup,” Hayseed growled, but even Texas
could see the hint of a smile when he said it.

Since everyone was looking, Banxsome called them all
over.

“We have to get our plan straight,” he said.
“Just tell us what,” Texas said.
“Yeah—tell me where you want me to bite him!” Hay-

seed half-spoke, half-shouted.
Felton Bogg shushed them all. “Banxsome,” he said, “it

was Belinda’s idea, so I think we should let her make out
the  plan.”  Banxsome  smiled  at  Felton,  a  smile  that  said
‘good job!’ Then he turned to Belinda. She was also smiling
at Felton, if only slightly.

“Tell us how to kill the Knife, Belinda,” Banxsome said.
At that moment Belinda could have floated away, she
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felt so high. The Bogg who believed him so say many things
about  what  made  Banxsome  Great,  but  the  way  Bogg
around him seemed to get better, to rise like the morning
sun, to blossom like the flowers in the warming season—
that may have been the Greatest part of his Greatness.

“The  Knife  is  merciless,”  Belinda  began.  “I  will  be
banxsome, I will lure him, because he takes even more joy
killing pups and females than grown male Bogg. He loves
to not only eat, but to hurt as well. The Knife feeds on our
pain.” Some sort of sound escaped Hippocrates’ mouth.

“Hippocrates?” Belinda asked.
“I don’t think I’m gonna make it, Belinda. I may faint.”
“No you won’t,” Banxsome told him. “You’ll be Great,

Hippocrates.”  No  one  had  ever  called  Hippocrates
Bogg Great before.

“Yes,  you will,”  Granford said.  “Just  like I  was  when
I…”

“Granford shut up!” It was Texas. Granford did shut up.
Belinda continued. “We need three levels in the hedge.

Banxsome, you can’t jump as well, so you'll be on the bot-
tom. I want Texas with you.”

“Why the bottom?” Texas asked.
“Because your job is not to grab the Knife, but to jump

out and hit him hard enough to knock him down and dis-
orient  him.  If  you can grab  hold,  all  the  better.  But  you
probably won’t. He’ll be moving. You two are the biggest
and heaviest. You'll hit him the hardest.

“On  the  next  level  I  want  Felton,  Potnean,  and
Jonathan. Your job will be to get a hold on him. Get a wing
if you can. He’ll probably be surprised and trying to escape
instead of trying to attack. You three will keep him there.

“Then, from the upper level, our killers will jump on
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him. I  want you high, almost  to the top of  the Hedge. I
want Granford, Hayseed, and Hippocrates.”

“Me?” Hippocrates blurted. “Why me?”
“Because you’re little,” Belinda said. “The bigger Bogg

need to knock him and hold him down, you three will fly in
like, well, like the Knife. Go for his throat.”

“You won’t even need these other two,” Hayseed said,
motioning to Hippocrates and Granford.”

“Yeah!” Hippocrates said. “You won’t need me!”
“No, Belinda told him. “I’ve seen the Knife up close. It

will  take  all  three  of  you,  and  still  we  may not  all  live
through this.”

“I think I’m gonna be sick,” Hippocrates said. He was
met by silence. Finally Jonathan spoke.

“We need to get the Bogg in their holes so the Knife
doesn’t just take one of them instead,” he said.

“Right,” Banxsome agreed. “Somebody go tell them a
secret.”

The sun passed over  and the nine  ambled up to the
hedges that grow in a straight line. The Bogg were safe in
their holes, having been told the “secret” that Vandoff was
coming  to  collect  his  due,  and  that  “secret”  had  spread
throughout the Boggtown like a bad smell.  Belinda Bogg
directed each Bogg to his spot in the hedge, then turned to
go. As she left Felton called out to her.

“Be careful, Belinda,” he said, sincerity in his voice. She
smiled back at him and left.

Belinda went all the way down by the river so she would
be  out  of  the  hearing  range  of  the  Bogg  in  their  holes.
There  she  made  some  wounded  sounds,  some  crying
noises, and soon saw the Knife take flight.

Belinda instinctively began sprinting back up the hill,
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and she had to remind herself that she was not after safety,
she was after the Knife.

“Banxsome,” she said to herself. “You are banxsome.”
She added a strong limp to her run, then screamed as

she looked back to check on the Knife. It was perfect. She
was going to reach the hedges just as the Knife reached her.

The eight  Bogg in  the  hedges  had to  restrain  them-
selves to keep from cheering Belinda Bogg on. “Run!” they
wanted to yell, “Run Belinda!” But the closer she came the
more they could see that she had timed it perfectly. When
Belinda was a bush away from the hedges, the Knife was a
bush away from Belinda.

The Knife’s legs moved toward Belinda and his talons
opened to grab her. He let out a screech, a howling cheer, a
celebratory sound of death, and then something hit him as
Belinda Bogg disappeared into the hedges.

It was Banxsome. And though Belinda had told him he
didn’t need to grab the Knife, he had sunk his teeth into the
Knife’s thigh. Banxsome held there fast, and when he felt
the Knife move suddenly sideways he knew Texas Bogg had
just plowed into him too.

Now the Knife let out a new sound, a worried sound,
and began flapping his wings to try lift off. He was facing
the hedges, so he saw the next Bogg fly down on him. It
was Potnean. Potnean hit the Knife’s right wing, and the
wing  collapsed.  Potnean  fell  to  the  ground.  The  Knife
looked down on the fallen Bogg at his feet and lifted his
free  leg,  the  one  Banxsome  was  not  clinging  to,  and
reached his talons to crush the frozen creature. But then the
Knife was hit again, by Jonathan, and Jonathan held fast on
his left wing. The Knife forgot about Potnean, who scram-
bled into the hedges just as Belinda rushed out and jumped
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on the Knife’s free leg, sinking her teeth deep in his thigh.
The  Knife  screeched  in  horror  as  Felton  hit  him  and
bounced hard to the ground.

Now the Knife heard a cry, not a cry of fear but a war
cry much like his own. He turned to see the next Bogg, a
Bogg barely bigger than a pup, flying down on him with
teeth bared. It was Hayseed. Hayseed struck the Knife in his
right shoulder and bit down there, sinking his teeth into the
strong muscles. The Knife cried out in pain and twisted his
head as  he did so.  He could  now see  Bogg poking their
heads up from their mounds and looking over to him.

Another Bogg landed on the back of his head. It was
Hippocrates Bogg. How he found the courage to jump no
Bogg  knows,  but  there  he  was,  riding  the  back  of  the
Knife’s  head.  He found a  spot  on the neck and sunk his
teeth in, and the Knife swayed, then staggered.

It was Granford’s blow that knocked the Knife down.
Granford flew from the highest reaches of the hedges and
struck the Knife flush on the left side of his face. The Knife,
weighted down by clinging Bogg, toppled over. He did not
crumple,  but  fell  over  like  a  tall  tree  blown over  by the
wind.  Granford fell  on the ground beside him, and for  a
moment neither moved, they only looked at one another—
the Knife who had killed and eaten so many Bogg, and the
Bogg who was about to kill him.

Granford did not rush, there was no need to. The Knife
was trapped, each leg held by a Bogg and a Bogg beneath
him biting into the back of his neck. There was a Bogg on
one shoulder and now the Knife felt two more biting into
his  sides.  Granford looked into the Knife’s  left  eye as  he
took  the  few  cautious  steps  toward  him.  And  then  he
pounced.
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Granford had the Knife’s throat between his teeth and
he crushed it with all his strength. The other Bogg felt the
Knife shudder and kick, shudder and kick, but Granford felt
nothing  but  the  squeeze  of  his  jaw  muscles.  The  Knife
kicked  twice  more,  convulsed,  and  went  limp.  They had
killed the Knife.

Banxsome was the first Bogg to let go, just as Potnean
came out from the hedges.

“We did it,” Potnean said.
Banxsome paused as he looked at Potnean. “Yes,”  he

said without a smile.
Now Banxsome called out, “Let go, Council. The Knife

is dead. Is everybody all right?”
“Ready to do it again!” Hayseed called out.
“Good here, Boss,” Texas said.
“I’m fine,” Belinda said.
“Bruised  but  okay,”  Felton  said.  “Excellent  plan,  Be-

linda.” Belinda smiled.
“I’m okay,” Jonathan Bogg said without emotion.
“Me too!” Hippocrates said, climbing out from under-

neath the Knife. Everybody looked at him.
“You’re  kidding—my little  brother  not  hurt?”  Felton

asked.  Banxsome  smiled  at  Hippocrates,  who  had  never
looked happier in his life. Then Banxsome looked down at
Granford, who was still latched onto the Knife’s throat.

“Granford, you can let him go. He’s dead.” Granford let
loose the Knife’s throat and turned up toward the rest. He
smiled a bloody smile.

“Now you have a  real story to tell,” Texas told him, and
they all laughed, Granford laughing with them.

Immediately the  Bogg  from  the  Boggtown began  to
cautiously approach the kill site, and soon there was a Bog-
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gcrowd gathered around the nine. They began to ask ques-
tions and make quiet exclamations.

“Give us some time,” Banxsome said to the Bogg. Then
he turned to his Council. “Let’s go down by the river. We
need some space.”

“What if Vandoff comes?” Potnean asked.
“Then we’ll kill him too,” Banxsome said. And the nine

went down to the river.
There  by the  river,  as  the  others  relaxed,  Jonathan

made a new Boggsong, and when he was done he sang it
for the rest.

The Man once sent a Prophecy to lead the 
Boggtown on,
The Prophecy gave hints of what the seasons had 
in store,
The Prophecy came true, for Blackfoot now was 
gone
But that’s not all it promised, and the Bogg still 
wanted more.

They saw within the Prophecy a Kingdom to be 
had,
But first they had to rid themselves of Vandoff and 
the Knife,
They killed the Knife with vigor and the Bogg’s 
hearts all were glad—
But still, the Council wondered, What means “Life 
for Life?”
Yes still, the Council wondered, what means “Life 
for Life?”

There was no cheering this time, just Banxsome 
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and his Council quietly thinking this over.
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Banxsome’s Last Boggstories

The nine, down by the river, heard the Boggcrowd call-
ing for them up the hill, and they knew the Bogg had gath-
ered in the cave. Banxsome silently led them back up and
they entered the cave to wild cheers.

“Banxsome killed the Knife!”
“The Man sent Banxsome to deliver us from Vandoff

and the Knife!”
“Banxsome is our King!”
“Put Banxsome on the Stump!”
“Kill Phinneus next!”
“No more Heap!”
“Kill Phinneus next Banxsome!”
Banxsome  jumped  up  on  a  stone.  He  should  have

looked happy—the Bogg certainly were—but he looked more
troubled than ever.

“You don’t understand!” he scolded the Bogg. The Bog-
gcrowd  grew  silent.  “I  didn’t  either,”  he  said.  “When
Matthias shared the Prophecy with me, I also thought the
Prophecy meant I would be your King on the Stump, but
Bogg—that’s  not what  it  means.  You  don’t  need  me  as
King.”

“You’re wrong Banxsome!” a Bogg shouted. “It does say
you’ll be our King. You’re the broken Bogg! You’re deliver-
ing us from Vandoff, Banxsome! You’ll lead us the rest of
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the way up to The Man!”
“Yes! Lead us up to The Man, Banxsome!”
Banxsome looked angry. “But your destiny is  not The

Man’s Great Dwelling!” he shouted.
“To the Dark Woods with that!” a Bogg replied. “The

Man’s Great Dwelling  is our destiny!”
The anger slipped from Banxsome’s face, replaced by

something more resembling sadness. Banxsome grew quiet
in thought, his troubled brow furrowed. The Bogg all stared
silently up at  him, patiently waiting.  Finally his  brow re-
laxed as an idea came to him. He began to speak, though
softly.

“Bogg, in my travels I came across an interesting  Bog-
gtown. There was a King there, and he had a young pup, a
son. Every night this King sang his son to sleep. The King
had a  beautiful  voice,  and the son came to think of  that
voice as peace itself, and safety itself.

“One day the King went away. He left his son in charge
of the Boggtown, for all the Bogg there respected the King
and his son.

“But the son couldn’t sleep without his father’s voice.
Each night when he tried to go to sleep he felt too unsafe
and too fearful without his father’s songs. So the son did
something about it. He called in one Bogg after another to
sing to him each night, but none had his father’s voice, so
none comforted him.

“The King’s son grew desperate. He got so little sleep
that he was going crazy, and he feared not only for himself
but for the whole Boggtown.” Banxsome paused. “We all
know how hard a crazy King can be on a Boggtown, don’t
we?”

Some of  the  Boggcrowd laughed,  and  Banxsome re-
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sumed.
“But then the King’s son had an idea. Why not sing him-

self to sleep? He tried, and though that first night he did not
sing all that well, he eventually did get some sleep. The next
night he did better, and the next night better still. Soon he
had a beautiful, booming voice, just like his father’s, a voice
that not only was powerful when he needed it to be, but
gentle as well.  With his new voice he not only comforted
himself, but the entire Boggtown.

“Eventually the  King  came  back,  and  the  first  night
back he asked his son if he would like a song. The son told
the King to listen instead, and the son sang for his father.

“When the son was done singing the King, with tears
flowing down his pride-filled face, grabbed his son in a lov-
ing hug. ‘That’s why I went away,’ he said. ‘So you would
find your own voice.’”

Banxsome grew quiet.
“What do you mean, Banxsome?” a female Bogg’s kind

voice asked.
“I mean that me on the Stump may not be what you

need. It may seem right in the first changing season, but by
the cold season the Bogg might be less than what they are
now. You will  never become the Great Beings you are as
long as I am here.”

The  same female  Bogg  called  out.  “But  then  if  The
Man’s Prophecy is not about you becoming King and tak-
ing us to The Man, what's the purpose of this Bogg-town?
And why did The Man call  to King Beginigin in the first
place? What is our destiny, Banxsome?”

Banxsome smiled and the troubles were driven from his
face. “In my travels I came across a Bogg, Jolly Bogg, who
wanted to know the answer to that same question—What is
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my destiny?
“Just like Isaiah told you that there was deliverance in

the cave,  Jolly Bogg’s  Boggtown once had a prophet say
there was salvation in the river. So Jolly Bogg went down to
the river.

Jolly stood looking into the river for some time before
he spoke to  it.  ‘How can  I  know my destiny?’  he  finally
asked.

“‘You  are  asking  the  wrong  question,’  the  river  told
Jolly.

“‘Well, what is  your destiny, then?’ Jolly Bogg asked.
“‘Do you mean where do I end up?’ the river asked. Jolly

nodded.  ‘That  doesn’t  matter,’  said the  river.  ‘My destiny
is to flow. That's what a True River does.’”

Banxsome looked across  the  Boggcrowd.  “Tomorrow
we  will  kill  Vandoff,  and  then  I'll  be  gone.”  The  Bogg
gasped at this statement as Banxsome hopped off the stone,
walked out of the cave, and disappeared down by the river.

Jonathan Bogg found Banxsome beside some stones,
looking out on the river.

“Banxsome—want to talk?”
Banxsome looked at him. “They don’t understand. Do

you, Jonathan?”
“Banxsome,  I  don’t  know.  Every time  I  think  I  do,

there’s more.”
“What did my last story mean to you, Jonathan?”
“Well,  I  guess  it’s  back  to  what  you  said earlier—the

Bogg’s  biggest  problem is  the Bogg.  It  isn’t  figuring out
their destiny, it’s how they see themselves. How they spend
their days. You say we are Great Beings, and you kill our en-
emies to prove it.  But the Bogg still  don’t see themselves
any differently.  They still  want a King on a Stump to be
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Great  for them. But Banxsome... your Council are becom-
ing Great Bogg.”

Banxsome  smiled.  “Now  if  I  could  only  get  you  to
smile. Just once, Jonathan.” Jonathan Bogg did not smile.

“Anyway,” Banxsome went on, his face becoming seri-
ous,  even  sad,  again.  “Like  I  said,  I  don’t  think  I’ll  be
around  after  we  kill  Vandoff.  If  I am here  the  Bogg  will
never change. They'll always look to me. To us.”

“But maybe they still  need you to teach them a little
longer, Banxsome. You could stay a little while, maybe.”

Banxsome looked directly into Jonathan Bogg’s  eyes.
“Jonathan, my teaching is about done. Besides, I think I’m
beginning to understand something. The Bogg Kingdom is
not a King on a Stump in a hollow, it’s a King on a Stump
in time. It’s an idea, Jonathan, a Great idea that some Bogg
somewhere lives up to, and then that Bogg's story is there
for us all to live up to. I didn't escape The Man's Dwelling
as I am now. I knew no stories. Back then I had only des-
peration. But I traveled and came across the stories of many
Great Bogg, and those stories called to me. Their stories re-
placed my desperation with inspiration. The Stories of Bogg
already living in the Bogg Kingdom taught me some Truths
about the Bogg Kingdom. It’s not a system, or some tradi-
tions—it’s some sort of honesty of being. The Bogg don’t
even know what they are, Jonathan. The Kingdom is Great-
ness, and the Bogg do not know what they are. Tomorrow I
will  be gone. It’s  funny, Jonathan. At first  I  thought this
would be  easy—Kill  Vandoff,  take  the  Stump from Phin-
neus… It’s funny…” Banxsome looked back out to the river.

Jonathan looked only at Banxsome, he did not speak.
He honestly did not know what to say.

That night Banxsome told his Council that they would
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kill Vandoff the next day before Boggstory, and that they
would do it the same way they killed the Knife. Then they
talked a  while  of  their  victories,  and eventually the  tired
warriors drifted off to sleep. All but Potnean. Potnean Bogg
crept off to Phinneus and told him of Banxsome’s plan, and
Phinneus, in the deepest dark of night, barked for Vandoff.
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Life For Life

It  was  Belinda who heard the pup crying out  in the
night. She lifted her head in the dark cave to get a better lis-
ten. Yes, it was. What was a pup doing out in the middle of
the night? She rolled to her feet, looked about in the dark
and could see little, but thought she sensed that all her fel-
low Council  Members  were still  asleep. She quietly crept
out to see what was making a pup cry so.

Outside the cave there was more light provided by the
moon.  Belinda  could  tell  where  the  crying  was  coming
from—it was a bush down toward the river. She half-walked,
half-ran down to the bush, slowing cautiously as she neared
it.

“Pup?” she gently asked toward the bush. “Are you okay
pup?”

She  jumped as  a  Bogg stepped  out  from behind the
bush. It was a full-grown Bogg that had been making the
pup’s cries. She recognized who it was.

“Potnean!” she exclaimed, neither angrily nor accusato-
rially, for she had no idea what was happening.

Thud!
There was only a muffled scream as Vandoff punctured

the life out of Belinda Bogg.
In the cave Hayseed Bogg stirred at the sound.
Belinda, he thought. He ran out of the cave and down
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the  hill,  until  a  shadow passed  between  himself  and  the
moon.  Hayseed  froze.  He  heard  the  flapping  as  Vandoff
dropped directly in front of him, Belinda’s bloody body in
one claw. Potnean ran up from a nearby bush.

“This is the one who talks a lot, Vandoff,” Potnean said.
“Youuuu braaaave?” Vandoff asked. Hayseed could not

even move before the Great killer. He was frozen with fear.
Vandoff hopped in the air, his wings beating twice, and his
free  claw  clasped  around  Hayseed’s  head,  his  rear  talon
puncturing  the  small  Bogg’s  throat.  There  was  hardly a
sound as Hayseed Bogg died.

As the sun came up the next morning, Jonathan Bogg,
who had already seen far too much blood in his life, awak-
ened first and wandered out of the cave. There he saw them,
the bodies of his two friends, bloody and torn and displayed
for Banxsome and his Council  to see.  Jonathan ran back
into the cave.

“Banxsome!  Banxsome!”  he  shouted.  All  the  Bogg
sprang  to  their  feet.  “Belinda  and  Hayseed!  Out-
side! Blood…”

They all ran out together and saw the horrible sight.
“Potnean did this!” Texas shouted. “Let’s go kill them

all! Phinneus and all his Council!” The remaining Council,
including Jonathan, ran toward the Bogg-town, bloodlust
guiding every step. Banxsome did not go with them.

The Council  reached King Phinneus The Law’s  hole
and summoned he and his nephew up. As Phinneus came
up, he barked seven times.  The Council  looked skyward,
and down toward the river they could see Vandoff rise.

“You see,” Phinneus said in that powerful voice of his,
“as your leader Banxsome once said, Vandoff is the power
behind me.  I  control  Vandoff.  When will  you fools  learn
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that?  I am the Law, and the Law rules the Boggtown. Now
I will enforce the Law.”

Potnean stepped forward and spoke to Texas. “You said
you would kill  Vandoff,  here he comes.  And by the way,
Texas, it was  I who led Belinda and Hayseed to him.”

Texas looked at Potnean. A moment before he would
have jumped on him and crushed his throat, but no longer.
Texas could feel it all slipping away. He looked around and
saw no Banxsome. They were leaderless, and Vandoff was
near.  Suddenly  Banxsome’s  warning  came  to  his  mind
—“The Man may test us all, and we all may fail.” Texas was
the first of the Council to dive into Phinneus’s hole, and the
rest  of  the  Council  followed  right  behind  him.  Vandoff
landed next to Phinneus.

“Ha!” Phinneus The Law shouted down the hole. “You
seek my protection? Isn’t this a sight—Banxsome’s Dissent-
ing  Council  hiding  in  the  burrow of  the  Law!”  Potnean
joined his uncle in laughter. And then they all heard it.

Up by The Man’s Dwelling there was quite a commo-
tion. Screaming, it was—yes—it was a Bogg’s voice scream-
ing out in anger. Down in Potnean’s hole Jonathan recog-
nized the  voice  immediately.  It  was  Banxsome.  Jonathan
darted up out of Phinneus’s hole and sprinted to the first
row of hedges that grow in a straight line. Vandoff did not
chase Jonathan; he seemed too preoccupied by the commo-
tion up on The Man’s lawn.

Jonathan ran from the first row of hedges that grow in
a straight line, out past the square stones, and to the upper
row of hedges. There, hidden beneath the hedges, Jonathan
watched and listened.

Banxsome was calling out The Man.
“You! It’s your fault!” Banxsome shouted. “You let them
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believe stupid things!  Go down there and show them the
truth, Man! Tell them! I know you—I know your girl-pup!
You are no deliverer of the Bogg! My friends are dead, Man!
Because of You! You lie to the Bogg and they listen! You! Go
down there and show the Bogg the truth about yourself be-
fore Vandoff eats them all! I know you, Man! I know you!”

While  Jonathan  Bogg  watched  from  beneath  the
hedges, Banxsome stood on The Man’s Great Lawn, barely
a  tree  away  from  the  entrance  to  The  Man’s  Great
Dwelling, screaming for The Man to come out. No Bogg
had ever  seen such a  thing.  Even Vandoff did not  know
what to do.

She came out.  It  was  The Man’s  girl-pup.  She  must
have recognized Banxsome because she tried to speak to
him, but the two obviously could not understand one an-
other. Then she ran back into the Dwelling, Banxsome still
screaming at and about The Man.

She came back out leading The Man, and The Man had
his Death Stick. He looked at Banxsome, who did not get
quiet  in  The  Man’s  presence  but  screamed all  the  more
loudly and angrily.  Banxsome pointed at  The Man,  then
down at the Boggtown, at The Man’s girl-pup, and so on,
screaming  his  breath  out  as  he  went.  And then  Vandoff
came.

Banxsome saw Vandoff out of the corner of his eye and
as Vandoff dove at him Banxsome did what Beginigin Bogg
did so long ago—he fought back. Banxsome sprung as best
he could toward Vandoff but Vandoff’s reaching claw en-
wrapped Banxsome,  and a  talon  began to  pierce  him as
Vandoff lifted him up off the ground. Vandoff had Banx-
some in his death grip, a grip from which no Bogg had ever
escaped, but Banxsome did not give up. From inside Vand-
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off’s  claw  Banxsome  grabbed  Vandoff’s  leg  with  those
strong arms and shoulders and bit down with all his might,
twisting  Vandoff’s  leg  as  he  did.  There  was  a  snapping
sound as Vandoff’s claw went limp, and Banxsome fell to
the ground.  Vandoff landed beside him and screeched in
pain when his broken leg tried to support his weight. He
couldn’t stand. Vandoff was banxsome!

Vandoff beat  his  wings to stay upright  as  Banxsome,
bleeding from the chest, tried to stand up. He made it, stag-
gering and swaying.  The Man’s  girl-pup was crying and
screaming to The Man.

Vandoff  hopped  and  twisted,  trying  to  get  his  good
claw on Banxsome, and as he did this Jonathan Bogg saw
The  Man  lift  his  Stick  and  point  it  right  at  Banxsome.
Surely  The  Man  would  now  punish  Banxsome  for  the
things he had said, for the ideas he had thought. And then
the Stick roared.

Somehow the sound caused Vandoff’s right wing to ex-
plode,  black  feathers  flying  in  the  air.  Banxsome  looked
over at The Man, started to say something, and fell over.
Vandoff, his left leg broken and right wing useless, hopped
off toward the Dark Woods. Jonathan ran out of the hedges
and to the edge of the Dark Woods to see where Vandoff
was  going.  There  he  saw Black  Legs  come  out  to  greet
Vandoff.

“Vandoff,” Black Legs said.  “You have flown off with
my kits  for  the last  time.”  Black Legs  pounced and took
Vandoff to be her kits’ supper.

Jonathan  turned  and  looked  back  to  The  Man’s
Dwelling.  He saw The Man’s  girl-pup run to Banxsome.
She scooped Banxsome up in her arms and hugged him,
and his blood was all over her paws and chest, and a little
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even stained her cheek. Banxsome was dead; even from a
distance Jonathan could tell that. The Man put his Great
arms  around  his  girl-pup  and  she  wept  all  over  him  as
Banxsome’s  blood stained him, too.  Then they went into
The Man’s Great Dwelling, taking Banxsome’s broken body
in there with them.

All was silent. The lawn was empty but for the blood
and scattered feathers. The Bogg had been frightened into
their holes by the roar of The Man’s Stick. There was no
wind, just the morning sun and Jonathan Bogg standing at
the edge of the Dark Woods.

Jonathan started moving back toward The Man’s Great
Dwelling. He moved out onto The Man’s Lawn, slowly and
cautiously, until he was at the sight of the battle. He beheld
the blood, Banxsome’s and Vandoff’s, and he could not tell
which  was  which.  He looked  up  to  the  entrance  to  The
Man’s Great Dwelling, then over to the Dark Woods where
Black Legs had finished Vandoff. He looked down around
the edge of the hedges that grow in a straight line and could
see the river far below, and the deserted Boggtown far on
the  opposite  slope.  Then  he  looked  back  to  The  Man’s
Great Dwelling and finally looked past it.

Past the Man's Great Dwelling he saw more hills as far
as he could see, and to his surprise, there were more Great
Dwellings on each hill. In fact, as far as Jonathan could see
there were  more Mans  and more  Great  Dwellings,  more
Great Dwellings and more Mans. There were more Great
Dwellings than Bogg in the Boggtown. And then Jonathan
did something he had never done before.

He laughed. Not a small laugh, either. Jonathan Bogg
laughed so loudly that birds flew off from the trees nearby.
He  laughed  so  loudly  that  the  Bogg  down  in  the  Bog-
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gtown popped their heads back up to hear. He laughed until
he fell down on his belly on The Man’s Lawn and cried out
in joy, or agony, or both.

And why? Some Bogg say it was the sight of Banxsome
—that  tiny Bogg  screaming  up  at  the  all-powerful  Man.
Other Bogg say it was the joy of seeing Vandoff limping off
to his death.

It  was neither.  Jonathan Bogg laughed because there
on The Man’s Lawn, so close to the ideal the Bogg had al-
ways hoped to reach, and now possessing first-hand knowl-
edge of just how impotent that ideal was, Jonathan Bogg
saw clearly the Bogg condition. It was uproarious! To be so
capable, as Banxsome had shown, and to make yourself so
weak and puny by the ideas you cling to—how truly funny it
was.

So  Jonathan  laughed.  He  roared  with  laughter.  He
cried, he screamed out to the sky, he fell down, rolled over,
and got back up. He jumped up and down hollering out his
laughter, and when at last he slowed, and stopped, he got to
his feet and started back down toward the Boggtown where
every  Bogg  there,  including  Phinneus,  his  Council,  the
traitor Potnean, and the remainder of Banxsome’s Council,
stared at this crazy creature.

Jonathan disappeared from their  view as he went be-
hind the upper row of hedges that grow in a straight line,
and he was out of their sight as he passed the large square
stone under which King Carlos had discovered The Man’s
bones. He popped back into view as he squeezed beneath
the lower row of hedges that grow in a straight line, and
then slowly passed along the front of the hedges.

He reached the hollow. Jonathan stood up, looked to
the Bogg who were standing on their  mounds staring at
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him, then looked into the hollow. From where he was he
could see the Stump, and he took it in, that holy seat of
Bogg power, that highest place a Bogg can go (according to
King William), that deadly imitator of a Greater idea, that
false idol—Law—that had led so many Bogg to smallness, in-
eptitude, and death.

He took his eyes from the Stump, looked down, then
walked slowly into the midst of the Boggtown until he stood
near Phinneus’s hole.

“Vandoff  is  dead—The  Man  sent  him  to  the  Dark
Woods,” Jonathan announced to Phinneus and the remain-
der  of  Banxsome’s  Council,  as  well  as  to  whatever  other
Bogg could hear him. He smiled a Great smile, the kind of
smile Banxsome smiled, and then tears squeezed out of his
eyes again until he could not see. He wiped his eyes.

“Banxsome  is  dead  too,”  Jonathan  said,  then  turned
and walked down toward the river.
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The Kingdom Comes

In the Boggtown the Bogg looked to one another, some
seeking  understanding,  some  just  wanting  to  reassure
themselves they were not alone. Texas, Hippocrates, Gran-
ford,  and Felton  stood together  watching  them.  Potnean
stood next to King Phinneus, who said nothing. Phinneus
knew the Bogg had just seen him standing next to Vandoff,
and not as an enemy but as a friend, and that was some-
thing Phinneus did not want to explain right now. Besides,
he thought, there was no Vandoff, so no Heap. He had little
power now, only what the Bogg were willing to give him.

The Bogg began to talk.
“Banxsome is dead.”
“He was up there yelling at The Man.”
“He was mad at The Man.”
“That is bad.”
“Vandoff is dead too.”
“That is good.”
“If Vandoff is dead who is left to hunt us?”
“There is no killer of Bogg left…”
“Yes! Nothing can hunt us now!”
“We are free beings!”
“We are masters of our own fates!”
“We are  free!”
“SHUT UP!” Phinneus shouted in that booming voice,
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and all the free beasts went silent. “To the hollow—EVERY-
ONE!”  All  the  Bogg,  Banxsome’s  Council  included,  filed
into the hollow.

Phinneus climbed the Stump, then waved his arms for
quiet.

“It is obvious what has happened here,” he boomed out.
“If you need it explained, then I will do so.

“Banxsome did not do what he said. He said he would
kill Vandoff, but he did not. Banxsome was not a deliverer,
Banxsome  was  a  dissenter.  He  opposed  the  Bogg  King-
dom.” Some Bogg shuffled uneasily and there was one al-
most  inaudible  moan,  but  no  Bogg  dared  oppose  King
Phinneus.

“Now, what does all this mean, Bogg?” Phinneus asked.
A Bogg raised his paw. “You idiot!” Phinneus bellowed. I
don’t  want an answer,  I  know the answer.  It  means that
The Man has chosen me as the Greatest Bogg King of all—
He killed Vandoff, and that act instituted the Bogg King-
dom—in my reign.” A few “oh’s” of understanding went out
among the Bogg.

“So Bogg, there will be no more making of Bogg Law,
the  Law is  complete.  And from this  day forth  there  will
never be a Bogg King that does not contain the same blood
as mine. I am the eternal King of the Bogg Kingdom, as ap-
pointed  by  The  Man—that  is  what  all  this  means.”  He
looked down at Potnean.

“Potnean  Bogg,  come  up  here  please.”  Potnean
climbed the Stump, and King Phinneus resumed.

“With Rockstadt Bogg’s strange disappearance, I am in
need of a Bogg to be my Council Head. Potnean will  be
that Bogg.” He motioned to his Council and they quickly
touched Potnean with the Stick. Then King Phinneus put a
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paw on Potnean’s shoulder and smiled.
“If I do not have a male pup to take the Stump when I

die,” Phinneus announced, “or if my pups are too young,
then Potnean will assume the Stump. We must keep a Bogg
of my blood on the Stump to maintain the Bogg Kingdom
The Man has begun this day. I am, after all, the Law.” King
Phinneus stopped and stared at the Bogg, watching them as
his words sank in. After a moment a Bogg quietly spoke,
and  he  spoke  with  the  same lack  of  enthusiasm a  Bogg
would have when saying, “I just found my burrow flooded
and my family drowned.”

“Yes—it all makes sense,” the Bogg spoke out into the
silent hollow.

“Uh-huh,”  another  softly  agreed.  “The  Man  killed
Vandoff. Banxsome did not.”

“The Man has chosen Phinneus as King of the Bogg
Kingdom,”  another  Bogg  said,  again  without  emotion.
“King Phinneus will reign forever.”

“Yes,” the first Bogg again said. “It all makes sense.”
“Yes it does.”
There was no cheering and no celebration among the

Bogg, just  quiet  resignation.  They finally had their  Bogg
Kingdom, yet after all their seeking it seemed not to matter.

Perhaps  the  Bogg  were  disappointed  with  the  Bogg
Kingdom they had finally achieved.  Or perhaps,  as  many
Bogg  there  felt,  despite  Phinneus’s  bold  assurances  and
strong  logic,  perhaps  there  was  something  more  to  this
whole Bogg Kingdom thing than was being said. Perhaps
there  was  something  Banxsome  could  have  taught  them
had he  lived  just  a  little  longer.  Perhaps  if  one  of  them
would just voice this concern—this dissent—then they might
get something better. A better King, a better Kingdom. But
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none spoke. Perhaps Phinneus was right and this was the
Bogg Kingdom.  Perhaps  this  was  all  the  Bogg deserved.
Perhaps. Perhaps perhaps perhaps.

Perhaps.

These are the Recitations for Boggstory concerning the
reign of King Phinneus The Law. They are recited at every
Boggstory.

The tenth Bogg King was King Phinneus The 
Law.
King Phinneus was known for his strong voice.
King Phinneus taught the Bogg the power of the 
Law.
King Phinneus tried to rid the Boggtown of all 
dissenters.
King Phinneus called Vandoff to collect his due by 
The Man’s Great Dwelling.
Vandoff came and removed Banxsome Bogg, the 
last Great threat to the Bogg Kingdom.
During King Phinneus’s reign the Bogg killed 
Blackfoot and the Knife.
During King Phinneus’s reign The Man killed 
Vandoff, instituting the Bogg Kingdom.
King Phinneus The Law was The Greatest Bogg King

of all.

This Law was added to Bogg Law by King Phin
neus:

I, King Phinneus, am the Law. I am The Man’s 
voice. 
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(This Law was amended by King Potnean The 
Clever to state, “The King is the Law. The King is 
The Man’s Voice.)

The Complete Bogg Law consisted of ten Laws:

1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we 
are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
we must give Vandoff his due.
3. All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the 
river.
4. The Bogg must listen to The Man’s voice. It is 
the only way to the Kingdom.
5. Nothing can be done about Blackfoot and the 
Knife.
6. No Bogg shall ever go into the cave.
7. The Bogg must keep moving upward toward 
The Man.
8. The highest a Bogg can go is the Stump.
9. No Bogg may ever dig beneath the square 
stones.
10. The King is the Law. The King is The Man’s 
voice.
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The Council Meets

Texas, Hippocrates, Felton, and Granford shuffled out
of the hollow after the Bogg were dismissed. They didn’t
fear Phinneus, not with Vandoff dead, but they also did not
feel like this Boggtown could ever again be their true home.
They looked to each other and without speaking began a
slow journey down to the river to Jonathan. As they left the
Boggtown Phinneus sent Potnean right behind them. Pot-
nean tried to protest, but Phinneus made him go.

The four reached Jonathan, who stood gazing out on
the river, and they quietly greeted him as they settled in be-
side  him.  Then  Potnean  showed  up  with  a  careful,
“Jonathan?”

“We should kill him,” Texas Bogg said.
“No,” Jonathan told him without taking his eyes off the

river. “There’s been enough killing today. Potnean, go back
up the hill and join your uncle. You do not belong here.”
Without arguing Potnean left.

“Whatcha doing, Jonathan?” Hippocrates asked.
“Making a Boggsong. It’s all I could do.”
“Do you want us to leave?”
“No,” Jonathan said. “I’m done.” They were all  silent

awhile, looking out over the river.
“So…” Granford finally said. “Phinneus announced that

The Man has made him eternal King over the Bogg King-
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dom. What do we do now, Jonathan?”
Jonathan said nothing, so Texas filled the silence.
“If Hayseed was here he’d say we should go kick some-

body’s butt.” They all chuckled quietly at this. “He wouldn’t
care whose butt,” Texas finished.

“Belinda  would  do  the  kicking,”  Felton  swore,  and
turned back out to the river as  wetness invaded his  eyes.
They were all silent again.

“Are we done?” Hippocrates suddenly asked. “I mean, I
don’t want to be done. All I’ve ever done is fear, fear, fear,
and for once I'm not scared. Because of Banxsome. And I
don’t want it to end.”

Jonathan turned from the river. “Done?” he said. “No, I
think we’re just getting started.” He said it with surprising
strength and resolve. And, the others noticed, with a  smile.

“But  how,  Jonathan?”  Granford  asked.  “Our  King  is
dead. What is a Kingdom without a King? Banxsome can
never ascend the Stump now. We were mistaken in our be-
liefs, and in our efforts.”

“Yeah,”  Felton  said,  turning  back  from  the  river.  “I
thought Banxsome would kill Phinneus The Law, and then
we’d have our true Bogg King and Bogg Kingdom. But now
we have nothing—Banxsome is dead.”

Jonathan looked to each of his fellow Council  Mem-
bers. They had been through so much, he thought. Diving
on the Knife! How preposterous! Attacking Blackfoot! How
dare  they!  Defying  Phinneus  and  the  Heap!  What  Bogg
would  do  such  things? Great  Bogg,  he  thought. That’s
what Bogg would do such things.

The remembrance of  Belinda’s  and Hayseed’s  bloody
bodies  ran through Jonathan’s  mind and he winced. Oh,
what these Great Bogg had endured. These beasts before
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him had been through so much in so short a time, and now
this—the death of their hope, the death of their King. And
not only them, but what he himself had been through! And
here his comrades—NO—here his  friends stood by the river’s
edge,  still  wanting whatever it  was they had given them-
selves to get. Jonathan understood Granford’s and Felton’s
complaints. They too had heard the promise in The Man’s
Prophecy—Life  for  Life—and  they had  met  its  demands.
They, because of Banxsome’s transforming effect on such
ordinary Bogg, had given their lives to make things better.
And now they were  asking,  Jonathan  knew, where  is  the
Life?

“There is still a Kingdom,” Jonathan said. The others
looked at him, confused. “You guys didn’t understand this
part,” he said, “but Banxsome and I talked a little bit about
it.  Banxsome had to die.  He  knew he would.  If  he didn’t,
then there would be no Bogg Kingdom.”

“But… why?” Hippocrates asked.
“Because if  we had put Banxsome up on that  Stump

and touched him with the Stick, the Kingdom would last as
long as he lived and no longer. And it would not have been
the Bogg Kingdom anyway.”

“But what Kingdom do we have without him?” Gran-
ford asked.

“A  different  sort  of  Kingdom,”  Jonathan  answered.
“Just like Banxsome was a different sort of Bogg. We do not
have a Kingdom on a hill,  we have a  Kingdom on a hill.”
Jonathan said this last phrase with much emphasis.

“Jonathan Bogg,” Texas said, “you’re getting as hard to
understand as Banxsome and his Boggstories.”

“Not really,” Jonathan said. “Listen, Texas, Banxsome
was no more a Bogg than you or I, right?”
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“Well…” Texas said.
“He wasn’t, Texas. He was just like us, or what we can

be. I mean—look at us. Are we any better than the Bogg up
in the Boggtown? No. But look at what we did, look at what
we accomplished. Vandoff is dead. We killed the Knife. Us.”

Hippocrates spoke. “If I didn’t know better, Jonathan, I
would say that you are saying we are Great Bogg, like Banx-
some.”

“Exactly Hippocrates! That’s what Banxsome wanted us
to see. He kept trying to teach the Bogg about The Man,
but all along what he was really teaching us was about the
Bogg. He kept trying to tell the Bogg that they were dimin-
ishing themselves by saying The Man was Great, or saying
some long dead King was Great, or by waiting for Great
Beings or some King to rescue them. Banxsome was trying
to  tell  us  that  our  only source  of  rescue  was  to  become
Great ourselves. The Mannites wait on The Man to deliver
them,  the  Potneites  look  to  the  Stump.  Banxsome alone
said Bogg, fix yourself. Fix Yourself. And that’s why Banx-
some had to go. If Banxsome was still here to be Great for
the Bogg, the Bogg would never become Great themselves.
Then we’d never have the Bogg Kingdom. We need Banx-
some as a Boggstory more than we need Banxsome. And
you wanna know something else about that Kingdom we
keep looking for, that Great Bogg destiny we keep trying to
reach?”

“Yes?” Hippocrates said, unsure. Granford nodded.
“Well,  Banxsome  already lived  there,  and  we  do  too

now. We just gotta get the others to join us. We may never
have the complete Bogg Kingdom, but we can build it little
by little,  one Bogg at  a  time.  And we can’t  just  guess at
what it will be like and then force the Bogg to behave that
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way, because the Stump and its Law can never bring about
the Kingdom. But every time a Bogg lives up to the Great-
ness within him he is digging his burrow in the Bogg King-
dom. Banxsome showed this Boggtown the way there. So
Banxsome is our King, forever, not on a Stump on a hill up
above a river, but on a Stump on a hill up above a river in
Time. His deeds will live on forever, not so we can add an-
other King to Boggstory, but to remind us of what we are.
Get  it?”  Jonathan  stopped  and  breathed  out  through  a
slight  smile.  “Yes—to  remind  us  of  what  we are,”  he  re-
peated. “Great.”

The four Council Members looked at Jonathan. It was
Hippocrates who spoke for them all.

“I don’t quite get all the stuff about having a King on a
Stump without having a King on a Stump or whatever, but
I  guess  I  do  see  how Greatness  is the  Bogg Kingdom.  It
makes sense when you’ve just seen a Bogg do it. I just wish
he was still here.” Hippocrates paused and as he did a tear
appeared in his eye and he turned to hide it, wiped, then
turned  back.  “I  understand  that  much,  Jonathan.
I touched it.  It  touched  me.  I  killed  the  Knife.  Vandoff  is
dead.” The others nodded.

Jonathan smiled at them all as Banxsome would have,
then stood up tall. “Well,” he addressed the Council, “as a
Bogg King, Banxsome got to make one Law. And as the
Greatest King, his Law should be the Greatest Law, don’t
you  think?”  Jonathan got  nods  back.  “I  know what  that
Law is,” he said.

“Did Banxsome tell you?” Hippocrates asked.
“Not with words,” Jonathan said. “With his life. Begini-

gin Bogg began our Boggtown with a Law, and King Pot-
neus instituted the making of Law to lead the Bogg to the
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Bogg Kingdom. But Banxsome’s Law is the only Law that
can ever do so.  Trust in any other Laws keeps the Bogg
from reaching the Bogg Kingdom, Banxsome’s Law is the
only way there. Banxsome’s Law is this: Be Great, for it is
what you truly are.”

The others looked at Jonathan as the simple truth of
Banxsome’s Law began to take hold, then Texas Bogg nod-
ded and the rest joined him to show that they too thought
Jonathan was right. That one simple Law—Be Great, for it
is what you truly are, that one worthy idea, had been the
message of Banxsome’s life; it had been his own Boggstory,
told not with words but, as King Isaiah once said, told in
the times and in the seasons, told in the lives of the Bogg.
Life for Life. Yes. Life for Life. They understood.

Jonathan smiled to his fellow Council Members. “Want
to hear my Boggsong now?”

“Indeed,” said Granford.
“You bet,” Texas seconded.
And Jonathan Bogg sang them his Boggsong.

Banxsome fought the Blackfoot,
Banxsome fought the Knife;
And as ransom for our freedom
Banxsome offered up his life;

Banxsome battled Vandoff
In a bloodbath on the Lawn;
But Banxsome couldn’t beat the Bogg
So Banxsome now is gone.
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Conclusion

King Phinneus The Law remained King of  the Bog-
gtown for several more seasons, up until the coming of the
Swamp Bogg. When King Phinneus died he was succeeded
by his nephew Potnean, whose dealings with the Swamp
Bogg earned him the name “King Potnean The Clever.”

But  what  became of  Banxsome’s  Council?  What  be-
came of Banxsome’s Law? What about the Serpent men-
tioned  in  The  Man’s  Prophecy?  And just  who  are  these
Swamp Bogg?  Well  that,  as  Bogg like  to  say,  is  another
Boggstory indeed.
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Appendix

The Recitation Of The Kings
(This is the official version as ratified by King Potnean.

To recite any other version is punishable by the Heap.)

The First Bogg King was King Beginigin The 
Brave.
Beginigin and Rebekah came over the hill.
They were led by a dream The Man sent Beginigin.
There they found an empty Boggtown.
The Boggtown was prepared for them by The 
Man.
Rebekah was attacked by Vandoff, but Beginigin 
threw himself in the way.
King Beginigin and Rebekah began a Boggtown 
there.
When King Beginigin was old he had a tunnel dug 
so he could watch The Man.
King Beginigin saved Rachael Bogg from Vandoff.
The Man called King Beginigin home.
King Beginigin was a Great King.

The second Bogg King was King Potneus The 
Organizer.
Potneus built the tunnel for King Beginigin.
King Beginigin chose Potneus to be King.
King Potneus started Boggstory.
King Potneus organized the Bogg.
King Potneus made peace with Vandoff.
Vandoff killed King Potneus.
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King Potneus was a Lesser King.

The third Bogg King was King Ancredidine The 
Swimmer.
Ancredidine was there when Vandoff killed Pot
neus.
Ancredidine was wounded in the attack.
Mary Bogg nursed Ancredidine back to health.
Ancredidine married Mary Bogg.
Two of their pups became Kings.
The Man sent fire during King Ancredidine’s 
reign.
King Ancredidine got the Bogg across the river in 
The Great Crossing.
Not one Bogg died crossing the river.
King Ancredidine died in the fire.
King Ancredidine was a Great King.

The fourth Bogg King was King Isaiah The 
Prophet
Isaiah helped King Ancredidine lead the Bogg 
across the river.
The Man with his Stick caused the fire to stop at 
the river.
King Isaiah led the Bogg in building a new 
Boggtown.
King Isaiah heard The Man in the cave.
King Isaiah went to listen to The Man.
The Man taught King Isaiah a Prophecy.
The Man called King Isaiah home.
King Isaiah was a Lesser King.
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The fifth Bogg King was King Matthew The Peace
maker.
Matthew was the oldest son of King Ancredidine, a 
Great King.
Grenadine Bogg touched Matthew with the Stick.
King Matthew’s brother Andrew helped him reign.
Grenadine Bogg helped King Matthew reign.
Blackfoot and the Knife came during King 
Matthew’s reign.
King Matthew met with Blackfoot.
King Matthew met with the Knife.
King Matthew gave his own life to make peace 
with Blackfoot and the Knife.
The Bogg accepted they could do nothing about 
Blackfoot or the Knife.
King Matthew was a Lesser King.

The sixth Bogg King was King Andrew The Caver.
Andrew was the son of King Ancredidine, a Great 
King.
Grenadine Bogg touched Andrew Bogg with the 
Stick.
King Andrew’s brother Matthew was Bogg King 
before him.
Grenadine Bogg helped King Andrew during his 
reign.
The Man went into Blackfoot’s cave during King 
Andrew’s reign.
King Andrew went into the cave.
King Andrew found Blackfoot dead in the cave.
King Andrew drank The Man’s water.
The Man called King Andrew home.
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King Andrew was a Lesser King.

The seventh Bogg King was King Marcellus The 
Climber.
The storm came during King Marcellus’s reign.
The river came up and flooded the Boggtown.
The Sound came during the storm.
The Sound killed many Bogg.
King Marcellus led the Bogg to the cave.
King Marcellus led the Bogg in the Great Digging 
Out.
King Marcellus fought Blackfoot while the Bogg 
dug out.
King Marcellus was a Great King.

The eighth Bogg King was King William The 
Stumpmaker.
William helped King Marcellus during the storm.
After the storm William was made King.
King William moved Boggstory to the hollow in 
the hedges that grow in a straight line.
King William built a Stump in the hollow.
King William died on the Heap.
King William was a Lesser King.

The ninth Bogg King was King Carlos The Digger.
King Carlos wanted to get closer to The Man.
King Carlos dug a tunnel under the square stones.
King Carlos went mad in the tunnel.
King Carlos died on the Heap.
King Carlos was a Lesser King.
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The tenth Bogg King was King Phinneus The 
Law.
King Phinneus was known for his strong voice.
King Phinneus taught the Bogg the power of the 
Law.
King Phinneus tried to rid the Boggtown of all 
dissenters.
King Phinneus called Vandoff to collect his due by 
The Man’s Great Dwelling.
Vandoff came and removed Banxsome Bogg, the 
last Great threat to the Bogg Kingdom.
During King Phinneus’s reign the Bogg killed 
Blackfoot and the Knife.
During King Phinneus’s reign The Man killed 
Vandoff, instituting the Bogg Kingdom.
King Phinneus The Law was The Greatest Bogg 
King of all.
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The Complete Law

1. The Bogg must not approach The Man, for we 
are unworthy.
2. The Man sends Vandoff to punish the Bogg, so 
we must give Vandoff his due.
3. All Bogg must live on The Man’s side of the 
river.
4. The Bogg must listen to The Man’s voice. It is 
the only way to get to the Bogg Kingdom.
5. Nothing can be done about Blackfoot and the 
Knife.
6. No Bogg shall ever go into the cave.
7. The Bogg must keep moving upward toward 
The Man.
8. The highest a Bogg can go is the Stump
9. No Bogg may ever dig beneath the Square 
stones.
10 The King is the Law. The King is The Man’s 
Voice.
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The Boggsongs Of This Boggstory

The Man’s Song
(This  Boggsong  was  added  during  King  Potneus’s

reign. It was made by Octavian Bogg, the Bogg who found
King Beginigin‘s body.)

To The Man, who makes the Bogg Kings,
To The Man, who gives us Law;
To The Man, who made the river,
And made talon, tooth, and claw;

To The Man who with his mighty hand
Makes dwellings strong and true;
Please deliver us in the present
Till you call us home to you.
Let it be!

Vandoff’s Song
(This  Boggsong  was  added  during  King  Potneus’s

reign.  It  is  believed that  King Potneus himself  made this
Boggsong.)

The Greatest of Beasts, next to The Man,
Is Vandoff, who soars in the sun,
For in judgment, Great Vandoff is The Man’s 
hand,
Taking Bogg for what they have done,
Taking Bogg for what they have done.
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The Man’s Prophecy
(This Boggsong was added during King Isaiah’s reign.

Some Bogg say this song should not be included here. They
assert  it  is  not  merely a  song,  but  a  prophetic  utterance
from the Mouth of The Man.)

When the time of the prophet has long since 
passed,
When what was found is once again lost;
Before the Serpent is loosed on the Bogg,
But after the river’s been crossed;

I send a broken deliverer—
From Vandoff and Blackfoot and Knife;
But how high the price for deliverance?
It’s eternally set—Life for Life.

From the Great Bogg he’ll trace his own lineage,
Of the Swimmer he shall be a son;
Wounded by fathers and brothers,
Yet an orphan, the pup of no one.

Run pup! From Laws that ensnare you;
Flee pup! From evil within;
Escape to the fire-lands and grow there,
When the storm comes it’s time to begin.

He shall reclaim the Stump for My Kingdom,
And on him My crown shall be worn;
His children shall conquer the Serpent—
The Bogg Kingdom that day shall be born.
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Killing Our Enemies
(This is the Boggsong Jonathan Bogg made after 

the nine killed Blackfoot.)

Yesterday we cried out to The Man to save us all,
Yesterday we cried out and The Man returned our 
call,
Yesterday He sent a Bogg who told us we were 
Great,
And today we killed the Blackfoot in the darkness 
of the cave.

Today we fought the Blackfoot just as Banxsome 
said we should;
Today we killed the Blackfoot just as Banxsome 
said we could,
Today we killed the Blackfoot and we didn’t lose 
one life…
And tomorrow we Bogg warriors are gonna kill 
the Knife!

Life for Life
(Jonathan  Bogg  made  this  Boggsong  after  the  nine

killed the Knife.)

The Man once sent a Prophecy to lead the 
Boggtown on,
The Prophecy gave hints of what the seasons 
had in store,
The Prophecy came true, for Blackfoot now was 
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gone;
But that’s not all it promised, and the Bogg still 
wanted more.

They saw within the Prophecy a Kingdom to be 
had,
But first they had to rid themselves of Vandoff and 
the Knife,
They killed the Knife with vigor and the Bogg’s 
hearts all were glad-
But still, the Council wondered, What means 
Life for Life?
Yes still, the Council wondered, what means
Life for Life?

Banxsome’s Song
(This Boggsong was made and sung by Jonathan Bogg

down by the river after Banxsome’s battle with Vandoff.)

Banxsome fought the Blackfoot,
Banxsome fought the Knife;
And as ransom for our freedom
Banxsome offered up his life;

Banxsome battled Vandoff
In a bloodbath on the Lawn;
But Banxsome couldn’t beat the Bogg
So Banxsome now is gone.
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Banxsome’s Boggstories

Jonathan Bogg’s Kingdom
Young Jonathan Bogg went in search of a better life,

and he took with him his brother, Tobias Bogg. After some
days traveling the two came over a hill and found a Stony
Valley. There they rested among the rocks.

While  they rested a  Bogg King  passed  through.  The
Bogg King wore a flowered golden crown and had about
him a robe of woven purple blooms. Young Jonathan ex-
plained their search for a better life, and the Bogg King was
quick to provide an answer. The most noble life they could
live, he said, was to help him carry stones from the Stony
Valley  over  the  hill  to  help  him  build  his  Great  Bog-
gtown.

The  King  took  the  two  brothers  over  the  hill  and
showed  them  his  beautiful  Boggtown.  Though  the  Bog-
gtown  seemed  empty of  activity,  it  truly was  a  glorious
place. Each mound was covered in shining stones, and glit-
tering red stones lined each hole. Here and there were large
stone altars which the King used instead of a Stump, and in
the  middle  of  the  Boggtown  was  an  enormous  mound,
taller  even than the altars,  covered with gold stones  and
rimmed with blue rocks than shone like the sky. This was
the King’s hole. The two brothers were very impressed, and
they agreed to take up the task.

After a hot season of carrying stones, Jonathan Bogg
was  very  frustrated.  One  day  as  they  carried  stones  he
turned to Tobias and said, “Isn’t it boring and unfulfilling
carrying these stones over the hill? And doesn’t the King
seem more interested in the beauty of his Boggtown than
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with the better life we seek?”
Tobias answered, “You are wrong, Jonathan—this is the

better life. We have seen the King’s Bogg-town, and it is
Great,  built  of  many  stones  carried  by  others  like  us
throughout history. And as for the King, his golden crown
and purple robe testify to his Greatness, and I am honored
just to be allowed to carry stones for him.”

“Not I,” Jonathan said. “Not I.”
So young Jonathan Bogg threw down the stone he was

carrying and resumed his search for a better life. He decided
to climb the hill on the opposite side of the Stony Valley,
away from the King’s Boggtown. Once atop the hill young
Jonathan saw another Boggtown, one not so magnificently
constructed but bustling with life and activity. Jonathan de-
scended into the Bogg-town, then asked for directions to
the King’s hole so he might inquire if this Boggtown had a
place for him.

When young Jonathan reached the hole that the direc-
tions led him to, he thought he must have made a mistake.
The hole before him was no better than any other hole in
the Boggtown. But Jonathan called down it, and up popped
a Bogg no better adorned than Jonathan.

“I’m lost,” Jonathan told the Bogg. “Can you give me
directions to the King’s hole?”

“You are here,” the Bogg said.
“Oh,” said Jonathan, sounding surprised. “Then may I

please speak to the King?”
“Speaking,” the Bogg said.
Young Jonathan was even more surprised, so he stared

for a moment, then finally spoke.
“I’m in search of a better life,” he said. “Do you have

anything for me to do in your Boggtown?”
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“What would you wish to do?” asked the King.
“You mean if I could do anything?”
“Anything,” said the King.
“I would make Boggsongs,” Jonathan opened up and

told him, then added in a sad voice, “though I’ve had no
training.” Jonathan expected the King to be disappointed,
so he was surprised by the King’s response.

“Good!” the King said with obvious joy. “We could use
another Boggsong-maker around here.  You can stay here
with me tonight, and in the morning I’ll take you around
and introduce you to some of our older Boggsong-makers.
You can decide which ones you want to learn from.”

“That sounds wonderful,” Jonathan said with a smile,
but then his smile faded as he remembered his brother.

“Good  King,  I  want  to  learn  to  make  Boggsongs,”
Jonathan said, “but I have something important I have to
do first. You see, my brother is still back in the Stony Valley
carrying stones for the King on the other side. I have to go
get him and bring him here.”

Immediately the King’s countenance went from joy to
sorrow. “I’m sorry,” he said. “You are welcome to go try, but
it  will  be of  no use.  That  other  King is  my brother,  and
though he means well, he deceives the Bogg. If you go now
your  brother  will  not  understand.  But  first,  become  the
maker  of  Boggsongs  you dream of  being.  Dig your  hole
here, start a family, discover the better life you seek. Then
go to your brother and show him that you have found your
better life. Then, perhaps, he will understand.”

Jonathan Bogg took the King’s advice and made that
Boggtown his home.

The Great Boggstory
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There once was a Boggtown that,  though young, al-
ready had many heroes—Great Bogg who had given their
own lives to help the Boggtown get to where it was. One
day in that  Boggtown two young male Bogg sat and lis-
tened to an older Bogg re-telling the stories of those Great
Bogg Heroes of their Boggtown. Both young listeners came
away very inspired  by these  stories  and  wanted  to  share
their inspiration with others.

The first Bogg said, “Since the stories touched me so
much, I must get others to hear the stories so they too will
be inspired. I am even willing to do all the work to set it up.
I will call it Boggstory.”

So  the  first  Bogg  set  up  his  Boggstory  and  went
throughout  the  Boggtown convincing  the  Bogg  of  their
need to come hear the stories. He was very persuasive, and
soon the whole Boggtown attended his Boggstories. But the
Boggtown saw no  more  heroes;  it  only heard  stories  of
them. And worse, during their Boggstories Vandoff came
and took their pups. At the end of his life the first Bogg,
aware of his failure to do anything worthwhile with the in-
spiration he once felt, looked around and declared that the
land was a dark, evil place.

The second Bogg took a different path. Instead of try-
ing to get others to hear the stories, which seemed to him to
get passed along fine without the need of any formal story-
telling, this Bogg decided to live his life like the Great He-
roes of those stories. Nothing happened immediately, but as
time passed events took place that gave him the chance to
express  his  devotion to being a  Great  Bogg,  as  the Bog-
gtown‘s heroes had been. And then those parts of the Bog-
gtown closest to him began to change around him. Where
the other  Bogg lived in a  state of  continual  hopelessness
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and fear, those Bogg around him began to see the possibili-
ties their lives presented, and they too chose to be Great like
the old Heroes of their Boggtown. The second Bogg’s pups
went  out  and began new Boggtowns,  and his  grandpups
came  together  to  defeat  the  enemies  of  the  Bogg—even
Vandoff. Near the end of his life that second Bogg sat en-
raptured beneath a bush, a beautiful grandpup on his lap,
and exclaimed, “The land is a beautiful place, a place filled
with endless opportunities.”

Today living Bogg tell their pups stories of that second
Bogg while sitting atop a mound of dirt under which the
first Bogg’s bones are buried.

The Philosophical Bogg
Once  a  Bogg  making  a  journey came  upon  a  large

stone blocking his path. He tried to dig under the stone but
found the soil to be on top of solid rock, so he instead deter-
mined he had to climb up over the stone. With much effort
he did so. When he landed on the other side he said, “Aha!
A philosophy to live by! When coming to a stone blocking
your path, you must go over  it.” The next day he came to
another stone blocking his path. He remembered his philos-
ophy and began to climb up over it, but when he got up on
top Vandoff swooped down and sliced him open. He was
lucky to survive. When he landed on the other side he said,
“Aha!  A philosophy to  live  by! When  coming  to  a  stone
blocking your path, you must go under it.”

The next day he came to another  stone blocking his
path, and remembering his philosophy he began to dig un-
der it. This time the ground was soft, and soon he had tun-
neled halfway under the stone. When he was underneath
the stone, the Stone fell in on him and crushed him.
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The Potneite Promise
There  once  was  a  Boggtown with  a  powerful  King,

powerful  both  in  body and  in  thought.  He,  as  all  Bogg
Kings  wish,  wanted  his  Kingdom  to  be  the  mysterious,
sought-after Bogg Kingdom, and he was sure he knew how
to make it so.

He told the Bogg in his  Kingdom that  if  they would
bring him roots, in three days he would give them back as
many roots as they had given him, plus half again more.

This, to the Bogg, was the Bogg Kingdom! To get more
than one puts in, without any work, too! How like the Bogg!

All the Bogg were happy, overjoyed even, as the King’s
plan held true.  But after some time they began to notice
strange things happening about the Bogg-town. There were
strange disappearances, unexplained screams in the night,
and claimed attacks by enemies though no enemy was ever
seen. Bogg were missing all over the  Boggtown.

What the Bogg initially thought was their desired Bogg
Kingdom was really the King secretly stealing members of
the Boggtown and trading them to another Boggtown for
roots, which he then gave back to the Bogg in his own Bog-
gtown. No King can ever give more than he takes; the op-
posite is always true.

The Misled Mannites
There once was a Mannite Boggtown that had no Pot-

neites to argue against them, so Mannite thought ruled the
entire Boggtown.

A wise old King of their Boggtown had a hole dug and
filled it with roots and such against a cold-season day when
the Bogg might  need them for  food.  He had a  beautiful
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stone, purple, placed in the entrance to the hole to seal it.
To keep the Bogg from stealing the supply,  the Mannite
King told the Mannite Bogg that the stone was special—
made so by The Man. It was a sentinel over the supply so
that only the right Bogg, the chosen Bogg, could get to the
supply. Any other Bogg trying to do so would surely die.

The  King  soon  died  and  hard,  dry times  came.  The
Bogg grew hungry, then starved. They watched their chil-
dren suffer and die while Vandoff grew fat on their dead.
Vandoff always grows fat from the Bogg’s hard times. The
Mannite  Bogg watched in  helpless  horror  as  one-by-one
they fell to the harsh circumstances, and all the while salva-
tion was only a bush deep beneath their feet, but guarded
by that special stone.

No Bogg dared try the stone for none felt worthy, and
even if one did, no single Bogg could move it.  Also—any
Bogg who attempted to move it could be sure that the rest
of the Bogg would be angered that someone just like them-
selves claimed to be special enough to try the special stone.
That Bogg would meet the wrath of the Bogg. So on they
went, starving themselves and fattening Vandoff.

Then one night a Bogg, a starving Bogg who was the
father of dying pups, could stand no more. He rushed to the
special  stone  and  tried  to  move  it,  and  when  it  did  not
budge  from  the  entrance  to  the  hole,  he  began  to  dig
around it. He was making good progress when the Mannite
Council  found  him,  and  they and  many other  Mannite
Bogg in the Mannite Boggtown tore him to bits.

The next night his starving pups snuck to the stone and
finished digging through, and once in the hole they gorged
themselves on the stored food. Even as much as they ate,
there was still plenty left for any others.
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The next day the other Bogg noticed that the pups were
no longer near death, and when the pups explained why,
the Mannite Council filled their hole back up. The Bogg in
that Mannite Boggtown died, most of them anyway, always
within a bush of their own salvation but told by their own
Bogg Law that they couldn’t have it.

The Fruit Of The Tree
There  once  were  two  Bogg  friends  who,  in  a  flood

some generations ago, were swept into the river. The two
Bogg were lucky, for they each landed on an island, though
the two islands were just out of sight of one another. The
river was high and strong around the two islands, so neither
Bogg had any hope of escaping the island he was on until
the dry season arrived.

The big problems facing them both would be finding
food and shelter, and lucky for them there was one tree on
each island, the same kind of tree, the kind that drops nuts
in hard shells. With nothing else to eat, each Bogg on his
own island learned to crack the shells and eat the nut inside.

Now they needed shelter,  too.  The first  Bogg’s island
was  sandy and low,  so  that  when he dug his  hole  water
would slowly seep into his burrow and soak him within a
day or two. This led to his digging a new burrow almost
daily, which in turn caused him to have to eat more, which
would eventually lead to him eating all of his supply of nuts
before the dry season could arrive. He would surely starve.
He was wet and miserable and in danger of sickness from
always being wet, and then his misery led him to an idea.
He could use the empty shells to line the bottom of his bur-
row, lifting him up above the puddles forming on his bur-
row floor. He did this and extended the period between dig-
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ging burrows from one day to fifteen or twenty. This Bogg
named the nut that saved him a Dry.

The second Bogg island was different. It was so stony
that the Bogg stuck on it could not dig out a hole in the
rocky soil. His claws were worn down and broken off before
he finally gave up and thought, “I’ll either die from the wet-
ness or Vandoff or  the Knife.”  But then an idea came to
him, too. He could use the empty shells to dig. They were
hard, like his nails, and when one broke—so what? He had
plenty more. He used the shells to dig out a small burrow.
This second Bogg named the nut that saved him a Dig.

Both Bogg endured the long rainy season, and as the
days grew warmer each noted how his island grew larger as
the river shrank. Finally, on the same day, each decided it
was safe to cross the little water that remained. Each also
decided to take along a nut to show the Boggtown what had
saved him.

The two survivors  reached the  King’s  burrow at  the
same time and threw their arms round one another as the
King and his Council gathered around. The King asked the
two how they had survived, and the first Bogg stuck out his
nut.

“This,” he said. “A Dry.”
Now the second Bogg stuck his nut out. “No, a Dig!” he

said angrily.
“Dry!”
“Dig!”
“Dry!”
“Dig!”
“Dry!”
“Dig!”
No Bogg is sure who hit whom first, but right there in
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front of King and Council the two Bogg friends beat each
other to death with the fruit of the tree that saved them.

The Bogg King’s Voice
There once was a King of a great Boggtown who had a

young pup, a son. Every night this  King sang his son to
sleep. The King had a beautiful voice, and the son came to
think of that voice as peace and safety itself.

The King went away. He left his son in charge of the
Boggtown, for all  the Bogg there respected the King and
his son.

But  the son couldn’t  sleep without his  father’s  voice.
Each night when he tried to go to sleep he felt so unsafe
and fearful without his father’s songs. So the son did some-
thing about it. He called in one Bogg after another to sing
to him each night, but none had his father’s voice, so none
comforted the King’s son.

The King’s son grew desperate.  He got so little sleep
that he was going crazy, and he feared not only for himself
but for the whole Boggtown. But then the King’s son had
an  idea.  Why not  sing  himself  to  sleep?  He  tried,  and
though that first night he did not sing all that well, he even-
tually did get some sleep. The next night he did better, and
the next night better still. Soon he had a beautiful, booming
voice, just like his father’s, a voice that not only was power-
ful when he needed it to be, but also gentle when he needed
that. With his new voice he not only comforted himself, but
the entire Boggtown.

Eventually the King came back, and the first night back
he asked his son if he would like a song. The son told the
King to instead listen, and the son sang for his father.

The King, with tears flowing down his pride-filled face,
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grabbed his son in a loving hug. “That’s why I went away,”
the King said. “So you would find your own voice.”

Jolly Bogg Talks To The River
Jolly Bogg wanted to know the answer  to  this  ques-

tion- What is my destiny? In Jolly Bogg’s Bogg-town there
was an old prophecy that  said there was salvation in the
river. So Jolly Bogg went down to the river.

Jolly stood looking into the river for some time before
he spoke to it. When he did he asked, “How can I know my
destiny?”

“You  are  asking  the  wrong  question,”  the  river  told
Jolly.

“Well, what is your destiny then?” Jolly Bogg asked.
“‘Do you mean where do I end up?” the river asked.
Jolly nodded. “Yes.”
“That doesn’t matter,” the river said. “My destiny is to

flow.”

The Great Lesson On The Hillside
(This lesson was given by Banxsome one morning on

the hillside.)
“The Bogg Kingdom is born in a storm, it comes like

the Sound. It sweeps over a Boggtown like the river, it is
forever like the sun, and it always was, like the lands over
which it sweeps. It is silent and watching, like the stars, and
always there waiting to burst forth, like the seeds hidden in
the land during the cold season. That is the Bogg Kingdom.

“Great are the Bogg of the Bogg Kingdom.
“The Bogg Kingdom  is because it  is filled with Great

Bogg.
“Great is the Bogg who will not submit to the Heap.
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“Great  is  the  Bogg  who is  led  by dreams  instead  of
Bogg Law.

“Great is the Bogg who digs his hole in his own soil, for
that Bogg is digging the Bogg Kingdom.

“Great  is  the  Bogg  who stands  atop  his  mound and
knows the changing season is upon him, for he will be first
to dig in the Bogg Kingdom.

“Great is the Bogg who is thrust out by King and Coun-
cil, who is rejected by unworthy Bogg and cast off to the
Dark Woods, and who is torn apart by Vandoff, all for re-
fusing to be less than he is. I tell you, that Bogg is already in
the Bogg Kingdom, yesterday, today, and forevermore.”
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About Colfax Mann

Colfax currently resides in the land of opportunity—ru-
ral Kansas. He and his wife have three big dogs, one inside
cat, several feral cats roaming the property, and a field full
of voles and bunnies. Their daughter, Casey, is now twenty-
nine,  and still  a  good kid.  You can find most  of  Colfax's
work at thehotfoot.com, if he isn't too broke to keep the site
up. You can also contact him through The Hotfoot's Face-
book page. That's free so it should be there.

And,  God willing  and  the  creek  don't  rise,  Colfax  is
gonna get up the Rat The Cat Reading Accelerator before
he dies, and many many more books. Because the best time
of his life was reading to his daughter, and he wants others
to have good stories for doing the same thing.

PEACE!


